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Abstract
This study attempts to bring together, in a systematic framework, various approaches to the 
study of medical texts. It is intended to offer the reader a comprehensive coverage of the 
various kinds of material which medical students may be expected to encounter at an 
advanced level.
This study analyses the significance of certain aspects of cohesion in Arabic and English 
medical textbooks. It has three specific objectives:
the first objective is to undertake a detailed review of approaches to the study of text with the 
intention, secondly, of designing categories appropriate to the analysis of the corpus. The 
lexical categories are:
"simple lexical repetition", "complex repetition", "partial repetition A and B", "synonyms", 
"near-synonyms", "part/whole", "inclusion as a coordinate, superordinate, or subordinate 
member (general/specific)", "opposition or contrast", and finally "collocation A and B".
The logical conjunction categories are:
"Additive", "Adversative", "Causal/Illative", "Enumeration", and Illustrative/ 
Explanatory/Alternative".
The third objective, which forms the basis for the experimental work in the study is a 
comparison by means of the use of quantitative analysis of two aspects of cohesion in English 
and Arabic. These aspects are: patterns of lexical cohesion and patterns of logical 
conjunctions.
©
The main findings are:
(1) the frequency of occurrences of lexical patterns within sentences in Arabic is higher than 
in English.
(2) the frequency of occurrences of lexical patterns between sentences is higher in English 
than in Arabic.
(3) the number of occurrences of the category of logical conjunctions Additive is higher in 
Arabic than in English.
(4) the number of occurrences of the category of logical conjunctions ‘Adversative’ is higher 
in English than in Arabic.
(5) the number of occurrences of Causal/Illative category is higher in English than in Arabic.
Possible reasons for these findings are discussed. The findings indicate a number of possible
recommendations and suggestions for research:
(i) A comparison of ancient Arabic medical writing with the contemporary could be explored.
(ii) A comparison between medical interviews in Arabic and their counterparts in English 
could be investigated. This has practical implications to improve communications 
between doctors and patients from different cultures.
Transliteration Notes
The transcription of Arabic words has been done according to the following system:
1. Arabic consonants are transcribed as follows:
•1 o f d
o b t
O t Ji z
th £ c
C j d g
c h o f
c X J q
.3 d . il k
i dh J l
J r f m
3 z o n
or s h
A
O ’ s J ' w
of § ’ V y
2. Arabic vowels are transcribed as follows:
A. Long vowels B. Short vowels
3. The definite article (al-) in non-assimilated positions is always transcribed as such.
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Chapter I 
1-0 Introduction
"Writing", Bacon famously remarked, “makes an exact man”: but it is only in relatively recent 
times that it has been possible to make some sort of attempt to show how the exactitude 
consequent on good writing can be achieved. Bacon’s statement, and many others since, 
invite a writer to consider the rhetorical occasion and its needs and to determine whether or 
not the orientation within discourse, for example, serves the occasion. Bacon also invites the 
reader to inquire where the speaker in the discourse is and the way in which he is looking at 
himself, the subject matter or literary needs. The majority of language readers have an 
intuitive understanding about what constitutes coherent and cohesive discourse. Readers 
always look for logical and meaningful relationships between sentences and will accept or 
reject a sentence sequence depending on the visibility and adequacy of those relationships.
The requirement, then, for modem writers no less than for Bacon, is for order (and hence 
predictability) in what is written. Winter (1977:34), for instance, argues that if there were not 
a limit to the number of underlying semantic relations then interpretation would not be 
possible:
One theoretical argument in favour of having a limited number 
of ways of interpreting one sentence in the light of another is 
quite straight forward. There is the lexical creativity of the 
clause functions of subject, verb, object, complement, adjunct, 
etc., in which there is no limit to the kind of detail selected as 
noun, verb, adjective, adverb etc. This is potential chaos which 
can be chaotic to our understanding in direct proportion to the 
complexity of creative detail in adjoining clauses. ... we cannot 
tolerate a comparable creativity in our interpretation of the 
relations between sentences. This would add another kind of 
potential chaos to our inherent difficulties in communication.
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To avoid this second kind of chaos, clauses have to connect 
with other clauses in strictly predictable ways just as the lexical 
choices within the clause have to connect with other lexical 
choices in syntactically predictable ways.
Similar suggestions abound in the classic early statement of Halliday and Hasan fCohesion 
in English. 1976) who lay emphasis both on the ability we possess to infer a semantic relation 
even when it is not overtly expressed, and on the fundamental indeterminacy of conjunctive 
relations. In justifying their "simple overall frame work" of just four main categories, they 
posit: "A detailed systematisation of all the possible subclasses would be more complex than 
is needed for the understanding and analysis of cohesion; moreover, they are quite 
indeterminate so that it would be difficult to select one version in preference to 
another"(ibid:239).
Linguists and psycholinguists have been attempting to describe various categories of cohesion. 
The most seminal example is Halliday and Hasan’s which posits five classes of cohesion 
devices: reference, ellipsis, substitution, conjunction and lexical cohesion. They classify their 
cohesive devices according to grammatical form rather than textual function. Halliday and 
Hasan were the first successfully to consider and define text as a semantic unit, whose parts 
are linked together by explicit cohesive ties. For them, cohesion depends on co-reference of 
lexical and grammatical items that allow sentence sequences to be understood as connected 
discourse rather than as autonomous sentences. The parts of a text are linked together by 
explicit cohesive ties, and cohesion is "semantic relations between an element in a text and 
some other element that is crucial to the interpretation of it"(op cit:8). They also regard 
cohesion as "the set of possibilities that exist in the language for making text hang together: 
the potential that the speaker or writer has at his disposal"(op cit: 18-19). One of their primary
2
aims in their study is to identify what it is that makes a text a “unified whole” as opposed to 
a set of unrelated sentences; therefore, they see cohesion as the set of semantic relations that 
work together to achieve that “unified whole”. Halliday and Hasan were not however 
concerned with the intra-sentential cohesiveness of text; this, they claimed, could be explained 
as a function of its structure. Thus, “All grammatical units - sentences, clauses, groups, words 
- are internally ‘cohesive’ simply because they are structured”(op cit:7).
Since the mid-1970s, cohesion has been a major topic of interest, though it may be doubted 
whether Halliday and Hasan’s original study has been surpassed. The concept has been 
further considered in a number of studies, among the most important of which are Gutwinski 
(1976); de Beaugrande (1980); de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981); Brown and Yule (1983). 
All of these owe a degree of debt to Halliday and Hasan. Despite its short comings, their 
study remains the most exhaustive work on cohesion to date and offers insightful remarks on 
explicit and formal intra-textual relations. Their detailed work on textual cohesion, although 
occasionally suspect in its categorisation, has at least provided a starting point for a systematic 
inventory of types of textual connection.
This is not to say, however, that unease with the sentence limitations of structural linguistics
has never been expressed, nor that the possibilities of other approaches were unconsidered.
Harris himself (1952:3) suggested:
The successive sentences of a connected discourse, ... offer 
fertile soil for the methods of descriptive linguistics, since 
these methods study the relative distribution of element within 
a connected stretch of speech. ... each connected discourse 
occurs within a particular situation - whether of a person 
speaking, or of a conversation, or of someone sitting down ... 
to write a particular kind of book in a particular literary or 
scientific tradition. ... the discourses of a particular person,
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social group, style, or subject matter exhibit not only particular 
meanings ... but also characteristic formal features.
Nevertheless, Harris expressed a passing interest in language as a connected discourse, and
recognised that beyond the sentence constraints were stylistic and not grammatical, his main
focus of attention remains formal rather than functional.
It is the past two decades however that have seen rapid growth in the analysis of written texts, 
whether considered as a finished text or as a dynamic process, i.e, an interaction between 
writer and reader (e.g., de Beaugrande 1980; de Beaugrande and Dressier 1981; van Dijk 
1985; and, as mentioned, Halliday and Hasan 1976; Grimes 1975; Meyer 1975). Much of the 
work undertaken has in fact been concerned with theory, and on the theoretical side no issue 
has been more examined than that of cohesion and coherence. On the latter, Widdowson 
(1979:233) illustrates in the following much-quoted example how coherence procedures 
operate:
1. The unions refused to accept the government’s proposal.
2. Unemployment has been rising steadily over the past few 
months.
In the above example, Widdowson describes how coherence procedures should be accounted 
for:
At the level of form, we have two separate sentences here and 
at the level of content we have two separate propositions. But 
the reader makes sense of the two by inferring a coherent link 
between them; he understands that the second sentence 
expresses a proposition which counts as an explanation of the 
state of affairs described in the first sentence. It is because he 
interprets what is said here as something like report+ 
explanation that he can recognise it as an instance of coherent 
discourse, and his ability to impose this kind of interpretation 
on instances of language use of this sort depends on his 
recognising how the propositions expressed in the sentences 
satisfy conditions which define communication acts.(ibid)
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One of the interesting aspects of these studies is their plea for naturally-occurring texts (a
more convincing domain for analysis) as opposed to contrived sentences. A plausible example
is de Beaugrande (1980:14-15) who suggests the following:
Research cannot be based, nor can general conclusions be 
drawn, exclusively on DEMONSTRATION SENTENCES 
concocted by the investigator for a particular argument. The 
more convincing domain of samples is that of ACTUALLY 
OCCURRING TEXTS intended to communicate (rather than to 
demonstrate grammatical rules).... sentence grammarians have 
expended great research and debate upon “multiple 
embeddings”, which are extremely hard to discover in real 
communication.... We must seek out diversity of samples from 
all types of texts ... (emphases are in the original).
A more specific suggestion is put forward by van Dijk (1983) who says that "a new emphasis 
was placed on the analysis of language use ... attention shifted from the study of individual 
words,... sentences to an analysis of structures and functions of actual forms of language use, 
[i.e.] to discourse"(p.21). Van Dijk (op cit:22) also believes that “much of the work in 
discourse analysis has concentrated on semantic structures... because earlier work on sentence 
grammar tended to focus on surface structure”.
There has been a substantial growth in the number of discourse studies on a variety of Arabic 
texts during the past decade. Scientific discourse in general and medical discourse in 
particular, however, have generated very little interest from researchers and scholars in the 
field of discourse analysis and genre analysis. Moreover, the latter has attracted little or no 
attention. Studies of Arabic discourse have tended to concentrate on literary or journalistic 
Arabic. The former includes a study of the role of repetition in Arabic political argumentative 
prose by Koch (1981), a study by Al-Mahmoud (1989) on repetition in Arabic with special 
reference to translation of political discourse, and a study of the cohesive role of connectives
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in a modem expository Arabic text by Al-Batal (1985). The latter includes contrastive studies 
with English on text cohesion and text development (Williams 1982), computer-aided 
categorisation and quantification of connectives in English and Arabic (Al-Jubouri 1987), and 
the organisational and textual structuring of Arabic radio news discourse (Al-Shabab 1987). 
One study that has investigated scientific discourse is Al-Jabr (1988). Al-Jabr investigated 
the role of cohesion in the organisation and processing of three text types in Arabic and 
English: Literary fictional narrative, newspaper editorials and science. The science texts in 
Al-Jabr’s investigation were three 150 word passages extracted from general-science books. 
The findings of Al-Jabr’s investigation however are of marginal relevance to the purpose of 
this study because of the paucity of the data analysed, on the one hand, and because of the 
restricted nature of the analysis, on the other.
To the best of my knowledge, no study has attempted to examine the differences or 
similarities that exist between Medical texts in Arabic and English. This study is pursued 
with the hope that it will contribute to our understanding of the Medical genre in Arabic and 
English. It is also hoped that this study will bridge the gap with respect to the lack of 
knowledge of Arabic Medical discourse.
1.1 The Nature of Writing
The task of the writer is often perceived as daunting because he is in a constant struggle with 
his experience, searching out ideas, developing and shaping them in the best possible manner; 
his aim is to relay his message to his readers in a logical, unequivocal and precise way. 
Writing is an act of unilateral communication. And, whereas writing is normally meant for 
a future, often unknown audience, in an often unpredictable situation, speech normally occurs
in an actual context that provides non-linguistic clues to a speaker’s meanings and intention. 
Unlike speech, then, the writing situation is non-reciprocal, and lacks the opportunity for 
immediate feedback. The writer cannot re-word or explain or correct what is written. 
Writing plays a vital role in most aspects of our daily activities; its scope is not confined to 
classrooms at schools or universities, but its effects and implications go far beyond that and 
are carried outward to the outside world. More than a decade ago, Scribner and Cole 
(1981:76) argued for the need of a body of research on non-academic writing "what is missing 
... is any detailed knowledge of the role and function of writing outside of school, the 
aspirations and values which sustain it, and the intellectual skills it demands and fosters".
Yet, despite the call to action expressed here and in the following quotation, and the apparent
forensic power of discourse analysis, it is not obvious that the field has advanced.
Nevertheless, studies of this nature can be useful for two reasons. First, knowledge about
writing in non academic contexts can inform the teaching of writing - especially technical,
business, and professional writing. Second, they provide insights into writing as a social
process. In another statement, Scribner and Cole (op cit:84) called for research into non-
academic writing:
Since our social order is so organised that access to better-pay 
jobs and leadership positions commonly requires writing, there 
are ... powerful economic and political incentives at work to 
encourage interest ... Ethnographic studies of writing in 
different communities and social contexts... might help broaden 
existing perspectives.
The nature of writing remains a difficult area of study, but one which needs to be advanced.
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1.1.1 The Creative Skill
Writing activities should aim at helping the learner to view himself as an original thinker, 
especially at an advanced level, and not only as a student whose sole purpose is to please the 
teacher by parroting and comprehending information in class. Scribner and Cole (op cit:76) 
are quite right, of course, in pointing out that our perceptions of writing - writing problems, 
the “writing crisis” - are dominated by our knowledge of academic writing. They suggest that: 
"Most of our notions of what writing is about,... are almost wholly tied up with school based 
writing. ... This approach binds the intellectual and social significance of writing too closely 
to the image of the academic"(ibid).
%
At an advanced level, it is more plausible to envisage the role of the learner as that of a writer 
or original thinker. Heuristic techniques and manipulating sentences in some classroom 
situations probably do not lead to real learning situations; they may not be successful and the 
heyday of these techniques has vanished from the sphere of linguistic sciences. A similar 
contention is expressed by Cooper (1986:346) who suggests that "Reacting against pedagogy 
...[which is] completely ineffective, we developed methods that require students to concentrate 
less on form and more on content, that required them to think. ... to talk about ideas rather 
than forms in the classroom".
It is obvious that writing skills should have a major place in any teaching activities.
However, the emphasis on content requires that students should study form as well. This is
the proposition put forward by Lintermann-Rygh (1985:348) who suggests that:
During recent years there have been complaints that more and 
more students ... have difficulties in expressing themselves, 
particularly in writing ... This is not surprising, since
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communicative skills have only recently come into focus as a 
major objective in foreign language teaching. Since people 
communicate in texts, this objective obviously requires, ... that 
students are taught the characteristics of good texts.
There is no doubt that any change of emphasis in one aspect of teaching activities entails a 
change in the methods to be adopted in the classroom. It is likely that writing skills will best 
be developed by placing due emphasis on both content and form.
1.1.2 The Linguistic Skills
The main thrust of this research will be on writing skills. However, it will not turn a blind 
eye to other language skills because it is a commonly held belief that language is acquired as 
an integrated unit. Thus learning one skill entails learning others as well.
Foreign language learners are more often aware of the linguistic structures of their sentences 
than other variables, e.g., communicative acts, coherence (local/global), cohesion, pattern of 
organisation displayed by clause relations in various discourse types. Therefore, the discourse 
produced by them is often ill-defined in terms of use or communicative competence. It is 
often a series of sentences not logically sequenced, because their organisation is confused. 
This is particularly true with scientific discourse where there are strong conventional 
constraints on what the organisation should be. Moreover, foreign language learners, in most 
cases, are not fully aware of the contextual variables which are important as linguistic rules 
for the production and comprehension of discourse. Therefore, advanced students who have 
adequately mastered intermediate level grammar and have little difficulty with sentence 
grammar are often perplexed and frustrated to find such comments as “lack of organisation”, 
“awkward”, and “irrelevant” on their papers. Kaplan (1966:3), who is admittedly often a
controversial writer on this topic, suggests a similar idea in describing foreign students’ 
writing: “students who have mastered syntactic structures have still demonstrated inability to 
compose adequate themes, term papers, theses, and dissertations. Instructors have written, on 
foreign student papers, such comments as "The material is all here, but it seems somehow out 
of focus", or "lacks organisation", or "lacks cohesion". Kaplan further says “these comments 
are essentially accurate. The foreign student paper is out of focus because the foreign student 
is employing a rhetoric and a sequence of thought which violate the expectation of the native 
reader”(ibid:3-4).
1.1.3 The Rhetorical Skills
%
There is a common consensus among linguists and rhetoricians that the organisation of a piece 
of writing written in a language other than the writer’s own will carry, to some extent, the 
traces of that individual’s own culturally-coded orientation to the world in which he lives. 
In teaching the writing of English as a foreign language in Jordan, for example, the question 
of grammatical correctness, logic, clarity and explicitness are emphasised in classrooms. 
Nevertheless, students are provided with little guidance and no concrete help on how they 
should organise their discourse. There is no real guidance on how to present an argument, 
how to present data, how to order ideas in a logical way, how to introduce/conclude a topic. 
It is a commonly held belief that members of separate communities will never be able to 
understand one another fully. Nonetheless, they should be able to come to some agreement 
and possibly to a state of mutual respect. There is no doubt that there exist rhetorical 
differences between English and Arabic for example, but these differences should be explained 
to Arab students who are expected to write in English. The difficulty here is that nobody 
knows precisely what these differences are.
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One of the first attempts to approach the problem was Kaplan (1966). This study, although
now very dated, is still much quoted and can despite the charge often levelled at it, that it is
politically incorrect, still provide a degree of insight. Kaplan (op cit: 14) proposes that “In the
teaching of paragraph structure to foreign students, whether in terms of reading or in terms
of composition, the teacher must be himself aware of these differences, and must make these
differences overtly apparent to his students. In short, contrastive rhetoric must be taught in
the same sense that contrastive grammar is presently taught”. In another statement Kaplan
(op cit:4-5) comments on the organisation of the English paragraph saying:
An English expository paragraph usually begins with a topic 
statement, and then, by a series of subdivisions of that topic 
statement, each supported by example and illustrations, proceeds 
to develop that control idea and relate that idea to all the other % 
ideas in the whole essay, and to employ that idea in its proper 
relationship with the other ideas, to prove something or to argue 
something.
This type of development represents what is called inductive reasoning which "the English 
reader expects to be an integral part of any formal communication"(ibid:5). Kaplan (op 
cit: 15) has further expressed his discontent with applied linguists harping on at the sentence 
level: "Applied linguistics teaches the student to deal with the sentence, but it is necessary to 
bring the student beyond that to the comprehension of whole context. He can only understand 
the whole content if he recognises the logic on which the context is based". Kaplan’s 
suggestion seems plausible and sound. It is more likely that sentence grammarians in 
labouring so much at the sentence level have failed to see the wood for the trees, because they 
have failed to perceive that the larger, more pervasive structure is the goal of many discourse 
analysts today. Nevertheless, until recently, linguistics has concerned itself mainly with 
language facts found at the word or sentence level and most teaching methods based on 
linguistic findings have been derived from sentence-oriented grammars. As a result, one
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might expect that the facility for reading and comprehending individual sentences does lead 
to a facility for reading and comprehending passages of continuous prose. Although students 
had no difficulty understanding individual sentences in a paragraph, the meaning of the entire 
paragraph was often unclear to them. This contention gathered pace from a classic paper by 
Lackstrom, Selinker, and Trimble (1972:13) who concluded that “Sentence-oriented 
grammatical explanations are not sufficient for non-native speakers of English who need to 
write acceptable technical papers". The authors focus on rhetorical considerations that include 
judgement on “the order of the presentation of information within the paragraph and with the 
topical piece”(op cit: 14) as well as on the position of a particular sentence “in its rhetorical 
relationships to the rest of the paragraph”(ibid).
1.2 The Purpose of The Present Study
Any research is the product of its author’s varied interactions with and experience of people,
ideas, events and situations. Some of these ideas are sought, some are thrust upon him, others
come by chance. However, the fortuitous ones are very rare. A similar point was made by
Wingard (1981):
The immediate situation that called forth this study was a 
discussion with an Egyptian doctor attending an English course 
for postgraduate students in the Faculty of Medicine, University 
of Alexandria. ... The teacher (the present writer) ... was 
prompted to carry out a small study, probably with mixed 
motives: (a) curiosity as to whether the doctor might be right,
(b) the hope of finding out that he was not, and (c) the desire 
to impress the doctor and the rest of the class by showing them 
that scientific investigation was not altogether unknown in 
English teaching.(ibid:53-4)
A further motivation for this study, of course, is that improvements in the teaching of English 
for specific purposes can make a significant contribution to facilitating communication
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between Arabic and English speaking medical practitioners. Such a contribution should 
improve the quality of medical practice in Arabic-speaking countries.
The purpose of this investigation is to explore whether there are differences in the way that 
texts in Arabic and English are organised with particular reference to medical textbooks. 
Another objective of the research is the identification and description of the characteristics of 
medical textbook discourse in Arabic and English. It is hoped that this will be useful to 
student writers and readers of scientific texts and medical textbook discourse, specifically to 
find the extent to which cohesion devices and patterns of lexical relations reveal the 
characteristics which distinguish one language from another. It is also hoped that this research 
will contribute to our understanding of the medical textbook genre in Arabic and English. 
Without doubt, there is a gap in our knowledge regarding written medical discourse especially 
in Arabic, and it is hoped that this investigation will bridge the gap.
As regards the writing, the identification of a set of conventional structures in medical 
textbooks makes it possible for authentic models of given patterns to be presented to students, 
so that ultimately they can base their writing on them. It is not my intention in this study to 
offer a model - that would be too ambitious. I hope, however, to contribute to the 
groundwork for a model which will be of potential value for teaching the writing and reading 
of medical textbooks.
Another objective for this study (at least to a limited extent) is to consider discourse analysis 
as a research tool. We embarked on this study with the assumption that scientific discourse 
should follow certain patterns of organisation regarding the structure of information beyond
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the sentence level no matter which language is used.
This research is designed to explore further the viability of this assumption. It is also hoped 
that this research will cast more light on the universality of scientific discourse in general and 
of medical discourse in particular.
It must be emphasised however, that this research has no claim to be a panacea rather a 
pandora’s box. We are not trying to solve an old problem but restate it in different terms so 
that it can be approached from another point of view.
1.3 Research Methodology
1.3.1 Synopsis of the Research Methodology
The purpose of this section is to explain briefly the methods used in this research. One model 
was devised to investigate patterns of lexical cohesion. This model is text-driven, and by this 
I mean that the model has been based on the corpus, i.e., it is the texts in the corpus which 
have determined the components of the model. In the process, a comprehensive model of 11 
lexical categories was identified. Care was taken not to manipulate the texts being analysed 
to fit a pre-formed scheme; rather the trial scheme was repeatedly reworked to reflect the 
actual patterns found in the text.
Another model, of 5 logical conjunction categories, was devised to explore patterns of logical 
conjunctions in the texts. This model was research-driven, and based on the models of other 
researchers in the field. In order to carry out the analysis which would probably reveal 
patterns of cohesive ties, and the frequency of different types of ties within a given text, the 
decision was made to analyse a number of complete texts in sequence (especially as far as the
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analysis of logical conjunctions is concerned). Furthermore, the analytical methodology in 
the present investigation is a synthesis of various linguistic theories. I have not, however, 
hesitated to utilise other appropriate linguistic models to describe a structure present in a text. 
The obvious rationale behind this is to let the texts speak for themselves.
What is needed is a comprehensive methodology that is multidimensional to account for a 
broad range of linguistic and rhetorical features that adequately explain the range of variation, 
for example in medical textbook discourse. This methodology can enable teachers to 
understand even the specialised genres of highly specialised disciplines. However, teachers 
will also need appropriate contextual information in order to interpret texts. As a means of
providing such information, the use of collaborative subject specialist informants is
\
particularly important.
The present investigation is being conducted in order to discover answers to such questions 
as to whether the labels appropriate for lexical categories are the same in English and Arabic, 
and as to whether each of these categories is represented with similar frequency in the two 
languages. First, the following null hypothesis was set up:
(1) There is no difference between the frequency of occurrences of different lexical categories 
in medical textbooks in English and Arabic.
Secondly, in order to find an answer to the question of whether there is any difference 
between the highest number of occurrences of any lexical category in the two languages the 
following null hypothesis was set up:
(2) There is no difference between the frequency of occurrences of the highest and the next 
highest lexical category in the two languages.
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Furthermore, in order to discover an answer to the question as to whether there is a difference 
between the three logical conjunctions categories (Additive, Adversative, and Causal) in the 
two languages, I set up the following three, linked, null hypotheses:
(3a) There is no difference between the frequency of occurrences of the logical conjunctions 
category Additive in English and Arabic medical textbooks.
(3b) There is no difference between the frequency of occurrences of the logical conjunctions 
category Adversative in English and Arabic medical textbooks.
(3c) There is no difference between the frequency of occurrences of the logical conjunctions
c  -5
category Causal* in English and Arabic medical textbooks.
The reasons why these hypotheses were adopted are:
v
1. Frequency of occurrences is easy to measure;
2. The measure of frequency is the most obvious measure;
3. It is often argued that lexical repetition in Arabic is more acceptable than in English, 
whereas in English synonymy is more appropriate.
4. It is also often said (Yorkey, 1976; Holes, 1983) that the category of logical conjunctions 
(Additive) is more frequent in Arabic than in English.
It was recognised at an early stage in the present study that some of the lexical categories 
identified would be exemplified by only a very small number of occurrences and that in 
consequence no reliable comparison of quantity could be undertaken for these categories. For 
this reason only a quantitative analysis of the major categories was undertaken.
It was also recognised at an early stage that the data being collected could more successfully 
be examined by a combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches. It was, therefore,
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decided to identify relatively short portions of texts and to subject them to detailed, discursive, 
and qualitative analysis as well as quantitative study. A total of 11 lexical categories were 
identified. These categories are introduced and discussed in details in chapters (III) and (IV). 
A total of five logical conjunction categories were identified. These categories are 
introduced and discussed in details in chapters (V) and (VI).
The texts that make up the corpus of the present study have not been collected randomly, but 
systematically with identifiable motivation and criteria. For example, in order to insure 
maximal comparability between English and Arabic, one of the textbooks in Arabic and two 
in English have multiple authorship. Two of them in both languages are on the same topic 
and share the same title. Moreover, choosing didactic texts is dictated by the fact that such 
texts have transparent structure intentionally given to them by their writers, so that difficulty 
in understanding the message could be alleviated.
In conclusion, the methodology employed in this research is composed of various elements. 
It is partly based on past research into discourse analysis and partly on text-driven analysis. 
More emphasis has been placed upon a qualitative rather than a quantitative approach. The 
researcher firmly believes that a qualitative approach is more revealing of the differences and 
similarities between the two languages.
1.3.2 The Corpus
The corpus for this investigation of structure in written medical discourse consists of six 
textbooks; three in English and three in Arabic. They are as follows:
A. English Texts
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1. Obstetrics by Mary Anderson et al, 1990, Fifteenth edition, Edward Arnold, London.
2. Clinical Dermatology by Rona M. Mackie, 1986, Oxford University Press .
3. Davidson’s Principles and Practice of Medicine by Allen N.C. et al, 1984, Fourteenth 
edition, Churchill Livingstone, Edinburgh.
B. The Arabic Texts
1. Al -tawleed by Emaduddeen et al, 1990, Damascus Press.
2. Amrad .Tihaz Al-Hadham by Munther Al-Dagag, 1986, The New Press, Damascus
3. Amrad Al-ield by Abdul Kareem Shahadah, 1989, Aleppo University Press.
1.3.3 The Validity of The Corpus
Three medical textbooks in Arabic and three in English were identified and matched for the 
following characteristics:
(1) subject matter is medical
(2) same topic
(3) recently published
(4) equal level of knowledge
(5) same level of audience
This study is based on a corpus of texts, published in medical textbooks, in which the 
communicative or the functional is the prominent linguistic aspect. All the textbooks in the 
corpus are intended for undergraduate students of medicine. It should be pointed out that all 
of them are explicitly useful for both teacher and student; by the former, for whom the 
textbook may create the basis of their own course for their students; by the latter, for whom 
the textbook may serve a variety of purposes - revision, reference, preparation and so on. As
the titles of all the books imply, they are representative of medical teacher to medical student
instruction. It is useful to work with texts such as these because general textbooks are likely
to be the first material the medical student encounters in his field. In addition, these
textbooks can be useful for postgraduate students as indicated clearly in the preface of one
of them "While we aim to provide the undergraduate student... with all that is necessary to
know on the subject, we think that the text will serve as a basis to which more specialised
knowledge can be added for those who are postgraduate and hoping to specialise"(Anderson
et al; Obstetrics, 1990:iv). Also, a similar hope is expressed by another textbook writers,
Allan et al. (1987:vi). They point out that:
Our primary objective ... has been to insure that the book 
provides a rational and easily comprehensible basis for the 
practice of medicine. We hope that [it] will continue to make 
as substantial a contribution to the education of medical 
students, both undergraduate and postgraduate, in the future as 
it has done in the past.
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The validity of the corpus emanates from the fact that the textbooks analysed are in current 
use by undergraduate students in the Faculty of medicine in the Universities of Damascus and 
Aleppo (Syria) as well as in many British Universities. These texts are designed for 
communicative purposes between writers and readers in which writers assume some 
knowledge of the subject matter and of the writing conventions of the reader. This is what 
one would expect from the nature of the text, a treatise by a specialist writer to a specialist 
reader.
The source of the corpus is of prime importance for this study since not only has it provided 
part of the data for the analysis, but also some of the authors from the Universities of 
Damascus and Aleppo have been particularly helpful in making themselves available for
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consultation when the need arose. An interview with some staff members in these 
Universities conducted by the researcher revealed that the Arabic texts are not translated 
versions from other languages. This is quite significant in that it does heighten the degree of 
comparability between the texts in both languages.
1.3.4 The Limitations of The Study
The first limitation of the study is that it is based on a corpus of only six medical textbooks 
in two languages. It may not be representative of all varieties of medical genres. The second 
limitation of the study is that only one type of text (i.e., expository) is used in this study. 
Thus, the nature of the corpus may limit the generalisation of the results. It is quite likely 
that different modes of discourse would produce different results. All the textbooks used in 
this study are intended for under-graduate students specialising in medicine. It follows, then, 
that this investigation is concerned with instructional medical texts written by teachers for 
students. It does not purport to say anything about texts written by specialists for less 
specialist or lay audiences published in popular science magazines and newspapers. Nor, in 
principle, does it have anything to say about instructional texts in disciplines that are 
non-scientific, although in practice we may observe an overlap between, on the one hand, the 
structures of scientific textbooks, and on the other, the structures of any text in other 
disciplines.
Another limitation of the study is that it uses data from textbooks alone, which raises the 
possibility that a style of writing unique to such texts may influence the language, so the 
analysis and conclusions presented here cannot necessarily be extended to other genres of
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medical or scientific writing. A further limitation is that the analysis in this study is of 
written products; the main concern is not with the process which the writer uses in composing 
texts. The importance of that process is assumed, and some of the writers of the Arabic texts 
themselves have been interviewed to gain information concerning the effects of their writing 
processes on the texts. However, the primary focus is on the outcome of the process: the 
completed discourse.
1.4 The Notion of Text versus Discourse
%
Even though both Text and Discourse are used to refer to a level of analysis beyond the 
boundaries of the sentence, the two notions have been used differently by various linguists and 
researchers. Therefore, Text is used to refer to a theoretical notion distinguished from 
instances of text by European linguists such as Dressier (1978), de Beaugrande and Dressier 
(1981). Dressier (1978:2) suggests that text linguistics views “spoken and written texts as the 
minimal free unit of language”. In the same vein, de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981:3, 23) 
refer to the notion of “text” as an idealisation from instances of actual texts, and the main 
concern is to define the elements and rules that pertain to this level of linguistic analysis. 
Moreover, Stubbs (1983) has observed that the term “discourse” has been associated with 
interactive (spontaneous) spoken language, whereas “text” is associated with written language. 
However, he makes no distinction between them.
Furthermore, the term “discourse” was used by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) to refer to a 
level of analysis beyond the sentence, and thus they set out among other things, to answer the 
question “what linguistic evidence is there for discourse units larger than sentence?”(p.4).
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Regarding the study of discourse structure, Sinclair and Coulthard have stipulated that “the 
whole of the data should be describable; the descriptive system should be comprehensive” 
(ibid: 16). Moreover, Sinclair and Coulthard describe the relationship(s) between different 
units of discourse by placing them on a hierarchical “rank-scale”. The rank-scale they use 
however requires the definition of all the ranks and the relationship(s) between them. If we 
accept that the strictest and most delicate and detailed description of a given structure is the 
most predictive, then Sinclair and Coulthard5 s strict stand in connection with structure will 
yield the most powerful (i.e. predictive) model of discourse. Nevertheless, Sinclair and 
Coulthard5 s model applies speech act theory which has for example exposed their minimal 
unit, the act, to severe criticism. Another aspect that has been criticised in their approach is 
the general assumption that the classroom situation should be typical, which in later research 
resulted in forcing the data into the model, or assuming a situation “already tagged by a 
common sense notion of ‘situation5 or ‘type5 dependent onpre-theoretical, loosely sociological 
feature”(Burton, 1981:62). Concerning the data in this study, it is not possible to reinterpret 
a medical textbook discourse produced by one participant (the writer) in terms of a pervasive 
exchange structure (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975), which is made possible by the fact that the 
discourse in question is the joint production of at least two participants.
A different distinction between “text55 and “discourse55 is also proposed by Widdowson (1973) 
who argues that text is made up of sentences and has the property of cohesion, while 
discourse is made up of utterances and has the property of coherence. To put it differently, 
he associated text with written and discourse with spoken. Moreover, Criper and Widdowson 
(1975:268) make a distinction between "text" and "discourse" based on the function of 
sentences. They suggest that "Discourse, as opposed to text, appears to develop not through
the surface forms of sentences but through the acts of communication which the uses of such 
sentences perform".
It seems that there are certain kinds of questions which the field of linguistics has tended in 
the past to avoid and whose avoidance has seriously retarded progress towards a M l 
understanding of what language is and how it works. The question of discourse structure is 
what goes on in a piece of writing larger than the sentence. Certainly the individual sentences 
carry a writer’s meaning to some extent, but the effectiveness - or even the overall 
acceptability - of a piece of writing cannot be judged solely on the basis of examining each 
sentence in isolation. The goal of discourse depends critically upon the assumptions that 
writers and speakers make about the state of knowledge of the world of their readers and 
hearers. »
A basic question, then, when considering units of language larger than the sentence must be
one which Winterowd (1971:39) poses "How do we perceive form versus formlessness in
discourse?". He defines form  as "the internal set of consistent relationships perceived in any
stretch of discourse, whether a poem, play, essay, oration, or whatever"(p.41). For discourse
as used here by Winterowd, Halliday and Hasan (1976) used the term text, by which they
refer to "any passage spoken or written, of whatever length, that [forms] a unified
whole"(p.l). They find, however, that the answer to the question of form versus formlessness
may not always be unambiguous:
The distinction between a text and a collection of unrelated 
sentences is in the last resort a matter of degree, and there may 
be instances about which we are uncertain - a point that is 
probably familiar to most teachers from reading their students’ 
compositions. But this [general ability to distinguish the two]
... suggests that there are objective factors involved - there must
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be certain features which are characteristic of texts and not 
found otherwise, (ibid)
Halliday and Hasan concern themselves with the textual or text - forming devices, components 
of the linguistic system. Within these components, they focus particularly on the syntactic 
and/or lexical devices in the language which provide cohesion. The cohesion system 
"accounts for the essential semantic relations whereby any passage of speech or writing is 
enabled to function as text"(p.l3). The devices within that system all provide a specific kind 
of meaning relationship that contributes crucially to the creation of a unified text, namely, 
"that is in which ONE ELEMENT IS INTERPRETED BY REFERENCE TO ANOTHER. 
... Where the interpretation of any item in the discourse requires making reference to some 
other item in the discourse, there is cohesion"(ibid:ll; emphasis is in the original).
What can be deduced from the above discussion of cohesion is that it refers to text forming 
relations which are far more complex (and at the same time less well understood) than those 
relations within the sentence governed by the rules of syntax.
This research is an analysis of medical discourse in two languages, English and Arabic, the 
purpose of which is to study the characteristic structures and organisational conventions found 
in this type of writing. If one is looking for structure beyond the level of grammar, then it 
will be found in linguistic function rather than in linguistic form, a position that finds 
emphatic support with discourse analysts and applied linguists (see, for example, Labov, 1978; 
Widdowson, 1973; Coulthard, 1977). A prime concern has been well expressed by Labov (op 
cit:252) “The fundamental problem of discourse is to show how one utterance follows another 
in a rational rule-governed manner - in other words, how we understand coherent discourse”. 
Surface forms in their discoursal context have a functional meaning which is a product of that
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form/context relationship, and this meaning exercises a constraint on subsequent discourse and 
hypotheses about subsequent discourse. It is linguistic function rather than linguistic form that 
has structural importance in discourse analysis. In addition, the semantic structure and 
organisation of discourse are important because they may be inherent in a certain type of 
discourse. The central notion is that discourse in general has prospective structure, i.e., it is 
not simply a "string of verbalised content propositions with appropriate logical 
connections"(Sinclair 1981a:5). This structure will enable us to identify larger discourse 
categories and differentiate between them according to such features as whether or not an 
utterance carries the writer’s commitment to its proposition; or whether it carries information 
that is new to the reader or now shared by him. This brings in the notion of turn - taking in 
spoken discourse. The headings, sub-headings, and boundaries of paragraphs and sections all 
have interactive potential in that they present either the option or the obligation for a change 
of some kind, for example, from one function to another, i.e., from reporting to informing or 
vice-versa. It was Winter (1977) who introduced the notion of predictability in which it is 
clear that there are certain types of lexis whose presence in a clause signals that at least 
another clause is required to complete the meaning.
In this study, the issue is dealt with by sidestepping it to some extent. On those (in fact, rare) 
occasions where there is a potential for ambiguity the term discourse is used to refer to the 
overall organisation of the whole book that includes chapters, titles, subtitles, headings, 
subheadings, appendixes, references, and all the pictures and diagrams in the book. The term 
text is used here to refer to any written piece that is complete by itself and can convey a 
complete message, for example, a description of a disease, symptoms or treatment of a 
disease.
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1.5 The Need for Consultation with Subject Specialist Informants
During my field work, both students of medicine and doctors (in the University of Damascus)
kept asking me what were the reasons and motives for my research. This gave me a feeling
of isolation which haunted me for some time but which vanished quickly when I began
approaching subject specialist informants. The importance of seeking the help of specialist
informants in the subject matter area was highlighted by Selinker (1975:210) who notes:
We will only begin to understand the true function of these 
connectives in EST/EAP texts when we use specialist 
informants wisely to help us study how these connectives link 
scientific concepts in naturally-occurring EST/EAP texts ... the 
meaning and function of connectives that appear to be the same 
in non-technical English, will be affected by the nature of the 
scientific concepts involved in the different EST/EAP discipline.
In another statement Selinker (op cit:212) describes how the advice of a subject specialist 
informant should be utilised "to understand the technical texts our students are required to 
read, as well as to do team teaching with specialists in technical areas". Selinker (ibid) also 
delineates the essential characteristics of the subject specialist informant:
1. The informant should be ... fully competent in his or her technical discipline.
2. The informant should regularly teach ... in his or her discipline.
3. The informant should care about the learning problems o f ... students and be able to 
articulate them, in general terms.
4. The informant should have a feel for the technical language of his discipline and be open 
to linguistically-oriented questions about texts in his discipline.
5. The informant should have the ability to explain clearly what he believes scientists in his 
discipline do when they do science.
It was fortunate for the present study that two specialist informants were identified who
fulfilled these criteria admirably. One hospital doctor at the University of Aleppo and the
other a general practitioner at the University of Birmingham Medical School.
Selinker further considers the information provided by the informant as highly valuable:
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"Since it supplied us with an interesting class of information which the informant is able to
bring to the text and which we are not"(op cit:210). The use of subject specialist informants
was also recognised by Swales (1981:41) who suggests:
Some of the ways in which language is being used in a piece of 
technical writing are not fully explicable in terms of the 
statements and explanations found in traditional grammars or 
modem linguistic descriptions and will only be understood after 
paying attention to the purpose of the particular and the 
structure and function of its various components.
Pettinari (1982:8) has also emphasised the use of subject specialist informants and concludes 
that "Thematic information was determined with the aid of a specialist informant". In another 
statement, she highly values the information provided by subject specialist informant: "The 
interview with the specialist informant confirmed the analysis that in these cases the agents 
are thematic ...and... that elements of the context of situation may ... determine this 
grammatical choice (ibid: 10). Moreover, Pettinari (1983:56) contends as follows: "it should 
... be a fairly straightforward task to isolate and clearly identify with the specialist informant’s 
aid which parts of the procedure are more essential to the cholecystectomy procedure proper 
than others". Pettinari (op cit:57) further adds that "the theme of the discourse is determined 
by interviewing a specialist informant". Ghadessy (1983:54) highlights the role of subject 
specialist informants in explaining the technical aspect in the data: "To my informant the 
whole of the paragraph is the problem; ... This paragraph is marked as evaluation by my 
informant".
Undoubtedly subject specialist informants and author interviews respectively clarify textual 
and key contextual elements and give some supportive validity to text analysis. The present 
researcher relied heavily on the expertise of subject specialists in medical science to achieve
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a greater understanding of the texts and the contexts surrounding them. For example, the 
medical specialists clarified medical definitions and idiomatic expressions, and elucidated 
facets of medical reasoning.
To conclude this section, it must be emphasised, as most researchers have done, who sought 
the help of subject specialist informants, that the knowledge of the specialist is essential in 
order to gain access to the technical information that lies behind texts.
To sum up, the first part of this chapter introduces the study as a whole including its general 
background and some approaches to writing in general and to discourse analysis in particular. 
This is followed by a description of the three traditional skills involved in writing. Next the 
purpose of this study is explained. In the following section, a brief description of the research 
methodology is introduced including the nature of the corpus, its validity, and the limitations 
of the study. This is followed by a discussion of the notion of the text versus discourse. In 
the final part of this chapter, emphasis is placed upon the need for consultation with subject 
specialist informants as already stressed by other researchers in this field.
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Chapter II 
Review of Related Literature 
2-0 Introduction
This extensive literature review serves to fulfil the first objective of the present study, namely, 
to undertake a detailed review of approaches to the study of text with the intention, secondly, 
of designing categories appropriate to the analysis of the corpus. The relevant literature is 
considered under the following headings:
(a) various approaches to cohesion and coherence
(b) approaches to discourse analysis
(c) different approaches to English for science and technology
(d) genre analysis approach
(e) various studies of written scientific texts
(f) clause relations approach
(g) text linguistic model
(h) functional approach to text analysis
(i) approaches to written medical texts
It will be seen that this review is to a substantial extent organised under major topics, with 
relevant authors who are then, considered one by one. It was felt that many key scholars in 
the field had attempted to present more or less complete, self-sustaining systems; and that it 
was more relevant to consider these systems in their own context rather than to isolate bits 
of them for comparison with the work of others. The chapter concludes with a parenthetical 
note on the development of Arabic as a language for medical writing.
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2.1 Approaches to Cohesion and Coherence in Written Discourse
2.1.1 Halliday and Hasan’s Theory of Cohesion
Some comments on the seminal work undertaken by Halliday and Hasan have already been 
made. For Halliday and Hasan (1976), the organisation of a text (which they term texture) 
is made up in large part of relationships amongst items in the text, some semantic, some 
grammatical, which they refer to as cohesive devices. Halliday and Hasan describe cohesion 
as one of the linguistic system’s major resources in the construction of texts. The semantic 
unity of a text is achieved by a means of syntactic and semantic links between pairs of 
elements in the text, a pre-supposing element and a pre-supposed element.
As Halliday and Hasan (1976) suggested, and as writers have always known, the process of 
composing a text or writing an essay is more complex than adding one well-formed sentence 
to another. Halliday and Hasan look at cohesive ties from two different perspectives, and they 
introduce two taxonomies. The first of these allows cohesive ties to be classified according 
to function. The second allows cohesive ties to be classified according to the amount of text 
spanned by the presupposed and presupposing elements of a given tie. They propose four 
text-span classes depending on the number of sentences spanned by a given tie. These four 
classes are: immediate, mediated, remote and mediated remote. What Halliday and Hasan 
believe is that the continuity that cohesion provides is created by the fact that at each stage 
of the discourse, cohesion expresses the point of contact with what has previously taken place 
in the discourse. One of the drawbacks of Halliday and Hasan’s approach is the scope and 
applicability of the notion of sentence and the negligence of utterance for example. The 
category of sentence for them is an important component in their approach to cohesion. 
According to them structure accounts for the organisation of texts. It is possible to specify
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a limited number of possible structures within the sentence, but this is not possible within a
text. Therefore, cohesion with its devices such as reference, substitution, ellipsis, etc. is
invoked to account in semantic and not structural terms for the interrelationships between
sentences. Halliday and Hasan argue that only those devices operating across sentence
boundaries are intrinsically cohesive, whereas devices that operate within the sentence play
a secondary role in the creation of texture. For them the primary source of texture within the
sentence is structure, while the only sources of texture between sentences are cohesive ties.
For them structure plays a part in the creation of texture. They (op cit:7) suggest the
following: "any unit which is structured hangs together so as to form a text. All grammatical
units - sentences, clauses, groups, words - are internally ‘cohesive’ simply because they are
structured". Moreover, they (ibid) contend as follows:
a text typically extends beyond the range of structural relations 
... So cohesion within a text - texture - depends on something 
other than structure. There are certain specifically text-forming 
relations which cannot be accounted for in terms of constituent 
structure ... the term COHESION refers specifically to these 
non-structural text-forming relations.
In the system of Halliday and Hasan, the main categories of linguistic devices it will be 
recalled; are the following:
- reference (pronominal, demonstrative, etc.)
- substitution (with so, do, etc.)
- ellipsis (nominal, verbal, clausal)
- conjunction (devices indicating relationship between clauses and sentences)
- lexical cohesion (repetition of lexical items, synonyms, collocation, i.e., association of
lexical item that regularly co-occur).
Of the five major classes, reference, conjunction, and lexical cohesion appear in written 
discourse, but substitution and ellipsis are more frequent in spoken discourse (de Beaugrande 
and Dressier 1981, Witte and Faigley 1981).
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Halliday and Hasan’s theory of cohesion has been criticised on the basis that the mere 
presence of cohesive devices by itself is not a guarantee of a coherent texture. The following 
example from Enkvist (1978:110) is a case in point:
(2.1) I bought a Ford. The car in which president Wilson rode down the Champs Elysees was 
black. Black English has been widely discussed. The discussions between the presidents 
ended last week. A week has seven days. Everyday I feed my cat. Cats have four legs. 
The cat is on the mat. Mat has three letters.
Enkvist postulates that "the semblance of cohesion on the surface is upheld by the apparent 
cross-references: Ford-car, black-black, discussed-discussion, and so forth. But our intuitions 
tell us that the text is incoherent in spite of such surface ties"(ibid:l 10-11). Enkvist goes on 
to describe some pseudo- coherent sentences that display cohesive devices on the surface but 
do not produce adequate textual coherence.
A somewhat different opinion is upheld by Widdowson (1978) who claims that a text can be 
coherent without being cohesive. He proposes:
(2.2) A. That’s the telephone 
B. I’m in the bath
A. O. K. (ibid:29).
According to Widdowson the text cited above is capable of maintaining semantic continuity 
without explicit cohesive ties. There are researchers, however, who believe that cohesion by 
itself may not be an adequate measure to describe writing quality. An example from Fillmore 
(in Witte and Faigly 1981:201) is a case in point:
(2.3) The quarterback throws the ball toward the right end. Balls are used in many sports. 
Most balls are spheres, but football is an ellipsoid. The tight end leaped to catch the 
ball.
The above text while cohesive, violates a coherence condition because it has no clear purpose. 
The major problem with this text according to Fillmore is that "a reader cannot construct...
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a real-world scene for it". He also added that "in spite of the cohesive ties which bind it 
together, it lacks coherence"(ibid:201).
Furthermore, the application of Halliday and Hasan’s theory to the teaching of reading and 
writing has been criticised by Carrell (1982), as being too text-oriented and ignoring the 
contributions of schema-theoretical views of text processing as an interactive process between 
the text and the reader. Also, several linguists (van Dijk, 1977; Grimes, 1975; and de 
Beaugrande 1980 among others) limit the scope of cohesion to explicit mechanisms in text, 
and criticise Halliday and Hasan’s theory of cohesion as not being able to accommodate 
real-world settings for written discourse nor the conditions which determine the coherence of 
a text.
2.1.2 Other Approaches to Cohesion and Coherence:
The Witte and Faigley Study
One comprehensive application of the Halliday and Hasan model was that undertaken by 
Witte and Faigley, which will be considered below. However, cohesion and coherence have 
been discussed since the mid 1970s, and it is important to have a general sense of this debate. 
The term cohesion is used in this study to imply the cohesive devices employed by the writer 
to delineate various relations in different parts of a text. In other words, it is the linguistic 
features which help to make a sequence of sentences into a text (i.e., give it "texture") 
(Halliday and Hasan, 1976). The term coherence is used to indicate the development of 
logical relations in rhetorical parts of discourse around the same topic. On the one hand, 
coherence refers to the overall level of unity or to how well a text holds together (cf. van 
Dijk, 1980; Bamberg, 1984; Hasan, 1984; among others). On the other hand, Halliday and
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Hasan (1976) regard coherence as arising from: (i) cohesion; (ii) structural conditions within 
sentences which convey qualities such as theme and voice; (iii) structure of the information 
in the text; and (iv) consistent register, which refers to the linguistic features associated with 
the context of the situation, such as the purpose or mode of the text (for example, written or 
oral, narrative or didactic). Moreover, many linguists believe an overall structure, scheme, 
or plan is an essential condition for coherence (Crothers, 1978; van Dijk, 1980; de 
Beaugrande, 1980; Goodwin and Perkins, 1982; Kucher, 1983; McCutchen and Perfetti, 1982; 
Cooper, 1983; Bamberg, 1984; Hasan, 1984). Hasan, for example, defines coherence as "the 
property of hanging together ... the existence of semantic bonds", and claims that "Non 
structural relations are crucial to the creation of coherence"(ibid:183). Hasan also believes 
that normal speakers of English are sensitive to coherence. She suggests further that "textual 
coherence is relative, not an absolute property, so it is possible to rank a group of texts on a 
cline ... from most coherent to least coherent"(ibid:184). Also, some linguists and researchers 
are of the opinion that coherence cannot be identified solely through the examination of text 
features. To put it differently, coherence is not entirely located in a text, rather it is at least 
partially constructed from the reader’s own knowledge and expectations (Witte and Faigley, 
1981; Smith, 1984; Bamberg, 1984; Hoey, 1991). A case in point is a suggestion advocated 
by Hoey (1991) who claims that coherence is "a property of the reader’s interaction with the 
text.... the claim that a particular passage or group of sentences makes sense can only be that 
readers find that it does"(pp. 106-7).
Hughes and Duhmal (1962:19-20) in a very early but interesting study expressed a similar 
opinion as they explained coherence from the point of view of the reader:
A work is considered coherent when the sequence of its parts
... is controlled by some principle which is meaningful to the
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reader. Coherence is the quality attributed to the presentation 
of material in a sequence which is intelligible to the reader.
Other researchers like Lybbert and Cummings (1969:35) added a new dimension to the
description of coherence when they proposed "A minimal definition of coherence might be
fixed interdependence and non-autonomy of parts that are mutually dependent with regard to
their ability to form the whole". They also suggest in their study that writers need to use
partial repetition of key words and phrases as well as parallel structures to achieve coherence.
Witte and Faigley (1981) applied the two taxonomies of cohesive ties developed by Halliday 
and Hasan in the analysis of ten essays written by University of Texas freshmen. The aim 
of the study was to investigate the usefulness of Halliday and Hasan’s theory of cohesion in 
writing. From 90 essays which had been rated holistically by two readers on a four point 
scale, five essays given the highest score and five given the lowest score were selected for 
analysis. The essays were analysed according to categories of error and according to syntactic 
features, as well as the number and types of cohesive ties. Witte and Faigley suggest that 
their analyses of errors and content variables yielded similar results to those which other 
researchers have reported, namely that the high rated essays are longer and contain longer 
T-units (1) and clauses, more non restrictive modifiers, and fewer errors.
l.H unt (1965), reviewing sentence based structural analyses and developmental studies, found 
that focusing on the sentence, as determined by punctuation, obscured the true picture with 
regard to indices such as increase in sentence length and the ratio of subordinate clauses per 
sentence.
To off set these tendencies in punctuation, Hunt proposed a new unit of analysis for research 
in syntactic development and student writing, the minimal terminal unit "or T-unit". Each of 
these units consists of "one main clause with all the subordinate clauses attached to it"(for 
more information see Hunt, K (1965). Grammatical Structure Written at Three Grade Levels. 
NCTE Research Report No.3. Champaign, ILLinois: NCTE).
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Witte and Faigley state that at the most general level of analysis the high rated essays are 
denser in cohesion than the low rated ones. Their analysis suggests that writers of high rated 
essays employ reference cohesion about twice as often, 84.1 to 47.8 times per 100 T-units, 
as the writers of low-rated essays. Witte and Faigley point out that in their sample, the more 
skilful writer employs over three times as many conjunctive ties as the writer of low-rated 
essays, 65.4 Vs.20.4 per 100 T-units. As far as lexical cohesion is concerned, Witte and 
Faigley report that it represents the largest number of cohesive ties, about two thirds of all the 
ties used in all the compositions. Writers of high-rated essays use lexical ties 340 times per 
100 T-units, or every 4.8 words. Writers of the low-rated essays, on the other hand, use a 
lexical tie 161 times per 100 T-units, or every 7.4 words. Most of the lexical ties used are 
repetitions of the same item, although the percentage is higher in the low-rated essays than 
the high-rated ones.
Based on the result of their analysis, Witte and Faigley point out that there is an important 
difference between the invention skills of the two groups of writers. The writers of the 
high-rated essays seem to have a better command of invention skills which help them expand 
their ideas. The degree of lexical and conceptual redundancy displayed in the low-rated 
essays is an indicator of a lack of command of invention skills on the part of these students. 
Moreover, Witte and Faigley found some evidence of a relationship between coherence and 
cohesion. When compared to lower-rated essays, higher rated ones were denser in cohesive 
ties, and the distances between ties and their referents were shorter. From their analysis of 
the relationship between overall quality and cohesion, Witte and Faigley (ibid:200) concluded 
that "cohesion and coherence interact to a degree, but a cohesive text may be minimally 
coherent". According to Witte and Faigley’s findings, good student writers use ties about
twice as densely as poor writers, but since the good essays were much longer than the poor 
ones, it is not clear from their findings whether students use ties more densely or simply write 
longer essays. Moreover, a suggestion relevant for this study, counting the number of ties 
without specifying their type and function, may not be a useful indicator of writing quality.
2.1.3 Connor’s Study of Cohesion and Coherence in Students’ Writing
4
A study of a related type was undertaken by Connor (198;). Connor raises the question of 
what constitutes non-nativeness in the writing of second language learners even at the 
advanced level of language proficiency. In order to determine what obstacles hinder the 
progress of ESL learners, over a period of seven weeks, she examined discourse level 
development in the compositions of learners of English as a second language. Then she 
compared them to the writing of native English speakers.
In addition to using such measures as T-units, length of composition, and discourse level 
features to determine the progress achieved by the ESL learners, Connor investigated the 
cohesion and coherence of the essays and compared them to native speakers’ writings. She 
postulates that her study is the first attempt to point explicitly to problems of coherence in the 
writing of ESL students. The data for the study came from an advanced ESL class at 
Georgetown University. Over the course of the semester, seven in-class essays were written 
on seven topics. From the total of thirteen essays, six students essays were randomly selected 
for syntactic analysis of T-units and words. Connor points out that the number of T-units did 
not increase in the later compositions. She attributes the reason to the fact that the first 
composition is a placement test.
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Differences in the use of cohesive devices in two essays written by native speakers and two 
by ESL students on the same topic were analysed according to the taxonomy developed by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976). The two essays written by foreign students were randomly 
selected and represented Japanese and Spanish backgrounds. Connor says that the results of 
the cohesion analysis of both sets of compositions were rather surprising. It was expected that 
ESL students would have low density of cohesion because of writing problems. However, 
Connor found, in her study, that the density of cohesion was not a discriminating factor 
between the native speakers and ESL students. There are also no significant differences in 
the use of cohesive ties per T-unit between the two groups. The ratio in the four essays 
varied from 3 to 3.7 ties per T-unit. Further, Connor delineates small differences between the 
two groups in the tie word ratio, ranging from 19 to 26. The only cohesive feature that 
distinguished ESL students from native speakers according to Connor’s study was the sub­
categorisation of lexical cohesion. The two ESL students had high percentages of lexical 
reiteration, 73% and 84%, and relatively fewer synonyms and collocations. Connor also 
suggests that when conjunction and reference cohesion were compared, only slight differences 
existed between the two groups.
Connor compares the two ESL students’ writing in the beginning of the semester with their 
final essays after seven weeks of instruction to find out if there was any progress in using 
cohesive ties in their writing. She claims the quantity of cohesion was fairly stable. She 
concludes this part of the study saying that general cohesion density is not a good 
discriminator of native/ non-native speaker writing. Neither is cohesion alone a measure of 
progress in students’ writing over a period of seven weeks of instruction. Connor also 
performs an analysis of coherence using the same six essays used in the cohesion analysis.
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The essays were first divided into T-units or into segments smaller than T-units when greater 
clarity of relationship was necessary. She then divided every essay into topics and subtopics, 
marking T-units expressing topics and subtopics differently. The aim of her study is to find 
out if there is any pattern of coherence or lack of it in the essays. Connor claims that one of 
the essays written by a native speaker comprised an especially well-formed coherent text. In 
that essay, according to Connor, the pragmatic condition and theme are given in the first 
sentence. The three subtopics follow with supporting details and examples given for each. 
In the compositions written by ESL students, there is a lack of linear development of ideas.
Connor then compares the two aspects of textuality, cohesion and coherence, and she suggests 
that they do not always interact. She gives the example of the Spanish-speaking student who 
wrote the most coherent essay as well as the least coherent on a different topic. This least 
coherent composition happens to be the most developed with regard to cohesion. What can 
be concluded from Connor’s study is that a cohesive text does not necessarily have to be 
coherent.
To conclude this section, it must be emphasised that Halliday and Hasan’s theory of cohesion 
remains the most genuine work in the field of linguistics to address the problem of cohesion 
in a profound manner. Moreover, neither the contrived examples and concocted texts cited 
above, nor the few small scale studies conducted by the researchers cited, are capable of 
addressing the issue of cohesion in as a comprehensive a manner as did the original theory 
of Halliday and Hasan. In addition, there is no theory of coherence for written discourse that 
is capable of accounting for coherence in as systematic manner as has their theory of 
cohesion. Until there is a fully fledged model of coherence, textual analysis of written
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discourse will be necessarily dependent on cohesive approaches.
2.2 Different Approaches to Discourse
2.2.1 Kinneavy’s Approach to Discourse Analysis
One of the early seminal studies of discourse is Kinneavy (1969). In his article "The Basic 
Aims of Discourse", Kinneavy places due emphasis on the context in which a text occurs as 
its principle discriminating factor. Thus he suggests that "It is often impossible to determine 
the aim of an individual sentence or paragraph without its full context"(ibid:297). According 
to Kinneavy, discourse is "the full text, oral or written, delivered at a specific time and place 
or delivered at several instances. A discourse may be a single sentence, ... or a tragedy, or 
Toynbee’s twelve volumes of A Study o f History"(ibid; emphasis is in the original). For 
Kinneavy the main aim of discourse is to create an effect in its audience. This is achieved, 
as Kinneavy believes, if the aim is embodied in the discourse itself, i.e., "to delight to 
persuade or to inform or to demonstrate the logical proof of a position"(ibid). Achievement 
of a particular aim in discourse, Kinneavy claims, entails a particular thinking process as well 
as distinctive stylistic features and organisational patterns in the discourse. Kinneavy further 
asserts that "each aim of discourse has its own logic, its own kind of references, its own 
communication framework, its own patterns of organization, and its own stylistic 
norms"(ibid:304). In his theory of discourse, Kinneavy (1971) identifies four discourse aims, 
which derive their differing relations from their type: (1) expressive discourse (focused on the 
encoder); (2) referential discourse (focused on reality or subject matter); (3) literary discourse 
(focused on the signal); and (4) persuasive discourse (focused on the decoder). Only one of 
these aims is of concern in this study: referential discourse, which is traditionally realised in 
written texts through some form of exposition.
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Regarding reference discourse, Kinneavy observes that this type of discourse emphasises the 
reality to which reference is made rather than the signal or the person encoding or decoding 
the message. Reference discourse is subdivided into three distinct but sometimes overlapping 
types: (1) scientific discourse, which concerns proof from facts, premises, or observations;
(2) informative discourse, which concerns information, facts, and evidence of various kinds; 
and (3) exploratory discourse, which concerns the tentative exploration of evidence, problems, 
and solutions. In addition, there are four modes of discourse which realise these aims: 
narration, classification, criticism or evaluation, and description. These modes according to 
Kinneavy correspond "to the principle of thought which permits reality to be considered in 
this way"(ibid:37). Scientific and informative aims are commonly understood to be realised 
through the expository mode. However, in Kinneavy’s classification, exploratory discourse 
can also be expository. Despite the fact that full texts are rarely pure forms either in terms 
of aims or modes of discourse, many as Kinneavy suggests exhibit dominant characteristics 
in one area or another. Others are virtually hybrids. In addition, the aims of reference 
discourse as well as the nature of the specific subject matter of a given text affect the structure 
of that text in a number of ways: organisational, semantic, syntactic, and stylistic.
Furthermore, Kinneavy claims that writing instruction and academic discussions about writing
are misdirected when they fail to consider the direct link between the purpose of
communication and the form of the resulting text:
What is talked about, the oral or written medium which is 
chosen, the words and grammatical patterns used - all of these 
are largely determined by the purpose of discourse.... the mode 
of discourse, the art of discourse, and the semantic and syntactic 
components of the language are all functions of the aim of 
discourse (ibid:48).
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This position, as a matter of fact, is in accord with that of many contemporary linguists 
involved in discourse analysis.
2.2.2 Grimes’ Model of Patterns of Organisation in Discourse
Describing levels of organisation in a text, Grimes (1975:107-8) suggests that there are three
kinds of semantic units:
first there are role or case relationships,... a class of predicates 
that are characteristically dominated by and selected by the 
lexical predicate... Second are lexical predicates that correspond 
more or less to the meaning of words. Third come rhetorical 
predicates that express the relationships that unite propositions 
built from lexical predicates and roles to form rhetorical 
complexes.
Grimes further notes that these three kinds of semantic units are in turn identified as one of 
three distinct sets of underlying relationships in discourse. The first, which embraces these 
lexical and rhetorical relationships, is called content organisation and is in part hierarchical 
in nature. In content relationships, structuring has to do with the fact that lexical predicates 
are related to their arguments by specific semantic roles. Second is cohesion relationships 
which relate what is being said to what has already been said. Third is staging which is 
relevant to Halliday’s (1967) concept of thematisation. Grimes believes that staging 
relationships operate when we normally make “one part of a stretch of discourse the THEME 
or TOPIC and [we] relate everything to it”(ibid:l 13). Grimes also claims that staging often 
interacts with content to delimit the level of organisation recognised in writing as the 
paragraph. He also recognises that the hierarchic organisation of a paragraph produced by the 
coordination and subordination of clauses and sentences may make a paragraph break 
appropriate, whenever there is a return from a lower and less inclusive level to a higher and 
more inclusive level. Staging will however determine what the theme is at this paragraph
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level. Thus a change of theme may imply a move from one element of organisation of the 
text to the next element.
Grimes (op cit:207) defines rhetorical predicates as “Propositions whose arguments are not 
related to their predicates via semantic roles”. Rhetorical predicates function to organise the 
content of discourse and they are of three kinds. First there are paratactic predicates which 
dominate their arguments in coordinate fashion. Next there are hypotactic predicates which 
"have as one of their arguments, the CENTER, a term with respect to which the proposition 
as a whole is subordinated to some other proposition by being added to it as an extra 
argument"(ibid:209). Then there are neutral predicates which have both paratactic and 
hypotactic forms. Grimes claims that the selection of a paratactic or hypotactic pattern or the 
assignment of dominance or subordination in hypotaxis are connected with decisions related 
to staging.
Furthermore, Grimes identifies two paratactic patterns. The first is ALTERNATIVE. As its 
name implies it offers a choice “of this, or this, or that, in the sense that as soon as one is 
chosen no further choices are possible”. Also it is “symmetric in that no matter how the 
arguments are listed, we can choose only one of them”(ibid:210). The second type of pattern 
is the RESPONSE predicate, which is realised by question-answer, remark-reply and 
problem-solution. In this pattern, Grimes points out that the initial argument imposes some 
constraints on the subsequent argument. For example, in a question-answer pattern, a question 
such as*where were you last night ?" carries with it, according to Grimes, the presupposition 
“you were somewhere last night”; therefore, if the presupposition is accepted, it would 
impose a constraining condition upon the answer. As far as the problem- solution pattern is
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concerned, Grimes confirms that “the solution has to be a solution to the problem that was 
stated, not some other; and the problem is stated only to be solved”(ibid:211). To put it 
differently, a problem predicts a solution, and the content of the second part is greatly 
dependent on the content of the first part. A case in point for the problem-solution pattern 
comes from the plot structure of fairy tales. Grimes claims that: “the plots of fairy tales and 
the writing of scientists are built on a response pattern. The first part gives a problem and 
the second its solution”(ibid).
Grimes, in his discussion of neutral predicates, lays emphasis upon the way staging decisions 
can be represented in an underlying tree structure to generate forms of paratactic and 
hypotactic predicates. Therefore, Grimes (ibid:222) suggests the following examples:
(i) Paratactic covariance: George eats garlic. Nancy therefore avoids him.
(ii) Hypotactic covariance with consequent as center: Nancy avoids Goerge because he eats 
garlic.
(iii) Hypotactic covariance with antecedent as center: George eats garlic which is why Nancy 
avoids him.
There is no doubt that a tree or outline representation has its merits in modelling larger-scale 
semantic relationships, and Grimes’ taxonomy, for example, says more about semantic 
organisation than about discourse structure. Also, Grimes’ model of text has provided an 
interesting approach to textual connectivity in terms of rhetorical predicates, or high-level 
rhetorical connectives which organise the network of propositions constituting texts. 
Nevertheless, his rhetorical predicates remain rather unwieldy and ill-defined concepts, 
because he provides few criteria for deciding when and where a text is connected by a certain 
rhetorical predicate.
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2.2.3 Hinds’ Approach to Organisational Patterns in Discourse
Hinds (1979) views discourse organisation in both linear and hierarchical terms. Linear
organisation has to do with turn taking behaviour in conversation and the sequential
organisation of sentences. Hierarchical organisation has to do with the topic orientation
which, in narrative discourse for example, can be realised in tree diagrams of plot structures.
Hinds (op cit:137-8) contends that:
discourse progresses along three parallel planes. One plane 
involves the linear progression of sentences and clauses that 
establish antecedent- postcedent relationships ... Another plane 
involves the progression of paragraphs, and this imposes a 
hierarchical structure on the linear progression of sentences.
The third plane involves the relationship between the speaker 
and the addressee as those roles interact with one another in the 
course of a conversation.
Furthermore, the paragraph, for Hinds, is a basic unit of discourse. Hinds (ibid: 136) defines 
paragraph as “a unit of speech or writing that maintains a uniform orientation”. He also adds 
that paragraphs are: "Optionally composed of successively smaller units of uniform orientation 
larger than the sentence, and that this hierarchical organisation imposes severe constraints on 
the form conversations may take"(ibid:136).
According to Hinds, these smaller units which are called segments are identifiable in terms 
of function and form as well as being based on their orientation or purpose in relation to the 
topic. The number of segments in a paragraph corresponds to the number of perspectives 
from which a topic is discussed. The number of segments however is indeterminate. The 
boundaries of segments are recognised primarily in terms of their relationship to the topic. 
Hinds (op cit:143) offers the following example of a topic paragraph about Teng Hsiao-ping 
to demonstrate how an expository text is segmented in terms of various functions:
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Segment 1 (Introduction) introduces this article and announces that Teng has 
reemerged into the communist hierarchy.
Segment 2 (Highlight) gives some relevant background material on Teng’s 
life.
Segment 3 (Motivation) gives the motivation for the problem Teng has.
Segment 4 (Unexpected twist) brings the reader up to date and lets him know 
that, despite previous statement to the contrary, Teng is not quite in the 
position of power that he should be.(my emphasis)
Segments are formally identified by the ways in which the surface features of the language
manifest the maintenance or change of perspective. A change of time, for example, realised
by a change of tense, may signal a segment boundary. He defines the internal organisation
of the paragraph as follows:
Within the paragraph, there are a limited number of structures, 
termed segments, which are in a limited number of possible 
relationships to the paragraph topic - these relationships are 
termed steps, perspectives, highlights, etc. depending on the 
discourse type, (ibid: 150)
Hinds also suggests that segments are structured. For example in monologue “the essential 
structural feature of the segment is that it contains one functionally determined and often 
syntactically marked sentence termed the PEAK”. Non-peak sentences however can precede 
or follow peak sentences where they will be in a paratactic or hypotactic relationship with 
the peak. Where the perspective is a particular person, for example, he will be identified by 
a full noun phrase in a peak sentence, but referred to by pronouns in non-peak sentences. 
Moreover, in conversation for example, a paragraph consists of segments each of which 
consists of either a Question-Answer or a Remark-Reply sequence with an optional 
confirmation component. These patterns are in a paratactic relationship. Other sentences or 
clauses in the segment will be in hypotactic relationship.
In conclusion, it is the topic that defines the paragraph, and the perspective of the topic that
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defines segment. A segment consists of sentences which are in specified semantic 
relationships to each other. An expository segment has one obligatory constituent. Hinds’ 
approach is important because it identifies a hierarchic structure in discourse. Moreover, in 
his approach the term function is used to identify segments, and segments are essential in 
expository discourse because “[They] specify the purpose of a given unified section of the 
paragraph”(ibid:155). Regarding the structure of segments in expository discourse, Hinds 
identifies the obligatory element (a peak sentence) and the only constraint is that optional 
(non-peak) sentences will necessarily manifest a paratactic or hypotactic relationship with the 
peak sentence. However, the only missing element in Hinds’ description of expository 
discourse seems to be a principle or set of principles whereby units may be combined to form 
well-formed segments.
2.2A' Widdowson’s Model of EST Discourse
Widdowson (1979:52) identifies two types of EST discourse: science as discipline discourse 
and science as subject discourse. While the former is expository and characterised by the 
discourse of research articles, the latter is didactic and represented by scientific textbook 
discourse. In fact, the latter type is relevant to the study under investigation. Widdowson 
claims that the term “scientific discourse” is sometimes also used to refer to the treatment of 
scientific topics such as those found in popular journalism.
Widdowson (ibid) points out that there are two ways of describing a sample of language. On 
the one hand, one may conduct a register analysis (cf. Halliday et al., 1964) and describe its 
formal properties - the incidence of certain linguistic structures and vocabulary items - thereby 
characterising the sample as a text. On the other hand, one may analyse the sample in terms
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of the communicative functions it performs, thereby characterising it as a discourse. The 
problem with the first approach, Widdowson believes, is two fold. First, it tells us nothing 
about the communicative functions of the sample; and secondly, it will leave out of reckoning 
the fact that much of the communication in scientific discourse is affected by non-verbal 
means - formulae, symbols, line-drawing, tables and so on. An analysis of functions on the 
other hand is capable of accounting for both verbal and non-verbal means of communication. 
The major advantage of a functional analysis as Widdowson suggests is that it switches the 
focus from the features of a particular language to language as the realisation of “universal 
sets of concepts and methods or procedures which define discipline or areas of inquiry 
independently of any particular language”(ibid:24). Widdowson also points out that the 
concepts and procedures of a particular discipline may be said to constitute its communicative 
or rhetorical deep structure, and that the incidence of a particular linguistic feature in a 
particular language is the surface structure manifestation of that deep structure. Non-verbal 
representations of deep structure however are not specific to any one language; they are 
universal, and may be said to constitute part of the deep structure of that particular universe 
of discourse.
Referring to the idea of universality in scientific discourse, Widdowson (1974:30) postulates 
that “irrespective of the language used in composing technical discourse, whether it is English, 
French, Indonesian, or Chinese, the writer is compelled by the basic cognitive and 
methodological process of scientific investigation to use similar rhetorical patterns in the 
writing of science and technology”. He observes that the way English is used in science and 
for other special purposes may be more aptly described “not as formally defined varieties of 
English, but as realisations of universal sets of concepts and methods or procedures which
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define disciplines or areas of inquiry independently of any particular language"(ibid). 
Widdowson (1979) also believes that scientific research methods have a universal core 
independent of local cultural values.
Discussing the idea of deep structure, Widdowson (1979) claims that the concepts of a 
discipline constitute its grammatical deep structure. But the pedagogy of science consists of 
procedures as well as concepts and these belong to the pragmatics of rhetorical deep structure 
which “would be represented by sets of conditions defining such communicative acts as 
classification, description, explanation, and so on which constitute the basic methods of 
scientific investigation and exposition”(ibid:110).
Thus a formula like:
H20+C02—— ► H2CO 
is a chemical grammatical deep structure which can be realised verbally in English as a 
general statement: "water combines with carbon dioxide to form carbonic acid"(Widdowson, 
1974:31) or as a communicative act such as definition: "carbonic acid is a compound which 
consists of water and carbon dioxide"(ibid). On the other hand, a diagram "of the process 
whereby carbonic acid is produced" represents the procedural rather than the conceptual aspect 
of chemical deep structure and "from which can be derived such acts as instructions, 
descriptions and reports"(ibid:31-2).
Referring to the concept of communicative acts in discourse, Widdowson (1979:98) further
suggests that discourse does not simply consist of simple acts for which conditions are
independently specified:
There seems no reason why they (scientific varieties of 
English) should not, in course of time, be represented as types
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of discourse consisting of certain combinations of such acts as 
definition, classification, generalisation, qualification, and so on, 
combinations which in many cases constitute longer 
communicative units like explanations, descriptions, and reports, 
and which may be said to reflect the actual methodology of 
scientific enquiry.
Insofar as the methodology of science is concerned, Widdowson (op cit:61) believes that 
“science has its conventional patterns of rhetorical organisation which prescribe certain large 
scale communicative events, such as the report of experimental findings, description of 
procedure, and a summary”. The presence of such constituent acts would be a condition upon 
which the effective performance of the large scale act depends.
Widdowson (1979:145) distinguishes between cohesion procedures and coherence procedures. 
The former relate to rules of usage and realise propositional development; the latter relate to 
rules of use and realise the illocutionary development of discourse. In utilising cohesion 
procedures, the language user brings into play his knowledge of grammatical cohesion, lexical 
cohesion and thematisation. Widdowson (op cit:137) thinks that “a satisfactory model of 
discourse will have to take both rules and procedures into account and establish a relationship 
between them”. Widdowson (ibid) is actually trying to establish a link between rules of use 
and rules of usage on the one hand, and procedures of cohesion and coherence on the other.
2.3 Genre Analysis
The principal name in genre analysis is Swales. His works in many respects are a 
development of discourse analysis. Genre analysis has been very influential in the study of 
professional language, and therefore it is important to consider it here, particularly as it gives
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a clear view o f the organisation o f texts.
2.3.1 Swales’ Model of Research Article Introduction (RA)
Recently attention has switched from text analysis of the Halliday and Hasan type, with its 
emphasis on cohesion, to genre analysis. There is some doubt as to whether the products of 
particular genre analyses have been as useful as once was hoped, but the field has had its 
successes, notably in the much discussed - work by Swales on RAIS. In this section, we will 
look at Swales’ work in detail, to exemplify and offer a critique of this general line of 
ensuing.
The need for the development of materials for teaching writing and reading in English for 
specific purposes has inspired linguists and practitioners from various fields such as discourse 
analysis and genre analysis. This need was motivated mainly by pedagogical concerns and 
was prompted by the inadequacy of existing materials. It has been observed that “ESP 
textbooks have been in many respects an educational failure”(Swales 1980:11).
Swales (1981:22) initially developed a model for Research Article Introduction which consists 
of four moves which occur in a predictable order:
Move 1 : Establishing the field by:
(a) showing centrality
(b) stating current knowledge
(c) ascribing key characteristics
Move 2: Summarising Previous Research Using:
(a) a strong author-orientation
(b) a weak author-orientation
(c) a subject-orientation
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Move 3: Preparing for Present Research by:
(a) indicating a gap in previous research
(b) raising a question about a previous research
(c) extending a finding
Move 4: Introducing Present research by:
(a) giving the purpose
(b) describing present research.
Swales applied the model to the analysis of 48 introductions of articles, selected as follows: 
(a) 16 from "the hard science*, of which 10 are from physics, five from Electronics, and one 
from Chemical Engineering; (b) 16 articles from the Biology/ Medical field, comprising one 
from Chemical Pathology, five from Dermatology, five from Radiology and one from Plant 
Biology; (c) 16 articles from the Social Sciences, four from the areas of Educational Research, 
one from Educational Psychology, two from Management, two from Business Finance and 
Accountancy and seven from language.
As might be expected from the model, the introduction begins with a topic generalisation to 
establish the field and expose the state of knowledge in that field. It is in this part of the text 
where the author attempts to establish the significance, relevance or importance of his field 
of research as well as the usefulness of the research he/she is going to describe. Alternatively, 
the writer may choose to begin the introduction by referring to the state of current knowledge 
in his field of research, or to a lesser extent by assigning a key characteristic to the subject 
matter or material under investigation in the paper. In the second and third paragraphs, the 
writer moves on to summarise some previous relevant findings in the research concerned. The 
writer may do so by discussing the authors and their contributions (strong author orientation), 
or by citing the contributions with the names of the authors in brackets (weak author 
orientation). The writer may choose to refer to previous research by merely stating findings
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or hypotheses as simple or as qualified results. In the fourth paragraph, the writer establishes 
a research space for his current study by indicating some gap in previous research. The writer 
may indicate how some findings in the previous research can be extended or applied. The 
writer, in the final paragraph, offers to fill the gap by stating the purpose of the research.
Some of the studies that have analysed the rhetorical organisation of the introduction of the 
research article and other related genres have been influenced by the model proposed by 
Swales. Jarvis (1983:109), for example, believes that it provides a framework for 
understanding why, when and how particular functions are used in article introduction, as well 
as further evidence of the productive nature of a concentration on discourse organisation for 
understanding communicative function. Bley-tyfoman and Selinker (1984) consider the model 
to be useful as a strategy for formalising research into ESP rhetorical grammatical analysis. 
They also use it as an exemplar in their attempt to formalise a research strategy. Williams 
(1984), in an editorial comment (Williams, et al, ibid:86), sees the model as useful in that “it 
offers a predictable structure against which the reader can mesh the specific content of the 
introduction, and thus allows easier processing of what is often rather difficult reading 
matter”. Widdowson (1983:102) commends the model because it “provides a characterisation 
of the communicative conventions associated with particular areas of language use and takes 
us beyond the itemisation of notions and functions into larger schematic units upon which 
procedural work can effectively operate”.
Nevertheless, the shortcomings of Swales’s model were also highlighted. Bley-vroman and 
Selinker (ibid:3), evaluating Swales’ method of text analysis, argue that he should have used 
a less random selection procedure and should not have removed introductions from their
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textual content. They have also highlighted the use of specialist informants by challenging 
some of Swales’ analysed texts in which the various moves seem not to have been correctly 
demarcated. Furthermore, testing Swales’ schema on Spanish Academic Journal Introductions, 
Lopez (1986) found only three moves instead of four. Crookes (1986) has also found the 
schema to be less likely to account for the structure of introductions to journal articles of 
Social Sciences.
Although Swales’ research on Article Introduction is explicitly genre-specific (Swales, 
198la: 10), it is not clear from this particular piece of research whether what Swales sees as 
an enactment of a genre is the introduction of a journal article or the whole of the research 
article itself. This is probably what Widdowson (1983:102) means when he observes that “the 
work of Swales himself in this paper deals with a general routine abstracted from particular 
frames of reference. Further work by Swales (cf. 1985 and 1990) however, alleviates this 
ambiguity and suggests that the journal article as a whole is the enactment of a genre of 
academic writing. He in fact defines genre as “a more or less standardized communicative 
event with a goal or set of goals mutually understood by the participants in that event and 
occurring within a functional rather than a social or personal setting” (Swales, 1985:212).
Furthermore, the greatest contribution to our understanding of the Research Article Genre as 
a matter of fact, is Swales (1990). In this comprehensive study, he attempts to integrate, in 
an unprecedented manner, the findings of research article studies from the areas of applied 
discourse analysis, history and sociology of science, scientometrics and information science. 
Swales (ibid) offers a modified three-move model, called Create a Research Space (CARS). 
The most significant change in this model is incorporating the 1981 Move 2 as one of the
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options of the new Move 1 in the new model. Other changes include adding a few further
options: Counter Claiming to Move 2, and Announcing Principal Findings and Indicating RA
Structure to Move 3. In this model, Swales takes the ecological analogy further because:
It adequately captures a number of characteristics of RA 
Introduction: the need to re-establish in the eyes of the 
discourse community the significance of the research field itself; 
the need to ‘situate’ the actual research in terms of that 
significance; and the need to show how this niche in the wider 
ecosystem will be occupied and defended (ibid: 142).
Nevertheless, Swales’ approach (genre analysis) is different from traditional register or
sub-register analysis in “the importance [it] attach [es] to communicative purposes within a
communicative setting”(1981a:10) as well as:
[it is] only within genres that viable correlations between 
cognitive, rhetorical and linguistic features can be established, 
for it is only within genre that langauge is sufficiently 
conventionalized and the range of communication purpose 
sufficiently narrow for us to hope to establish 
pedagogically-employable generalizations that will capture 
certain relationships between form and function.
Moreover, the importance of Genre-analysis approach is summed up well by Dudley-Evans
(1987:5) who says that: "Genre-analysis may be used as a classificatory system, revealing the
essential differences both between the genre studied and the other genres and also between
the various sub-genres".
In conclusion, Swales’ approach to genre analysis seems to be the most comprehensive and 
useful so far. However it will be clear from what has been said that the general approach has 
little to say about language use at the inter-sentential (i.e. cohesive) level, and that it is more 
relevant to an understanding of matters of overall organisation and the strategies associated 
with this which enable writers to create sociologically appropriate text. The direct relevance
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to the present study is therefore limited, though there is a major study which needs to be 
undertaken on the way that cohesion interacts with the broad "moves" which Swales identifies.
2.4 Approaches to Structure of Information in Science Research Papers
2.4.1 Gopnik’s Study of Linguistic Structure in Scientific Texts
A similar study of information-structure in scientific papers is that of Gopnik (1972). 
Twenty-eight articles selected at random from the “Proceedings of the Federation of American 
Societies for Experimental Biology” were investigated. Gopnik has identified three basic 
types of scientific papers:
1. the ‘controlled experiment’ type
2. the ‘hypothesis testing’ type
3. the ‘technique description’ type
The above classification is based on the function of the information which each type contains.
For instance, in the ‘controlled experiment’ type of paper an experiment is described in which
two or more groups are compared, e.g., one is tested and the other is not (the control group)
or one is given one treatment and the other is given a different treatment. Gopnik found that
the structure of the ‘controlled experiment’ type follows this pattern:
Establishment of experiment (the subject to be examined and the treatment to be performed). 
Results of measurements and comparisons.
Conclusions, in the form of law-like statements.
Gopnik describes the basic structure in the ‘hypothesis testing’ type as follows:
Reports of somebody’s hypothesis, or a number of alternative hypotheses.
Statements of methods and technique used to test or compare the hypothesis or hypotheses. 
Results of measurements and comparisons.
Conclusions confirming or disconfirming hypothesis or deciding between hypotheses.
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In the ‘technique descriptive’ type no hypothesis is put forward. A new technique is tested 
on subjects not previously tried, or it is tested in new circumstances, and its effectiveness is 
measured.
Gopnik’s analysis is intended primarily to account for the semantic content of the discourse. 
Thus Gopnik eliminates stylistic variation by normalising each text. She notes that 
normalising results in texts that retain their semantic content without retaining stylistic 
differences. The purposes of the normalising procedure might be puzzling to the reader who 
is inclined to believe that meaning and style are not completely separable. However, Gopnik 
justifies normalising the text on the premise that semantic equivalence can be achieved even 
when stylistic peculiarities are eliminated. Gopnik claims that "any transformation which is 
information preserving, i.e. paraphrastic, performed on any sentence in the text will produce 
a new text which is equivalent to the original text in its information content"(Ibid: 11; my 
emphasis).
Although Gopnik’s identification of major structures as a way of categorising scientific texts 
is valuable, her system of classification and analysis is too limited and restrictive to be used 
to analyse, for example, varied samples of medical textbook discourse. In addition, one 
feature of Gopnik’s system, normalisation of the text, is not practicable in many cases. There 
seem to be little doubt that expunging all stylistic variation from the texts prior to the actual 
analysis will greatly facilitate the examination of a discourse which is going to be read for its 
content. Gopnik is probably correct in assuming that FASEB texts will be read only for that 
purpose. One might, however, hypothesise that a medical textbook discourse might depend 
partly on stylistic features to help convey the informational content and to capture and retain
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the reader’s attention. In other words, stylistic variation in certain types of scientific discourse 
might be marginal, but it might, for example, be essential in medical textbook discourse. 
Moreover, even though Gopnik’s comprehensive categories provide a more discourse-based 
framework for the analysis of the structure of information in science research papers, a 
significant limitation in the study is that the structure of the ‘technique descriptive’ type was 
not discussed in a profound manner as were the other two types investigated in the study.
2.4.2 Hutchin’s Approach to the Structure of Scientific Texts
Another significant study which builds upon patterns developed by Gopnik (1972) is the one
by Hutchins (1977). Hutchins believes that a more discourse-oriented classification of the
structures in Gopnik’s categories may be represented as:
(current hypothesis/paradigm 
The problem (demonstration of inadequacies
(statement of “problem”
(statement of “new” hypothesis 
The solution (or of alternative hypothesis
(testing of hypothesis or one of 
(alternative hypothesis
Implication of solution.
Hutchins suggests that the basic direction in a scientific paper is from the problem to its 
solution. He describes this procedure saying that “The author starts by outlining the current 
approach to the scientific phenomena with which he is concerned. He then demonstrates (or 
reviews the findings of others which demonstrate) the inadequacies of this approach. He can 
then state the nature of the “‘problem’ to be tackled”(ibid:31). Hutchins’ categorisation is
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related to that of Winter (1976, 1978), which was taken up and developed by Hoey (1979, 
1983) as the problem-solution approach to account for readers’ interaction with written 
scientific discourse. Winter (1978) has applied the schema of problem solution to text 
structure. This has been further discussed and elaborated on by Hoey (1983). When Winter 
first discusses the problem-solution pattern, he uses the following constructed (and now very 
well-known) example:
I was on sentry duty. I saw the enemy approaching. I opened fire. I beat off the enemy 
attack (Winter, 1978:7). This schema according to Winter illustrates the pattern: 
Situation-problem-solution-evaluation. These elements are claimed to constitute the 
fundamental categories of information structure of science texts. Nevertheless, it can be 
argued that the sample text used by Winter and later on by Hoey is a contrived one and 
therefore may be designed to fit the pattern rather than the other way around. Moreover, 
Hutchins’ study suffers from a lot of repetition and reiteration of what other researchers have 
already suggested.
2.5 Register Analysis Theory and English for 
Specific Purposes (ESP/EST)
In this section we will be dealing with the term “register analysis”. This is in the rather 
restricted sense in which it was current in ESP/EST in the 1960s and 1970s, at which time 
the label came to characterise a particular approach to ESP (see e.g. Robinson 1980, Swales 
1985, passim). Reid (1956), cited by Ellis and Ure (1969:251), is one of the earliest linguists 
who put forward the concept, which he termed register, to characterise the changes in the 
linguistic behaviour of a single individual:
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For the linguistic behaviour of a given individual is by no 
means uniform; placed in what appears to be linguistically 
identical conditions, he will on different occasions speak (or 
write) differently according to what may be roughly described 
as different social situation: he will use a number of distinct 
‘registers’.
The concept of register, however, has been widely used in linguistic description of language
varieties. This concept has been classified in terms of field of discourse, mode of discourse
and style of discourse (Halliday et al, 1964). They also suggest that: "Language varies as its
function varies; it differs in different situations. The name given to a variety of a language
distinguished according to use is ‘register’(ibid:87). In another statement Halliday et al
propose how registers should be described. They suggest that “It is by their formal properties
that registers are defined”(ibid:89). Ellis and Ure (1969:251-2), advocate a similar idea when
they suggest that language varies very distinctively according to usage and the communicative
purpose for which it is used:
Linguistic (and literary) scholarship has always recognised, 
without exhaustively systematizing, variation in the usage of 
linguistic items. This awareness is reflected in such terms as,
‘literary language’, ‘elevated language’, ‘colloquial language’, 
etc."
During the 1960s and 1970s, the term ESP/EST became ubiquitous in the majority of English 
language teaching courses and programmes. That period also witnessed a marked increase 
of concern with teaching English for specific rather than general purposes. The emergence 
of this trend involved writers of materials and researchers in identifying and specifying 
learners’ needs in various fields. Textbooks were analysed (Huddleston, 1971), and language 
syllabuses were devised (1978). Munby (ibid:218) explicitly advocates:
This book has been concerned with language syllabus design.
More specifically, the contention has been that, when the
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purpose for which the target language is required can be 
identified, the syllabus specification is directly derivable from 
the prior identification of the communication needs of that 
particular participant or participant stereotype.
The concept of register and the kinds of models described by Halliday et al (1964) and
Crystal and Davey (1969) have probably inspired and guided studies in the field of ESP/EST.
The most notable idea discussed by Halliday et al (1964:190) is the idea of ‘English for civil
servants’, for ‘policemen’, for ‘officials of law’, for ‘nurses’, for ‘specialists in agriculture’,
for ‘engineers and fitters’, as being the kind of learners who urgently need highly specialized
language courses. Halliday et al (ibid) claim that:
Every one of these specialized needs requires, before it can be 
met by appropriate teaching materials, detailed studies of 
restricted languages and special registers carried out on the basis 
of large samples of the language used by the particular persons 
concerned. It is perfectly possible to find out just what English 
is used in the operation of power stations in India: once this has 
been observed, recorded and analysed, a teaching course to 
impart such language behaviour can at least be devised with 
confidence and certainty.
Nevertheless, register analysis theory was criticised almost from the start by various
researchers and linguists as being inadequate to account for the functional aspect of language.
Widdowson (1979:22) claims that:
The argument upon which the notion of register is based rests 
on double fallacy. On the one hand the fact of language 
variation is thought to entail the existence of separate language 
varieties within a language and on the other hand functional 
variation is thought to entail the existence of these varieties as 
formally distinct sub codes. It seems to me that there is a 
confusion here between language and a language and between 
form and function
Widdowson further proposes an alternative approach which is "to shift the theoretical
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orientation from particular languages to language in general and from linguistic forms to 
communicative function"(ibid:23).
The idea that there exist distinct registers, which are reflected in the way linguistic items are 
used in different contexts and for different purposes, has probably motivated some researchers 
to pursue this objective. For example, Ferguson (1983) has investigated the register of ‘sports 
announcer talk’(SAT). Ferguson (ibid: 168) admits that the six syntactic features isolated as 
being characteristic of SAT are shared with other registers. Most importantly, he arrived at 
the following conclusion "there is no fool proof way of identifying registers and indeed the 
concept itself is flexible, ... [and] there is no fool proof way of deciding which linguistic 
features of register are the most important". Earlier in his study, Ferguson (ibid: 155) has 
expressed his dissatisfaction with register variation models of discourse which can only 
"provide a taxonomic grid of several major dimensions or parameters [i.e.,] field, mode, 
participants, and so forth (e.g., Leech 1966, Gregory 1967, Halliday 1968, Ellis and Ure 
1969)". Ferguson also claims that “The parameter approach often fails when applied to 
particular cases, because the situational or functional characteristics that correlate with 
structural differences in the language may cut across, lie outside, or be nested within the 
proposed parameters”(ibid). Ferguson puts forward an alternative approach aiming to “locate 
a presumed register by identifying situational or functional features that seem to characterize 
a recognizable kind of language”(ibid).
Furthermore, de Beaugrande (1980) explicitly indicates that being informed that advertising 
texts contain an abundance of adjectives, and that news reports contain a high number of 
verbs provides us with a statement of symptoms of deeper lying tendencies, but it does not
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explain the characteristics which differentiate the types themselves.
2.5.1 Different approaches to scientific texts
This section will focus the light on some of the studies which were mainly inspired by the 
register-analysis theory. In the nature of things, all are rather dated, though the quantitative 
approach they attempt remains, in more sophisticated versions, a good way forward.
2.5.1.1 Barber’s Investigation of Some Linguistic Characteristics of 
Scientific Prose
The earliest descriptions of the language of science seem to have been concerned with the 
characterisation of the formal properties of scientific language. An explicit example, easily 
the best known, is Barber (1962). Barber investigated three scientific texts in the field of 
Electronic Engineering, Biochemistry and Astronomical Instrumentation. Barber concluded 
that out of the 264 subordinate clauses in his data, 102 were adjective clauses out of which 
52 were defining and 50 non-defining; that the commonest relative pronoun used to open the 
relative clause is ‘which’; that of the total number of verb forms in the texts, 61% were finite 
verbs and 39% non-finite verbs. He also found that the tenses in the material might be 
ordered according to: (1) present simple active (64%), (2) present simple passive (25%), (3) 
future simple active (3.7%), (4) present perfect passive (1.7%).
The work of Barber (1962) has been commended by Swales (1985:1) as “a clear 
demonstration that the descriptive techniques of Modem Linguistics, as most influentially 
represented in The Linguistic Sciences and Language Teaching by Halliday, Macintosh and
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Strevens (Longman, 1964), could be successfully applied to the language of science and 
technology"(my emphasis). Moreover, Barber’s statistical details provide evidence, which 
according to Swales (ibid) indicates that “Scientific English” is different from “General 
English or Literary English”. The latter contention by Swales, however, is highly 
controversial, because it is not based on data from non-scientific English on the one hand, and 
it is not clear what Swales means by “General English” on the other.
Nevertheless, Barber’s study does not provide any rational explanation of why the structural
features in the data occurred as they did. Moreover, as Swales (ibid:9) suggests “A simple
statement of the frequencies of Active and Passive can be misleading, especially if the
percentage of passive can be taken as an indication of the degree of impersonality”. Swales
also points out that the vital question is “what the textbook writer does when he has a choice
of either active or passive, and why he chooses one or the other"(ibid). A similar proposition
is put forward by Widdowson (1979:55) who observes that:
The fact that scientific English text exhibits a relatively high 
proportion of certain syntactic features and a relatively low 
proportion of others may be useful for identifying scientific 
English texts should we ever wish to do so. But it cannot 
reveal the communicative character of what is written. It 
cannot of its nature deal with discourse.
Furthermore, a major shortcoming of Barber’s study is his tendency here to overgeneralise and 
oversimplify on issues of varieties characterisation on the basis of limited samples and to 
employ a highly contentious methodological procedure. This, in fact, is a conspicuous 
problem associated with most register analysis studies.
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2.5.1.2 White’s Study of Grammatical Features in Various Texts
An important investigation of the language of science was undertaken by White (1974).
White’s study is an explicit example of register analysis orientation type that leans heavily on
the concept of register proposed by Halliday et al (1964) among others. White (ibid:401)
upholds the idea that:
If successful and enlightening attempt is to be made to discover 
distinctive characteristics of registers, more attention should be 
given to studying the characteristics of language determined by 
the major contextual dimensions which influence linguistic 
form, viz. Field, Mode and Tenor, which Crystal and Davy 
(1969) have supplemented by such additional dimensions of 
constraint as individuality, singularity and province.
White firmly believes that using such a dimension as a framework for investigation can be 
very useful in avoiding “the trivialization and confusion inherent in the setting up of such 
‘registers’ as scientific language on the one hand and restricted language on the 
other”(ibid:402).
White’s study is based on material drawn from (1) science textbooks used at first year 
undergraduate level that “provides a standard with which foreign students about to study at 
an English University might be expected to cope with”, (2) laboratory reports written by 
native speakers, (3) texts from non-scientific subjects such as history, geography and 
literature. Although the rationale for the selection of the data seems justifiable, the selection 
itself appears indiscriminate because it brings together for comparison disparate fields, e.g., 
science and history, which clearly display different rhetorical modes. The main objective of 
White’s investigation is to examine the frequencies of occurrence of grammatical features, 
e.g., verb forms and types of noun phrase. White (ibid:403) suggests this justification for his
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approach: "The use of frequency counts is, of course, a long standing feature of lexical studies 
and has been applied for many years to the selection of vocabulary in language teaching 
courses".
The major finding of White’s study is that laboratory reports tend to make more use of 
passive forms, thus the passive voice can be considered as a distinctive feature of laboratory 
reports register. White considers this to be important because “The passive voice has a vital 
place in accounts of process ... in disciplines like chemistry and physics”(ibid:413).
Nevertheless, an important shortcoming of White’s study is its inability to reveal any variation
in terms of the communicative purpose of the text-types in the study. Therefore, the
investigation becomes a sterile exercise into linguistic variation whose only purpose is to
provide what Ferguson (1983) calls “a taxonomic grid” of the register of science.
Furthermore, statistical counting of selected grammatical features and vocabulary items have
been described as meaningless, a futile exercise unless the various aspects being examined are
related to some overall strategy relevant to some vital aspect of the communicative process
(Hatim, 1981:9). Hatim also adds that:
assuming that the discourse value “hypothesizing” has been 
found to correlate with the construction would, verb and that 
this construction has been frequently observed to be the textual 
reflex of “hypothesizing”, it would be revealing indeed to 
embark on an investigation of the construction of a large sample 
of related texts, using a number of analytical tools, including 
frequency counts. But to produce frequency counts in a 
complete contextual vacuum is utterly misleading.(emphasis is 
in the original)
Undoubtedly, frequency counts alone are not sufficient to reveal the characterisation of
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different varieties of language. Other methods of analysis are clearly essential.
2.5.1.3 Yee’s Approach to Sequence Signals in Technical English
A significant approach to logical conjunctions in EST texts is a study by Yee (1975) who 
attempts to investigate sequence signals in Technical English which “ostensibly mark 
connections and relationships between one part of a piece of continuous writing and 
another”(ibid:63). The aim of the study is to determine the function of sequence signals in 
technical writing. The study is based upon eight texts and the conjunctions are classified into 
sixteen semantic classes. The listing of conjunctions according to their meaning is useful to 
EST practitioners since such listing is built upon larger discourse units and not sentences; but 
the listing provides little more information than what is available in most grammar books. 
A major shortcoming of Yee’s study is that it implies that members of each semantic class 
are freely substitutable for one another when actually they are not. A case in point is when 
Yee (ibid:71) states that “the sequence signal on the other hand is similar in meaning and 
function to conversely”, (my emphasis). This is a misleading statement; a contention shared 
by Borkin (1979) who observes that “on the other hand” and “conversely” are not 
interchangeable in written expository English. Another important defect in Yee’s 
methodological presentation is that no attempt is made to explain what is meant by ‘parts of 
texts’ or conceptual ‘units of discourse’.
2.6 The Grammatical-Rhetorical Approach to EST Texts
As we noted in the previous section, the dissatisfaction with the taxonomic models of register 
analysis on which much of the teaching material has been based led a number of ESP/EST 
practitioners to shift their focus to the so-called rhetorical features. Also, the inadequacies of
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traditional register analysis theory in the description of scientific discourse have promoted an 
early search for a more viable approach. The model which has been well received among 
ESP/EST specialists is the grammatical-rhetorical approach. The tradition within this model 
has been established through the works of Lackstrom, Selinker and Trimble (1972, 1973), 
Selinker, Trimble and Vroman (1974), Lackstrom (1978) and Trimble (1985). Trimble 
(1985:14) explicitly says that: "The rhetorical approach... is built around three main rhetorical 
concepts: 1. the nature of EST paragraph; 2. the rhetorical techniques most commonly used 
in written EST discourse; and 3. the rhetorical functions".
The explicit objective of the grammatical-rhetorical model is to show that correct grammatical 
choices in a written medium cannot be taught separately from considerations of rhetoric and 
subject matter. In order to support their claim Lackstrom et al (1972:4) examine several areas 
to show:
(1) that the choice of tenses in the written medium is dependent 
not on “time lines”, as most textbook presentations suppose, but 
on rhetorical and subject-matter considerations, (2) that specific 
grammatical choices involving definite and indefinite articles 
depend on rhetorical and subject-matter principles, and (3) that 
choices involving adverbs, aspect, agent phrases, and 
nominalization often demand contextual directives.
In another article Lackstrom et al (1973:1) advocate a similar objective when they suggest that 
their main purpose is “to investigate the relationship between grammatical choice and 
rhetorical function in the written English of science and technology”. To put it differently, 
the aim is to explore the relationships which exist between aspects of grammar such as tense, 
the use of articles and their rhetorical function. The choice of the simple present, for 
example, is found to depend on the notion of degree of generality in EST.
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The proponents of the grammatical-rhetorical approach based their model on a devised 
framework referred to as the “Rhetorical Process Chart”. This chart is divided into four 
levels, A-D, indicating the different levels at which EST rhetoric may be realised. Level A 
is concerned with indicating the purpose of the total discourse as represented by information 
contained in the introductory section of most written scientific texts. Level B is made up of 
those aspects which relate to the method of organisation of information in the discourse, 
usually in the form of headings and sub-headings. Level C consists of specific rhetorical 
functions which are common within EST discourse. Level D identifies rhetorical techniques 
most commonly used by writers to present information relating to functions identified in level 
C. Regarding the analysis of scientific discourse, the grammatical-rhetorical approach 
presents a radical shift of focus from the register analysis approach in which scientific English 
is characterised only in terms of its distinctive grammatical and lexical features. Moreover, 
the grammatical-rhetorical approach tells us how different forms in a given text function 
communicatively. It was Widdowson (1981) who drew a distinction between register and 
rhetoric, assuming that by looking at the formal properties of a text we are analysing it as a 
register, whereas the rhetorical features are concerned with the communicative functioning of 
the text. A major advantage of the grammatical-rhetorical approach is the emphasis the 
proponents of the model place on rhetorical considerations in determining grammatical choice. 
Swales (1958:59) holds a similar view when he says “if [it] opened the door to rhetorical 
explanation, it also half-closed the door of statistical analysis on surface grammatical features 
.. .i t  showed that frequency-work undertaken by Barber and others could have descriptive 
validity but little explanatory”.
In spite of the obvious advantages of the grammatical-rhetorical approach over register
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analysis, the model has its own shortcomings. One of the limitations of the grammatical- 
rhetorical model is the tendency of its authors to emphasise the learning of one skill over all 
others. A case in point is when Selinker et al (1978:37) suggest that "the model is essentially 
designed to tackle problems of reading amongst non-native speakers learning to cope with the 
language of science and technology". In addition, Selinker et al (ibid) reinstate the applied 
hypotheses underlying the series of researches that culminated in the grammatical-rhetorical 
model:
Errors in understanding implicit information by the non-native 
speakers attempting to read EST are often related to a lack of 
understanding of the relationship between individual clauses 
consisting of supporting information, and between those clauses 
and core generalization.
Therefore, it is obvious that the approach suggested by its authors is not designed for the 
teaching of writing skills. Despite the fact that the model can be useful for teaching reading 
comprehension because it combines the use of rhetorical functions and rhetorical techniques 
as approaches to the study of EST texts, it may not account adequately for the way 
information in EST texts is organised. Nor may it account for the assumptions of the writer 
concerning his purpose and audience. Another important drawback of the grammatical 
-rhetorical approach is the restricted nature of the data used. The Rhetorical-Process Chart 
was developed from a study based on the analysis of scientific textbooks in engineering and 
in supplementary reading materials. Firstly, it is not clear what texts are classified under the 
category supplementary materials. Secondly, scientific textbooks are only one of many 
sources of the language of science and technology. Although the data on which the model 
is based can be said to be representative of the language of scientific or technical textbooks, 
it cannot be said to apply to all forms of scientific or technical texts. Nor is it suggested that 
even texts from different sub-types within technical writing are comparable. Even though the
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grammatical-rhetorical approach has moved us away from the rigidity of the taxonomic model 
as has been developed under the register theory in the 1960s, we are still left to struggle with 
the limitation of a single type of text.
2.7 Studies of the Traditional Rhetorical Divisions in 
Scientific Research Articles
Although a number of shortcomings in the grammatical-rhetorical approach were highlighted 
in the previous section, some studies have indicated its strength in explaining interaction in 
written EST texts. Some of the following are good examples.
2.7.1 West’s Study of That-Nominals in Science Research Articles
An explicit example of the grammatical-rhetorical approach is a study by West (1980). West
investigated the use of “that-nominals” in 15 research articles in the biological sciences. He
observed that the density of this construction differed significantly between different rhetorical
sections of the text. His study was based on 15 articles from biological sciences randomly
selected from “The proceeding of the National Academy of Science of the United States of
America 76 (1979)”. West (ibid:486) arrived at this conclusion:
Besides supporting the Lackstrom, Selinker, and Trimble claim 
that “grammatical-rhetorical dependencies” (1970:130) exist in 
scientific and technical writing, this study also provides 
evidence for a hierarchy of that-nominal densities in the four 
rhetorical divisions of research papers. The Introduction section 
has more that-nominal constructions than the Results section; 
the Introduction section has approximately the same number of 
that-nominal constructions as the Discussion section; the 
Methods section has fewer that-nominal constructions than any 
of the other three sections.
Although in his investigation West made use of quantificational methods, T-unit per rhetorical
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section, and variance between rhetorical sections, the study still suffers however from some 
shortcomings. A major drawback is conspicuous in its methodological presentation. For 
example, West claims that he is conducting a grammatical-rhetorical study of biological 
science articles in line with Lackstrom et al (1970), whereas the study has the appearance of 
traditional register analysis. In other words, it is inconsistent. Another limitation of the study 
is that its results, which are based on the statistical quantification of that-nominals across 
sections of the research articles, do not reveal much about the contextual and situational 
influences which constrain the occurrence of this construction in the various sections. 
Moreover, the results of West’s study cannot be said to apply to articles even to those from 
the same genre whose authors did not explicitly divide them into rhetorical sections.
2.7.2 Hanania and Akhtar’s Investigation of Verb Use in
Master of Science Theses
Another study which was inspired by the grammatical-rhetorical approach is Hanania and 
Akhtar (1985). This study focuses on the profile of verb use in relation to rhetorical divisions 
of the discourse in Master of Science Theses. The main objective of the study was to 
examine variations in verb use across rhetorical divisions of discourse within a single genre, 
thesis writing. The investigation was based on 20 Master of Science Theses: 6 in Biology, 
7 in Chemistry, and 7 in Physics. The corpus for the study was drawn from the Department 
of Biology, Chemistry, and Physics at the American University of Beirut, Lebanon.
Hanania and Akhtar (ibid:50) describe the methodology in the study as follows:
A two-way classification was used for the analysis: rhetorical 
and grammatical. The discourse material in each thesis was
first divided into five sections, each representing a broad
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rhetorical function: introduction, review, methods, results, 
discussion. The finite verbs, both simple and complex, were 
classified by verb group (active, passive) and subgroup (present, 
past, perfective, progressive).
Hanania and Akhtar made use of T-unit length (Hunt, 1970) and clause length as measures 
of syntactic complexity, and counts of these parameters were also made on a reduced sample 
selected at random and constituting 20% of the whole sample. Describing the data as a whole 
based on quantification of verb forms, they conclude that active verbs exceed passive verbs 
and that active verbs appear mainly in the simple present tense throughout the data.
Referring to variation in verb forms in the rhetorical sections of the Theses, Hanania and 
Akhtar noted that the Introduction section is characterised by a higher frequency of the present 
over the past tense; the Review section shows a marked shift towards the past tense; the 
Methods section marks a rise in past passive; the Results and Discussion section make more 
use of present tense and modals. When Hanania and Akhtar compared the obtained results 
across the three disciplines, they found a similarity in the pattern between Biology and 
Chemistry, especially in the higher use of active verb forms over passive verb forms in the 
four sections of the text. Despite the fact that the Physics data showed a similar dominance 
of active over passive in the four sections, there was a smaller shift (10%) from active to 
passive in the methods section as opposed to a 40% shift from active to passive in both 
Biology and Chemistry disciplines.
In conclusion, Hanania and Akhtar’s study marks an improvement over earlier studies of this 
nature such as (West, 1980; Wingrad, 1981). They attempt to combine statistical counting 
of grammatical features across rhetorical divisions with some form of explanation based on
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communicative function. A case in point is when Hanania and Akhtar (ibid:53) point out 
that: "the choice of verbs is influenced by the communicative function: the simple present 
expresses generalizations and conclusions based on the results of research, and the modals 
help to qualify interpretations and conclusions".
In spite of the improvement mentioned above, there is an apparent danger posed by 
explanations which tend to attribute everything to the communicative function of rhetorical 
divisions upon which the study is based. Such explanations tend either to be too simplistic 
or highly generalised. A good example of such generalised explanation is when Hanania and 
Akhtar claim that “The use of qualified generalization is a common feature of advanced 
writing about scientific research”(ibid:54). In the end, we are left with unanswered questions 
such as how common these linguistic features are, the circumstances under which they occur 
and why they are used. Similarly, as in the study of West (1980), the division of the 
rhetorical structure of the texts into Introduction, Review, Methods, Results and Discussion 
seems to have the effect of marginalising and obscuring the rhetorical function of various 
sections in the texts. There is a clear confusion between what is statistically significant (i.e. 
the high number of grammatical forms) with what is statistically less significant (i.e. the 
rhetorical functions of different sections in the research articles).
2.8 The Clause Relations Approach to Discourse
This section describes an approach to clause relations established first by Winter (1971, 1974, 
1977,1979) and then adopted by Hoey (1979,1983). Winter (1977:5) defines clause relations 
as "the cognitive process whereby we interpret the meaning of a sentence or group of 
sentences in the light of its adjoining sentence or group of sentences".
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In another statement describing this relation, Winter (ibid:39) suggests that:
Clause Relation is system of predictability of context; that is, 
given one sentence with its preceding context, the lexical 
selection in the next sentence is frequently predictable, and this 
predictability is the crucial part of the semantics of the clause 
relations.
Winter’s (1979) basic unit of discourse is the member which may consist of one or more than 
one clause. It is not to be equated simply with the sentence. Winter puts forward two rule 
governed ways in which one sentence is interpreted in the light of another. The first is the 
Matching relation, in which things, action and people are matched for similarity and 
difference. The second is the Logical Sequence relation in which meaning is interpreted in 
terms of temporal and logico-deductive sequencing in a time-space model. Winter further 
claims that these relations usually display a macro-clause relation which he calls 
Situation-Evaluation.
A significant aspect of Winter’s approach is that clause relations are not only realised by the
closed system subordinators (for example, since, although, because, which he calls
Vocabulary 1) or by conjunctions (for example, moreover, therefore, however, which he calls
Vocabulary 2). But he adds to these the class of lexical signals, which are apparently
open-system items, which he calls Vocabulary 3. These are lexical items such as contrast,
compare, choose, shape, result, effect. They are as Winter (1977:2) proposes:
a special vocabulary of context for clause relations of English; 
they are words which can function as special sign posts of what 
a sentence means in a sequence with its adjoining sentences.
Therefore, such lexical items often realise the clause relations which represent the "finite set
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of structural meaning"(p.5) which we share. These fundamental relations permit Winter to 
postulate the notion of a ‘minimal context’ and by that he means “the meaning of one clause 
is completed ... by another clause or group of clauses which it adjoins”(ibid:7).
Hoey (1983:23), drawing on Winter (1977), demonstrates how the same clause relation may 
be signalled by an item from any one of these three classes of vocabulary. He considers the 
following three near paraphrases as examples (signals underlined):
(1) By appealing to scientists and technologists to support his party, Mr Wilson won many 
middle-class votes.
(2) Mr Wilson appealed to scientists and technologists to support his party. He thereby won 
many middle-class votes in the election.
(3) Mr Wilson’s appeals to scientists and technologists to support his party were instrumental 
in winning many middle-class votes in the election.
In the first example, the relation is signalled with a vocabulary 1 item, in the second by a 
vocabulary 2 item, and in the third by a vocabulaiy 3 item. Moreover, Hoey places more 
emphasis on the importance of lexical-item signals. He says that "Vocabulary 3 items not 
only help signal the relations that hold between the sentences of a paragraph, they also signal 
the organisation of larger passages and whole discourses"(ibid:24).
Hoey (ibid:36) discusses Matching patterns, General-Particular patterns, and, in particular, 
the Problem-Solution pattern, by the term Pattern he refers to a “combination of relation 
organising (part of) a discourse”. Hoey’s approach is however mostly concerned with this 
metastructural organisation of the text. Hoey tries to demonstrate that the device of repetition 
connects sentences and contributes to sentence and text interpretation. He says that “because
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where the sentences have material in common, it is what is changed that receives attention by 
the reader, while the repeated material acts as a framework for the interpretation of the new 
materiar’(op cit:25). Hoey also suggests that repetition signals Matching relations and 
General-Particular relations. He identifies three types of repetition. The first type may take 
the form of simple repetition “of lexical item that has appeared earlier in a discourse, with no 
more alteration than is explicable by reference to grammatical paradigms”(ibid:108), for 
example he dances - they dance. The second type may take the form of complex repetition, 
in which a morpheme is shared by an item in a different word class, for example, he danced 
(verb), the dance started (noun). The third type of repetition may take the form of 
substitution. The last type (substitution) differs significantly from that of Halliday and Hasan 
(1976), who treat substitution as a subclass of ellipsis, whereas the other two types are similar 
to what Halliday and Hasan propose.
Furthermore, Hoey (op cit:ll) suggests that repetition is the clearest signal of the Matching
relation. He says:
Matching is what happens when two parts of a discourse are 
compared in respect of their detail. Sometimes they are 
matched for similarity, in which case we call the resulting 
relation Matching Compatibility, and sometimes for difference, 
in which case we call the resulting relation Matching Contrast
Nevertheless, according to Hoey the most typical discourse pattern is the Problem-Solution
pattern. He also believes that many texts can be treated as conforming to the pattern
Situation-Problem-Response-Evaluation/Result with recurring Response, that is to say, a
Response may itself cause a new problem, requiring a new Response. Hoey (ibid:53)
proposes the following example which represents the Problem-Solution pattern:
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Situation
I
▼
I was on sentry duty.
Problem : I saw the enemy approaching.
I
▼
Response :
[I tried to open fire.
Pnner problem: [The gun’s bolt jammed.
[Inner response: Staying calm, I applied a drop of oil.
[Inner evaluation: That did the trick,
v pnner Basis I opened fire.
Evaluation/Result: I beat off the attack
According to Hoey the pattern can be revealed by a process of questioning. In other words, 
after each of the above sentences, a reader might ask a question such as “what happened 
then?”, or “what did you do then?”. Or the pattern can be revealed by means of lexical 
signalling (signals underlined):
The means whereby I beat off the attack was by opening fire. The cause of my opening fire 
was that I saw the enemy approaching. The circumstances of my seeing the enemy 
approaching were that I was on sentry duty.
Hoey (ibid) further suggests that the overall discourse organisation may be revealed by using 
the same lexical terms which are used in the description of the pattern itself (signals 
underlined):
My situation was that I was on sentry duty. I saw the enemy approaching. I solved this 
problem by opening fire. This achieved the desired result of beating off the attack.
Hoey proposes some modification to the original problem-solution model. For instance, he 
introduces the concept of "Multilayering" to account for the fact that "evaluation" in the 
problem-solution model “need not necessarily be positive; that it could be negative or 
both”(op cit:82). He also adds that the assumption underlying the problem-solution model is 
that the evaluation of the solution will always be positive. He points out however that “The
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truth of course is that it is quite common for evaluations to be negative”(ibid). The concept
of "Multilayering", according to Hoey, is based on the simple fact that a negative evaluation
is a signal of a problem. Therefore, Hoey (ibid) claims that:
It remains true that negative Evaluation is a signal of Problem 
even when the evaluation is not local but the evaluation of a 
Response. Thus, when a Response is negatively Evaluated, 
another problem is normally signalled, except where the 
Negative Evaluation does not allow for any further Response 
(e.g.“This killed him”).
Hoey tries to relate the problem-solution model to the concept of clause relations. Thus Hoey 
(op cit: 19) contends that "[It] is also the cognitive process whereby the choices we make from 
grammar, lexis and intonation in the creation of a sentence or group of sentences are made 
in the light of its adjoining sentence or group of sentences".
Nevertheless, the significance of the clause relations approach to discourse analysis is
summarised by both Hoey and Winter (1986:138). They argue that:
the clause relational approach to discourse analysis explains 
many aspects of the writing process. Every lexical and 
grammatical choice is in part affected by the choices that have 
already been made in the discourse and by the context in which 
the discourse is being produced. ... Clause relational analysis 
offers insights into interactions that underlie written discourse.
... Written discourse ‘flows’, and clause relational analysis has 
at least the merit of recognizing the fact.
\Theproblem-solution model was applied by various linguists and researchers in the analysis
\
of both scientific and non-scientific texts, and its weaknesses were highlighted as well. For 
example, Reddick (1986) commenting on Hoey’s (1983) use of “paraphrase as a means of 
clarifying clause relations”, claims that:
Hoey is in fact proposing not a means of clarifying clause
relations but a means of making as explicit as possible a 
particular interpretation of a particular discourse fragment. ...
Hoey is aware that “clause relations are acts of interpretation”
(1983:18) and even speaks of a clause relation “as a cognitive 
process rather than a feature found on the surface of discourse”.
(ibid:32; my emphasis)
Ghadessy (1983:47) also indicates that the categories within the model may not be “as clear 
cut as they are assumed to be. ... No constraints for the various sequences of Situation, 
Problem, Solution and Evaluation are proposed. ... the most important question is: what are 
the linguistic markers for each of the proposed categories?”. Moreover, Jarvis (1983) 
describes the categorisation of information structure in the problem-solution model as: "too 
inclusive, it can apply at a variety of levels from the four-sentence example to a full report. 
It is therefore not easy to avoid confusion between levels” (ibid: 108).
Nonetheless, in spite of its weaknesses, the problem-solution model was commended by 
various researchers (Jordan, 1985; Adams-Smith, 1987; Proctor, 1988 among others) as a very 
useful framework in accounting for the structure of information in a text. The model can also 
be applicable to a variety of texts. Moreover, there is no doubt that the proponents of the 
model present insightful ideas for the analysis of discourse structure in articles, reports, 
textbooks, etc., and these categories can be utilised for various teaching programmes or 
courses. The categories also offer a fruitful suggestion for readers when following the model 
sequence by having a constant interaction with the text as they are reading. This approach 
which was initiated by Winter and then adopted by Hoey has insightful remarks into the 
organisation of various clause relations.
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2.9 The Text Linguistics Approach to Language Variety
This section will consider an approach to Text Linguistics developed by de Beaugrande and
Dressier (1981). De Beaugrande and Dressier have criticised the early modem linguists
insofar as they place much emphasis on describing the minimal unit in each of the linguistic
levels of sound, form, syntax, and semantics; consequently, they have made no provision for
the study of long stretches of text. For example, the traditional grammatical analysis stops
at the sentence level. De Beaugrande and Dressier (ibid:21) further advocate that:
... one can analyze a text into levels of minimal units as 
depicted, but there is no guarantee that we will uncover the 
nature of the text by doing so. On the contrary, the extraction 
of tiny components diverts consideration away from the 
important unities which bind a text together.
Furthermore, de Beaugrande and Dressier (ibid:23) also claim that the majority of early
inquiries into text organisation have remained essentially descriptive and structurally based
(Pike, 1967; Koch, 1971; Heger, 1976), with occasional expansion of the framework to
include text sequences or situation of occurrence (Coseriu 1955-6; Pike 1967; Harweg 1968;
Koch 1971). Despite the fact that text in these studies was defined as a unit larger than the
sentence, and the research was orientated towards discovering and classifying types of text
structure, de Beaugrande and Dressier (op cit:23) still argue that:
Structures were construed as something given and manifest, 
rather than something being created via operational procedures 
of human interactants. We end up having classification with 
various numbers of categories and degrees of elaboration but no 
clear picture of how texts are utilized in social activity.
De Beaugrande and Dressier describe their approach to text linguistics as a procedural 
approach in which “all levels of language are to be described in terms of their 
utilization”(ibid:31). They (ibid:3) define text as a communicative occurrence which meets
seven standards of textuality, namely cohesion and coherence, which are both text-centred, 
and intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situationality, and intertextuality, which are all 
user centred.
The following is a description of the seven parameters of what de Beaugrande and Dressier 
(ibid) identified as standards of textuality.
1. COHESION
De Beaugrande and Dressier (op cit:71-3) call the relationships among events and situations, 
junctions, and the devices signalling them, junctive expressions; they discuss four major types:
(a) Conjunction, which is an additive relation linking things which have the same status, i.e., 
both are true in the textual world. Their signals are: and, moreover, also, in addition, 
besides, furthermore.
(b) Disjunction, which links things that have alternative status, e.g., two things which cannot 
be true in the textual world. Their signals are: or, either/or, whether or not.
(c) Contrajunction, which links things having the same status but appearing incongruous or 
incompatible in the textual world, i.e., a cause and an unanticipated effect; their signals 
are: but, however, yet, nevertheless.
(d) Subordination, which links things when the status of one depends on that of the other, 
e.g., things true under certain motives (precondition/event, cause/effect, etc.). Their signals 
are: because, since, as, thus, while, therefore, on the ground that, then, next, before, after, 
since, whenever, while, during, if.
2. COHERENCE
Coherence concerns the way in which the things that the text is about, called the textual 
world, are mutually accessible and relevant. The textual world is considered to consist of
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concepts and relations. A concept is defined as “a configuration of knowledge (cognitive 
content) which can be recovered with more or less unity and consistency in the mind. 
Relations are the links between concepts which appear together in the textual world”(ibid:4). 
Some of the most common relations can be classified in terms of two major notions, namely 
Causality relations and Time relations.
(a) Causality relations “concern the ways in which one situation or event affects the condition 
for some other one”(ibid). Cause relations are of four types: cause, enablement, reason, 
and purpose.
(b) Time relations concern the arrangement of events in time. According to de Beaugrande 
and Dressier (ibid:5) “Cause, enablement, and reason have forward directionality, that is, 
the earlier event or situation causes, enables, or provides the reason for the later one. 
Purpose has backward directionality, that is, the later event or situation is the purpose for 
the earlier one”.
3. INTENTIONALITY
This concerns the text-producer’s intention to produce a cohesive and coherent text, in which 
the text producer aims to attain his planned goal. Text producers and receivers both rely on 
Grice’s principles of co-operation and the maxims of quantity, quality, relation, and manner 
in managing discourse. De Beaugrande and Dressier describe the discourse action in terms 
of “the changes it effects upon the situation and the various states of participants ... the focus 
of each participant would be on those states which are instrumental to his or her plan toward 
a goal”(ibid:123). They (ibid) further suggest that planning in discourse involves interactive 
problem-solving on the part of both producer and receiver. They also add that “text producers 
must be able to anticipate the receivers’ responses as supportive of or contrary to a plan, for 
example, by building an internal model of the receivers and their beliefs and
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knowledge”(ibid: 132)
4. ACCEPTABILITY
This concerns the text receiver’s attitude which requires that the text should be cohesive and 
should be of use and relevance to him. De Beaugrande and Dressier (1981:7) point out that 
“This attitude is responsive to such factors as text types, social or cultural setting, and the 
desirability of goals”. The text receiver is usually tolerant of things, such as false starts, 
which interfere with coherence and cohesion. Also, the text receiver will use inference, based 
on his own knowledge, to bring the textual world together.
5. INFORMATTVITY
This standard of textuality “concerns the extent to which the occurrences of the presented text 
are expected vs. unexpected or known vs. unknown/certain” (ibid:8-9). They also refer to the 
notion of probability and by that they mean “the more probable in any particular context will 
be more expected than the less probable”(ibid:40). Moreover, they highlight the text 
receiver’s response when something unexpected happens. In this case the text receiver: "... 
must do a MOTIVATION SEARCH - a special case of problem-solving to find out what 
these occurrences signify, why they were selected, and how they can be integrated back into 
the CONTINUITY that is the basis of communication"(ibid: 144; emphasis is in the original).
The expectations of the text receiver are in fact affected by what type of text he is currently 
encountering. For example, what is unexpected in a technical report may be less unexpected 
in a poem. It is interesting sometimes to observe how people, faced with apparent nonsense, 
will normally be able to give it a meaning if they are told that the text is a poem.
6. SITUATIONALITY
The sixth standard of textuality “concerns the factors which make a text RELEVANT to a
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SITUATION of occurrence”(ibid:9). A text receiver will always try hard to solve any 
problem arising from the occurrence of apparently irrelevant items in a text, that is to say, the 
text receiver will engage in a problem-solving strategy in order to make such items appear 
relevant.
7. INTERTEXTUALITY
The final standard of textuality concerns the way in which the use of a certain text depends 
on knowledge of other texts. A good example is a traffic sign saying resume speed, it will 
only make sense on the basis of a previous sign telling a driver to slow down. The notion 
of intertextuality is in fact responsible for the evolution of different text types, which are a 
group of texts displaying characteristic features and patterns. De Beaugrande and Dressier 
suggest that parodies, critical reviews, reports and responses to the arguments of others are 
highly and obviously reliant on intertextuality. They also add that in some instances, we are 
less aware of intertextuality. For example, a novel we are reading may appear as an 
independent text; nevertheless, it relies on the tradition of novel writing, and in reading a 
novel, we normally activate our knowledge of what a novel is.
In summary, this approach which was originally developed by de Beaugrande and Dressier 
(1981) has contributed to our understanding of different features which are to be found in a 
text. At the same time, it broadens our view on the relationships between the text producer 
and the receiver.
2.10 Longacre’s Approach to Paragraph as a Grammatical Unit
Longacre (1979) views paragraph as a structural rather than an orthographic unit, where a 
structural paragraph is composed of certain sequences of sentences. He examines features of
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paragraphs in a number of languages and identifies the following features:
First, the feature of closure where paragraphs indicate by different means within surface 
features of the language that they have beginnings and ends. Secondly, the feature of 
thematic unity, where in narrative discourse for example "a narrative paragraph is built around 
a thematic participant, occasionally a small set of participants"(ibid: 118). Longacre recognises 
(following Hallidy and Hasan 1976:10) that paragraphs have systematic parameters with 
choices among them. First, he identifies binary versus non-binary constructions where the 
former are closed, having two constituents, and the latter are open. Secondly, there is the 
parameter of notional relations where clauses or sentences combine to form larger units with 
the following values: conjoining, temporal, logical, elaborative and reportative. Thirdly, there 
is the parameter of weighting where constituents may have equal or different weights.
Nevertheless, in his discussion of notional structure, Longacre does not specify whether the 
presence of one constituent predicts another nor whether the presence of an initial constituent 
alone makes for an incomplete structure. He believes that given two constituents in a certain 
notional relationship, these will be encoded and interpreted as constituents of a particular 
notional paragraph structure. His illustration of exception, where one member of a set is 
contrasted with other members of the set, is plausible in the following example:
1. Everybody got drowsy and eventually fell sound asleep.
2. Only grandfather kept awake and watched for his chance, (ibid: 122)
In the above example, the first sentence cannot be said to predict the second. Because 
everybody fell sound asleep, no exception is predicted at all. Also, sentence (1) does not 
appear to be incomplete without (2). However, given these two sentences, one can infer the 
antithetical relationships of exception.
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Longacre introduces the concept of anticipation where antithesis has to do with the notion of 
frustration. He demonstrates in the following example how this concept is realised:
1. They started out for Paris promptly at seven o’clock, as planned.
2. They never, however, got there, (ibid: 123)
Longacre observes that the above paragraph is an example of what he calls “frustrated 
succession” because we do not get the anticipated sequel indicated by the first sentence. The 
frustrated notion here is that starting out for a destination implies arrival.
In his description of temporal relations, Longacre (ibid: 126) suggests that “[they] are ... in 
principle always n-ary and never binary-whatever the stringencies of surface structure in a 
given language”.
The relevance of Longacre’s approach to the present study is his classification of a set of 
inter-clausal structure relationships such as that of contrast, illustration, reason, exemplification 
etc., as well as his description of notional relations such as conjoining, temporal, logical etc. 
Such relationships, when realised in a text, will be interpreted as having a semantic unity and 
give cohesion to the text.
2.11 The Functional Approach to Text Analysis
In this section attention will be focused on an approach which became known as the Prague 
school approach. This approach was first established and developed by linguists from the 
Prague school and then adopted by other linguists throughout the world. Two prominent 
linguists to use this approach were Mathesius (1939) and Danes (1974) who examined the 
connection between syntax and semantics. Working largely with Slavic languages, in which
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word order is less rigid than in English, Mathesius used the term ‘theme’ to identify what the 
sentence is about and the term ‘enunciation’ to refer to what is said about the ‘theme’. 
Mathesius’ work was expanded by other Prague school linguists. Among others, Firbas 
(1964) developed the notion of communicative dynamism to describe the degree to which 
sentential elements contribute to convey the communicative message in the sentence. In place 
of Mathesius’ enunciation, he used the term ‘rheme’ to refer to that element of a sentence 
which contributes most to its communicative dynamism.
From the point of view of its communicative role, a sentence has two parts, a theme and a 
rheme (Firbas 1964, 1974). The theme comprises those elements which are related in some 
way to what has been said or written earlier (in the same text or in preceding discourse) or 
to some feature of extra-linguistic context, which can be assumed by the speaker to be known 
about already. These elements also can be perceived as ‘given’. The rheme is made up of 
those elements which convey information that is in some sense new or unpredictable, and 
which therefore pushes forward the message being communicated.
An important development in the functional approach to text analysis is the study proposed 
by Danes (1974). Drawing on Prague school concepts such as old-new, given-new, 
theme-enunciation, theme-rheme, topic-comment, Danes has shown that Functional Sentence 
Perspective (FSP) theories can be used to identify basic patterns of text in terms of Thematic 
Progression (TP). Danes introduced three patterns of thematic progression: (1) simple linear 
TP; (2) TP with a continuous theme; and (3) TP with derived theme. In the functional 
approach, the text is not only regarded as a linguistic material through which the writer’s 
knowledge is expressed, but also as a set of guiding instructions through which the writer’s
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presentation strategies are reflected. To put it differently, the main concern of the functional 
approach is to show how the production and comprehension of a text are affected by the 
construction of the text itself rather than by what it means. Since the primary function of a 
text is communication, as is that of language, and communication involves a communicative 
purpose, much effort in this school has been directed towards determining the effect of word 
order in a sequence, and the contribution of given/new information structure to communicative 
dynamism (Danes, 1974). In the creation of a text, speakers and writers choose their own 
particular pattern of information structure from among the multiple options available to them.
2.11.1 The Basic Unit of Analysis in the Functional Approach
Most linguists in the functional approach are concerned with the sentence as the basic 
linguistic unit for analysis. This sentence level orientation began with Mathesius of the early 
Prague school and has been maintained until recent years among linguists. A sentence is 
usually divided into two parts (except Firbas ‘tripartition’), namely topic (or theme) and 
comment (or rheme). Topic and comment are mutually exclusive; one part of the sentence 
is identified as the topic, and the remainder is the comment. There is a second paired set of 
concepts that has frequently been used in this context for the analysis of sentence structure: 
Given information and New information. Again the given information and new information 
are mutually exclusive; certain portions of a sentence may be identified as given information, 
and the remaining portions are new information. The organisation of a sentence as a message 
using the theme/rheme distinction often corresponds to its information structure in terms of 
the notion of given and new. The topic-comment notion is quite different from the notion of 
the given-new pair in that topic comment is about what the sentence is saying, whereas the 
given-new notion is concerned with whether the information is identified as already given or
not yet given. These two sets of paired notions have been applied to sentences for analytical 
purposes. In many instances, the topic of a sentence coincides with the given information and 
the comment with the new information. Nevertheless, this is not always so.
It is not usually possible to see how the larger discourse topic is represented in this approach, 
because most linguists of the Functional school are concerned with the sentence as the unit 
of analysis. Nonetheless, Danes (1974) is an exception in that he concerns himself with the 
analysis of theme in texts, and not just in sentences. Danes’ method is to schematise the 
patterns of theme (T) and rheme (R) nexus in a text. Danes puts forward three patterns and 
calls them Thematic Progression (TP). The first pattern is simple linear thematic 
progression as in the following example:
T15 i»Rl
I The first of the antibioticswas discovered by Sir Alexander ▼ Flemming in 1926. He was busy at
T2 (=R1)— ---►R2 the time investigating a certain
I species of germs which is responsible
| for the boils and other troubles, (ibid: 118)
▼
T3(=R2)  »R3
In the above example, according to Danes, the theme of the second sentence ‘He’, which is 
co-referential with ‘Sir Alexander Flemming’ is mentioned in the first sentence as rheme. 
Thus, T2 = Rl. In this pattern of thematic progression, the rheme of a sentence becomes the
theme of the following sentence. Because this pattern of T----------► R nexus results in one
thread of chain, Danes called it a simple linear progression.
The second pattern is thematic progression with a continuous theme as, for example, in the 
following extract:
Tl—   - ►Rl
I The Rousseauist especially feels an innerkinship with Prometheus and other Titans.▼ He is fascinated by any form of insurgency
| ... He must show an elementary energy in
▼ his explosion against the established order
Tl—  »R2 and at the same time a boundless sympathy for
| the victim of it. (ibid: 119)
In this second pattern, the same theme appears in a series of sentences in which different 
rhemes are linked together.
The third pattern is thematic progression with derived theme as 
exemplified in the following:
[T] ==
Tl= =>-Rl T2 =*R2 T3 =>-R3
New Jersy is flat along the 
coast and southern portion; 
the north-western region is 
mountainous. The coastal 
climate is mild, but there 
is considerable cold in the 
mountain area during the 
winter months. Summers are 
fairly hot. ... (ibid:121)
In this third pattern, theme in each sentence refers to different aspect of ‘New Jersey’. 
However, they are all related to a discourse theme which is not explicitly stated in any part 
of the sentence. Danes calls the theme of each of the sentences a ‘derived theme’, and for 
the discourse theme which does not appear explicitly in the text but conceptually covers the 
whole of the individual sentences, he applies the term ‘hyper theme’. Moreover, Danes 
suggests the possibility of a fourth pattern which is a combination of patterns (1) and (2). 
Danes calls this pattern exposition of split rheme. This is represented in the following text:
Tl = > R 1 (=R1+R1)
T2 =>-R2
All substance can be divided into two classes: 
elementary substance and compounds. An elementary 
substance which consists of atoms of only one kind 
... A compound is a substance which consists of atoms 
of two or more different kinds ... (ibid:121)
T2 =>-R2
Undoubtedly, this model has its merits in accounting for the concept of theme and rheme not 
only at the sentence level but also at discourse level especially the approach suggested by 
Danes. Moreover, Danes patterns of theme-rheme structure have made a considerable 
contribution to textual analysis. However, this approach ignores the rhetorical features of any 
given text. Also, this model does not take into account the semantic aspects of a text, and in
particular the role of cohesion in the determination and development of themes and rhemes. 
This approach is very original and enlightening in the way it looks at texts and has had 
considerable influence as it has been taken up and developed by Halliday (1985). Halliday’s 
development of this approach is not discussed here because it is of marginal relevance for the 
purpose of this study.
2.12 Various Approaches to Medical Texts
A considerable proportion of research in the area of Medical English has been devoted to the
analysis of oral medical discourse (Candlin et al (1977); Fisher (1983); Frankel (1983);
Cicourel (1983); Frankel (1984); Freeman (1987); Hein and Wodak (1987); Messaide (1987),
to quote but few). There is a common agreement that the analysis of face-to-face interaction
between medical practitioners and patients is of real value. For the growing interest in oral
medical discourse, Freeman and Heller (1987:1) provide this justification :
The study of medical discourse, which we define here as 
face-to-face interaction between patients and medical 
practitioners in medical settings, has attracted researchers for a 
variety of reasons, and has been examined from a number of 
perspectives. ...
[Thus] medical interaction is, by its nature, non trivial, since 
communicative lapses and failures may result in potentially 
serious outcomes.
Medical discourse has attracted the attention of a considerable number of researchers from 
various fields. Some of these writers are broadly sociolinguistic or ethnomethodological in 
orientation - Mishler (1984) The Discourse of Medicine: Dialectics of Medical Interviews , 
Fisher and Todd (1983) (eds.) The Social Organisation of Doctor-Patient Communication, and 
West (1984) Routine Complications: troubles with talk between doctors and patients. Some 
isolated studies have been more particularly genre-oriented (e.g. Pettinari (1982) "A
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comparison of the Production of Surgical Reports by Native and Non-Native Speaking 
Surgeons"). Others come from within medicine and/or medical education - Stewart and Roter 
(1989) (eds.) Communicating with Medical Patients, and Pendleton and Hasler (1983) (eds.) 
Doctor-Patient Communication: both report on this tradition and have extensive bibliographies. 
The primary concern of these writers has been to gamer insights relevant to the teaching of 
communication skills.
There are a number of studies of written medical texts. The majority of studies in written 
medical discourse appeared to have focused mainly on linguistic features of the text. Some 
of these are discussed in detail below, but it should be stressed that both in terms of quantity 
and quality the field is disappointing.
2.12.1 Wingard’s Investigation of Verb Forms in 
Medical Research Papers
In the first part of his study, Wingard (1981) investigates the degree of relative frequency of 
some verb forms and their functions as they occur in medical research papers. In the second 
part Wingard focuses on non-finite verbs as they occur in two medical texts. Wingard (op 
cit:55) concludes that “Although Passive Verbs preponderate in the first and shortest paper 
(60%), Active Verbs preponderate in the other three and in the total (60%). The most 
frequent form overall is Simple Present Active ... followed by Simple Past Active”.
Regarding the functions of some verb forms, Wingard (op cit:61) suggests that:
The relatively high proportion of Simple Present Passive ... 
seems to be chiefly used in describing procedures habitually 
used... So does the very low proportion of Simple Past Passive,
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since there is very little narration of procedures followed by the 
writers or by other workers.
Discussing the functions of Modal verbs in his texts, Wingard adds that “the meanings of may 
suggest that it is often used in its permissive sense, rather than to make tentative statements. 
This again is what one would likely expect from the nature of the text, a treatise by specialists 
for non specialists” (ibid).
Referring to the results of the analysis of non-finites, Wingard (op cit:63) concludes that: 
"Non-finites are fewer, but not very much so, than finites. ... More than two-thirds of non- 
finites in each text occur in the Noun-phrase. Premodifying and Head position are equally 
common, and together account for over three-quarters of non-finites".
A significant shortcoming of Wingard’s study is that the results are highly generalised and the 
statistics are probably unreliable because of the paucity of the corpus. However, the real 
merit of the study lies in its being a useful example conducted by a teacher in a real teaching 
context. Moreover, it is a useful indication of possible future directions for more rigorous 
research.
2.12.2 Pettinari’s Approach to Surgical Reports Written by 
Native and Non-Native Speakers of English
In an investigation based on surgical reports, Pettinari (1982) compares reports produced by 
native speaking surgeons (NS) with reports by non-native speaking (NNS). In her study of 
reports produced by a Spanish speaking surgeon, Pettinari examines the overproduction in
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these reports of sentences in which the agent occupies the subject position (we-sentences).
Pettinari (op cit:2) contends that:
While the choice of we-sentences is common to a spoken 
register, these sentences are not common to surgical reports and 
if they do occur in this register, they perform a highly specific 
function when examined in the hospital organizational context.
Furthermore, Pettinari found that in the NS data, there were 4 clauses with the agent in the 
subject position out of a total of 392 clauses (1%). In the NNS data, she found that in the 
first surgical report, sentences with the agent in the subject position comprised 12 out of a 
total of 45 clauses (26%), and in the additional NNS data (three reports), she found that in 
none of these reports did the agent appear in the subject position. As far as the results are 
concerned, Pettinari concludes that there are three discourse functions for the occurrence of 
we-sentences in the first NNS report: (a) expression of thematic information, (b) assignment 
of responsibility, and (c) change in focus of attention. Two of these functions, (a) and (b), 
are similar in function to the reports of the NS.
However, a major drawback of this study is overgeneralisation on the basis of a very limited 
corpus, i.e., non-representativeness of the corpus. Moreover, the study left vital questions 
unanswered such as: what explanation can be offered for this overproduction?
2.12.3 Pettinari’s Investigation of the Function of a 
Grammatical Alternation in Surgical Reports
In another study, which is relevant to the previous one, Pettinari (1983) investigates the 
function of a grammatical alternation in surgical reports on the basis of functional-rhetorical
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differences between sentences with indefinite subjects and sentences with the dummy subject 
there. The data comprises fourteen surgical reports written by four surgeons, all native 
speakers of English, during a nine month period. To justify the selection of data, Pettinari 
claims that surgical reports follow a relatively standard procedure in which there is little 
variation in the discourse structure from one surgeon to another. Pettinari (op cit:55) suggests 
that “the function of the alternation between sentences ... is to provide an alternation between 
thematic and non-thematic information”. She also adds that “the alternation is ultimately 
controlled by the extra-linguistic situation of the surgery itself’(ibid). She identifies the 
extra-linguistic situation as the surgical procedure, its sequence, and those aspects that are 
considered essential to the procedure.
Pettinari applies the terms “thematic” and “non-thematic” in line with the tradition of the
Prague School as a means of accounting for the way in which textual organisation is linked
to the extra-linguistic situation. She also believes that the extra-linguistic event can be linked
to the textual organisation in two ways:
The first way concerns information that the speaker and the 
hearer hold in common: this is termed shared information; 
information that is not held in common is termed non-shared 
information. ... The second way ... is the consideration of that 
information which is crucial to the development of a text or sub 
text. (Pettinari, op cit:60; emphasis is in the original)
Pettinari defines Thematic Information as “That knowledge which the surgeon assumes is 
relevant to the goal of the communicative event of describing the surgical procedure for 
medical record purposes”. Pettinari (op cit:61) further adds that: "the main thrust of the 
surgical procedure determines that information which is analysed as thematic. ... [i.e.] areas 
not directly within the surgical field or the surgical procedure ... are determined to be
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non-thematic information". She concludes that indefinite subjects are thematic while 
indefinite subjects in There sentences are non-thematic.
In spite of the fact that this study is an improvement on the previous one, the categorisation 
of thematic information seems to be inconsistent with the known definition of the term. In 
addition, the identification of that knowledge which the surgeon assumes to be relevant to the 
goal of the communicative event could be problematic, because what is important to the 
communicative event may not necessarily be the theme of the sentence according to the 
Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP) Theory.
2.12.4 Dubois’ Study of Noun Phrases in Biomedical Journal Articles
Dubois (1982) investigates the textual and discoursal functions of noun phrases in Biomedical 
Journal Articles and notes that noun phrases (NP) are among the linguistic features which 
characterise the register of written scientific English. Commenting on the construction of 
noun phrases, Bartolic (1978) quoted by Dubois (op cit:49), observes that there is “a gradation 
in length from one through six nouns occurring before a headnoun”. Dubois further notes that 
the construction of noun phrases does not always constitute a linear string, but sometimes 
noun phrases are hierarchically organised to form a complex structure, and that unravelling 
the hierarchy can be a difficult problem for students, especially non-natives.
Furthermore, Dubois suggests that, in the journal articles, the functional difference between 
prenominal and postnominal modification of noun phrases is that prenominal position may be 
occupied by information shared between writer and reader while postnominal modification can 
be occupied by new information. Therefore, Dubois (op cit:54) contends that “a writer’s
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assessment of the recoverability of information is conveyed through positioning of content 
modifiers in the NP, i.e., through their replacement before or after the nouns they modify”. 
Dubois also suggests that prenominal modification of headnouns is a stylistic feature of 
scientific English; thus, the pile up of content modifiers in front of the noun can be avoided 
by the reduction or deletion of terms, or by the use of pronouns or by the coding of complex 
meaning into simpler synonymous expressions. In conclusion, Dubois, however, claims that 
the construction of noun phrases can serve the discoursal function of delimiting a section or 
subsection of a journal article.
In this context, Yule (1981) claims that the choice of pronoun, reduced nominal group, or full 
nominal group is affected by whether the information being provided is given, reinstated, or 
new. Yule further suggests that “the ‘new’ expression consists of a nominal without an article 
or with the definite article. The ‘non-new’ expression takes the form of a nominal plus 
definite article”(p.46). In communicating new information, Halliday and Hasan also (1976) 
regard the conjunctive relation as a very important resource because it is “a specification of 
the way in which what is to follow is systematically connected to what has gone 
before”(p.227).
2.12.5 Adams-Smith’s Study of Author’s Comment in 
Articles in Medical Journals
In six medical research papers drawn from the British Medical Journal,
Adams-Smith examines authors’ comments, i.e., the use of modality, adverbs and adjectives 
expressing probability, etc. The main aim of the study is to point to the differences between
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accepted facts and "author marked observations of hypothesis, opinion, or 
recommendation"(ibid:25); in other words, it is to draw a distinction between facts and 
opinions. Adams-Smith divides the articles into different sections such as introduction, 
method, discussion, and results; and then focuses "on the microacts in each separate section 
of the paper"(ibid:27). One of the findings of the study is that "author’s comment in the 
methods and results section was found to be minimal"(ibid:28). Another observation reported 
by Adams-Smith is that editorials are also more author-marked. She concluded the study 
suggesting that: "The author marked sections ... are the introduction and the discussion" 
(ibid:33). These were introduced mostly by modal auxiliaries of which should and may were 
the most frequent.
In conclusion, Adams-Smith’s investigation is a pioneer study in presenting insightful remarks 
on author’s comment in medical research articles. Probably the only weakness of the study 
is that it is based on six examples from a single journal.
2.12.6 Bruce’s Investigation of Rhetorical Constraints and Information 
Structure in Medical Research Report Writing
Based on articles selected from the British Medical Journal, Bruce (1984) examines rhetorical 
constraints and information structures in medical reports. Bruce’s study is similar in its 
background to that of Adams-Smith’s (1984) study, i.e., both are based on a corpus drawn 
from the British Medical Journal. Bruce believes that the rhetorical functional patterns in 
various sections of a scientific report are "realised linguistically by different structural pattern 
[s] in each section of the scientific report"(ibid:5). Thus the aim of the study is to 
demonstrate "how the syntactic form of the message is determined by certain discourse
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conventions and communicative constraints"(ibid:6). Bruce observes that it is not only pattern 
of information per se that needs to be considered in this type of discourse "but also the roles 
of the writer and reader, the level of their shared knowledge and any other communicative 
constraints that would affect decisions about what needs to be stated in the text and what does 
not"(ibid:6). Bruce focuses on two sections (Methods and Results) of the medical report, 
because they feature minimal author intrusion and because they reflect the greatest 
concentration of complex nominalisation.
In line with the Prague school approach of Thematic Progression and Communicative 
Dynamism, Bruce tries to account for the idea of Given-New in the texts and uses the term 
‘Given’ in the sense of "given in the text" and ‘New’ "to mean both new within the text and 
new to the reader"(ibid:10).
Furthermore, Bruce upholds the idea that "Relations of contrast feature strongly in medical
research report ... because a number of variables are being measured against each other ...
[and] the differences are of degree and aspect and less commonly of type"(ibid:l 1-12). Bruce
concludes his study suggesting that:
There is no neat Given-New cycle either at the sentence level 
or at the NP level. Linearity ... lies at a non-linguistic level, 
discemable in a schematisation of logical procedures in the 
Methods section, and, in the Results section, in a deliberate 
series of measurements taken of combination of variables to 
arrive at the proof or disproof of target hypotheses (ibid: 13).
Regarding the concept of Given-New and the model of linearity, it has been demonstrated that
progression (i.e. Thematic Progression; see section 2.7.1) of information in a discourse can
take any of the five patterns, one of which is the simple linear pattern. Thus there can hardly
be a neat "Given-New" pattern in any stretch of discourse.
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In conclusion, Bruce’s study of medical research report writing offers insightful remarks on 
the rhetorical functions and information structure beyond the surface structure of texts.
2.12.7 McKinlay’s Study of Discussion Section in 
Medical Research Articles
McKinlay (1983) investigates the Discussion section of articles written by doctors and 
research workers for publication in scholarly medical journals. The aim of the study is to 
examine the rhetorical structure of the Discussion section in the medical journal genre. 
McKinlay’s study is an extension of the studies of Swales (1981) and Dudley-Evans (1981) 
in its attempt to explore a different kind of material than that which has been previously 
investigated.
The study is based on a corpus of thirty articles taken from five medical journals. McKinlay 
has identified a recurring "core move" in the Discussion section which consists of a result 
followed by a comment on that result. She further suggests that although this "core move" 
may occur within a single genre, it is nevertheless an integral part of the Discussion section. 
The "core move" comprises two stages: "The first stage contains a result (either direct or 
inferred), and the second stage a comment"(ibid:23). In the first stage, a result is normally 
followed by a comment, comparing the present research results with previous research. This 
is realised either in agreement or disagreement with previous findings. The second stage, 
Result+Comment (Hypothesis), is the summing up move in which "a general conclusion to 
the whole experiment or even the whole article is drawn"(ibid:50). McKinlay observes that 
"a result prospects a comment, either as a reference to other work in the field or as a 
hypothesis"(op cit:80). She also notes that "when writing scholarly discussions, the writer
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clearly constructs a critical colleague or even a body of such colleagues to whom he presents 
his material"(op cit:73).
McKinlay finds that there is an "extensive use of the modal may in the Result+Comment 
(Hypothesis) move"(op cit:82). She claims that "The use of the modal may and choices of 
‘it appeared that there was’ instead of simply ‘there was’ or ‘this suggests that’ instead of 
‘this means that’ are all indications of a tentativeness on the part of the writer to commit 
himself to absolute statements about his results"(op cit:82-3).
In addition to the above "core move", McKinlay identifies other optional, non-core moves 
such as (1) a background information move which usually occurs at the beginning of the 
discussion but can occur at other points as well, and (2) a general conclusion move, which 
may include besides the general conclusion, suggestions for further research and 
recommendations for immediate application.
McKinlay concludes the study with this interesting suggestion: "problems at the discourse 
level are likely to be experienced by both native and non-native writers of English and ate 
3 feature of the novice writer rather than the foreign language leamer"(ibid:87).
To sum up, there is no doubt that McKinlay’s investigation has successfully identified a "core 
move" in the Discussion section of medical articles and hence provides insightful remarks in 
this genre. The study, however, suffers from sweeping generalisations, for example, "medical 
English textbooks or traditional writing manuals ... fail to discuss techniques for producing 
coherent discourse above the level of the sentence"(ibid:10).
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2.12.8 Adams-Smith’s Approach to Variation in 
Field-Related Genres
In an attempt to explore the differences between articles on medicine and their popularised 
versions, Adams-Smith (1987) investigates the following features in the genre which she is 
analysing:
features of field, such as lexical and syntactical choices, lexical 
density and the framing of the subject matter; features of tenor 
including tentativeness, formality and author orientation; 
features of mode, including the overall organisation of the text, 
clause relations and lexical signalling (ibid: 13-14; emphasis is 
in the original).
Referring to the concept of genre, Adams-Smith contends that: "Definition of genre remains 
a problem. The concept is clear, but where are the edges?"(op cit:ll). She also adds that: 
"It is not easy to decide to draw boundaries between one genre and its constituent sub- 
genres"(ibid).
Adams-Smith bases the analysis of patterns of organisation and clause relations on Hoey’s
(1983) model of Problem-Solution pattern. She says:
I began by basing my analysis on the hypothesis that the 
research papers would fit into the problem-Solution pattern 
described by Hoey. ...
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, I assumed that the 
derived discourses would reflect the clause relational patterns of 
the source papers (op cit:19).
The structure of six medical articles and their popularised versions, as Adams-Smith 
demonstrates follow this pattern: Situation-Unexplained factor (problem)-Procedure-Findings 
(+optional Explanation or Evaluation of findings). This pattern according to Adams-Smith
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"recurs consistently in each of the source discourses, is related to Hoey’s Question-Answer 
pattern but is not identical with it"(ibid:22).
The main difference between the two types of discourses (the source and the popularised 
version) is that:
The source articles, taking as their starting point a disputed 
topic or a gap in knowledge, without exception reflect the 
unexplained-Explanation pattern of clause relations, although 
some contain Hypothetical-Real sequences. In general, 
members of the set derived discourses reflect the Problem- 
Solution pattern. (ibid:29)
Adams-Smith presents an interesting conclusion suggesting that it is not surface features which 
are essential in the analysis of genre, but it is the rhetorical acts and how they are 
combined to form coherent stretches of discourse. The importance of rhetorical acts has 
already been emphasised by Widdowson (1979); for more details on rhetorical acts by 
Widdowson see section 2.3.1.
2.12.9 Salager’s Approach to the Lexis of 
Fundamental Medical English
Salager’s (1983) study is based on a corpus of 100,000 words from medical English literature. 
The aim of the study is to determine the core lexis of medicine; in other words, to identify 
those lexical items which are homogeneously distributed across the medical spectrum, 
whatever the medical speciality. Here the main focus is on the sub-technical words or 
academic words. Salager refers to them as: "those context-dependent words which are used 
across different scientific discipline, but which tend to occur infrequently in general word-
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frequency counts"(ibid:54). In her study, Salager adopts a statistical approach and at the same 
time analyses the rhetorical function of lexical items. As Hoffmann (1981:114; cited by 
Salager) suggests "Statistical methods play an important role in selecting an inventory for 
teaching purposes ... It is the word and phrase levels that yield the best results". 
Consequently, the study yields the following findings:
(i) Verbal Roots: comprise lexical items which describe the methodology of scientific inquiry 
(description, analysis, comparison, cause-effect relationships) as well as those which indicate 
the evolution of diseases and/or the patient’s clinical state. Within this category, Salager 
states that "Among the highest frequency verbs are "the* organization of knowledge’ verbs, i.e. 
those procedural verbs the primary function of which is to articulate the development of an 
idea in a discourse"(ibid:57).
(ii) Noun Roots: those noun which describe the medical procedure, and those which express 
measurement, not only in medicine but also in scientific inquiry in general.
(iii) Adjectival Roots: "those which ... describe illness or injury, and ... express the quality 
and/or the timing of treatment administered to the patient"(ibid:61).
(iv) Functional Words: the majority of which are inter-sentence connectors which express 
relationships such as causal, adversative, additive, contrastive, and purposive.
In summary, Salager’s study is useful in defining quantitatively and functionally the medical 
English core lexicon. The study also provides a detailed analysis of the rhetorical/notional 
features of fundamental medical English. Thus it is helpful, for example, in developing 
programmes for teaching reading in a foreign language.
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2.12.10 Salager’s Investigation of Specialist
Medical English Lexis
Salager’s (1985) investigation is relevant to her previous study (1983). Although the corpus
in both studies is the same, here the emphasis is on the more technical or specialised lexis of
medical English. The purpose of this study is to define quantitatively on a statistical basis
the specialised vocabulary of medical English prose and to analyse its rhetorical functions.
An interesting result of the study, as Salager claims is that "a total of 1,451 roots ... form ...
the minimum essential lexical nucleus that foreign medical students will have to read with
optimum efficiency the scientific literature written in English in their respective field of
are
study"(ibid:7). Salager observes that these roots essential because "these 1,451 most 
frequent [roots] constitute about 85% of any medical text"(ibid:7-8). Salager further adds that 
"These figures ... should not surprise u s ... since... the rhetorical and notional functions which 
scientific thought expresses are limited in number"(ibid:8). Salager suggests that "The very 
low frequency of verbs (7.4%) is a consequence o f ... nominalisation which simply does not 
leave enough room for the verb" (ibid).
Salager first divides the specialised medical English roots according to their rhetorical features 
into four major categories:
(1) Patient’s Characteristics:
(a) the patient as a member of a community
(b) the patient as a member of medical research sample
(2) Descriptive Anatomy
(3) Borrowing and Terminological Coinings
(a) derivates of a general language word
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(b) metaphorical association
(4) Greek and Latin Terms.
Then Salager (ibid: 15) divides lexical items in the sample into four classes:
(i) Verbs: those which describe organ function and/or impairment;
(ii) Nouns: those which describe patient’s general characteristics, semiology, 
epidemiology, descriptive anatomy, topographic anatomy, names of diseases, 
description of new processes, theories, and concepts (technological coinings);
(iii) Adjectives: those which describe anatomic features, metabolic disorders, and 
topographic disorder;
(iv) Function Words: those which indicate the temporal, i.e. chronology of events.
Salager (op cit:14) concludes her study by suggesting that:
specialised medical English is not only made up of esoteric 
terms coined from Greek and/or Latin words elements, for 
which there is a congruity of concepts among all scientists 
whatever the language used, but also and mainly anglo-saxon 
words taken by the scientist from the ordinary speech of the 
plain man and given a scientific dress for a new use. ... 
specialised medical lexicon does not only consist of words 
peculiar to a given medical speciality, but also of words called 
for by specific types of medical article.
Salager’s investigation not only offers insightful remarks on the rhetorical and functional
aspects of specialised medical English, but also has the merit of giving examples of the use
of natural language in real context.
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2.12.11 Kahn’s Study of Medical Textbooks and
Popular Home Medical Books
A seminal approach to medical textbooks is a study by Kahn (1983). In her study, which 
is a semiotic comparison of textbooks of medicine and popular home medical books, Kahn 
attempts to describe modes of medical instruction in terms of style and content. In particular 
the study compares the textbooks in relation to the social, historical and critical contexts in 
which they occur. Kahn divides each book into three segments: (a) Table of Contents;
(b) Text; (c) Paratext; and cross-compares them. She defines the above three segments as 
follows:
The term ‘Text’ will be strictly reserved for that portion of a 
book which extends from the beginning of the first chapter up 
to the end of the final chapter. With the exception of the table 
of contents (which constitutes a segment in and of itself), all 
additional portions of the book which either precede or follow 
the Text (such as the Title Page, the List of Contributing 
Authors, the Preface, the Introduction, the Index, the Appendix, 
and so on)... constitute the Paratext (ibid:38).
Kahn suggests that studies of medical semiotics might include any of the following: the
semiotics of doctor-patient encounters in clinics, in doctors’ offices, or in other contexts; the
semiotics of hospital design in relation to staff-patient interactions; the semiotics of rituals in
operating rooms; the semiotics of media production dealing with medical subject matter; the
semiotics of patients’ medical records; the semiotics of psychoanalytic discourse; the semiotics
of medical instruction books. Kahn (op cit:37) defines semiotics as:
that field of theoretical and applied knowledge which addresses 
itself to the systematic study of signs and the signifying 
process (semiosis). ... this study indicates that two groups of 
books ... are to be compared with respect to the properties of 
their constituent signs. ... semiotics ... sometimes also called 
semiology, does not study only human or verbal language, it 
also studies animal languages and all systems of
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communication, natural or artificial, employed by men, animals, 
and real or ideal machines ... the subject matter of linguistics 
forms only a part of the subject-matter of semiotics.
Kahn goes on to define a segment as “any conventionally-differentiated portion of a book 
which contributes to its major formal design”, and refers to schemata as “The set of bold-type 
headings typically interspersed throughout each Discourse”(ibid:39).
Kahn identifies two types of pragmatic instruction sentence which she calls: “imperious” and 
“non imperious”. These sentences are intended to influence the reader in carrying out certain 
practical actions, in other words, to provoke pragmatic consequences. Imperious sentences 
according to Kahn include imperative sentences (i.e. commands) as well as normative 
sentences. Normative sentences are of two kinds: (a) those which contain the verbal forms 
‘should’, ‘must’, ‘need’, ‘demand’, ‘necessitate’, or a form of the infinitive ‘to have’, and (b) 
those which contain a subject, the copula ‘is’, and any of the following complements: 
‘necessary’, ‘imperative’, ‘demanded’, ‘essential’, ‘mandatory’, ‘obligatory’, ‘required’, 
‘crucial’, or ‘vital’. Non imperious sentences include ‘advisory’ sentences (e.g. “It is 
suggested that x to (sic) be done”), as well as ‘exemplary’ sentences (e.g.“In situation x, y is 
done”).
The main purpose of the text in these books as Kahn (op cit:46) claims is:
to educate and instruct the anticipated readers (whether ‘lay’ or 
‘professional’) about selected aspects of the theory and practice 
of medicine. ... [The text] is composed primarily of discourse 
elements, i.e. of sequences of sentences in natural language. 
These sentences either express, assume, or imply certain 
propositions pertaining to the theory and practice of medicine. 
All such propositions will be called ‘medical statements’. 
Medical statements ... include all statements... about the nature, 
cause, prevention, treatment, or ‘significance’ of human disease 
... and about the nature, promotion, maintenance or
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‘significance’ (as above) of human health.
The methods of analysis in Kahn’s study, however, concentrate mainly on the Quantification 
of the following grammatical features:
(a) Simple sentences versus non-simple sentences; (b) Sentences of pragmatic instruction; (c) 
Traditional sentence types, i.e. assertive, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory; (d) 
Sentences of what Kahn calls ‘special contents’. These include (i) sentences which convey 
reassurance, hope, or optimism to the reader, and (ii) sentences which reinforce in the reader’s 
mind the role of the doctor in the treatment of disease. The number of sentences, words, and 
the number of words per sentence were also calculated.
Regarding the differences in the distribution of certain grammatical features and semiotic 
elements, Kahn concludes that medical textbooks have relatively more of the following:
(a) Lengthy sentences; (b) Simple sentences; (c) Assertive sentences;
(d) Propositional phrases; (e) Intersentential markers of coherence;
(f) Quantification expressed in Arabic; (g) Bracketed constructions containing synonyms, 
explanations, etc.; (h) Enumerated sets of words, phrases, etc.;
(i) Citations of works by other authors.
By contrast, popular home medical books have relatively more of the following:
(a) Short sentences; (b) Non simple sentences; (c) Non assertive sentences; (d) Adverbial 
clauses containing infinitives; (e) Monosyllabic words;
(f) Personal pronouns; (g) Compound nouns; (h) Gerunds.
As far as differences in style between textbooks of medicine and popular books are concerned,
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Kahn (op cit:233-4) concludes that:
Textbook style may be typified as (i) formal and (ii) 
authoritative ... [it] may be called formal insofar as it is 
relatively more [a] systematic, [b] coherent, [c] precise, [d] 
uniform and [e] impersonal. ... (ii) it may be called 
authoritative, hence more accountable.
In comparison with medical textbook style, the style of popular books Kahn (op cit:235-6) 
claims:
may be described as (i) informal and (ii) authoritarian .... [it] 
may be called informal for the following reasons: [a] Popular 
books more frequently display certain informal grammatical 
constructions, such as contractions. ... as well as sentences 
beginning with the conjunctions ‘but’ and ‘and’, [b] The 
general tone ... is personal, [c] The sentences ... are less 
uniform in their construction, [d] Popular books contain 
relatively more monosyllabic words, [e] Popular discourse 
contains many examples of colloquialisms of various types. ...  ^>
(ii) Popular style may be called authoritarian, hence, low in " i .  
accountability.
Furthermore, Kahn (op cit:237) regards stylistic differences as a function of differing 
assumptions concerning the author-reader relationship “In the case of textbooks, the 
relationship is one of ‘master’ to ‘apprentice’, whereas in the case of popular books, the 
relationship may be described as that holding between a ‘friendly consultant’ and ‘concerned 
client’.
Even though Kahn’s study provides some insightful remarks regarding style in both textbooks 
of medicine and popular home medical books, the study still suffers from significant 
weaknesses in methodological presentation. This study starts as a semiotic comparison 
between two text-types but ends up looking like an investigation of grammatical features 
(similar to the conventional investigations by Hunt (1965) among others); to put it differently,
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it is a mere counting of words per sentence and counting of sentences per text. Thus, the 
study has no merit in revealing anything significant concerning the message in the discourse 
of medical books. The study also suffers from much repetition of the results. What is more 
Kahn’s definition of “schemata” as bold-type heading in chapters in both books seems 
inconsistent with the normal use of the term in cognitive psychology. Needless to say the title 
itself is also somewhat misleading.
2.13 A Note on the Development of Arabic as a 
Language for Medical Writing
Very few languages have a long tradition of academic medical writing. Any writing on 
medical matters in the vernacular outside Europe is likely to be of recent date and therefore 
influenced by other traditions (within Europe, of course, the use of Latin is a complicating 
factor). This is not the case with Arabic, however, which as we will see in this section has 
a strong independent tradition. This means that it is not obvious that medical writing in 
Arabic and English will be similar. This is a point which is potentially of considerable 
interest in the present study though the extent to which differences in aspects of surface 
structure reflect different ways in which the world is pictured is difficult to tackle directly.
The main purpose of this section is to shed more light on the development of Arabic as the 
language of teaching and text writing for medicine in Syria, and this will provide more 
insightful remarks which are necessary for the present research.
The trend of text writing and translation in the field of Medicine may go back as far as the
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9th century. Medical specialists and translators ventured to coin suitable words and 
expressions to convey target concepts and render the meaning of foreign terms. They resorted 
to arabicization (i.e.transliteration in an Arabic form) when no adequate Arabic equivalent 
could be found. However, at a later stage, whenever an appropriate native Arabic equivalent 
was found, it was used instead. This trend continued throughout the different epochs of the 
Arabic Islamic Civilisation, and Arabic terminology continued to be used during the Ottoman 
Empire even though Turkish language was imposed as the official medium of education.
During the first quarter of this century, arabicization activities were revived when the Arab 
Medical school was established in Damascus in 1919, which later came to be known the 
Faculty of Medicine. Although the French mandate over Syria exercised great pressure to 
change the language of medical education to French, the University of Damascus steadfastly 
insisted on using Arabic and it remains the pioneer in this area in the Arab world. The 
Arabic language, therefore, already possesses a valuable legacy of medical terminology and 
is capable of expressing the concepts used in the field of research and education. Throughout 
its long history, Arabic has acquired a wealth of medical terms, which were formerly used by 
renowned ancient Arab physicians such as Ibn slna, Al-Razi and Ali Ibn Al-Abbas, when 
Arabic was the language of learning and the vehicle of a developed culture and civilisation. 
The language has a long-standing cultural heritage and is rich in terms of resourcefulness. 
It has also the advantage of an abundant wealth of wide- ranging vocabulary which can be 
easily adapted to create new derivations and metaphors. The majority of Arabic lexical items 
are paradigmatic by nature, so that numerous derivations can be formed from one root, 
allowing for varied coinage and enabling the language to keep pace with the incessant process 
of concept-building which is characteristic of human progress. Claims that surface from time
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to time as popular myths, that Arabic is inadequate for instruction in science are absolutely
groundless. The latest claim that Arabic is inadequate for the teaching and writing of
medicine came from an article published in The Times Newspaper in the 22.1.1992 issue.
The writer suggests:
The Arab scholars of the dark ages in Spain were undoubtedly 
great men and a vital link to the wisdom of the past. But their 
algebra, science and geography were primitive and their 
language was not peculiarly scientific. There are 28 consonants 
in Arabic, the great majority of which have four printed forms, 
depending on whether the letter stands alone at the beginning, 
middle or end of a word. Its numeration is immensely complex 
and a devil to print. Attempts to teach in Arabic at some 
middle eastern medical schools have been a dangerous disaster.
This article turns a blind eye to the fact that the Arabic language has been successfully utilised
as the language of teaching and text writing in medicine in the university of Damascus (Syria)
since the beginning of this century. The successful use of Arabic in the field of medicine in
Syria is an experience which speaks for itself. The writer in another statement attributes the
blame to Islamic fundamentalists when he proposes:
In scholarship as in other matters, the tunnel-vision of Islamic 
fundamentalists is leading them back to the dark ages from 
which their broad-minded ancestral sages and savants helped to 
rescue Europe. Teaching science in Arabic has everything to do 
with Islamic politics and nothing with the advancement of 
learning.
Nevertheless, our Arabic specialist informant offers a justification for the use of Arabic:
Writing in Arabic seems necessary to reach a specialist audience 
who can only be reached through Arabic. The writing in 
Arabic is quite tangible and substantiated by the actual 
publication.
He also added "Arabic is a very flexible language, and if any writing in it still suffers from 
repetition and redundancy, the fault is with the user and not with the language itself'.
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In the Arab world, the language issue has been raised from time to time only within the
context of Arabicization of science education. There are two fairly relevant issues here. One
concerns Arabic as a language of scientific communication. The proponents of this issue are
not fully confident whether Arabic is capable of carrying new scientific information in an
acceptable manner. The other issue concerns the users of Arabic. This is supported by callers
for arabicization of science in the Arab countries. Arabic, however, is still developing as a
language of scientific research and its development will rest upon the collective effort and
conviction of working individuals and institutions (universities, language academies,
governments). As things stand now, English is the predominant language of scientific
communication. The predominance of English as the language of contemporary research and
scholarship is undeniable. There is some evidence that its predominance is currently growing.
Swales (1990:99-100) is quite right in concluding that:
it may be hypothesised that research fields relying on localized 
input (archaeology, agriculture, literature, religious studies) are 
more likely to resist or escape the domination of English than 
those that do not (chemistry, genetics, physics etc.).
Moreover, Sharafiiddin (1987) in his description of the disparity in scientific knowledge
between developed and third world countries portrays a grim picture on the state of scientific
communication in the latter:
The invention of printing, and the consequent ease in the 
dissemination of knowledge, the habits of logical thinking, 
accurate observation and measurement, the development of new 
instruments for observation and measurement ... above all, a 
questioning mind that places experimental evidence above 
authority and dogma - all of these factors led to the Industrial 
Revolution.... In the absence of any parallel development in the 
Third World countries, most of which were meanwhile 
colonized by the industrially advanced countries, they generally 
remained immersed in their past traditions.(p.348)
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Sharafiiddin believes that science in the West "is usually very much an accepted part of the
life of the entire people there which is not yet the case in the Third World"(op cit:349). He
also claims that "there is no reason why the other nations, which have made significant
contributions to human civilizations in the past, should not do so today - and, for that matter,
in the future as well"(ibid). However, Sharafiiddin attributes the imbalance in scientific
communication in the Third World countries mainly to the ineffective education system when
he concludes that:
the basic problems of science communication in Third World 
countries are the educational structure, poor research and 
development system and the lack of appreciation of science as 
an essential ingredient of culture. ... A poor education system 
with poorly trained teachers does not provide suitable facilities 
even for out-of-school science activities (ibid:352).
Parallel to the rapid progress achieved in all areas of human activities, there is a rapid increase
in concepts that need to be accurately expressed via standardised well defined terms. As far
as Arabic is concerned, the situation is quite critical and problematic, because there is a
massive backlog of hundreds of thousands of foreign terms that have not been transferred into
Arabic as well as tens of thousands of new terms which emerge every year in various
disciplines. For example, within the English language, medical vocabulary has attained
extensive proportions and is continuously on the increase. This difficult situation poses a real
challenge to Arabic translators and lexicographers. They are faced with a dilemma where they
have to act quickly and on the basis of solid criteria and sound methodology to develop
terminological tools in order to bridge this ever-expanding gap between the Arab world and
the developed world.
One of the earliest attempts to unify medical terminology in Arabic was conducted in Syria 
in 1956 when a number of professors at the Faculty of Medicine in Damascus tried to find
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Arabic equivalents to the 14534 medical terms incorporated in Clairevielle’s multilingual 
dictionary. This, in fact, shed more light on the confusion arising from the use of various 
Arabic synonyms for a single term, and contributed also to minimising this confusion by 
providing a prototype reference work in this area and triggered much constructive discussion 
and criticism.
Another vital step was taken in 1966 when the union of Arab physicians established a 
committee for the unification of Arabic Medical Terminology, which issued the first and 
second bilingual (English/Arabic) editions of the unified Medical Dictionary. The first edition 
of the Dictionary which took seven years to produce appeared in 1973, and the second edition 
appeared five years later in 1978. The sponsorship of the committee moved later to the 
World Health organisation (WHO), and under its auspices the third, revised trilingual 
Arabic/English/French edition of the Dictionary, which comprises 25000 entries, was issued 
in 1983. This work was completed in four years during which the committee held thirteen 
ad hoc meetings in Alexandria, Baghdad, Tunisia, Damascus, Rabat, Amman and Algiers. 
In the third trilingual edition of the dictionary, a large number of terms were incorporated.
Furthermore, French terminologies were added in order to benefit the large group of Arab 
medical students and professionals who have studied in French either in north African Arab 
countries such as Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia or abroad. This edition also contained 
illustrations to promote a better understanding of the concepts which the terms expressed. The 
committee members were highly proficient scholars in the fields of medicine and language 
from the various Arab countries which have well-established medical faculties. Some of them 
were members in the Arab language academy, and they all firmly believed in the value of
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term unification. The committee, from the outset of the programme, established a rigorous 
methodology for its work and followed it rigidly to achieve consistency.
In fact, it seems that historically the technique of translating and simplifying the arcane and 
abstruse language of science into the approximately equivalent simpler everyday language has 
depended largely on the ingenuity of the individual scientist - author, or, in many instances, 
the journalist of science.
In conclusion, it must be emphasised that the purpose of this section is not to defend the use 
of Arabic in Medical teaching and writing but to point out that Arabic language has been used 
and is still being used successfully as the language of Medicine in some parts of the Arab 
World. In addition, considerable progress has been made in translating medical terminology. 
Nevertheless, much remains to be done.
To conclude this chapter, the first section presents various approaches to cohesion and 
coherence. Next light is focused on different approaches to discourse analysis and 
organisation. The emphasis then shifted to various approaches to English scientific texts in 
general. Finally, in the last section of this chapter, a number of studies of medical texts are 
examined. With a parenthetical note on the development of Arabic as a language of medical 
writing we conclude this chapter and proceed to chapter (III).
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Chapter III 
Lexical Patterns and Their Function: English 
3.0 Introduction
In this chapter, various approaches to patterns of lexical cohesion and different types of chains 
of lexical cohesion in medical textbook discourse in English will be investigated. Even 
though Halliday and Hasan (1976) model will act as a central text for this study, it is not 
adequate on its own to meet all the purposes of this study. Also, it should be borne in mind 
that the model suggested by Halliday and Hasan is based primarily on an examination of 
samples of spoken and literary discourse. A seminal approach to the study of lexical items 
in expository writing is proposed by Stotsky (1983). Stotsky rightly observes that "Most 
studies of vocabulary use in written language have used statistically derived measures, such 
as word frequency counts, type- token ratios, or indices of vocabulary diversity and have 
therefore provided no information on how words are used to create meaning in connected 
discourse, only on what words are used"(op cit:445). In addition various approaches to the 
study of lexical cohesion, especially Hasan’s modification model of lexical cohesion, will be 
examined in order to accommodate and adopt what is of vital importance. Another study 
which is modelled on Hasan’s framework is a study by Yang (1989). Yang examines 
cohesive chains in college students’ composition and concludes that there is a relation between 
cohesive chains interaction and writing quality.
3.1 Various Approaches to Lexical Cohesion
The first level of lexical cohesion is the recurrence of the same lexical item. The simplest 
form of this recurrence is the repetition of the same term in which a strict sense identity
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relation is upheld, as in the following example:
(3.1) The boys climbed the trees. They were not too tall for them.
Lexical cohesion constitutes one way and perhaps the major way of joining one sentence to 
another in discourse. Lexical cohesion is achieved by means of a given term to the use of 
synonym, near synonym, or general word which covers the whole class to which the original 
terms belongs. Writers more often avoid repeating the same lexical item over and over. 
Instead, they normally search for words which are similar in meaning.
Unlike grammar (closed system), lexical cohesion involves the open system of vocabulary of 
a language whose active membership changes constantly. There are not fixed lexical forms 
that are, in themselves, cohesive; they become so only through specific relationships that are 
perceived by the reader to obtain among the content words in the vocabulary. To put it 
differently, it is the diverse semantic relationships that may obtain between content words, 
e.g., identity, synonymy, antonymy, generalisation, and specification. Moreover, lexical 
cohesion as addressed here rests upon relationships among lexical items which have no 
antecedents necessary for their interpretation, but which, by virtue of particular relationships 
involving form, sense, or distribution produce topical and rhetorical continuity in a text. 
Probably the most basic form of lexical cohesion is formed by repetition of an item, a word, 
a phrase, or even a larger structure. Not every instance of repetition may be considered 
cohesive. Low-frequency items in the language would clearly qualify as cohesive factors, if 
repeated. High-frequency items (see section 3.1.1) would not carry cohesive force because 
they could easily occur in any sort of context. There are however some exceptional cases 
based on factors in the context; for example, good, in a moral sense, might serve as a 
significant tie to words "such as virtue or judgement" (Halliday and Hasan, op cit:291). Unless
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the repeated item is a proper name, identity of referents in instances of repetition "is usually 
made explicit by means of an anaphoric reference item"(ibid:282), as in the following 
example:
(3.2) A new student joined our court today. This student has just arrived here from Malaysia. 
Nevertheless, repeated lexical items need not have the same referent i.e., indicate the same 
thing, activity, or quality, in a physical sense in order to be cohesive. For example, pairs such 
as (some programmes ... other programmes), (most stories ... this story), the repetition creates 
a cohesive link even though different programmes or stories are referred to in each number 
of the pair. The repetition can involve any part of speech, or even a word functioning in a 
different part of speech from that of the word it ties to, as in the following example:
(3.3) Hamad is always shouting. Shouting always makes me unhappy.
Moreover, when repetition of a phrase is involved, the second instance may use slightly 
different phrasing, but would still carry the force of repetition. The following example from 
(Enkvist, 1973:117) is a case in point:
(3.4) The process o f charging a capacitor consists of transferring a charge from the plate at 
lower potential to the plate at higher potential. The charging process therefore requires the 
expenditure of energy.
Furthermore, lexical linkage may also be created by two or more words which are 
morphologically related but different in form or part of speech, such as identity and identical 
or type and typist (for more details see Hoey, 1991a).
Gutwinski (1976) claims that "a lexical item formed on the same root may have cohesive 
properties similar to those of a synonym. For example, marriage will cohere with marry just
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as matrimony coheres with marriage" (p.8\), while Halliday and Hasan consider items related 
in this way, as well as inflected forms of a word (e.g., create, creates, creating, created) an 
instances of repetition of the same lexical item. Quirk et al (1972:654) label these forms as 
a lexical equivalences, realized through different parts of speech. Even though the 
categorization is not crucial, since a cohesive tie is created however the items are classified, 
the clearest way seems to be is to think of items with morphological link (form class change) 
as various forms of repetition following Hoey’s (1991) classification, with synonymy reserved 
as a relation between distinct lexical items.
In order to create cohesion between sentences in a discourse, the lexical items entering into
a particular relationship, more often than not, occur in separate sentences. The sentences may
be immediately adjacent, but need not be; when related lexical items do not occur in adjacent
clauses, they are generally described as being in
close proximity. How far J*part such clauses can be and still 
be said to display lexical cohesion is an empirical question.
The reader’s ability to remember a lexical item and to associate 
it with another occurrence of the same item later on in the text 
might provide a criterion for stating how distant clauses can be 
and still display lexical cohesion (Gutwinski, op cit:80).
The term lexical cohesion implies that "coherent texts often have a homogeneous vocabulary, 
which contributes to their unity. The homogeneity of the vocabulary may be affected by the 
subject matter of a text. An article on nuclear physics is likely to contain a high density of 
terms related to nuclear physics"(Enkvist, ibid: 122). Hasan (1971) also observes that lexical 
relations "... are largely controlled (or‘prompted’) by the selection of the topic [and] sub- 
topics which constitute the text"(p.319). There is no doubt that whenever the topic and sub- 
topics in a text are themselves unified, and whenever there is continuity of subject matter,
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various patterns of lexical selection arise almost inevitably. Nevertheless, Halliday and Hasan 
(op cit:25) claim that:
continuity of subject-matter is neither a necessary nor a 
sufficient condition for the creation of texture. Subject-matter 
is neither more nor less
important than other features of the context of situation as a 
determinant of text; it is simply one of the factors that enters 
into the picture.
Contrary to the above suggestion, Stotsky (1983:438) notes that lexical items that contribute 
to cohesive ties in academic discourse are "usually the content words that have tended to be 
generated by writers writing on similar topics for similar audiences. ... these words are often 
abstract and/or complex, or denote concepts not usually a part of the average reader’s world 
experience".
As was suggested by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973), in any unified discourse,"we can expect 
successive sentences to show some relationships through their vocabulary, some equivalence 
in the lexical items"(p.285). The clearest way to establish lexical equivalence would be 
through the repetition of a word or phrase, but lexical patterning can also be established 
through the use of items that relate to previous items in a variety of ways: by synonymy or 
antonymy, by morphological relationship, by identification of a member in a previously 
mentioned class or of a class including a previously mentioned item or by co-occurrence 
within a broader semantic category. Hasan (1971), describing lexical patterning in terms of 
both repetition and variation, suggests that "variation, perhaps, [is] a more fundamental 
requirement than repetition. ... Variation is, however, not free, since in organised texts, it 
should be possible to conflate two or more [items] into a macroset" (p.319). In addition to 
repetition, Halliday and Hasan identify four types of relations or subcategories of lexical
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cohesion: synonymy, super-ordination, use of general item, and collocation.
3.1.1 Halliday and Hasan’s Model of Lexical Cohesion
Once more, Halliday and Hasan’s model is the place to start. A small part of their book
(Cohesion in English. 19761 is devoted to the study of relationships between lexical items in
discourse. They have put forward a new model for the analysis of text that relates the
writer’s use of lexical resources to the responses of the reader. In their theory, they describe
the various types of semantic relationships created by a writer’s choice of lexical items and
grammatical structures to produce the sense of a text. They define text as a "basic unit of
meaning in language"(p.25), and by that they mean an authentic, complete, contextually
relevant, and interpretable instance of discourse. Moreover, Halliday and Hasan use the term
lexical cohesion to refer to the semantic relationships created by specific lexical items. In
other words, it is a network of semantic relationships that link together sentences or
paragraphs, units of discourse that are structurally independent of each other. These text-
forming relations are far more complex (and at the same time less well understood) than those
relations within the sentence governed by the rules of syntax. Lexical cohesion involves sense
relations among the vocabulary items of a language:
In lexical cohesion ... EVERY lexical item MAY enter into a 
cohesive relation, but by itself, it carries no indication whether 
it is functioning cohesively or not. That can be established only 
by reference to the text. (Halliday and Hasan 1976:288; 
emphasis is in the original).
Halliday and Hasan extend the concept of presupposition to the text. What presupposition in 
this case means is that the truth condition lies within the text itself, not necessarily in the real 
world outside the text. In lexical cohesion, the cohesive ties between any two lexical items
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are not dictated by any presupposition embodied in the lexical form itself; they result from 
rhetorical conventions imposed upon the vocabulary system. It is a rhetorical convention in 
English that when an item occurs which is related morphologically, semantically, or 
distributionally to an item in a preceding sentence, the two sentences are "tied" in a cohesion 
relationship.
Many linguists involved in text analysis are of the belief that the greater the frequency with
which a given item occurs in a language, the less its potential for cohesive force. A case in
point is a suggestion advocated by Halliday and Hasan (op cit:290-l). They claim that:
In assessing the lexical cohesion of a text we can safely ignore, 
as we certainly would do without even thinking about it, 
repetitive occurrences of fully grammatical ... items like 
pronouns and prepositions and verbal auxiliaries, and also of 
lexical items of very high frequency like take and do and good.
A similar suggestion is proposed by Gutwinski (op cit: 81) who says: "High-frequency items 
such as get, put, or say will have to be excluded ... unless they are reinforced by other 
cohesive factor. Low-frequency items, e.g., ice-rink, excavate, prisoner, hermit, etc. will 
qualify, if repeated, as cohesive factors"(emphasis is in the original). Even though it is not 
difficult to see the rationale behind such claims, frequency of occurrence is still a useful 
concept but with fuzzy edges. Gutwinski himself acknowledges the unstable criteria of the 
frequency of occurrence when he suggests that "The question of the frequency of a lexical 
item is a relative one and depends on the kind of text in which the item is found"(ibid).
Halliday and Hasan propose the following framework for examining lexical cohesion:
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Types of lexical cohesion: Referential relation:
1. Reiteration
a. same word (i) same referent
b. synonym (ii) inclusive
c. superordinate (iii) exclusive
d. general word (iv) unrelated
2. Collocation
According to this framework, there are two major categories for examples of lexical cohesion: 
Reiteration and Collocation. "Reiteration ... involves the repetition of a lexical item, ... the 
use of synonym, near-synonym, or superordinate"(P.278). Halliday and Hasan claim that 
interpretation of one lexical item in the above categories is facilitated by the presence of 
another "to which it is related by having a common referent"(ibid). Later on they seem to 
abandon this pronouncement by suggesting that "It is not necessary for two lexical occurrences 
to have the same referent"(p.282). In addition, they claim that "a lexical item ... coheres with 
a preceding occurrence of the same item whether or not there is any referential relationship 
between them" (ibid:283).
Nonetheless, based on the above framework reiteration is the reoccurrence of forms that can 
be related in some manner to forms occurring earlier in the text. The form may refer back 
to the same lexical form, to a synonym, to a superordinate form, or to a general word i.e., 
thing, idea, matter, etc.; see Halliday and Hasan, p.274). Moreover, Halliday and Hasan posit 
that: "The second occurrence may be, as far as reference is concerned, (a) IDENTICAL, (B) 
INCLUSIVE, (c) EXCLUSIVE or (d) simply UNRELATED"(p.283, emphasis is in the 
original). They offer the following examples to demonstrate each occurrence:
(3.4) There’s a boy climbing that tree.
(a) The boy’s going to fall if he doesn’t take care (identical).
(b) Those boys are always getting into mischief (inclusive).
(c) And there’s another boy standing underneath (exclusive).
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(d) Most boys love climbing trees (unrelated).
Halliday and Hasan suggest that a particular intonation pattern for (d) could make it clear that 
"most boys bears no referential relation at all to the boy previously mentioned"(p.283). 
Finally, Halliday and Hasan note that among lexical types a range of referential relations may 
be defined on a scale running from the same referent to an unrelated formal referent.
Nevertheless, Halliday and Hasan’s classification of reiteration category has been criticised 
by Stotsky (1983); who says "If reiterated items are not necessarily grouped around a common 
referent, then it is not clear what principle groups the different types of reiterated items 
together in one category"(p.435).
One sub-category of reiteration in Halliday and Hasan’s model is synonyms. What is 
regarded as synonyms in this study are those lexical items which share the same referent 
which can be substituted for one another without significantly changing the meaning as in the 
following example:
(3.5) The boy climbed the fence. The youth is a member of a gang.
Moreover, it is possible to approach synonymy in one of two ways: first as a semantic 
relationship among lexical items in which synonyms are said to have the same sense or to 
represent various shades of meaning; or secondly as a property of sentences or propositions. 
The latter explication is similar to Lyon’s (1969) work on implicature where synonymy is 
treated not as property of lexical items themselves, but as a role ascribed to lexical items in 
restricted sentential contexts. A similar proposition is echoed by de Beaugrande and Dressier 
(1981:58). They suggest that:
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There seem to be only a few natural language expressions 
whose virtual meanings are identically the same. But there are 
many cases where contexts of occurrence determine the actual 
meanings (senses) sufficiently that synonymy appears to be 
fulfilled, (emphasis is in the original)
De Beaugrande and Dressier’s suggestion seems plausible because synonymy is not 
characteristic of word pairs in isolation, but often must be determined on the basis of their 
meaning in context; for example, in a text about flying, rise might serve as a synonym of 
ascend, but would not do so in a text where rise had the meaning of "get up in the morning". 
Moreover, synonyms are lexical items which relate through a fairly close semantic 
equivalence, as in pair such as steal and rob. Furthermore, as Halliday and Hasan(op cit:353) 
indicate, synonyms need not be identical parts of speech (cf. dislike and odious). A lexical 
item might not involve an equivalent item, but a superordinate term indicating a more general, 
more inclusive class than the first item. For example, media is a superordinate of television 
or radio or newspapers', and furniture would be a superordinate of table or chair or bed. In 
fact the relationship between an item and a superordinate term including that item could go
in the opposite direction, that is to say the more specific term could follow the more general
one. This sort of relationship is known as "hyponymy"(cf. Hasan (1984); for more details see 
section 3.1.3). It would be possible to view "hyponymy" as a separate sub-group of lexical 
cohesion as Hasan did, but Halliday and Hasan (ibid) here view this type of relationship as 
a type of synonymy (p.338).
Another lexical bond is established when a term which creates a link to a previous lexical 
item may move to a level of even greater generality than that of superordination. Members 
of this category of general items constitute a small set of nouns that function "On the 
borderline between lexical and grammatical cohesion"(Halliday and Hasan, op cit:274). The
choice of a general item, like the choice of a reference item, depends to a great extent on the 
grammatical characteristics of the item referred to. For example, a human noun could be 
referred to by words such as person or people, while a non-human animate noun might be 
referred to by creature', an inanimate noun could be referred to by words such as thing or 
stuff, depending on whether a countable noun or a mass noun is involved, or in the case of 
abstract noun, by matter or idea, etc.
Halliday and Hasan (op cit:275) observe that general nouns in cohesive relations are "almost
always accompanied by the reference item die", or by a demonstrative reference item, for
example, those people, referring to the students in the class or my neighbours. The reference
item function anaphorically in such instance and reinforce the anaphoric reference of the
general item. Halliday and Hasan (ibid) further suggest that:
From a lexical point of view, [general nouns] are the 
superordinate members of major lexical sets, therefore their 
cohesive use is an instance of the general principle whereby a 
superordinate item operates anaphorically as a kind of synonym.
From a grammatical point of view, the combination of general 
noun plus specific determiner, such as the man, the thing, is 
very similar to a reference item.
The final major category of lexical cohesion in this framework is collocation; it is the 
relationship that holds between lexical items that regularly co-occur. In other words, it 
attempts to account for co-occurrence patterns of lexical items across sentence boundaries. 
A collocation can involve two or more words that have a recognisable sematic relationship 
such as antonymy (e.g., wet/dry, asleep/awake, like/hate; pairs of opposites of various kind, 
complementaries such as boy...girl, stand up... sit down’, lexical items that may relate by virtue 
of membership in either an ordered series (e.g., Tuesday/Thursday/Saturday, North/West) or
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an unordered set (e.g., red/ green/blue). The relationship between lexical items may be that 
of part to whole (e.g., lid/box, brake/car), or that of part to part (e.g., mouth /nose/ chin); 
lexical items "may be co-hyponyms of the same superordinate term ,... members of the same 
more general class, such as chair ... table (both hyponyms of furniture), walk... drive (both 
hyponyms of go "(Halliday and Hasan op cit:285). They further posit that words may co­
occur in sets whose meaning is not easy to classify in semantic terms:
We will find a very marked cohesive effect deriving from the 
occurrence in proximity ... of pairs such as the following ... 
laugh ... joke, blade... sharp, garden ... dig, i ll ... doctor, try ... 
succeed, bee ... honey, door... window, king... crown, boat... 
row, sunshine ...cloud. The cohesive effect of such pairs 
depends not so much on any systematic semantic relationship as 
on their tendency to share the same lexical environment, to 
occur in COLLOCATION with one another (Halliday and 
Hasan, ibid:285-6).
Collocation refers to forms that tend to co-occur in the same context. This is a much looser 
concept of lexical relations and might be considered as association through loose or complex 
inferencing. In summary, any form that contributes to the topical nature of the text and 
associates with other forms may be considered in the collocational category. In fact the 
determination of collocational forms has no clear guidelines. It is truly an interpretive 
category and is fully determined by the experience of the reader. A similar suggestion is put 
forward by Stotsky (1983) who says that "Collocational words would have no systematic 
semantic relationship with each other; they would be related to each other only through their 
association with the topic of the text"(p.438). Hasan (1984) however abandons the concept 
of collocation when she claims that "the notion of collocation proved problematic ... unless 
we can unpack the details of the relations involved in collocation in the Firthian sense, it is 
best to avoid the category in research"(p.l95).
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Additionally, Halliday and Hasan claim that the cohesive power of the co-occurrence of two
or more words is affected by three factors: (1) the frequency of their occurrence in the
language as individual words, (2) the frequency of their co-occurrence in texts in general, and
(3) their physical proximity in the text. They also consider the context of lexical environment
as an important factor in interpreting lexical relations which
includes ... not only the words that are in some way or other 
related to i t ... but also all other words in the preceding passage, 
and all of these contribute to its specific interpretation in the 
given instance [in other words] it is the occurrence of the item 
in the CONTEXT OF RELATED LEXICAL ITEMS that 
provides cohesion and gives to the passage the quality of text 
(Halliday and Hasan, op cit:289; emphasis is in die original).
They further emphasise that in analysing a text in respect of lexical cohesion "the most
important thing is to use common sense, combined with the knowledge that we have, as
speakers of a language, of the nature and structure of its vocabulary"(ibid:290).
Two major problems arise with Halliday and Hasan’s discussion of lexical cohesion. First, 
the problem of synonyms as a form of reiteration rather than a more independent category. 
They do not take into account more refined ways to split up reiteration. It would seem better 
to distinguish formal reoccurrence from sematic reoccurrence. Subsuming a number of 
categories with a general term "reiteration" may in fact, create a confusion instead of 
clarification. A similar proposition is put forward by Stotsky (1983) who claims that " I t ... 
is not clear from Halliday and Hasan’s text what theoretical purpose is then served by the 
distinction they make between their two major categories of reiteration and 
collocation"(p.435).
A distinction should be made between exact form repetition and repetition
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involving morphological and/or syntactic class change. Stotsky (1983) rightly observes that 
to consider them near synonyms greatly complicates the system, as yet another type of 
synonym would be added to an already loose category.
Halliday and Hasan approach repetition through a general phenomenon termed reiteration,
which subsumes a range of possible realisations:
the repetition of a lexical item, at one end of the scale; the use 
of a general word to refer back to a lexical item, at the other 
end of the scale; and a number of things in between-the use of 
a synonym, near synonym, or superordinate.(ibid:278).
Nevertheless, Stotsky holds a different view concerning repetition. She claims that "If we 
consider any derivate as simply a repetition of its base word, then we will not provide an 
accurate description of the semantic relationship between the two words"(ibid:434).
A second major problem with Halliday and Hasan’s treatment of lexical cohesion lies in their 
very broad definition of collocation. They specifically include part to part, whole to part, and 
part to whole relations within collocation proper, and subsume synonymy and antonymy more 
generally. In their system, inclusion relations are combined with less clear relations such as 
cause and effect and general association of forms to given context. Moreover, there appears 
to be inconsistency between Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) discussion of collocation and their 
cohesion paradigm. Synonymy and near-synonymy are classified in the paradigm as 
subcategories of reiteration but are also presented in the discussion of collocations. However, 
the problem disappears under close scrutiny because synonyms and near-synonyms (by the 
nature of the synonymous relationship) must co-occur and thus can be defined as collocations. 
But not all collocations are synonyms or near synonyms. Halliday and Hasan (op cit:284)
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however consider collocation to be "the most problematical part of lexical cohesion". By that 
statement they seem to acknowledge not only the indeterminacies between categories such as 
that of synonymy and antonymy, but also the general problem of identifying, on a reasoned 
basis, which specific lexical items in a text interrelated through co-occurrence patterns and, 
therefore, can be counted as collocational ties.
They also acknowledge that "The concept of lexical item ... is not totally clear c u t ... like 
most linguistic categories, although clearly defined in the ideal, it presents many 
indeterminacies in application to actual instances" (ibid:292). Moreover, Hasan (1984) 
recognises that "One of the reasons for the indeterminacy of the semantic values of a formal 
category lies in the fact that it is seldom determined entirely by reference to formal or to 
semantic criteria"(p.l86).
3.1.2 Stotsky’s Scheme of Lexical Relationships in 
Expository Writing
The model proposed by Stotsky (1983) for analysing lexical cohesion is derived primarily 
from an examination of samples of expository discourse. She notes that a model based on 
analysis of samples of expository writing might be more helpful, for example, to composition 
teachers. Stotsky’s dissatisfaction with Halliday and Hasan’s model of lexical cohesion led 
her to modify and expand a scheme which she believes might account for expository writing 
in an adequate manner. She claims that "what seems to be needed is an organization and 
categorization of types of lexical cohesion that is more comprehensive and appropriate for 
analyzing cohesion in expository ... writing than Halliday and Hasan’s scheme"(Stotsky, op 
cit:437). What is of vital importance in this approach according to Stotsky is that the
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relationship between:
Words that have ... a stable relationship in the language 
regardless of the frequency of their co-occurrence. For 
example, words related through antonymy, such as 
effective/ineffective, maintain this relationship in all contexts 
regardless of the frequency of their co-occurrence. Words 
related to each other through repetition, synonym, (e.g.Jack o f  
order/chaos), subordination or superord ination  
(e.g.furniture/chair), membership in ordered or unordered sets 
(e.g., June/July or table/chair), or derivation (e.g., 
intensive/intensify) also have recognizable relationships with 
each other independent of frequency of contextual association 
(op cit:438; emphases are in the original).
Stotsky identifies a category of relationship between lexical items which she calls derivatives; 
she claims that this category is quite significant because "If we fail to differentiate derivatives 
from base words, then we have no way to note the cohesive relations between two derivates 
(e.g., misjudge/prejudge) or between two words with similar derivational elements (e.g., 
forewarned/forearmed)"(ibid:434). Stotsky further observes that "the use of derivates is a 
dominating feature of expository writing and serves two other important stylistic purposes - 
preciseness in meaning and conciseness in expression"(ibid).
Stotsky suggests the following scheme for examining lexical relationships in expository 
discourse:
I. Semantically related words: a type of cohesion in which one lexical element is 
systematically related to a previous one through:
1. Repetition
2. Synonymy or near-synonymy
3. Opposition or contrast
4. Inclusion as a coordinate, superordinate, or subordinate member in an ordered or 
unordered set (general or specific terms)
5. Derivation or repetition of a derivational element
II. Collocationally related words: a type of cohesion in which one lexical element is 
related to another only through frequent co-occurrence in similar contexts (ibid:441). 
According to Stotsky’s framework, the following are factors affecting the cohesive power of
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co-occurring words in expository writing:
a. Frequency of occurrence in the language as individual words
b. Frequency of co-occurrence in texts in general
c. Physical proximity in the text
d. Extent of reader’s reading experience with those co-occurring words.
Stotsky’s study reveals that the majority of lexical items that contribute to cohesive ties in 
academic discourse are "words that [are] generated by writers writing on similar topics for 
similar audiences"(ibid:438). Based on the results of her study, Stotsky emphasises that 
"academic discourse seems to be characterized by a large, diverse, and highly literate 
vocabulary and by a richness of cohesive ties established through its vocabulary"(ibid:440). 
Stotsky suggests that the richness of texture (a term used first by Halliday and Hasan) depends 
on vocabulary load in informational material "by the use of a large number of different words 
per sentence and per paragraph. (Both the number of different kinds of lexical cohesive ties 
in a text, as well as the total number of lexical ties, determine the richness and density of its 
texture.)"(ibid:443).
In addition, Stotsky places more emphasis on the role of derivates in the creation of lexical 
density in texts; they contribute to "a growing density of cohesive ties; these kinds of ties 
facilitate the reader’s comprehension at the same time they serve to condense more semantic 
information within a structural unit, thereby increasing information load"(ibid).
Even though Stotsky states initially that what is needed is a more comprehensive model than 
Halliday and Hasan’s, her model ends up looking like Halliday and Hasan’s except she 
introduces what she calls "derivate category" which is not different from Halliday and Hasan’s 
category of repetition (for clear distinction on this category see Hoey 1991)
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3.1.3 Hasan’s Model of Coherence and Cohesive Harmony
Hasan (1984) investigate^how interaction between various cohesive chains in 
children’s stories can contribute to the creation of coherence in text. She identifies a feature 
which she calls "cohesive harmony" which is based on recognition of cohesive chains of a 
lexical-referential kind. Hasan observes that the presence of chains does not play a vital role 
in the creation of coherence in text; nevertheless, it is the interaction between chains that 
provides coherence to the text. Hasan believes that lexis is a neglected area in research and 
therefore:
the categories for the description of lexis are [inadequate]. This 
has the consequence of creating problem of decision making at 
every step in the analysis ... can it be assumed that word and 
lexical token are coextensive ... how do sit, sit down and sit up 
relate to each other? Is up in sit up and stand up a realization 
of the same lexical category? ... what are the ways in which a 
lexical category may be realized? Are bachelor and unmarried 
human adult male alternative realizations of the same lexical 
category?.(ibid:194; emphases are in the original)
Hasan also asserts that the mere counting of cohesive ties create a problem in lexical cohesion 
because "repetition leads to the creation of a tie; so does collocation"(ibid).
The following excerpts from Hasan’s data in the tables (1 and 2) below represent the number 
of chains, tokens and ties in each text:
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Table (1)
Chain
No.
Sentence No. No. of 
Tokens
No. of 
Ties
I girl 1; girl 4; girl 8; boy 1; boy 4; boy 10 6 5
II sit 4; stand 5; lay 6; lay 8; sit 10 5 4
III asleep 6; asleep 9 2 1
IV bear 6; bear 7; bear 11 3 2
V dog 2; dog 3; dog 3 3 2
VI sailor 2; sailor 5; sailor 7 3 2
VII look 7; look 11 2 1
Total 7 chains; 24 tokens; 17 ties 24 17
Table (2)
Chain
No.
Sentence No. No. of 
Tokens
No. of 
Ties
I ship 2; ship 4; sailor 3; sea 6 4 3
II girl 1; boy 1 2 1
III go 2; go 4; go 8; come 5; come 7 5 4
IV dive 4; throw (self into sea) 6 2 1
Total 4 chains; 13 tokens; 9 ties 13 9
Examining chain III in table 2 for example, Hasan notes that the question which arises is
whether "we have five ties in this chain or four ... or there are three ties of repetition:
go 2 <------- > go 4
go 4 <---------- > go 8
come 5 <-------------- > come 7
and also two of collocation become come and go
come 5 ------ > go 4
come 7 -------> go 8 _ (ibid: 194-5)
Hasan however believes that "the problem arises in the first place because reiteration and 
collocation belong to two distinct dimensions. Tokens may enter into these relations at one 
and the same time"(ibid). There appear to be two reasons that led Hasan to introduce a
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revision of 1976’s model of lexical cohesion. First, to compensate for the loss of collocation 
category. Secondly, "the existing categories of lexical cohesion failed to take into account 
certain semantic bonds"(ibid). Therefore, Hasan incorporates new sub-categories such as 
equivalence and semblance. These sub-categories are listed in Hasan’s framework 
(table(3)below). Hasan (ibid:202) proposes the following framework to examine various 
categories of lexical cohesion:
Table (3)
A. General
i. repetition leave, leaving, left
ii. synonymy leave, depart
iii. antonymy leave, arrive
iv. hyponymy travel, leave (including co-hyponyms, leave, arrive).
v. meronymy hand, finger (including co-meronyms, finger, thumb).
B. Instantial
i. equivalence the sailor was their daddy; you be the patient,I’ll be the doctor
ii. naming the dog was called toto; they named the dog Fluffy
iii. semblance the deck was like a pool; all my pleasures are like yesterdays
Commenting on the difference between this model and 1976 model, Hasan suggests that 
"lexical cohesion appears to belong to two ... types: [the first] mediated through "general" 
lexical relations and [the second] mediated through "instantial" ones. The 1976 model 
contained details of most of the former type; however, instantial cohesion is a significant 
resource for textual unity"(ibid:201). Hasan also adds that "In the 1976 model, similarity 
subsumed "same" and "different", while inclusion covered both "including" and "included". 
In the revision, these aspects were separated"(ibid:202).
Based on the analysis of her data, Hasan identifies two major categories of chain:
the ‘identity chain’ and the ‘similarity chain’... The members of 
an identity chain are held together by the semantic bond of co- 
referentiality. This meaning relation may be realized either
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through pronominal cohesion as in a ... girl and a ... 
boy<-— -their, ... or through simple equivalence as in 
sailor< -— - daddy... or through simple lexical repetition... or 
through combined operation of grammatical and lexical 
cohesion as in a ... girl and a ... boy the children ... the identity 
chain is always text bound. ... [it] is a requirement for the 
construction of the text because the entities, events, 
circumstances that one is talking about need to be specific.
(ibid:205-6; emphases are in the original)
The following abbreviated example (only lexical items are presented) from Hasan’s children’s 
stories demonstrates what Hasan means by ‘identity chains’ and ‘similarity chains’. In the 
following example, Hasan identifies four ‘identity chains’ running through the text:
1. girl; she; she; she; she
2. boy; he; he; he; he
3. sailor-daddy; he; he; he; he; he
4. dog; it; it; it; it; it; it
In the same text, there are also five ‘similarity chains’:
1. little; little; little; little
2. was; was; was
3. liked; missed; cry
4. stroked; fed
5. run-away; go
Commenting on the lexical relations established by various cohesive chains, Hasan observes 
that "each of these chains is itself constructed on a semantic principle which creates unity 
amongst its own members; now through the examination of the interaction of individual 
chains with each other a further source of unity is laid bare"(ibid:212). On the other hand, 
"similarity chains are not text bound. The semantic bond between the members of such chains 
is either that of coclassification or of coextension. Coclassification may be realized either by 
substitutive or elliptical cohesion, or under certain conditions by simple lexical repetition, 
while coextension is realized only through lexical cohesive categories of the type listed under 
A [in table 3]"(ibid).
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In order to demonstrate how interaction between chains takes place, Hasan presents the 
following extract:
a-b g c
girl-boy
daddy
<----- ----- >
stroke
<----- ----->
dog
girl-boy
daddy
feed dog
Diagram (1)
Discussing the results of interaction between chains in the above example, Hasan suggests that 
"interaction does take place ... when two or more members of a chain stand in an identical 
functional relation to two or more members of another chain"(ibid:212). In the case of the 
above example "members of the complex chain a-b interact with members of chain c and g. 
This happens because the first mentioned have the function of ‘actor’ vis a vis the member 
of g while members of c have the function of ‘goal’ vis a vis g"(ibid). Hasan also claims that 
cohesive harmony is not established as a result of the formation of ‘identity’ chains and 
‘similarity’ chains only "but also in the creation of that additional source of unity which is 
provided by chain interaction ... The degree of chain interaction is in direct correlation with 
the degree of coherence in a text"(ibid:216).
There is no doubt that Hasan’s study provides a comprehensive and insightful view on the 
formation of chains and interaction between chains. Moreover, Hasan’s study demonstrates 
clearly how different cohesive chains contribute to the creation of coherence or to what Hasan 
calls ‘cohesive harmony’. The significancof cohesive chains is that they reveal how different
v
semantic relations are established in a text. Hasan’s study provides support for the idea that 
the presence of chains will not by itself guarantee coherence to a text; nevertheless, it is the
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interaction between various cohesive chains that would be the crucial factor for coherence. 
Hasan also emphasises that in describing lexical cohesion, it is not only to itemize and classify 
various lexical ties or chains in a text, but it is also necessary to describe and identify how 
different parts of a text hang together or integrate to make a unified whole. This occurs 
"when two or more members of a chain stand in an identical function relation to two or more 
members of another chain" (ibid:212).
Nevertheless, Hasan’s investigation suffers from inconsistency in the use of terms. First, 
Hasan identifies what she calls ‘peripheral tokens’: "such tokens are not crucial to the 
organization of the experiential and textual meanings"(ibid:211). Secondly, ‘relevant tokens’... 
such tokens were found to be relevant ... to the topical development of the text"(ibid). 
Thirdly, Hasan claims that "Not all of the relevant tokens always participate in chain 
interaction ... [the] subset of relevant tokens which actively participate in interaction may be 
referred to as ‘central’ tokens"(ibid:214). Therefore, as can be seen from the above 
discussion, we have three types of token and the distinction between them is blurred.
3.1.4 Yang’s Study of Cohesive Chains and Writing Quality
On the basis of Hasan’s (1984) initial efforts of cohesive chains, Yang (1989) investigates the 
use of cohesive chains and writing quality in college students’ composition. Yang claims that 
we will have a better insight into the concept of texture, and how a text attains its meaning 
when we understand how different cohesive chains are interconnected. Consequently "The 
metaphors used in the cohesive system such as chain, distance, tie ... imply that 
interconnectedness and interrelatedness is at the core of meaning and that complex meaning
is not developed in a single word or phrase but through longer semantic structures that cross 
or intertwine with others" (op cit:236). Yang believes that coherence is based on two 
dimensions "[it is] partly based on the interconnections with the text and partly on the minds 
of the reader who constantly relates the text to its extra textual situation"(ibid:235). Yang’s 
study is mainly designed to "examine how both meanings and the interrelatedness of meanings 
are realized in the text"(ibid:236).
In the light of the result of his study, Yang (ibid:238) first observes that: "There are
apparently ...occurrences of interaction between chains, especially dominant ones which
typically contain more items and carry more important messages". Yang then concludes that
"there is some evidence of a relationship between cohesive chains and writing quality in
college students’ writing"(ibid:246). Finally, Yang claims that:
The emergence of a relationship between the interaction of 
cohesive chains and writing quality is noteworthy because ... it 
provides empirical support for the theoretical positions of 
Halliday and Hasan, regarding the association between cohesive 
harmony ... and coherence. Cohesive harmony reveals the 
realization of messages and message groups in text and is thus 
indicative of coherence. Further, this ... study yields empirical 
support for utility of Hasan’s (1984) method of chain analysis, 
which treats the text as a meaningful whole instead of isolating 
features of cohesion.(ibid:247)
In his investigation, Yang (who followed the approach set out by Hasan) examines cohesive
chains and explicitly demonstrates how interaction between chains can be related to writing
quality. Again as in Hasan’s study, Yang concludes his investigation suggesting that it is the
linkage between chains and management of chains that contribute significantly to the creation
of texture.
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3.1.5 Neuner’s Study of Cohesive Ties and Chains in 
Good and Poor Freshman Essays
Neuner (1987) compared cohesive ties and chains (following the Halliday and Hasan, 1976 
model) in the good and poor essays of college freshman. Neuner claims the difference 
between this study and previous studies (comparisons of cohesive devices in good and poor 
freshman essays written on a single topic) lies "[in] examining new variables: a more 
complete list of types of ties, the relative distances between coherers and precursors, the mean 
length of cohesive chains, and the diversity and maturity of the vocabulary within 
chains"(ibid:94-5). The data for the study consist of forty essays "The 20 good essays were 
selected randomly from among those that had received the highest score from two different 
readers. The 20 poor essays were chosen randomly from among those that had achieved the 
lowest score from two readers" (ibid:96). Then the essays were segmented into T units (Hunt, 
1977)(for more details on T-units see section 2.2.2).
The following are the general findings of Neuner’s research:
1. Good and poor essays .alike have ... a dominant term, a word or a phrase more or less 
continually present either directly (by reiterations) or inferentially (by synonyms, collocations, 
superordinates, and pronoun references).
2. Poor essays may have a dominant chain that simply overwhelms the essay with the 
reiteration of its topic and pronouns for the topic ... Good essays, on the other hand, have a 
dominant chain that constitutes a smaller proportion of the total items.
3. Poor writers have pseudo chains, non-cohesive strands of words such as thing, do, way, be, 
know, and have. These words collocate with virtually every word in the language and 
therefore bear little semantic import or explicitness.
4. Good essays have more real chains, and poor essays have fewer meaningful minor chains...
5. Chains can be related to paragraphs in several ways: chains may tie together several 
paragraph (and in fact the whole essay) or may be almost completely confined in a single 
paragraph (ibid: 100).
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Furthermore, Neuner claims that "cohesive ties are not the distinguishing features of good or
poor writing ... several characteristics of cohesive chains clearly make a difference. Longer
chains, greater variety of words, and greater maturity of word choice characterize the good
writing" (ibid: 101). Neuner also suggests that:
Understanding chains holds promise for a deepening of insight 
into the concept of texture as an explanation of how a text 
attains its meaning ... Terms such as chain, distance, tie. ... 
suggest that connectedness is at the core of meaning and that 
complex meaning is never resolved in a single word of (sic) 
phrase but through longer semantic structures that cross or 
intertwine with others/ibid: it should be emphasised that the 
underlined sentences in the above quotation are the exact words 
cited in Yang 1989).
3.1.5 Hartnett’s Concept of Static and Dynamic Cohesive Ties
Hartnett (1986) suggests the following justification for investigating cohesion: "If coherence 
is expressed partially through linguistic cohesion, it seems useful to analyze cohesion in 
writing as it contributes to coherence in prose"(p.l42). Hartnett believes that "Cohesive ties 
vary in the kinds of mental processes they can express; many ties simply hold a reader’s 
attention on a topic, while others develop a topic rhetorically"(ibid). She also adds that 
"Readers expects and assumes coherence whether or not a cohesive tie indicates it"(ibid:143).
Hartnett, in her investigation, in fact, proposes a reorganisation of the linguistic subclasses of 
Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) taxonomy of cohesive devices. Consequently, she suggests two 
subclasses of cohesive links, static and dynamic ties. These ties, Hartnett claims, work 
together to focus on a topic and develop it. The classification of cohesive ties to static and 
dynamic according to Hartnett is based on the maintenance and developmental functions that
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they perform. Hartnett classifies ‘static ties’ in the maintenance group because these lexical 
items hold one’s attention on a topic whereas she classifies ‘dynamic ties’ in the 
developmental group because she believes these ties have the capability of developing the 
topic rhetorically.
Hartnett (op cit) claims that static ties include:
repetition of the same lexical item ... demonstrative (e.g. this, 
these), third-person pronouns, definite articles [sic] (when they 
serve to maintain attention on a topic previously introduced), 
and nominal, verbal, and clausal substitution and ellipsis. ... 
continuative conjunctions (e.g. also) ... synonyms, near­
synonyms, antonyms, and collocations ... static ties can [also] 
be formed through parallel structure ... choice of tense in itself 
contributes to static cohesion (ibid: 145).
Dynamic ties, on the other hand, include:
Temporal conjunctions (e.g. before, afterwards) support 
chronological arrangement and sequence of tenses in narration.
Lexical superordinate4 identify high-level logical relationships, 
as might be expressed in expository definition, for example.
Hyponyms identify specific, low-level logical relationships, as 
might be expressed by an example illustrating a general 
concept. ... Causal conjunctions (e.g. but, however) signal 
contrasts, and the comparative and the superlative forms of 
adjectives and adverbs signal a discourse focus on comparison 
and contrast (ibid).
Hartnett claims that "Static ties are essential for holding attention on a topic ... [whereas] 
dynamic ties are optional but convenient devices for signalling the type of rhetorical 
manipulation applied to a topic"(ibid). Nevertheless, Hartnett upholds the view that 
"Quantative measure of cohesive ties have not seem much ... useful as an index of the quality 
of adult writing ... [and] cannot serve as simple indices of writing quality"(op cit: 143). 
Hartnett concludes that "Cohesion is a means to an end, not the end itself. Static ties are the 
dull but essential workhorses that pull prose together; dynamic ties are the reins, controlled 
by the mental processes of the driver’s thought"(op cit: 152).
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There is no doubt that Hartnett’s investigation has highlighted the difference between what 
she called "static" and "dynamic" ties. Hartnett has adequately listed two types of cohesive 
category under static and dynamic cohesion. The study, however, presents nothing new 
except a coining of new terms for describing old categories.
3.1.6 Hoey’s Theory of Patterns of Lexis in Text
Hoey’s (1991) model of patterns of lexis offers new perspectives on the way lexis organises 
text, and on how information is structured in text. Hoey believes that "lexical cohesion is the 
only type of cohesion that regularly forms multiple relationships ..., [therefore] lexical 
cohesion becomes the dominant mode of creating texture"(p.lO). For Hoey, cohesion is "the 
way certain words or grammatical feature of a sentence can connect that sentence to its 
predecessors (or successors) in a text"(ibid:3).
A significant aspect of Hoey’s approach is his emphasis not on itemizing features in a text, 
but on observing how various features integrate to develop and organise text. This is a point 
of view shared by others as well e.g. Hasan (1984) who, in her investigation of cohesive 
chains in children’s stories, clearly demonstrates that it is the combination of ties which is 
significant and not the occurrence of ties in isolation. Hoey further observes that "cohesion 
is the product of lexical relation (rather than grammatical ones) and [that]... there appears to 
be a connection ... between lexical repetition and certain kinds of patterning in text"(ibid:26). 
Also, Hoey affirms the vital role of repetition in the creation of cohesion. He says "sentences 
linked by repetition would be more closely related than those not so linked even if they are 
separated by a number of sentences"(ibid:34). Hoey claims that "we will have achieved our
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objective if we have made what we consider to be repetition sufficiently clear for our 
analytical method to be replicated"(ibid:51).
Hoey (op cit:87) proposes the following framework to investigate various patterns of lexical 
relations in a text: the following are the major categories:
1. Simple lexical repetition: political-political
2. Complex lexical repetition: theorists-theory
historical-history
quoted-quotations
3. Simple mutual paraphrase: intervening-interspersed
writings-works
excerpt-passage
present-offered
4. Simple partial paraphrase: volume-book
attempted-endeavoured
attempted-tried
As its name implies, simple lexical repetition occurs "when a lexical item is repeated with no 
greater alteration than is entirely explicable (in terms of singular or plural paradigm)"(ibid:53). 
Complex lexical repetition occurs, as Hoey suggests, "when two lexical items shares a lexical 
morpheme, but are not formally identical ..., or when they are formally identical, but have 
different grammatical functions"(ibid:55).
Another category of lexical relations identified by Hoey is simple paraphrase. Simple 
paraphrase is of two types either partial or mutual. It is partial when the substitution works 
in one direction only, the converse is true for mutual. Hoey claims that simple paraphrase 
occurs "whenever a lexical item may substitute for one another in context without loss or gain 
in specificity and with no discernible change in meaning"(ibid:62).
It seems that the above category is similar to Hasan’s (1984) category of synonymy. The
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only difference being, that Hasan treats synonyms more generally, whereas Hoey places more 
emphasis on the context of occurrence in defining this type of relation (It appears, however, 
prima facie that Hoey’s view on this category is more suitable for the purposes of the research 
under investigation).
3.2 Analysis of Pattern of Lexical Cohesion in 
Medical Textbooks in English
In this core section, an analysis of lexical cohesion in representative samples taken from the 
three medical textbook discourse in English is presented. The aim is to find out what types 
or patterns of lexis are used by writers to interrelate and interconnect their ideas in the text 
as well as what sort of lexical signals are employed by writers to guide and direct the reader’s 
attention through the text. Moreover, following Hasan’s model, we will investigate the 
viability of the interaction of cohesive chains towards the creation of ‘cohesive harmony’ and 
coherence in texts. It is the latter proposition that more emphasis will be placed upon.
In addition, the vital part of the analysis is the full account of lexical relations both within 
sentences and between sentences. It is the latter type of lexical relations which contribute 
significantly to the global coherence of a text (i.e. organisation and development of a text as 
a unit). The former type (lexical relations within sentences) however contributes to the local 
coherence of a text and this clearly shows how different parts in a sentence are tied together 
through lexical relations to form a meaningful sentence (i.e. the organisation of a sentence as 
a meaningful unit). Thus, the code (Tl) or (T2) are assigned to each lexical category; they 
are reflected in the tables of analysis alongside the lexical category code in the lexical 
category code column. The procedure of analysis is presented in two stages. First, the
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analysis of various types of lexical cohesion is presented. Then the analysis of cohesive 
chains will follow. In each text the sentences are numbered serially, and the number is placed 
at the beginning of each sentence. In the analysis, however, the Arabic numbers will refer 
to sentence number while the Roman numbers will be used to refer to chain and paragraph 
numbers. Also, the analysis will be presented in tables which consist of sentence number; 
cohesive item, lexical type and the presupposed item to which the presupposing item is 
connected.
Before proceeding any further with the analysis, a feasible scheme for the analysis of lexical 
cohesion could be devised by incorporating certain portions of Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) 
system of cohesion, Hoey’s (1991) theory of patterns of lexis in text, Hasan’s (1984) 
framework of coherence and cohesive harmony, and Stotsky’s (1983) model of lexical 
relationships in expository writing. The following model is mainly adapted from these 
theories and it will be used to investigate various patterns of lexical relations in medical 
textbook discourse.
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C a te g o r ie s  o f  L e x ic a l C ohesion Table (5)
No. Lexical Category- Examples Lexical
code
(i) Simple repetition allergy-allergy/baby-
babies
LI
(ii) Complex repetition treating-treatment L2
(iii) Partial repetition [A] prick tests-tests L3A
Partial repetition [B] dermatitis-dermatologists 
(stem repetition)
L3B
(iv) Synonyms needle pricks-prick tests L4
(v) Near-synonyms weal-flare L5
(vi) Part/whole the facial form-the nose/ 
the mouth; the head-the 
ears
L6
(vii) Inclusion as a coordinate, 
superordinate,or 
subordinate member 
(general/ specific terms)
allergy tests-prick 
tests; fetus-inf ana­
chronic skin problems- 
eczema; diameter/ 
the parietal diameter
L7
(viii) Opposition or contrast the upper end-the lower 
end
L8
(ix) Collocation [A] battery-allergens L9A
Collocation [B] confirm-positive L9B
Note: all the examples are taken from the data under investigation.
Before we embark on the analysis, it is essential to address the question of collocation with 
reference to various texts. A decision was reached at an early stage not to use the 
concordancing programmes available for English as no comparable programmes were 
available for Arabic. This leaves us with the normal range of difficult problems associated 
with deciding what is, and what is not a collocation. For example, in text 1, the reader will 
observe that I counted "hospital" and "dermatologists" as collocations, and excluded "hospital"
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and "treatment". No set of governing principles in this area can be perfect, but I have tried 
to work consistently along the following lines: collocation in general is a probability of two 
words co-existing in the same text. That is why the two lexical items "battery" and 
"allergens" in text 1 were considered as collocations because of their co-occurrence i.e. 
association in the text itself. It is of course not possible without the sort of quantitative 
statement that concordancing programmes facilitate, to reach a precise definition of 
collocation. For example, to take numbers at random, one might define collocation using a 
concordancing programme as occurring in five percent of instances of one word, the other 
word in question is to be found within the range of five lexical items. One cannot be so 
precise unfortunately and must merely define collocation as a probability of two lexical items 
co-occurring in the same text.
I have, however, also recognised a different collocational relationship which I am labelling 
as L9B. This relationship is exemplified by the use of "confirm" and "positive" in text 1. 
Because these are different parts of speech, it is difficult to perceive them as near-synonyms, 
although there is an argument for assigning them to that category. Yet they share with 
synonyms the property that they are to some extent at least in paradigmatic opposition - the 
use of one in a sentence tends to exclude the other. For example, it is improbable that one 
would find sentences like "the doctor confirmed the positive results". Much more possible 
is either "the results were confirmed" or "the doctor confirmed the results". What these words 
do share, however, is the fact that they tend to collocate with the same item e.g. "result", 
"test", "diagnosis" etc.
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In the following table, the first text of the data is presented:
T ext (1)
Allergy Tests
(1) Many parents of children with chronic skin problems, 
particularly /atopic dermatitis, will request 'allergy 
tests' for their child. (2) These are the prick tests used 
by both dermatologists and respiratory physicians to confirm 
a diagnosis of type 1 allergy. (3) A battery of allergens 
is available. (4) A drop of an extract of each (commonly 
used ones include pollens and house dust mite) is laid on 
the skin and gentle pressure with a needle applied to the 
skin surface. (5) A positive result is a weal or flare 
developing within 20 minutes. (6) Although these tests are 
of value for hav fever patients in identifying allergens 
most likely to be responsible and against which 
desensitization may be of value, desensitization is not at 
present helpful in treating a topic dermatitis. (7) This 
should be explained to parents as multiple needle pricks can 
be very distressing to a young child and the information, 
gained will not help in treating the child. (8) Every year 
dermatologists see hopeful patients or parents who have been 
led to believe that 'allergy tests' carried out in the 
hospital will lead to new treatment and cure of their 
eczema. (9) This false promise of cure is at present 
misleading.(my emphasis throughout)
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L e x ic a l  p a tte r n s  in  Text (1) T able (6)
Sentence
No.
Lexical item Presupposed item and 
sentence No.
Lexical
category
1 allergy tests allergy tests (title) LI (T2)
:/atopic dermatitis chronic skin problems (1) L7 (Tl)
child children (1) LI (Tl)
2 prick tests allergy tests (1) L7 (T2)
dermatologists chronic skin problems (1) L9A (T2)
respiratory physicians allergy tests (1) L9A (T2)
type 1 allergy a topic dermatitis (1) L4 (T2)
3 battery allergens (3) L9A (Tl)
allergens prick tests (2) L9A (T2)
4 a needle prick tests (2) L4 (T2)
applied pressure (4) L9A (Tl)
skin skin (4) LI (Tl)
positive confirm (2) L9B (T2)
5 flare weal (5) L5 (Tl)
tests prick tests (2) L3B (T2)
6 hay fever type 1 allergy (2) L9A (T2)
allergens allergens (3) LI (T2)
of value of value (6) LI (Tl)
desensitization desensitization (6) LI (Tl)
helpful of value (6) L9A (Tl)
treating hay fever (6) L9A (Tl)
a topic dermatitis a topic dermatitis (1) LI (T2)
parents parents (1) LI (T2)
7 needle pricks prick tests (2) L4 (T2)
child child (1) LI (T2)
help helpful (6) L3B (T2)
treating treating (6) LI (T2)
child child (7) LI (Tl)
dermatologists dermatologists (2) LI (T2)
8 patients patients (6) LI (T2)
parents parents (7) LI (T2)
allergy tests allergy tests (1) LI (T2)
carried out used by (2) L5 (T2)
hospital dermatologists (2) L9A (T2)
treatment treating (6) L2 (T2)
eczema chronic skin problems (1) L7 (T2)
promise cure (8) L9A (T2)
9 cure treatment (8) L9A (T2)
cure cure (8) LI (T2)
at present at present (6) LI (T2)
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Number o f  o ccu rren ces  o f  each  l e x i c a l  c a te g o r y  in  T ext (1)
Lexical category LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
17 1 2 3 2 -- 3 -- 11 1
Number of Type (1) occurrences of each lexical category in
Text (1)
Lexical category LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
5 1 1 4
Number of Type (2) occurrences of each lexical category in
Text (1)
Lexical category LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
12 1 -- 2 3 1 2 7 1
In the above text, the first sentence establishes the topic of the text "allergy tests". This 
nominal phrase (allergy tests) is a simple repetition of the title of the text itself. In addition 
to this lexical tie, sentence 1 has four more lexical ties connected to the rest of the sentences 
in the text. These lexical ties are "parents", "children", "chronic skin problems", and " atopic 
dermatitis". Sentence 2 expands the information presented in sentence 1 by providing a 
subordinate term "prick test" which is connected to the superordinate term "allergy tests" in 
sentence 1. Another connection is established between sentences 1 and 2 in the use of the 
noun "dermatologists" which is connected to the noun phrase " atopic dermatitis". This type 
of relationship is one of simple partial repetition. The third link between sentences 1 and 2 
is clearly displayed by the use of the term "type 1 allergy", a synonymous term for the norm 
phrase " atopic dermatitis" in sentence 1. Sentence 3, despite being very short (5 words), is 
connected to sentence 2 through the use of the lexical tie "allergens"; this type of relation is 
one of collocation between "prick tests" and "allergens". Also, the lexical item "allergens"
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collocates with the word "battery" in the same sentence (3). Thus, sentence 3 comes as a
response to the premise proposed in sentence 2. Sentence 4 repeats the lexical item "skin"
twice and hence is connected to sentence 1 through simple repetition. Another instance of
simple lexical repetition in sentence 3 is the use of the lexical item "used" which is connected
to sentence 2. Also, a link is established between sentences 4 and 2 through the use of the
word "needle", a synonym to the noun phrase "prick tests" in sentence 2. Moreover, it should
be emphasised that the use of the indefinite article at the beginning of the sentences 3, 4, and
5 tells us that this would be totally new information to the readers. Sentence 5 has two
lexical ties; the first type is one of collocation between the lexical items "positive" and
"confirm" in sentence 2; the second one is established between the two lexical items "weal"
and "flare" in the same sentence, this type of relation is one of near-synonyms. Sentence 6
has six lexical ties. Two of them are within the sentence itself and involves simple lexical
repetition of the lexical items "of value" and "desensitization". The first connection between
sentence 6 and the rest of the sentences in the text is established through the use of the lexical
item "tests" which is connected to the noun phrase "allergy tests" in sentence 1 through partial
repetition. The second connection is established by the use of the nominal phrase "hay fever"
which is connected to the nominal phrase "chronic skin problems" in sentence 1 also. The
third connection is in the use of the noun "allergens" connected to the lexical item "allergens"
through simple repetition. The fourth connection is a simple repetition of the nominal phrase
"a topic dermatitis" in sentence 1. Sentence 7 has the following lexical ties "parents, "needle
pricks", "child", "help", and "treating". The first tie (parents) is connected to the word
(parents) in sentence 1 through simple repetition. The second connection is established
between the nominal phrases "needle pricks" and "prick tests" in sentence 2 through the use
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of synonyms. Sentence 7 repeats the noun child twice which is connected to the lexical ties
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"children" and "child", and the relationship is one of simple repetition. The fourth connection 
is established with sentence 6 through the use of lexical item "help" which is connected to the 
word "helpful" in complex repetition. The last lexical link in sentence 7 is established 
through the simple repetition of the lexical item "treating" which is connected to sentence 6. 
The first link in sentence 8 is established with sentence 2 through simple repetition of the 
noun (dermatologists). The second connection is established between sentences 8 and 6 
through the use of the superordinate term (patients), and the use of the subordinate term (hay 
fever patients). Also, the superordinate term (patients) is connected to the coordinate term 
(chronic skin problems) in sentence 1. The third connection is established through the simple 
repetition of the term (parents) in sentence 1; however, the two terms refer to two separate 
entities in the text. A fourth connection in sentence 8 is with the use of the noun phrase 
"allergy tests" which is connected to sentence 1 by simple repetition. A fifth connection in 
sentence 8 is established between the lexical items "carried out" and "used by" in sentence 2; 
this type of relation is one of near-synonyms. A sixth connection is one of collocation 
between the lexical items "hospital" and "dermatologist" in sentence 2 as well as 8 itself. 
Another connection in sentence 8 involves a complex repetition through the use of the noun 
"treatment" which links sentence 8 to sentences 6 and 7 respectively. The last link displayed 
in sentence 8 is the use of the noun "eczema" which is connected to the noun phrase "a topic 
dermatitis" in sentence 6 through coordinate relationship as well as linked to the nominal 
phrase "chronic skin problems" in sentence 1 through superordinate to subordinate 
relationship. It is noticeable that sentence 8 has the highest number of connections with the 
rest of the sentences in the text. The main reason could be because it is the penultimate 
sentence in the text; therefore, the writer would like to add all the necessary information 
before drawing any conclusion. The last sentence in this text (sentence 9) is linked to
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sentence 8 through the simple repetition of the lexical item "cure"; and it is also linked to 
sentence 6 through the simple repetition of the noun phrase "at present". There are also two 
instances of collocation in sentence 9 between the lexical items "promise" and "cure" in 
sentence 8, and between "cure" and "treatment" in sentence 8 as well. It is also clear that the 
writer of the above text has resorted to the concept of theme-rheme organisation in order to 
draw a conclusion by using the rheme of sentence 8 ("cure of their eczema", i.e. new 
information) as the theme (given information) for 
sentence 9.
In conclusion, it can be said that sentence 1 is an example of a sentence with multiple
connections. It also contains the controlling idea (main topic) of the text. This topic sentence
serves as the sole reference for the text. The sentence which has the next highest number of
connection in this text is number 6. The writer has used sentence 6 as a sub-topic sentence
for the text to substantiate the information presented in sentence 1. It seems, in fact, that each
sentence in this text supplies, in its direction and focus, a clue to what should follow.
Furthermore, the highest number of lexical connections in the text occurs in the category of
repetition (simple/complex/partial). The importance of repetition is recognised by Winter
(1979), who observes that systematic repetition occurs between sentences in order to focus
attention on what is replaced. Winter (op cit: 101) highlights how replacement should be
viewed as a function of systematic repetition:
A common place observation that every-one can make for 
themselves is that many clauses are repeated, either partially or 
(almost) entirely, in speech and in writing, the most obvious 
kind of repetition being the very common partially repeated 
structures of the clause. ... Systematic Repetition of the clause 
is a stock feature of sentences in sequence and hence is an 
important part of our understanding of sentences in sequence; 
it is one of the defining features of the Matching
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Relation.(emphasis is in the original)
Winter further defines systematic repetition as follows:
[It] is not item repetition as such, but is the significant repeating 
of one or more of the constituent feature of CLAUSE of a first 
member within the structure of a second member, where it 
becomes new sentence or part of new sentence. This repetition 
provides a clause constant whereby the nature of the new 
information is recognised and its importance to the context is 
assessed.(ibid)
Stotsky (ibid:434) draws a distinction between simple repetition and derivates, and by 
derivates she means:
... expressions [such] as "Forewarned is forearmed" and "To 
prejudge is to misjudge". Repetition of the derivational element 
in the first phrase and of the base word in the second clearly 
creates cohesion, yet it would be inaccurate to consider either 
pair an example of repetition.
In the study under investigation, however, derivates are classified under the category of partial 
repetition i.e. stem repetition.
Stotsky (ibid:438) further classifies lexical repetition as: "Words that have ... a stable 
relationship in the language regardless of the frequency of their occurrence ... words related 
to each other through repetition, synonymy ... [etc.]". Discussing the concept of lexical 
repetition, Hoey (1991b:99) observes that "it is possible to progress from lexical repetition to 
establish matrices that reflect the full complexity of the lexical patterning in text". Hoey has 
also highlighted the essential role of repetition and has pointed out that: "lexical cohesion and 
other forms of repetition in matrix form allowed us to identify sentences that were bonded, 
that is, connected by an above-average level of repetition"(ibid:100). In an article entitled 
"Another perspective on coherence and cohesive harmony", Hoey (1991a:395) describes
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repetition as being based on levels: "the first level of repetition serves as a way of drawing
our attention to the second level of repetition. The combined effect of these two levels of 
repetition is to draw attention on a third level of repetition".
Furthermore, D’Angelo (1974) classifies repetition under the rubric of grammatical
subordination. D’Angelo (op cit:389-90) claims that:
There are two main kinds of subordination between sentences: 
grammatical subordination and semantic subordination.
...grammatical subordination includes: the use of a pronoun in 
one sentence to refer to a noun in the previous sentence; ... the 
repetition of a word or part of a word (based on the same root) 
in a subsequent sentence to link it to a similar word in the 
previous sentence.
The previous analysis coincides with the steps laid down by Halliday and Hasan (op cit:332)
for the analysis of cohesion:
For any sentence ... we shall indicate ... how many ties it 
contains: how many instances of a cohesive element that are not 
resolved by presupposition within the sentence. This shows the 
total extent of the demands it makes on the preceding (or rather 
the surrounding) text. ... for each of these ties we shall specify 
whether it is immediate or non-immediate.
In the light of the previous analysis, identifying sentence-to-sentence connections is also valid
because "[it] reveals the way underlying semantic relations are realized in the written
discourse. A coherent written discourse may be defined as one in which the local connections
make the underlying topic coherence as explicit as possible at the surface level"(McCutchen
and Perfetti, 1982:115). McCutchen and Perfetti (op cit: 117) have further defined local
connections as "Connections between adjacent sentences. Frequently sentences were
connected to the immediately preceding sentence and to another prior sentence, usually the
topic sentence of the paragraph".
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They also believe that local connections are important because they "[are] very similar to 
writing with a goal in mind. ...[This] allows the writer to know what idea is to follow the 
current one, as well as what precedes it"(ibid:135). Moreover, Hoey (1991a) in describing 
the connection between sentences in a text observes that "the presence of cohesive ties linking 
two sentences may be grounds for looking more closely at the way (if any) that the pair of 
sentences relates"(p.390).
There are six major chains running through the text. These are:
(i) parents (1); parents (7); parents (8)
(ii) children (1); child (1); child (7); child (7)
(iii) chronic skin problems (1); ^topic dermatitis (1); type 1 allergy (2); skin (4); skin (4); 
hay fever (6); r  topic dermatitis (6); eczema (8)
(iv) allergy tests (1); prick tests (2); allergens (3); a needle (4); allergens (6); needle pricks 
(7); allergy tests (8)
(v) dermatologists (2); respiratory physicians (2); dermatologists (8); hospital (8)
(vi) treating (6); treating (7); treatment (8); cure (8); cure (9).
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The following table represents the chain number, the sentence number after each lexical item, 
the number of tokens, and the number of ties:
Lexical Chains in Text (1) Table (7)
Chain
No.
Lexical item and sentence No. No. of 
tokens
No. and Types of 
Ties
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
parents (1); parents (7); parents (8) 
children (1); child (1); child (7) ; 
child (7)
chronic skin problems (1); atopic 
dermatitis; type 1 allergy (2); skin 
(4); skin (4); hay fever (6); .atopic 
dermatitis (6); eczema (8) 
allergy tests (1); prick tests (2); 
allergens (3); a needle (4); 
allergens (6); needle pricks (7) ; 
allergy tests (8) 
dermatologists (2); respiratory 
physician (2); dermatologists (8) ; 
hospital (8)
treating ( 6 ); treating (7); 
treatment (8); cure (8); cure (9)
(3)
(4)
( 8 )
(7)
(4)
(5)
(2) LI; LI
(3) LI; LI; LI
(7) L7; L4; L7; 
LI; L7; LI; L7
(6) L7; L7; L4 ; 
LI; L4; LI
(3) L7; LI; L9A
(4) LI; L2; L9A; 
LI
Total: (6) chains; (31) tokens; (25) ties: (12) LI; (1) L2; (3) L4;
(7) L7; (2) L9A
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The connections between the above chains can best be described in the following diagram:
(i) (ii) (iii)
parents child
.
|chronic skin problems
'atopic dermatitis
child type 1 allergy
parents skin
child skin
hay fever
parents child a topic dermatitis
eczema
(iv)
allergy tests 
prick tests
allergens 
a needle 
allergens
▼ T
(V)
T T
(Vi)
dermatologists
respiratory
physician
>
dermatologists
hospital
treating
:►
treating
treatment
>
cure
cure
Diagram (3)
The above diagram reveals what Hasan (op cit) called "instantial cohesion". Instantial 
relations are mainly created through participant or case relation between different participants 
within the text domain. For instance, in the above diagram, members in chain (ii) consistently 
have the role of sufferer in the text. These members interact directly with members in chain
(iii) because chain (iii) comprises various diseases which members of chain (ii) may suffer 
from. Members in chain (iv) interact directly with members in chain (v) because members 
in chain (v) are responsible for executing various tests in chain (iv), i.e., they have the role 
of actor. Also, members in chain (v) interact with members in chain (vi) because members
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in chain (v) play the role of executor of action for the activities in chain (vi).
The concept of chains was first established by Hasan 1984). In her later work (1985), Hasan
emphasises once more that it is the interaction between various chains running through the
text which is essential for its coherence and cohesive harmony. She claims that:
Although the chains go a long way towards building the 
foundation for coherence, they are not sufficient; we need to 
include some relations that are characteristic of those between 
the components of a message. This is the relation that I refer 
to as CHAIN INTERACTION (ibid:91).
Hasan further observes that "A minimum requirement for chain interaction is that at least two 
members of one chain should stand in the same relation to two members of another 
chain"(ibid). Hoey (1991a) in discussing the idea of chains claims that "the existence of two 
or more chains may be grounds for looking at the relationships that may hold between the 
chains"(p.390).
The above discussion of chain interactions effectively concludes the discussion and the final 
analysis of the first text. In the following section, the analysis of the second text will be 
presented.
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Text (2)
THE FETUS
SIZE OF THE FETUS
[i] (1) The diameter of the embiyonic sac at 5 weeks is 8 mm and it increases by about I 
mm per day up to 12 weeks. (2) Obviously the size of die sac must be sufficient to enclose 
the flexed fetus.
[ii] (3) The length of the fetus is a more reliable index of its age than its weight. (4)In the 
early weeks die measurement is taken from die vertex of the head to die coccyx (crown- 
rump length), but from the 20th week onwards the measurement is taken from the vertex to 
the heels. (5)For antenatal care the biparietal diameter of die fetal head is a more useful 
measurement and this can be determined accurately with ultrasound.
[iii] (6) A rough guide to die vertex-heel length of die fetus fin cm] after the 20th week is 
given by multiplying die number of lunar months by five.
[iv](7) Other characteristics of the growing fetus are useful in determining die age.
[v](8) At 8 weeks the 2.3 cm fetus lies in die enlarging amniotic cavity, but die amnion 
is not yet in contact with die chorion and die extraembryonic coelom is not yet obliterated. 
(9) The ventral stalk and yolk sac have united to form the umbilical cord which is invested 
by amnion, and die primitive small intestine is contained in die dilated proximal part of die 
cord. (10) The facial form has been completed by die formation of die nose and its 
separation from die mouth. (11) The ears are completely formed externally, and die eyelids 
have appeared around die eyeball. (12) The limbs are enlarging and show their jointed 
appearance. and die Angers and toes are formed. (13) The flexion of die trunk has 
diminished, so that die vertex of die head rather than die back of die neck now form s the 
upper end of die embiyo.
[vi](14) At 12 weeks the placenta is discoid. (15) The amnion entirely fills die chorionic 
sac. (16) The umbilical cord, still short and thick, shows a spiral twist. (17) The primitive 
intestine is completely withdrawn into die body cavity. (18) Nails have appeared on die 
Angers and toes, and die external sexual organs are differentiated.
(19) The crown-rump length is 6 cm and die weight about 14 g.
Fvii|f20) At 28 weeks the fetus weighs about 1100 g. (21) The subcutaneous fat is
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becoming more evident, and die skin wrinkles begin to disappear. (22) The testicles are in 
the inguinal canals. (23)_The eyelids have opened. (24) At this period die fetus is said to 
be viable, and die law assumes that |t  can survive after birth. (25) However, with modem 
intensive neonatal care many infants survive earlier delivery, so that die present legal 
convention needs revision.
[viii] (26) After this die weight of the fetus increases with comparative rapidity.
(27) The fetus becomes completely covered with vemix caseosa, a greasy substance 
composed o f secretion o f sebaceous glands mixed with desquamated epithelial cells.
(28) The scalp hair increases in length.
(29)_The short colourless hairs known as lanugo, which have previously appeared on the 
body and head, tend to disappear. (30! The red colour of the skin changes to flesh colour 
owing to die thickness of subcutaneous fat. (31) Just before the 36th week one testicle has 
usually descended into die scrotum. (32) The nails reach the ends of die fingers but not 
of die toes.
[ix] (33) At 40 weeks the fetus measures 50 cm from vertex to heels and, as a rule, weighs 
between 2700 and 3600 g. (341 The signs that die fetus has reached term are not always 
certain, but die length and weight are important. (35) The nails usually project beyond die 
ends of die fingers and have reached the ends of die toes. (36) The skin is pink and die 
lanugo has almost disappeared. except over die shoulders. (37) The whole of die intestine 
contains meconium. (38) The umbilicus is almost at die centre of die body. (39) Both 
testicles have descended into die scrotum. (40) As a rule only one epiphysis has started 
to ossify, that at die lower end of die femur, but die centres of ossification of die upper 
epiphysis of die tibia and of the humerus may have appeared.
[x](41) Babies weighing more than 4500 g at birth are rare. (42) If a baby weighs less than 
2500 g at term it is probably growth-retarded (dvsmature) and on this account may have a 
diminished chance of survival. (43) It is different with twins; both may weigh less than 
2500 g. and they tend to be born before term, and yet both are likely to survive. (441 The 
heaviest children are likely to be born when die mother’s age is between 25 and 35 years. 
(45) Very young mothers commonly have small babies. (46) The weights of die children 
tend to increase in successive pregnancies, provided that die mother’s age is under 35. (47) 
On average male babies are heavier than female ones at birth, (my emphasis throughout)
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L e x ic a l  p a tte r n s  in  Text (2) Table (8)
Sentence
No.
Lexical item Presupposed item and 
sentence No.
Lexical
category
2 the size the diameter (1) L7 T2)
sac the embryonic sac (1) Ll T2)
the fetus the fetus (title) LI T2)
3 the length the size (2) L7 T2)
the fetus the fetus (2) Ll T2)
age weeks (1) L7 T2)
4 weeks weeks (1) Ll T2)
the measurement the length (3) L7 T2)
the vertex of the head the measurement (4) L7 Tl)
the coccyx the length (3) L7 T2)
week weeks (4) Ll Tl)
measurement diameter (1) L7 T2)
the vertex-heel length measurement (4) L7 Tl)
5 the biparietal diameter diameter (1) L7 T2)
the fetal head the vertex of the head
(4) L6 T2)
more useful more reliable (3) L5 T2)
measurement measurement (4) Ll T2)
6 a rough accurately (5) L8 T2)
the vertex-heel length the length (3) L7 T2)
the fetus the fetus (3) Ll T2)
week week (4) Ll T2)
number months (6) L9A Tl)
months week (4) L7 T2)
7 the growing fetus the fetus (6) Ll T2)
useful useful (5) Ll T2)
age months (6) L7 T2)
8 weeks week (6) Ll T2)
the fetus the fetus (7) Ll T2)
enlarging growing (4) L4 T2)
the amniotic cavity the embryonic sac (1) L6 T2)
the amnion the amniotic cavity (8) L6 Tl)
the chorion the amniotic cavity (8) L7 Tl)
the extraembryonic coelom the embryonic sac (1) L6 T2)
obliterated enlarging (8) L8 Tl)
9 the ventral stalk the amniotic cavity (8) L6 T2)
yolk sac the amniotic cavity (8) L6 T2)
the umbilical cord the amniotic cavity (8) L6 T2)
amnion amnion (8) Ll T2)
the cord the umbilical cord (9) Ll Tl)
10 the facial form the fetal head (5) L6 T2)
formation to form (9) L2 T2)
the nose the facial form (10) L6 Tl)
the mouth the facial form (10) L6 Tl)
11 the ears the fetal head (5) L 6 T2)
completely completed (10) L2 T2)
formed formation (10) L2 T2)
the eyelids the facial form (10) L6 T2)
the eyeball the eyelids (11) L7 Tl)
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L e x ic a l P a tte r n s  in  T ext (2) T able (9)
Sentence
No.
Lexical item Presupposed item 
sentence No.
and Lexical
category
12 the limbs the fetus (8) L6 (T2)
enlarging enlarging (8) Ll (T2)
appearance appeared (11) L2 (T2)
toes the fingers (12) L6 (Tl)
13 the trunk the fetus (8) L6 (T2)
diminished appeared (11) L8 (T2)
the vertex of the head the vertex of the head (4) Ll (T2)
the neck the fetus (8) L6 (T2)
the embryo yolk sac (9) L6 (T2)
14 weeks weeks (8) Ll (T2)
the placenta the fetus (8) L6 (T2)
15 the amnion the amnion (8) Ll (T2)
entirely completely (11) L4 (T2)
the chorionic sac the placenta (14) L6 (T2)
16 the umbilical cord the umbilical cord (9) Ll (T2)
17 the intestine the intestine (9) Ll (T2)
completely entirely (15) L4 (T 2)
body cavity the fetus (8) L6 (T2)
18 nails the fingers (12) L6 (T2)
appeared withdrawn (17) L8 (T2)
the fingers the fingers (12) Ll (T2)
toes toes (12) Ll (T2)
19 the crown-rump length the vertex of the head(13) L4 (T2)
the weight the weight (3) Ll (T2)
20 weeks weeks (14) Ll (T2)
the fetus the fetus (8) Ll (T2)
weighs weight (19) L2 (T2)
21 the subcutaneous fat the fetus (20) L6 (T2)
becoming appeared (18) L5 (T2)
evident differentiated (18) L5 (T2)
skin the fetus (20) L6 (T2)
disappear appeared (18) L8 (T2)
22 the testicles the external sexual organs
(18) L4 (T2)
the inguinal canals the external sexual organs
(18) L6 (T2)
23 the eyelids the eyelids (11) Ll (T2)
24 the fetus the fetus (20) Ll (T2)
25 neonatal antenatal (5) L9A (T2)
care care (5) Ll (T2)
infants the fetus (24) L7 (T2)
delivery birth (24) L4 (T2)
26 the weight the weight (19) Ll (T2)
the fetus the fetus (24) Ll (T2)
27 the fetus the fetus (26) Ll (T2)
becomes becoming (21) L2 (T2)
completely completely (17) Ll (T2)
28 the scalp hair the vertex of the head(13) L6 (T2)
length the vertex-heel length (6) L7 (T2)
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L e x ic a l  P a tte r n s  in  Text (2) Table (10)
Sentence
No.
Lexical item Presupposed item and 
sentence No.
Lexical
category
29 lanugo the scalp hair (28) L6 (T2)
appeared disappear (21) L8 (T2)
body- the body (17) Ll (T2)
head the fetal head (5) Ll (T2)
disappear appeared (29) L8 (Tl)
30 the skin the skin (21) Ll (T2)
flesh colour the red colour (30) L4 (Tl)
subcutaneous fat subcutaneous fat (21) Ll (T2)
before after (26) L8 (T2)
31 week weeks (20) Ll (T2)
one testicles the testicles (22) L6 (T2)
scrotum body (28) L6 (T2)
32 the nails nails (18) Ll (T2)
the fingers fingers (18) Ll (T2)
the toes toes (18) Ll (T2)
33 weeks week (31) Ll (T2)
the fetus the fetus (27) Ll (T2)
vertex to heels the vertex-heel length (6) L3A (T2)
weighs weight (26) L2 (T2)
34 the fetus the fetus (33) Ll (T2)
term 40 weeks (33) L4 (T2)
the length length (28) Ll (T2)
weight the weight (26) Ll (T2)
35 the nails the nails (32) Ll (T2)
usually usually (31) Ll (T2)
ends ends (32) Ll (T2)
the fingers the fingers (32) Ll (T2)
the toes the toes (32) Ll (T2)
36 the skin the skin (21) Ll (T2)
pink the flesh colour (30) L4 (T2)
the lanugo the lanugo (29) Ll (T2)
the shoulders the fetus (34) L7 (T2)
37 the intestine the intestine (17) Ll (T2)
meconium the intestine (17) L6 (T2)
38 the umbilicus the umbilical cord (16) L3B (T2)
almost almost (36) Ll (T2)
the body the body (29) Ll (T2)
39 both testicles the testicles (31) L5 (T2)
the scrotum the scrotum (31) Ll (T2)
40 end ends (35) Ll (T2)
the centres the centre (38) Ll (T2)
ossification ossify (40) L2 (Tl)
the upper the lower (40) L8 (Tl)
epiphysis epiphysis (40) Ll (Tl)
appeared disappeared (36) L8 (T2)
41 babies infants (25) L4 (T2)
weighing weighs (33) L2 (T2)
birth birth (24) Ll (T2)
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L e x ic a l P a tte r n s  in  Text (2) T able (11)
Sentence
No.
Lexical item Presupposed item 
sentence No.
and Lexical
category
42 a baby babies (41) Ll (T2)
term term (34) Ll (T2)
survival survive (24) L2 (T2)
43 both twins (43) L4 (Tl)
born birth (41) L9A (T2)
before after (26) L8 (T2)
term term (42) Ll (T2)
both both (43) Ll (Tl)
survive survival (42) L2 (T2)
44 children babies (41) L4 (T2)
likely likely (43) Ll (T2)
years weeks (33) L7 (T2)
45 mothers mother (44) Ll (T2)
babies babies (41) Ll (T2)
46 the weights weight (34) Ll (T2)
the children children (44) Ll (T2)
increase diminished (42) L8 (T2)
the mother' age the mother's age (44) Ll (T2)
47 male babies babies (45) L7 (T2)
female babies male babies (47) L8 (Tl)
birth birth (24) Ll (T2)
Number of occurrences of each Lexical category in Text (2)
Lexical category Ll L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
71 11 1 1 12 4 29 19 13 3 --
Number of Type (1) occurrences of each lexical category in
Text (2)
Lexical category Ll L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
4 1 2 -- 4 4 4 2
Number of Type (2) occurrences of each lexical category in
Text (2)
Lexical category Ll L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
12 10 1 1 10 4 25 15 9 1 --
It may be noticed from the previous tables that certain lexical items (adverbial phrases of time 
such as "from the 20th"; "after the 20th"; "at this period") were not included in the tables. 
The reason for this is that they are included later on in the discussion of "adverbial phrases 
of time" as well as in the discussion of parallelism.
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The above text is organised in a sequence of paragraphs related to each other mainly through 
coordination. Regarding the concept of coordination, a similar suggestion is presented by 
D’Angelo (1974:390) who emphasises that "[One] way of determining semantic coordination 
is by looking for semantic groupings of examples, reasons, details and considering sentences 
which contain these groupings as coordinate". This text is composed of ten paragraphs. Their 
length in each case ranges from one sentence (paragraphs iii and iv) to eight sentences 
(paragraph ix). The number of sentences in each paragraph is compatible with the suggestion 
offered by Braddock (1974:289), who has defined a paragraph as "a portion of discourse 
consisting of one or more sentences, the first line of type of which is preceded by more 
interlinear space than is otherwise found between lines in the text". Regarding the number 
of sentences in each paragraph, paragraphs (v), (vi) and (vii) are of the same length (6 
sentences each). This is important, and suggests the writer has attempted to maintain a 
balance between them since they are consecutive.
This text has a main heading "THE FETUS" and a subheading "SIZE OF THE FETUS". The 
main idea of the text revolves around the various phases in the development of the "Fetus". 
The text as a whole constitutes a logical unit, dealing with different aspects of the "Size of 
the Fetus". Paragraph (i) acts as the organising paragraph for the subsequent paragraphs (ii) 
and (iii) because it introduces the idea of measurement of two factors (size and age). Also, 
its topic "The diameter of the embryonic sac at 5 weeks ..." is connected directly to the 
subheading of the text through superordinate (size) to subordinate (diameter) relationship.
This passage is about the changing states of "the Fetus" as it develops. Two parameters are 
used to measure this change, and they are cross-referenced to each other. These parameters
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are time and size, and the various changes which take place over a period of time.
Paragraph (iv) which consists only one sentence, acts as an organising paragraph for 
paragraphs (v), (vi), (vii), (viii), (ix), and (x). This paragraph introduces the following idea: 
"Other characteristics of the growing fetus are useful in determining the age". The writer, in 
paragraphs (v) and (vi), tackles the development of different organs of the fetus based on a 
chronological sequence of time as in the following: "At 8 weeks the 2.3 cm fetus lies in the 
enlarging amniotic cavity ..."; "The ventral stalk and yolk sac have united"; "The facial form 
has been completed ..."; "The ears are completely formed ..."; "The limbs are enlarging ..."; 
"the fingers and the toes are formed ..."; and "Nails appeared on the fingers and toes ...". The 
writer has further devoted paragraphs (vii) and (viii) to delineate another characteristics of the 
fetus (i.e. weight). The weight of the fetus is described according to chronological 
development such as "At 28 weeks the fetus weighs about 1100 g."; and "After this the weight 
of the fetus increases with comparative rapidity".
Paragraphs (ix) describes the length of the fetus thus: "At 40 weeks the fetus measures 50 cm 
from vertex to heels", and other signs which indicate that the fetus has reached term are also 
described: "The nails usually project beyond the ends of the fingers and have reached the ends 
of the toes."; "The skin is pink and the lanugo has almost disappeared ..."; "The whole of the 
intestine contains meconium."; "The umbilicus is almost at the centre of the body."; and "Both 
testicles have descended into the scrotum". Paragraph (x) (the last paragraph), however draws 
a comparison between the weight of different babies at birth. The writer has used weight as 
the only parameter because it is the only identifiable characteristic of babies at birth which 
can be measured very easily.
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The most striking feature of this text is the use of parallelism between various sentences. This 
parallelism is either between sentences within the paragraph or between sentences in different 
paragraphs. The first instance of parallelism is between the first sentence in the first 
paragraph and the first sentence in the second: "The diameter of the embryonic sac at 5 weeks 
is ..."; and "The length of the fetus is ...". The following figure represents the underlying 
parallelism between these two sentences:
The diameter of the embryonic sac is........
▲ ▲ ▲
▼ ▼ ▼
The length of the fetus is.......
Figure 1
Sometimes, one of the functions of parallelism, as Hoey (1991a:401) indicates, is to highlight
"... the reciprocal nature of the relationship between writer and reader". Hoey’s concept of
parallel structures between sentences is similar to Winter’s (ibid) concept of replacement
between clauses. Therefore, Hoey (ibid:397) claims that:
The only syntactic process that functions to explain the creation 
and perception of parallelism between sentences is that of 
syntactic equivalence. This can be generally characterized as 
the replacement o f one group o f words by another group on 
systematic principles.(my emphasis)
Another example of parallelism occurs between paragraphs (v) and (vi): "The ears are 
completely formed ..."; and "The primitive intestine is completely withdrawn ...". Again this 
parallelism is illustrated in the following figure:
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The ears are completely formed........
k k ik
r r yr
The primitive intestine is completely withdrawn.....
Figure 2
The second type of parallelism in the text embraces more than two sentences, as in the 
following: "At 8 weeks the 2.3 cm fetus lies ..."; "At 12 weeks the placenta is ..."; "At 28 
weeks the fetus weighs ..."; "At this period the fetus is ..."; and "At 40 weeks the fetus 
measures ...". This kind of parallelism can be represented in the following figure:
At 8 weeks the 2.3 cm fetus lies. . . . . .
I k l
r r w
At 28 weeks the fetus weighs. . . . . .
k L k
f r f
At 40 weeks the fetus measures.........
k i. k
r r r
A t 12 weeks the placenta is. . . . . . . .
A . Ai
1r r r
At this period the fetus is. . . . . . . .
Figure 3
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A third type of parallelism in the text includes parallelism between clauses within the same 
sentence. An example from paragraph (ii) can be illustrated rather well in the following 
figure:
In the early weeks from the 20th week
the measurement... the measurement
is...taken is taken
from the vertex ... to the coccyx from the vertex to the heels
Figure 4
The above example reveals that this version of parallelism is slightly different from the 
previous examples. This is because it occurs between two independent clauses in the same 
sentence and embraces the entire clauses. One of the characteristics of unplanned spoken 
discourse, as Ochs (1979) has observed, is a type of parallelism. Ochs (op cit:73) claims 
that:
... when speakers have not previously organized their 
discourse, they may retain the same morpho-syntactic format 
to express novel content. Hence, stream-of-consciousness 
writing and on-the-spot working-out of a difficult concept 
may exhibit repeated use of a formal frame. The similarity 
in form across utterances in relatively unplanned discourse is 
not limited to morphological and syntactic form. We find as 
well similarities in the PHONOLOGICAL shape of 
sequentially placed speech acts.(emphasis is in the original)
Parallelism in the above text is a prominent feature. It comprises the use of a recurring- 
surface construction with different constituents. The writer of the above text has 
effectively employed parallel structures to organise his ideas and to delineate clearly how 
various ideas are related or interconnected. A similar point of view was echoed by Koch 
(1981). Koch considers parallelism as a discourse-structuring device. Koch (ibid) also
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observes that there are some texts which are organised around patterns of repetition and
that they are coherent because they exhibit parallel structures. Koch (op cit:49) claims that
"Parallelism is always hierarchical; it always involves repetition on the higher level, and
the evocation and creation of paradigmatic structure on the lower level". Koch (ibid) adds
that "To say that two linguistic structures are parallel is to say that they share a common
structural frame, and that within this frame, some element or elements differ in form".
Hoey (1991) has also noticed the vital role of parallelism in both discourse processing and
production. He (op cit: 183) suggests that:
... when we read and write, we all recognize and produce 
parallels in sentences that form the basis for the interpretation 
of new information in the light of repeated information. This 
ability to produce and recognize parallels is built upon 
certain basic processes ... Some ... are lexical and include the 
notion of equivalence ... Some are discoursal and include 
provision of information from the context and supplying the 
referent of pronouns. One is syntactic and involves 
recognizing regular relationships between different syntactic 
structures.
Another significant structure in the text is the use of adverbial phrases at the beginning of 
sentences such as the following: "from the 20th week onwards the m ea su re m e n t " a f t e r  
the 20th week ..."; "before the 36th week one testicle ..."; "at 8 weeks the 2.3 cm fetus ..."; 
"at 12 weeks the placenta ..."; "at 28 weeks the fetus ..."; and "at 40 weeks the fetus 
The writer has successfully employed this structure for rhetorical effect, i.e., to arrange the 
sequence of events in chronological order. It is clear that the use of "adverbial phrases of 
time" is one of the most important element in terms of adding rhetorically vital 
information for the development of ideas in chronological sequence (i.e. narration mode). 
This is also essential for the organisation of ideas in discourse.
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Nevertheless, it is not difficult to investigate the validity of the above claim by putting 
together two sentences to see how they read, as in the following extract: "At 8 weeks the 
2.3 cm fetus lies in the enlarging amniotic cavity ..."; and "At 40 weeks the fetus measures 
50 cm from vertex to heels ...". These two sentences are from two different paragraphs 
(paragraphs v and ix), i.e., they are four paragraphs apart, but still do not impair text 
continuity or create any rhetorical imbalance in text linearity.
Furthermore, the writer of the above text has used effectively a structure based on a 
recurring pattern of theme. One pattern embraces the following: "the diameter of the 
embryonic sac", "the size of the sac", "the length of the fetus", "the vertex of the head", 
"the biparietal diameter of the fetal head", "the vertex-heel of the fetus", "the flexion of the 
trunk", "the vertex of the head", "the weight of the fetus", "the back of the neck", "the red 
colour of the skin", "the whole of the intestine", and "the weight of the children". Another 
pattern of recurring theme structure includes "the measurement", "the measurement", "the 
ears", "the limbs", "the crown-rump length", "the eyelids", "the subcutaneous fat", "the 
testicles", "the fetus", "the fetus", "the fetus", "the skin", and "the umbilicus". A third 
pattern of recurring theme structure contains the following: "the ventral stalk and yolk 
sac", "the chorion and the extraembryonic coelom", "the length and weight", and "the 
fingers and toes". It is noteworthy that, in all instances where theme occurs, the theme of 
the sentence is preceded by the definite article. This, in fact, is compatible with an 
observation made by Lybbert and Cummings (1969), who claim that there are certain 
formal clues which can assist in clarifying the theme-rheme analysis. One of the clues is 
where "the definite articles ... occur in the theme of the sentence and the indefinite articles 
in the rheme"(p.247). The significant role of the theme in cohesion is also acknowledged
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by Kurzon (1988) who advocates the possibility of adding the category of theme to the list 
of cohesive devices which includes lexical repetition, substitution, ellipsis, etc. (the list of 
cohesive devices proposed by Halliday and Hasan 1976; for more details see section 
3.1.1). Kurzon (op cit: 160), therefore, upholds the view that "the cohesive function of the 
theme may be identical to the cohesive function of the element that makes up the theme, 
especially in cases where it is a pronoun or definite noun phrase (i.e. lexical repetition), 
both of which convey given information".
Another striking feature in the above text is the precision of the use of expressions such as 
"the flexed fetus", "the 2.3 cm fetus", and "the fetus"; "the primitive small intestine", "the 
small intestine", and "the intestine". Moreover, the use of "however" as a cohesive device 
in sentence 25 is to link the sentence with sentence 24. The use of this logical link is 
made more forceful in the presence of lexical link e.g. "the law assumes that it can survive 
after birth"; and "with modem intensive neonatal care many infants survive earlier 
delivery". A final note is due on the connection between sentences 44 and 46. The use of 
ellipsis of the lexical item "years" in sentence 46 relates it directly to sentence 44: "The 
heaviest children are likely to be bom when the mother’s age is between 25 and 35 years; 
and "The weights of the children tend to increase in successive pregnancies, provided that 
the mother’s age is 35 [...]".
There are several types of chain in the above text, one of which embraces lexical items 
which indicate the concept of uncertainty (probability rather than certainty) or tendency 
(i.e. possibility). This chain includes the following: "increases by about", "tend to 
disappear", "may have appeared", probably", "tend to be", likely to survive", "likely to be",
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"commonly have" (in the sense of possibility), and "on average". On the other hand, 
however, there is a chain of certainty which comprises the following: "the ventral stalk and 
the yolk sac have united"; "the ears are completely formed"; "the eyelids have appeared"; 
"the flexion of the trunk has diminished"; "nails have appeared on the fingers; "the eyelids 
have opened"; "the lanugo has almost disappeared"; and "both testicles have descended 
into the scrotum". What is noticeable on the latter chain is that the writer has consistently 
used, in most cases, the pluperfect to convey the idea of certainty rather than possibility.
Another chain describes the process of change that occurs during the fetus life span. This 
chain involves the following: "the 2.3 cm fetus lies in the enlarging amniotic cavity"; "the 
extraembryonic coelom is not yet obliterated": "the limbs are enlarging": "the facial form 
has been completed by the formation of the nose"; "the external sexual organs are 
differentiated": "the fingers and toes are formed": "the primitive intestine is completely 
withdrawn": "the subcutaneous fat is becoming more evident": and "the fetus becomes 
completely covered with vemix caseosa"(my emphasis throughout).
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There are, however, six major chains running through the text. These chains delineate 
clearly the life of the fetus from two different perspectives: size and weight. These chains 
can best be represented in the following diagram:
(i)
5 weeks
per day-
12 weeks
the early weeks
the 20th week
after the 20th week
months
8 weeks
12 weeks
at this period
the 36th week
40 weeks
(ii)
the diameter
the size
the length
the measurement
biparietal diameter
measurement
vertex-heel length
measures
the length
(iii)
8 mm>
1 mm 
in cm
>
50 cm
(vi)
(iv)
weight (v)
the weight
weighs <---► 14 g
the weight 1100 g
weighs
weight 2700 and
weighing < ► 4500 g
weighs
weigh 2500 g
the weights 2500 g
Diagram (4)
the fetus
size of the fetus
the fetus
the fetal head
the fetus
the growing fetus
the 2.3 cm fetus
the fetus
the fetus
infants
the fetus
the fetus
the fetus
the fetus
babies
baby
twins
both
children
children
The above diagram clearly reveals how five of the chains integrate together to develop the 
topic of the sixth chain (the fetus). Thus the first chain describes the age of the fetus 
chronologically (according to the number of weeks). Members in chain (ii) describes 
various measurements of the fetus, and these measurements are taken based on the age of 
the fetus, i.e., number of weeks in chain (i). chain (iii) presents a statistical description of 
the length of the fetus in either (mm) or (cm) and is based on the number of weeks 
provided in chain (i) as well. Chain (iv) advances the development of the topic, i.e., the
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fetus as in chain (vi) by describing another parameter of the fetus, i.e., weight. Members 
of chain (iv) interact with members of chain (i) because members of chain (iv) describe 
the weight of the fetus based on the number of weeks as in chain (i). Members of chain 
(v) complement the members of chain (iv) by adding essential statistical information. 
Chain (v) is, in fact, an integral part of chain (iv). Consequently, chain (v) provides a 
statistical description of the weight of the fetus (in g) based on the number of weeks in 
chain (i). The members in chain (vi) represent the sole topic of the text as a whole, and 
as far as the above diagram is concerned, they interact, in some way or other, with 
members of the rest of the five chains in the diagram.
Finally, with the discussion of the various chains in text 2, we come to the conclusion of 
the analysis of this text, and from here we proceed to the analysis of the last text (text 3) 
in this chapter.
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Text (3)
Bacillary dysentery
(I) The bacilli belong to the genus Shigella of which there are 
three main pathogenic groups, dysenteriae, flexneri and sonnei 
the first two having numerous serotypes. (2) In Britain the 
majority of cases of bacillary dysentery are caused by Shigella 
sonnei although in recent years there has been a significant 
increase in imported infections caused bv Sh. flexneri whereas 
sonnei dysentery has decreased.
Epidemiology.
(3) Bacillary dysentery is endemic all over the world.
(4) It occurs in epidemic form wherever there is a crowded 
population with poor sanitation, and thus has been a constant 
accompaniment of wars and natural catastrophes.
(5) Spread may occur by contaminated food or flies but contact 
through unwashed hands after defecation is by far the most 
important factor. (6) Hence the modern provision of hand basins, 
disposable towels and hot air driers goes along way towards the 
prevention of the faecal-oral spread of disease.
(7) Outbreaks occur in mental hospitals, residential schools and 
other closed institutions. (8) The disease is notifiable in 
Britain.
Pathology.
(9) There is inflammation of the large bowel which may involve 
the lower part of the small intestine.
(10) Sigmoidoscopy shows that the mucosa is red and swollen, the 
submucous veins are obscured and mucopus is seen on the surface.
(II) Bleeding points appear readily at the touch of the 
endoscope. (12) Ulcers may form.
Clinical features.
(13) There is great variation in severity. (14) Sonne infections
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may be so mild as to escape detection and the patient remains 
ambulant with a few loose stools and perhaps a little colic. 
(15) Flexner infections are usually more severe while those due 
to dysenteriae may be fulminating and cause death within 48 
hours. (16) In a moderately severe illness, the patient 
complains of diarrhoea, colicky abdominal pain and tenesmus. 
(17) The stools are usually small. and after the first few 
evacuations, contain blood and purulent exudate with little 
faecal material. (18) There is frequently fever, with 
dehydration and weakness if the diarrhoea persists.
(19) On examination there will be tenderness over the colon more 
easily elicited in the left iliac fossa. (20) In sonne 
infection the patient may develop a febrile illness and diarrhoea 
mav be mild or even absent; there is usually some headache and 
muscular aching. (21) Arthritis or iritis mav occasionally 
complicate bacillary dysentery as in Reiter's disease.
(22) Diagnosis depends on culture of faeces.
(my emphasis throughout except the italics in the first two 
sentences which are in the original).
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L e x ic a l  P a tte r n s  in  Text (3) Table (12)
Sentence
No.
Lexical item Presupposed item and 
sentence No.
Lexical
category
1 bacilli bacillary (title) L3A (T2)
dyseteriae shigella (1) L7 (Tl)
flexneri shigella (1) L7 (Tl)
sonnei shigella (1) L7 (Tl)
2 bacillary dysentery bacillary dysentery (title) Ll (T2)
shigella sonni dysenteriae, flexneri , and
sonnei (1) L7 (T2)
sh. flexneri shigella sonni (2) L7 (Tl)
sonnei dysentery bacillary dysentery (title) L7 (T2)
decreased increase (2) L8 (Tl)
3 bacillary dysentery bacillary dysentery (title) Ll (T2)
4 epidemic endemic (3) L5 (T2)
population the world (3) L7 (T2)
5 contaminated food poor sanitation (4) L9A (T2)
unwashed hands poor sanitation (4) L9A (T2)
6 hand basins modern provision (6) L7 (Tl)
deposable towels modern provision (6) L7 (Tl)
hot air driers modern provision (6) L7 (Tl)
disease bacillary dysentery (3) L7 (T2)
7 residential schools mental hospital (7) L7 (T2)
closed institutions residential schools (7) L7 (Tl)
8 the disease disease (6) Ll (T2)
9 Britain Britain (2) Ll (T2)
the small intestine the large bowel (9) L7 (Tl)
10 mucosa the small intestine and the
large bowel (9) L6 (T2)
red and swollen inflammation (9) L5 (T2)
submucous mucosa (10) L6 (Tl)
11 surface mucosa (10) L4 (T2)
endoscope sigmoidoscopy (10) L7 (T2)
14 sonne sonnei (2) Ll (T2)
15 flexner sonne (14) L7 (T2)
infections infections (14) Ll (T2)
severe mild (14) L8 (T2)
dysenteriae flexner infections (15) L7 (Tl)
within 48 hours fulminating (15) L7 (Tl)
16 moderately mild (14) L5 (T2)
severe severe (15) Ll (T2)
illness disease (8) L5 (T2)
abdominal pain colic (14) L4 (T2)
tenesmus pain (16) L7 (Tl)
17 the stools stools (14) Ll (T2)
usually usually (15) Ll (T2)
evacuations defecation (5) L4 (T2)
blood bleeding (11) L2 (T2)
purulent exudate mucopus (10) L7 (T2)
faecal material stools (17) L4 (Tl)
18 dehydration diarrhoea (16) L7 (T2)
weakness ambulant (14) L8 (T2)
the diarrhoea diarrhoea (16) Ll (T2)
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L e x ic a l  P a t te r n s  in  Text (3) Table (13)
Sentence
No.
Lexical item Presupposed item and sentence 
No.
Lexical
category
19 the colon the large bowel (19) L4 (Tl)
20 sonne infection sonne infections (14) Ll (T2)
the patient the patient (14) Ll (T2)
a febrile illness fever (18) L4 (T2)
diarrhoea diarrhoea (16) Ll (T2)
mild mild (14) Ll (T2)
usually usually (17) Ll (T2)
muscular aching headache (20) L7 (Tl)
21 arthritis inflammation (9) L9A (T2)
iritis inflammation (9) L9A (T2)
occasionally frequently (18) L8 (T2)
bacillary dysentery bacillary dysentery
(3), (2) , and (the title) Ll (T2)
22 diagnosis sigmoidoscopy (10) L7 (T2)
faeces faecal material (17) L4 (T2)
Number of occurrences of each Lexical category in Text (3)
Lexical category Ll L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
16 1 1 7 4 2 23 4 3
Number of Type (1) occurrences of each lexical category in
Text (3)
Lexical category Ll L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
2 - - 1 13 1 --
Number of Type (2) occurrences of each lexical category in
Text (3)
Lexical category Ll L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
16 1 1 5 4 1 10 3 4 --
The first sentence in the above text is directly connected to the title "bacillary dysentery"
through partial repetition of the lexical item "bacilli". The first linkage in sentence 2 is a 
simple repetition of the title of the text. The second connection in sentence 2 is established 
with sentence 1 through the use of the nominal phrase "shigella sonnei" which is related to 
the nouns "dysenteriae, flexneri, and sonnei" in sentence 1. This type of relationship is one 
of coordination. The third connection in sentence 2 is established once more with the title
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of the text by the use of the nominal phrase "sonnei dysentery". This type of connection is 
between a superordinate term "bacillary dysentery"(the title) and a subordinate noun phrase 
"sonnei dysentery" in sentence 2. Moreover, within sentence 2 there is a relationship of 
contrast established between the lexical items "increase" and "decreased". Sentence 3 starts 
with simple repetition of the title of the text. Sentence 4 is connected to sentence 3 through 
the use of the noun "epidemic" which is near-synonymous with the noun "endemic" in 
sentence 3. Another connection between sentences 3 and 4 is the use of the lexical item 
"population" which is subordinate to the superordinate term "world" in sentence 3. The 
connection between sentences 4 and 5 is established through the use of the nominal phrases 
"contaminated food" and "unwashed hands"; they are subordinate terms to the superordinate 
term "poor sanitation" in sentence 4. Sentence 6 is connected to sentence 5 through the 
simple repetition of the word "spread". There are three connections within sentence 6 
between the use of the superordinate nominal phrases "hand basins" and "disposable towels", 
and "hot air driers" respectively. Sentence 6 is also connected to sentence 3 through the use 
of the general term "disease" and the use of the specific term "bacillary dysentery" in sentence 
3. Sentence 7 is connected to sentence 6 through the simple repetition of the verb "occur". 
There are two links of simple repetition in sentence 8. The first is established with sentence 
6 through the use of the lexical item "the disease". The second connection is with sentence 
2 by the use of the noun "Britain". The connection in sentence 9 is limited within the 
sentence between the nominal phrases "the large bowel" and "the small intestine"; this type 
of relationship is one of coordination. Two links are established between sentences 9 and 10. 
The first of which is in the use of the word "mucosa" in sentence 10 which is linked to the 
nominal phrases "the small intestine" and "the large bowel" in sentence 9. This type of 
connection is one of part to whole. The second link consists of the nominal phrases "red and
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swollen" in sentence 10 and the noun "inflammation" in sentence 9. This type of relationship 
is one of near-synonyms. Sentence 11 has two connections with sentence 10. The first type 
is one of synonyms between the lexical items "mucosa" in sentence 10 and "surface" in 
sentence 11. The second one is of the general to the specific relation between the lexical 
items "sigmoidoscopy" and "endoscope". Sentence 12 is the shortest sentence in the text 
(three words only). It has no direct connection with the neighbouring sentences in the text; 
the reason could be that the writer uses sentence 12 to draw a tentative inference for the sub­
section of the text (pathology). Sentence 14 starts with a simple repetition of the noun 
"sonne" and hence is connected to sentence 2. Sentence 15 has five connections; three of 
them are with sentence 14 and two are within the sentence itself. The first link between 
sentences 14 and 15 is one of coordination between the lexical items "sonne" and "flexner". 
The second link is a simple lexical repetition of the noun "infections". The third connection 
is also a simple repetition of the verb phrase "may be". Both links within sentence 15 are of 
the type of relationship between the specific "flexner infections" and the general "dysenteriae" 
or vice versa between the general "fulminating" and the specific "within 48 hours". Sentence 
16 has two connections with sentence 14. The first of these is one of near-synonyms between 
the lexical items "mild" and "moderately". The second connection is of synonyms between 
"colic" and "abdominal pain". Sentence 16 is connected to sentence 15 through simple 
repetition of the lexical item "severe". Sentence 16 is also linked to sentence 8 through the 
use of the word "illness" which is near-synonymous with the word "disease"in sentence 8. 
Sentence 17 has two links of simple lexical repetition. The first is with sentence 14 by the 
use of the noun "stools". The second is with sentence 15 by the use of the word "usually". 
Sentence 17 is linked to sentence 5 through synonymous relationship between the lexical items 
"evacuations" and "defecation". Sentence 17 is also connected to sentence 10 through a
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specific to general relationship between the lexical items "purulent exudate" and "mucopus". 
Sentence 18 has two links with sentence 16. The first one is of coordination between the 
nouns "dehydration" and "diarrhoea". Sentence 18 is connected to sentence 14 through the 
use of the noun "weakness" which is in opposite relationship with the word "ambulant" in 
sentence 14. Sentence 19 has only one link of synonyms within the sentence between the 
nominal phrases "the large bowel" and "the colon". Sentence 20 has three links with sentence 
14; all of them are of simple lexical repetition and involve the use of the lexical items "sonne 
infections", "the patient", and "mild". Sentence 20 is connected to sentence 18 in synonymous 
relationship between the nouns "a febrile illness" and "fever". The last link in sentence 20 
is with sentence 17 through the use of simple repetition of the lexical item "usually". 
Sentence 21 starts with names of the disease "arthritis" and "iritis"; they collocate with the 
lexical item "inflammation" in sentence 9. Sentence 21 has also a contrast relationship with 
sentence 18 between the lexical items "occasionally" and "frequently". Moreover, sentence 
21 is linked to sentences 3, 2, and the title of the text through the simple repetition of the 
nominal phrase "bacillary dysentery". Sentence 22 is linked to sentence 10 through the 
general "diagnosis" to the specific"sigmoidoscopy". Another link is established between 
sentences 22 and 17 by the use of the noun "faeces" in sentence 22 and the use of the nominal 
phrase "faecal material"in sentence 17; this type of relationship is one of synonymy.
In conclusion, as table (22) above clearly shows, the most striking feature of the text is the 
highest number of occurrences lies in the L7 category (inclusion as a coordinate, subordinate 
or superordinate member or general/specific terms). This in fact is in sharp contrast with the 
previous two texts where the highest number of occurrences of any lexical category was in 
the Ll category (simple lexical repetition). One explanation possibly could lie in the nature
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of the text itself. The topic of the text is a disease "bacillary dysentery" which affects 
different organs of the human body. The writer is bound constantly to introduce new lexical 
items in order to coordinate/subordinate/superordinate between them or create a sort of linkage 
between them ranging through general to specific.
There are five chains running through the text. The interaction between them is represented 
in the following diagram:
(i)
bacillary dysentery
bacilli
Shigella
dysenteriae
flexneri
sonnei
bacillary dysentery 
Shigella sonnei 
Sh. flexneri 
sonnei
bacillary dysentery 
disease 
the disease 
sonne infections 
flexner infections 
dysenteriae 
sonne infection 
bacillary dysentery
▼ (iv)
may occur
may involve
may
may be
may be
may develop
may
may be
may
(iii)
(ii)
— ►
caused by
increase
caused by
— ► occurs
spread
spread
occur
poor sanitation 
contaminated food 
flies
unwashed hands
mental hospital 
residential schools 
closed institution
(v)
inflammation 
red and swollen 
bleeding points 
ulcers 
blood
purulent exudate 
dehydration 
weakness 
abdominal pain 
tenesmus 
diarrhoea 
headache 
muscular aching
Diagram (5)
In the above diagram, members in the first chain represent different varieties of the disease 
"bacillary dysentery". Chain (ii) comprises verbs and verbal phrases which point to the causes 
of the disease. Thus chain (ii) acts as a bridge to link chain (i) and chain (iii). Members of 
chain (iii) represent various potential causes of the disease. Therefore the interaction between
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members of chain (i) and members of chain (iii) is an interaction between various forms of 
disease and their causes. Chain (iv) is a linking chain and its prime function is to join chain 
(i) with chain (v). Members of chain (iv) are again verbs and verbal phrases which indicate 
probability rather than certainty. The writer uses the probability chain due to his uncertainty 
as to the form the disease might develop into. Members of chain (v) stand for various 
symptoms of the disease. The relation between members of chains (i) and (v) is an 
interaction between various forms of the disease and their different symptoms.
To conclude this chapter, it must be emphasised that the highest number of occurrences of 
lexical patterns in text 1 and 2 lies in Ll (simple lexical repetition), whereas the highest 
number in text 3 is in L7 (inclusion as a coordinate, superordinate, or subordinate member 
(general/specific terms)). It is not surprising given the nature of the text itself; the topic of 
text 3 is bacillary dysentery, a sort of disease the description of which entails such a type or 
pattern of lexical organisation. Of equal importance however, is the second highest number 
of occurrences of lexical patterns. In text 1 it is L9A (collocation). In text 2 it is L6 
(part/whole relation), whereas in the third text, it is Ll (simple lexical repetition). 
Nevertheless, there are two types of lexical relations identified in each text. The first type 
covers the lexical patterns within sentences, whereas the second type embraces lexical 
relations between sentences. The highest number of occurrences in Text 1 of Type (1) is in 
the Ll category. The highest number of Type (2) is also in Ll (simple lexical repetition). 
In text (2), the highest number of occurrences of lexical relationships of Type (1) falls within 
L l, L6, L7, and L8, whereas the highest number of Type (2) is in Ll. The highest number 
of occurrences in Text 3 of Type (1) is in L7, but the highest number of Type (2) is in the 
Ll category.
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Chapter IV
Lexical Patterns and Their Functions: Arabic
4.0 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to examine various lexical patterns of Arabic medical textbook 
discourse. It is hoped that this type of investigation will present a complete insight into the 
construction of Arabic medical text structure, i.e., texture (the use of the term texture or 
textual in this study is to indicate that the texts used are being analysed beyond the sentence 
level). This chapter will also explore the importance of patterns of lexical cohesion in linking 
together various components of text and in how these patterns play a significant role in text 
organisation.
As the previous chapter (chapter iii) has shown, lexical patterns prove to be an organising 
factor in English medical texts, i.e., they contribute to text organisation. Likewise, various 
lexical chains play an important role in delineating clearly how various lexical items interact 
to produce a collective cohesive impact and hence contribute to text organisation. Lexical 
chains are valuable in specifying the role of various lexical patterns and in categorising the 
type of relationship obtainable in their application. A writer, in fact, constructs different 
lexical chains of various concepts and relations in order to organise his text around a 
particular topic. Moreover, in chapter (iii), an examination of patterns of lexical cohesion and 
connecting links suggested that such links are essential for the integrated and cohesive quality 
found in the text. Two aspects of lexical relations were explored: lexical cohesion as a set 
of relations and lexical cohesion as a means of text organisation. The first aspect is delineated 
in various types of lexical relations obtained between different lexical items in the text.
This type of relationship is represented in this study according to the category to which two 
(or more) lexical items can be assigned (for more information on categories of lexical 
cohesion see chapter (iii) table 5). The second aspect represents lexical cohesion as a 
configuration of relations that exist among text components.
As early as (1964), Halliday et al.(ibid) alluded to the idea of structural and non-structural
cohesion in different languages. They observed that cohesion can occur between sentences
and within sentences. They suggest the following:
...all languages display certain features which can be regarded 
as cohesive; such features are of different types and belong to 
different levels, but all contribute to the internal binding of the 
text. The fundamental type of cohesion is of course the relation 
of structure itself: two or more items entering into a structure, 
always cohere. But there are other, non-structural features 
exerting a similar force. In English these include grammatical 
anaphora, grammatical substitution and lexical anaphora ... [as 
well as] the repetition of a lexical item, or occurrence of a 
second item from one lexical set. All such features, including 
those which extend across sentence boundaries, will ... 
constitute an important feature in which one text may differ 
strikingly from another.(op cit:247-8)
Very recently, Nottinger et al.(1992) echoed a similar point of view regarding lexical phrases 
and their functions in different languages. They advocate the idea that: "lexical phrases are 
not phenomena restricted to English, by any means. They exist in the same abundance and 
perform the same...functions in other languages as they do in English, and they can therefore 
be exploited no matter what the language being taught"(ibid:66).
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4.1 Various Approaches to Arabic Texts
4.1.1 Kaplan’s Investigation of Contrastive Rhetoric
One of the early attempts to describe cultural thought patterns in different languages is a study 
by Kaplan (1966). Kaplan’s investigation is based on the assumption that native speakers of 
Chinese, for example, would produce texts which are different in their organisation from those 
produced by Arabic speaking students. Kaplan’s study on the rhetorical patterns of the 
paragraph views the organisational role of the paragraph as a reflection of thought patterns 
that can culturally vary from one language to another. Kaplan (op cit:2) points out that "logic 
... which is the basis of rhetoric, is evolved out of culture; it is not universal. Rhetoric ... is 
not universal either, but varies from culture to culture and even from time to time within a 
given culture". Kaplan (op cit:3) further suggests that "The expected sequence of thought in 
English is essentially a Platonic-Aristotelian sequence ... shaped subsequently by Roman, 
Medieval European, and later Western thinkers". Consequently, the above sequence of 
thought in English is different from that of Arabic, which is a Semitic language with, for 
example, completely different cultural and linguistic background. Kaplan (op cit:4) claims 
that "The thought patterns which speakers and readers of English appear to expect as an 
integral part of their communication is a sequence that is dominately linear in its 
development". Therefore, the organisation of an English expository paragraph will reflect the 
thought patterns of English speakers and hence will differ, for example, in its organisation 
from an Arabic expository paragraph.
The corpus for Kaplan’s study consists of compositions written by students (non-native 
speakers of English) of different language backgrounds. The subjects for the investigation 
were students in the University of Southern California. A disadvantage of Kaplan’s study lies
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in the data itself. The data comprises only compositions in English, a limitation which clearly 
works against the validity of the data. This may prevent the rhetorical organisations (or 
thought patterns) which are peculiar to a native language being adequately represented. It can 
also be argued that the patterns of organisation observed in the essays are part of students’ 
"interlanguage" development (cf. Selinker 1972), and not representative of students’ native 
language patterns. This indicates the existence of a deficiency in the organisation of the 
study, i.e., lack of control over variables such as the students’ past experience of English 
which has a significant effect on their performance.
Regarding the Arabic language, one is tempted to conclude that Kaplan has preconceptions 
about Arabic and that the data is manipulated to fit his assumption that the general rhetorical 
pattern of Arabic expository prose is parallelism; therefore, it would seem that his deduction 
is that the students’ usage of this construction is inspired by the influence of the Qur'an. 
Moreover, Kaplan makes no attempt to explain any other pattern found in the data of Arabic­
speaking students which casts further doubts on the validity of the data.
Kaplan’s categorisation of the data is also ill-defined because the term Semitic is used to mean 
Hebrew and Arabic. The cohort size of the Semitic speaking participants is 129, but of these 
only 3 are Hebrew speaking. Thus the findings, which are more arguably applicable to Arabic 
may not apply to Hebrew at all. This again casts doubts on Kaplan’s conclusions regarding 
Hebrew since they are based on an unrepresentative sample. A major shortcoming of 
Kaplan’s study is the norm which he used for measuring differences is English where the 
paragraph development is represented with a straight line, a view that is not shared by other 
researchers in contrastive rhetoric where a different representation is possible (cf. Hinds 1979).
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Nevertheless, despite its manifest shortcomings, Kaplan’s study still remains the pioneer work 
in pointing to variations in cultural thought patterns and, for example, in describing their 
effect on rhetorical organisation of a paragraph.
4.1.2 Osteler’s Study of English and Arabic Expository Prose
A study conducted by Osteler (1987) aimed at comparing the rhetorical tradition of English 
and Arabic expository texts. Osteler believes that "various cultures organize the development 
of ideas differently ... and these differences persist when speakers of these cultures learn to 
write in a new language"(ibid:169). Osteler’s approach is actually inspired by Kaplan’s 
(1966) study, and followed the steps laid down by Kaplan (ibid) in order to compare the 
rhetorical patterns of organisation in Arabic and English. Osteler acknowledges however the 
potential problem of tracing cultural differences across various cultures: "It is difficult to 
discuss the differences in rhetorical form across cultures; relatively little linguistic research 
has been done on written discourse in English beyond the level of the sentence"(ibid:170).
Osteler claims that "In contrast to the evolution of English from an oral to a literate language,
classical Arabic is still tied to oral tradition" (ibid: 172). The rhetorical patterns used by
Arabic-speaking students writing in English are attributed to the influence of the Qur'an and
the classical oral tradition. Therefore, Osteler (op cit:173) advocates the following:
Not only is written Arabic bound philosophically to the Qu 'ran, 
but the very structure of the language, the frequent and diverse 
use of parallel constructions, seem to be those of the Qu 'ran.
Syntactically, the language seems to strive for a balance, a 
rhythmical coordination, between related components. This 
symmetry can be shown in the determination of sentential word 
order, the use of the adjective, and the formation of the relative 
clause.(emphasis is in the original)
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A significant shortcoming of Osteler’s study lies in the criterion used to measure the 
differences between Arabic and English rhetorical patterns. On the one hand, the data for the 
Arabic corpus was taken from English compositions written by a group of Arab students as 
part of an English placement test. On the other hand, the data for the English corpus was 
taken from books selected at random from a public library. This, in fact, undermines the 
claims being made and renders the comparison being made clearly erroneous; the English 
professional writers have the time to revise their texts several times whereas the Arab students 
have no such advantage. One should note that their compositions were written under 
examination conditions. This casts serious doubts on any claim made by Osteler, and one is 
inclined to conclude that her claims are based on a misconception of Arabic.
4.1.3 Koch’s Approach to Arabic Political Texts
Koch’s (1981, 1983a and 1983b) studies were designed to explore the role of repetition in 
Arabic political texts. Koch (1983b:47) claims that the mode of argument in Arabic is 
different from that of Western modes of argument "which are based on a syllogistic model 
of proof and [which are] made linguistically cohesive via subordination and hypotaxis". Koch 
further adds that "Arabic argumentation is essentially paratactic, abductive and analogical. 
It persuades by repeating [claims], paraphrasing them, and clothing them in recurring 
structural cadences"(ibid). This conclusion is the same conclusion that Koch arrived at in her 
first approach to repetition in Arabic political texts. Koch (1981:195) advocates the idea that 
"Arabic argumentation ... is ... argumentation by presentation ... an arguer presents his truths 
by making them present... by repeating them, paraphrasing them, doubling them". Argument 
by presentation, as Koch emphasises, has "its roots in the history of Arab society, in the 
ultimate, universal truth of the Quran and in hierarchical societies autocratically ruled by
Caliphs who were not only secular rulers but also leaders of the faith, ... and until very
recently [were ruled] by the colonial powers"(ibid). This type of argumentation according to
Koch (ibid: 194) is indigenous to Arabic because
Presentation is the dominant mode of argumentation in 
hierarchical societies, where truths are not matters for individual 
decision. In democracy, there is a room for doubt about the 
truth, and thus for proof; in a more autocratic society there is 
not.
Furthermore, Koch (1983b:56) claims that "... repetition and balance, synonyms and 
paradigms are essentially and authentically Arabic. They are at the heart of the language, the 
discourse, and the rhetoric in a way which can not be simply be disposed of'.
In conclusion, there is no doubt that Koch’s studies (which replicate each other) provide some 
insightful remarks about Arabic political texts. However, some of her claims are probably 
based on unproven facts or at best they can be described as sweeping generalisations or what 
Ferguson refers to as "myths about Arabic".
4.1.4 Williams9 Study of Cohesion in Arabic and English
In his studies (1982 and 1984), Williams tackles the problem of cohesion in Arabic and 
English newspaper texts. Williams (1984) claims that cohesion as defined by Halliday and 
Hasan (1976) in terms of the ties that exist between sentences cannot be used as an adequate 
tool for the analysis of a language like Arabic. The reason, Williams believes, lies in the lack 
of punctuation marks "... full-stops and commas are very scarce in Arabic"(ibid:119). 
Williams further claims that "the distinction between coordinated and subordinated clauses is 
not as clear in Arabic as it is in English"(ibid).
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Nevertheless, Williams acknowledges the existence in modem Arabic of "a distinct class of 
what one might call discourse adjuncts [such as "lidhalika" and "ma°a dhalika"] which are 
particularly common in scientific prose"(op cit:121). Williams, however, claims that such 
lexical items "have only recently come into common usage, and they have not yet had any 
deep effect on the cohesive system of the written language"(ibid). Williams (1984) concludes 
by claiming that "Arabic tends to favour lexical repetition while English prefers ellipsis"(op 
cit:125). Williams supports the idea th a t"... English does not favour repetition of lexical 
strings, either for aesthetic or cohesive reasons. ... English would seem to be far more 
divorced from oral culture than is Arabic"(op cit:127).
To conclude, Williams’ claims are not supported by the data in the present research. In 
particular his comments on the use of punctuation marks are clearly mistaken, at least with 
respect to medical textbooks. Some of Williams’ claims such as the assertion that "Arabic 
resists ellipsis" are vague and ill-defined, and at best can be described as inadequate. 
Moreover, Williams’ corpus is not an adequate representative of modem literary Arabic. A 
case in point is a suggestion presented by Cantarino (1974) who rightly observes that 
"Newspapers have ... been disregarded, since Arabic journalism - like most news writing 
around the world - does not necessarily offer ... representative standards of literary 
language".(ibid:x)
4.1.5 Al-Jubouri’s Investigation of the Role of
Repetition in Arabic Argumentative Discourse
Al-Jubouri (1984) investigates the function of repetition in written argumentative texts of 
contemporary Arabic. He describes the formal devices used in Arabic to express repetition
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and rhetorical effect. He observes that repetition in Arabic may fall under any one of three 
levels: "the morphological level, the word level, and the chunk level"(ibid:100). Regarding 
morphological repetition, Al-Jubouri (op cit: 101) claims that "[it] is enhanced in words that 
lie in close proximity, and is manifested in their root and pattern similarity ... these words are 
either formed on the same morphological pattern, or the same morphological root, which give 
us two types of morphological repetition: pattern repetition and root repetition".
Al-Jubouri classifies word level repetition as the use of what he calls "word strings". The use 
of word strings in Arabic has been described by Beeston (1970). Beeston has described them 
under the heading of ‘hendiadis’ and by that he means "the use of two words with different 
but overlapping semantic spectra to denote the area of overlap"(ibid:112). Nevertheless, the 
use of word strings in Arabic, Al-Jubouri observes, has a clear rhetorical function and word 
strings "are not mere ornamental devices. When reiterated through an argument they tend to 
create an immediate emotional impact. This is largely achieved through a...forceful 
concentration of ideas"(op cit: 106).
Al-Jubouri defines chunk repetition in Arabic as parallelism or paraphrase constructions. He 
also adds that "Parallelism is a rhetorical as well as text-building device. It keeps the 
discourse recipient (reader/hearer) to a definite viewpoint while at the same time attracting 
new material to [the discourse]"(ibid:109). Similarly, paraphrase for Al-Jubouri "involves a 
restatement of a certain point ...a number of times. This type of repetition, though available 
in the discourse of other languages, is a reflection of a tendency that Arab writers have 
towards forceful assertion"(ibid).
Finally, Al-Jubouri (op cit: 110-11) concludes his study suggesting that:
Arabic argumentation discourse ... has a built-in mechanism for
repetition, the manifestation of which can be identified at
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different levels. ... Repetition contributes mainly to a rise in 
momentum in text that reflect its content. It can also create a 
kind of tension which carries the argument along without any 
overt substantiation of claims.... an action ... is persistently re­
examined, ... with the effect of intensifying the reality of the 
claims and thus achieving a forceful assertion.
4.1.6 Holes9 Approach to Textual Approximation in the 
Teaching of the Writing of English to Arab Students
Regarding the language of newspapers, for example, Holes (1984) observes that there are "real 
differences between parallel Arabic and English texts... in terms of their information structure 
... the ordering of their constructions in terms of sentences, clauses, [etc.]"(ibid:228). Holes, 
however, believes that "the extent of the differences between a typically English and a 
typically Arabic information structure depends a lot on the type of Arabic text selected; in 
theses, extended essays and other kinds of expository academic text ... the information 
structure model which the Arab writer is trained to follow is similar to the English one"(ibid).
Holes concerns himself with "practical problems of cross-language interference in...[i.e.] the 
ethnography of writing"(ibid). He observes that interference is very high and indicates that 
"even after bread-and-butter grammatical mistakes ... have been corrected ... the text retains 
an unEnglish feel" (ibid:231).
In general, Holes (op cit:237) observes that "Arabs feel quite at liberty to use a heavily first- 
person, faintly oratorical style which can sound, in literal translation, repetitively didactic and 
even egocentric".
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Holes (op cit:241) upholds the idea that:
... tackling aspects of linguistic interference in connected texts 
at discrete levels provides a more principled approach for the 
discussion, with the student, of how his text succeeds or fails 
to conform to the norms of the target language than does an 
undifferentiated and unmotivating most of the red underlinings.
Finally, Holes concludes his study by suggesting that the problem of interference can best be 
tackled with the following idea in mind: "Unless a student can learn to analyse for himself, 
and understand the reasons why a text is deviant, there is little reason to think that he will 
ever achieve any lasting improvement"(ibid).
4.1.7 Sa’Adeddin’s Study of Text Development and 
Arabic-English Negative Interference
Sa’adeddin (1989) designed a study to investigate how a text writer develops his text to 
conform to the appropriate mode of text development acceptable in the context of situation. 
He (ibid:36) observes that "the visual mode ... is dominant in English academic writing ... 
[whereas] the aural mode is normally not acceptable for written prose". Sa’adeddin further 
emphasises that "there is no absolute evidence that each and every representation written by 
a native English producer is always a cohesive, coherent, linearly-developed whole".
When referring to mode of text development, Sa’adeddin (op cit:38) states "that part of text 
production which determines the selection of means to relay the textual world to the surface- 
text. It is the channel selected by the text producer for mapping and expressing ideas". The 
concept of a written text in Arabic is, however, different from that in English. Sa’adeddin 
(op cit:39) observes that:
It differs by its aural mode of text development, which native
2 0 0
Arabic producers utilize to establish a relationship of 
informativity and solidarity with the receivers of the text. ... by 
preserving the artefact of speech ... in their written texts on the 
assumption that these are universally accepted markers of 
truthfulness, self-confidence, and linguistic competence, ... as 
well as intimacy and solidarity.
The intention of a native Arabic text producer in exploiting the informal mode of text 
development, Sa’adeddin (op cit:43) claims, is "to establish such relations of solidarity as 
friendliness, intimacy, warmth, self-confidence, [etc.]... [which] would be regarded by native 
English receivers as trespassing, presumptive, illiterate, [etc.]".
This, in fact, does not mean that written Arabic does not employ the visual mode. Sa’adeddin
(op cit:44) observes that "The vast body of works written in Arabic since the ninth century
teems with examples of the visual mode. This method ... was forgotten with the Mogul
ransacking of Baghdad in 1258 which gradually resulted in the dominance of the aural mode".
Moreover, Sa’adeddin attributes the persistent influence of the aural mode in Arabic literary
texts up to the present time; thus:
[It] was vigorously resuscitated in the early decades of the Arab 
awakening (1798) and during the Arab revolt against 
Turkification (1798-1916). Writers in this period deliberately 
chose their models from pre-Islamic and early Islamic times as 
an act of confirming their national identity.(ibid)
Sa’adeddin concludes his study by emphasising the existence of both models of text
development (aural and visual) in Arabic, and by criticising those claims which are based on
misconception of the language:
Criticism of Arabic style, when transferred into English, has 
rested for too long on mistaken notions of inadequacy, 
explanations of which have been based on specifiable ‘cultural 
thought patterns’. We would argue that the sociolinguistic 
expectations of the receivers have not been taken into account 
in selecting the appropriate mode of text development. Thus we
2 0 1
would argue that Arabic, no less than English, has both visual 
and aural modes. However, the aural mode is dominant in 
many areas of writing, a situation that is related to the current 
strength of communal preferences.(op cit:49)
4.1.8 Stetkevych’s Approach to Arabic Literary Texts
Stetkevych’s (1970) seminal study of Arabic literary texts presents a comprehensive view of
various phases of Arabic literary development; it is a complete picture of how foreign words
were incorporated into Arabic both through assimilation and coinage of foreign vocabulary
(a process known as Arabicisation). Stetkevych upholds the idea that "The uncoordinated
efforts of individuals and academies in producing modem terminology may accumulate many
synonyms which then, in their totality, become unruly if not altogether useless in a language
which aims at terminological precision"(op cit:28). He, however, believes that the
assimilation of vocabulary of foreign origin is one of the most important factors which has
contributed to the rapid modernisation of the Arabic language. Stetkevych claims that the
"assimilation of foreign vocabulary is a process which has its roots in the very origins of the
Arabic language, in some of its best poetry and even in the Koran [Qur 'an]"(op cit:57). He
also regards assimilation as being of high value to the language because "[it] ... neither
contaminates nor degrades the language, and arabicized words should be recognized and
treated as permanent values"(ibid). Sibawayh (died circa 796 A D), of non-Arabic origin,
cited by Stetkevych (op cit:59-60) has shown some interest in Ta°nb (Arabicisation). He has
suggested the following:
They [the Arabs] change those foreign words which are 
absolutely incongruous with their own, sometimes assimilating 
them into the structure of their words, and sometimes not ... 
when they want to Arabicize foreign words, they assimilate 
them into the structure of Arabic words in the same manner 
they assimilate their letters to Arabic letters.... Often they leave
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a noun unchanged when its letters are not like theirs - be its 
structure Arabic or n o t... Frequently they change a letter which 
does not exist in Arabic.
On the other hand, Al-Maghribi, a contemporary Arabic literary writer and a defender of
Tacnb (Arabicisation) cited in Stetkevych (op cit:62) advocates the idea that:
However much we approve of the point of view of SIbawayh 
in not regarding as a condition for die Arabicisation of a word 
its assimilation according to methods and molds [sic] of our 
language, it is necessary that in our indulgence we should stop 
at a certain limit. Otherwise, foreign words of different types 
and forms will multiply in our literary language to the extent 
that, with the passage of time, it might lose its character and 
become a hybrid language - neither Arabic nor foreign - 
something like the language of Malta.
Stetkevych (ibid) observes that a new version of Arabic is emerging (i.e. modem standard
Arabic). This, he believes is different from classical Arabic. Its main characteristics
according to Stetkevych (op cit: 116) is that:
It has done a way with things which are not in our present 
realm of thought and experience and substituted relevant ones 
for them. Modem Arabic ... has become simplified; it is 
grammatically more logical ... more flexible and lenient ... it 
has bridged the gap between the classical and the colloquial.
Nevertheless, Stetkevych is critical of Arab modernists because they fail to realise that "new 
words brings with them new linguistic contexts which must replace the old ones, and that 
these new contexts create with them a new language"(op cit: 118). The main problem of Arab 
modernists, Stetkevych claims, is that they are unable to think like the modem men yet and 
still do not recognise that thought is inseparable from language.
Stetkevych acknowledges that Arabic will continue to be a Semitic language as far as 
morphology is concerned, but "The configuration of its syntax now conforms to new, largely
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non-Semitic thought dynamics"(op cit: 119). Moreover, the modem-Arabic mind, Stetkevych 
believes, is gradually becoming "an off-shoot of the Western mind and is retaining fewer and 
fewer of the rigidly Semitic thought habits and thus fewer of the classical idiomatic molds 
[sic] and structural particularities"(op cit: 119-120).
In summary, Stetkevych (op cit: 122) holds an interesting prediction regarding the future of
Arabic language:
... it may take no more than two or three generations for 
[Arabic] to become a highly integrated member of the Western 
cultural linguistic family ... The categories of the verbal and the 
nominal sentences will not be the main syntactical 
characteristics. Instead, the notion of meaning - stress will 
dictate the order of sentence elements. ... The Arabic sentence 
will also become richer in subordinate clauses, and their order 
and coordination will be as flexible as modem thought habits.
4.2 Analysis of Patterns of lexical Cohesion in 
Medical Textbooks in Arabic
The following section represents the major burden of this chapter, which consists of an 
analysis of patterns of lexical cohesion of examples taken from the three medical textbooks 
in Arabic. The steps followed in the analysis are similar to those in the previous chapter 
except in the presentation of the data. First, the text is presented in a form of transcription. 
Secondly, two types of translation follow each text; word for word translation, and an 
idiomatic translation. It is hoped that the latter type (with the help of specialist informants) 
will render the texts comprehensible enough to readers. In this respect, the arduous task of 
translating the texts would not have been possible without the help of a Syrian doctor who 
is at present on temporary attachment in the Royal Surrey Hospital, Guildford, and the proof­
reading of doctors from Birmingham University Medical School. Thus, the first text is
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presented in the following section:
Text (1)
al- * ixtibarat al-jildiya (Skin Tests)
(1) wa hiya daruriyatun wa mufidatun lidirasati wa kasfi bacdi al-* isabati al- 
iildivati al- *ariiva. (2) yulja *u ila hadhihi al- ixtibarati litaVihi wa tahdidi 
al-mawadi al-mufiasisati aw "addarati, kama hiya al-fralu fi "akzlma "attamas wa 
xa§atan al-mihamyyati, wa fi "assara al-mucanid, wa fi al- arji al-gidha* ivi aw 
addawa'ivi. wa fi halati attahasusi biljarathlmi wa al-futuri wa al-xamirati wa 
mufrazatiha.
a t t a f a cu l a t  a l - j i l d i y y a  (Cutaneous Reactions)
(3) wa hiya qa "imatun cla ixtibari tan asusi xalaya tabaaati al-jildi kulliha. al- 
busrawiyati wa al- * adamyyati (xalaya malibiki wa xalaya al- "adama wa al-madti 
al- asasiyya).
tarlqat atatabiq:
(4) vunaddafu al-iildu bilathiri wa vunassafu wa vuxadasu bina§ilati "attalqlhi 
Vaccinostyle saritata alia yanzif. (5) thnmma tudacu al-madatu al-muradu
*ixtibariha fawqa al-xadsi (kama hiya al-halu fi liqatii al-jadarl), wa yufddalu "an 
yujra qanban min hadha al-xadsi sahidun xalin min al-madati al-muradi "ixtibariha.
(6) wa tuqra "u "annatijatu bcda 24 aw 48 saca. (7) la sakka bi "anna hadhihi al- 
ixtibaratu tufidu kathlran fi wad°i tasxi§in sababiyyin lil indifacati al-iildivati al- 
* ariivati. gayra "annaha kathlran ma tuxti "u bisababi hafwatin aw ihmalin fi 
itixadhi al-fiitati al-matlubati " athna" a camaliha, aw bisababi naq§in fi al-xibrati lada 
qira atiha wa tafsmha. (8) lidha yabqa lilqi§§ati al-maradfyati wa tatawwuri 
*assarTri"addawru *arra "islyu fi tasxl§i al- indifacati al-iildivati al- "ariiva.
(my emphasis throughout)
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al- ixtibarat al-jildiya (Skin Tests)
(1) wa hiya daruriyatun wa mufidatun lidirasati wa kasfi bacdi 
and it necessary and valuable to study and uncover some
al- "i§abati al-jildiya al- "aijiya. (2) yulja * ila hadhihi al- * ixtibarati 
the cases the skin the allergic, resort for these the tests
lita°ymi wa tafidldi al-mawadi al-muhasisati aw "addarati, kama hiya 
identification and limitation the materials the sensitivity or harm, as it
al-halu fi "akzuna "attamas wa xa§atan al-mihanlyyati, wa fi "assara 
the case in eczema the contact and especially occupational, and in urticaria
al-mucanid, wa fi al- "aiji al-gidha"iyi aw addawa"iyi, wa fi hah ti 
intractable, and in the allergic the food or the drug, and in cases
"attahasusi biljarathlmi wa al-futuri wa al-xamirati wa muffazatiha. 
the sensitivity for germs and the fungi and the enzymes and their products.
Skin Tests
These tests are valuable and necessary for the diagnosis of some allergic reactions. They are 
conducted in order to specify and diagnose the substance which causes allergy, as for 
example, in the case of contact eczema, especially occupational, in chronic urticaria, and in 
food or drug allergy. Also, in allergy resulting from exposure to germs, fungi or enzymes 
and their products.
&tt?lfkCulat al-jildiyya (Cutaneous Reactions)
(3) wa hiya qa "imatun Ta "ixtibari tahasusi xalaya tabaqati al-jildi kulliha. 
and it based on testing sensitivity cells layers the skin all.
al-busrawiyati wa al-"adamyyati (xalaya maliblkl wa xalaya a l-" adama wa
the epidermis and the interdermal (cells Malbiki and cells the dermal and
al-madti a l-" asasiyya). 
the substance basic).
Cutaneous Reactions
These reactions are built on the sensitivity and the allergy of all skin layers, i.e., epidermis 
and interdermal layers (Malbiki cells, dermal cells, and epidermis and bases substance).
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tarlqat * atatablq:
method application:
(4) yunaddafu al-jildu bilathlri wa yunassafu wa yuxadasu bina§Ilati 
clean the skin with spirit and dry and cut by blade
"attalqmi Vaccinostyle saritata alia yanzif. 
injection Vaccinostyle provided unbleed.
(5) thumma tuda°u al-madatu al-muradu "ixtibariha fawqa al-xadsi (kama
then place the substance the required tested on the cut (as
hiya al-tialu fi liqahi al-jadari), wa yufddalu "an yujra qariban min 
it the case in vaccination small pox), and preferable that conduct close from
hadha al-xadsi sahidun xalin min al-madati al-muradi " ixtibariha. 
this cut witness free from the substance the required tested.
(6) wa tuqra" u "annatijatu bcda 24 aw 48 saca. 
and read the result after 24 or 48 hour.
Methodology
First skin is cleaned with spirit and dried, then a cut is made using a vaccinostyle so that no 
bleeding is caused. Here, the substance which is to be tested is applied to the cut (as in 
small-pox vaccination). Simultaneously, a control test should be carried out close to the area 
of the cut. The result is read between 24 and 48 hours.
(7) la sakka bi "anna hadhihi al- "ixtibaratu tufidu kathlran fi wad°i tasxl§in 
No doubt that these the tests benefit much in position diagnostic
sababiyyin lil "indifacati al-j ildiyati al- "aijiyati, gayra "annaha kathlran 
causal for reactions the skinny the allergic, but that it frequently
ma tuxti "u bisababi hafwatin aw ihmalin fi itixadhi al-hitati al-matlubati 
that miss because mistake or negligence in taking the provision the required
"athna "a camaliha, aw bisababi naq§in fi al-xibrati lada qira "atiha wa 
during conducting, or because lack in the experience when reading it and
tafslriha. 
interpreting it.
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(8) lidha yabqa lilqi§§ati al-maradiyati wa tatawwuri * assanrl 
Therefore remain for the story the disease and the development clinical
" addawru "arra "isiyu fi tasxi§i al- *indifacati al-jildiyati al- "aijiya. 
role the major in diagnosing the reaction the skin the allergic.
Without doubt these tests can be very useful in diagnosing the reasons for skin allergy. These 
tests often fail as a result of minor error or negligence in the procedures used throughout the 
test, or due to lack of experience by those who carry out the test. Thus, the history of the 
disease and its clinical development are essential in diagnosing any reaction of skin allergy.
Skin Tests
These tests are valuable and necessary for the diagnosis of some allergic reactions. They are 
conducted in order to specify and diagnose the substance which causes allergy, as for example 
in the case of contact eczema, especially occupational, in chronic urticaria, and in food or 
drug allergy. Also, in allergy resulting from exposure to germs, fungi or enzymes and their 
products.
Cutaneous Reactions
These reactions are built on the sensitivity and the allergy of all skin layers, i.e., epidermis 
and interdermal layers (Malbiki cells, dermal cells, and epidermis and bases substance).
Methodology
First the skin is cleaned with spirit and dried, then a cut is made using a vaccinostyle so that 
no bleeding is caused. Here, the substance which is to be tested is applied to the cut (as in 
small-pox vaccination). Simultaneously, a control test should be carried out close to the area 
of the cut. The result is read between 24 and 48 hours.
Without doubt these tests can be very useful in diagnosing the reasons for skin allergy. These 
tests often fail as a result of minor error or negligence in the procedures used throughout the 
test, or due to lack of experience by those who carry out the test. Thus, the history of the 
disease and its clinical development are essential in diagnosing any reaction of skin allergy.
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L e x i c a l P a t t e r n s  i n  T e x t  ( 1 )  T a b l e  ( 1 4 )
Sentence Lexical item Presupposed item and Lexical
No. sentence No. category
1 mufIdatun daruriyatun (1) L5 (Tl)
ka§f i lidirasati (1) L7 (Tl)
al-jildiyati al-*ixtibarat
al-jildiya (title) L3A (T2)
2 al-*ixtibarati al-*ixtibarat
L3A (T2)
tahdldi
al-jildiya (title)
lita'yini (2) L4 (Tl)/  m  *i \
*a§§ara al-mucanid 
al-*arji al-gidha*iyi
*akzima *attamas 
al-*arjiyati
(2)
(1)
L7
L3A
L7
(Tl)
(T2)
(Tl)
* addawa iyi al- arji al-gidha iyi(2) L2 (Tl)
halati al-halu (2) L7 (Tl)
*attahasusa biljarathlmi al-muhasisati (2) L7 (Tl)
3 al-fu£uri al-muhasisati (2) L7 (Tl)
al-xamirati al-muhasisati (2) LI (T2)
‘ixtibari al-*ixtibarati (2) LI (T2)
tahasusi *attahasusa (2) L3B (T2)
al-jildi al-jildiyati (1) L7 (Tl)
al-bu§rawiyati wa xalaya t^abaqati al-jildi L6 (Tl)
al-*adamyyati (3)
4
xalaya maliblkl xalaya ^abaqati al-jildi
(2) L7 (Tl)
5 xalaya al-*adama 
al-jildu
xalaya maliblkl 
al-jildi
(3)
(3)
LI
L2
(T2)
(T2)
(T2)
al-xad§i yuxadaSu (4)
L2
al-halu
liqahi
halati
*attalqihi
(2)
(4)
L3A
LI
LI
(T2)
(Tl)
(T2)
al-xadSi al-xad§i (5)
7 al-madati al-muradi al-madati al-muradi/
*ixtibariha ixtibariha (5) LI (Tl)
al-*ixtibaratu ixtibari (3) LI (T2)
lil *indifacati al- al- i§abati al-jildiyati
jildiyati al-*arjiyati al- arjiyati (1) L7 (T2)kathlran kathlran (7)
ihmalin hafwatin (7) LI (Tl)
bisababi bisababi (7) L7 (Tl)
8 qira *atiha tuqra *u (6) LIL2
(Tl)
(T2)tafslriha qira *atiha (7) L7
\ * " /  
(Tl)lilqi^ati al-maradiyati al-*i?abati al-jildiyati
ta§xi§i al- arjiyati (1) L9A (T2)ka§f i (1) L9A (T2)al-*indifacati al- lil indifacati al-
jildiyati al-*arjiya jildiyati al-*arjiyati
(7) LI (T2)
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Number o f occurrences o f each Lexical category in Text (1)
Lexical
category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
9 4 4 1 1 1 1 i i — 2 —
Number of Type (1) occurrences of each Lexical category in Text (1)
Lexical
category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
4 1 — -- 1 1 1 10 — -- —
Number of Type (2) occurrences of each Lexical category in Text (1)
Lexical
category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
5 3 4 1 — — — 1 — 2 —
As this is the first Arabic text which has been analysed, it would be useful to invite the reader 
to follow through the analysis of the relationships which have been acknowledged:
In the above text, sentence 1 has two lexical links within the sentence itself. The first 
connection is established between the two lexical items "mufidatun" and "daruriyatun"; this 
type of relationship is one of near-synonymy. The second link is between the superordinate 
word "lidirasati" and the subordinate "kasfi". Sentence 1 is also linked to the title of the text 
through the use of the noun "al-jildiya"; this type of relationship is one of partial repetition. 
The first connection in sentence 2 is also established with the title of the text; this type of 
relationship is one of partial repetition through the use of the noun "al- "ixtibarati". The 
second link in sentence 2 is established between the two lexical items "tahdldi" and "litacylni";
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this type of relationship is one of synonymy. The third connection in sentence 2 is established 
through the use of noun phrases "" assara al-mucanid" and " "akzlma "attamas"; this type of 
relationship is one of coordination. The only link between sentences 1 and 2 is in the use of 
the nouns "al- "arji al-gidha "iyi" and "al- "arjiya"; this type of connection is one of partial 
repetition. There are four links within sentence 2 itself. The first of which is one of simple 
lexical repetition between the words "halati" and "al-halu". The second connection is 
between the nominal phrases " " attahasusi biljarathlmi" and "al-muhasisati"; this type of
relationship is one between the use of the specific and the general. The last two connection 
within sentence 2 are established through the use of the noun "al-muhasisati" and the nouns 
"al-futuri" and "al-xamirati"; this type of relationship is one between the superordinate and 
the two subordinate respectively. There are two connections between sentences 2 and 3. The 
first one is of simple lexical repetition between the lexical items " * ixtibari" and "al-
* ixtibarati". The second type of connection is established in the use of the lexical items 
"tahasusi" and" "attahasusi"; this type of relationship is one of complex repetition. The only 
connection between sentences 1 and 3 is in the use of of the nouns "al-jildi" and "al-jildiyati"; 
this type of relationship is one of partial repetition. The last three connections in sentence 3 
are within the sentence itself. The first link is one between the superordinate nominal phrase 
"xalaya tabaqati al-jildi" and the subordinate nominal phrase "al-busrawiyati wa al- 
"adamyyati". The second link is established through the use of the nominal phrases "xalaya
malMd" and "xalaya tabaqati al-jildi"; this type of relationship is one between the part and 
the whole. The last connection in sentence 3 is established through the use of the nominal 
phrases "xalaya al- * adama" and "xalaya malibHa"; this type of relationship is one of 
coordination. The only link that sentence 4 has, is established through the use of the simple
lexical repetition of the noun "al-jild". There are two connections between sentences 4 and 
5. The first link is one of complex repetition and involves the use of the lexical items "al- 
xadsi" and "yuxadasu". The second type is one of partial repetition through the use of the 
nouns "liqahi" and " "attalqlhi". Sentence 5 is linked to sentence 2 through the use of the
word "al-halu" which is connected to the noun "halati"; this type of relationship is one of 
complex repetition. The last two connections in sentence 5 are within the sentence itself. 
They are of simple lexical repetition and involve the use of the noun "al-xadsi" and the 
nominal phrase "al-madati al-muradi "ixtibariha". Sentence 6 has no connection with the
previous sentences because the writer introduces a new topic (the reading of the result of skin 
tests) into the text. While this topic can clearly be inferred from the context, it has no direct 
lexical connection with the previous sentences. The first link in sentence 7 is established with 
sentence 3 and involves the use of the nouns "al-" ixtibaratu" and " "ixtibari"; this type of 
relationship is one of simple lexical repetition. Sentence 7 is also linked to sentence 1 
through the use of the nominal phrases "lil "indifacati al-jildiyati al- "aijiya" and "al- * i§abati
al-jildiyati al- "aijiyati"; this type of relationship is of the specific to the the general. There
are four connections within sentence 7 itself. Two of which are of simple lexical repetition, 
and they are established through the use of the lexical items "kathlran" and "bisababi". The 
third link is established between the superordinate word "ihmalin" and the subordinate word 
"hafwatin". The fourth connection is in the use of the lexical items "tafslriha" and 
"qira * atiha"; once again this type of relationship is between a superordinate and a subordinate. 
The last connection in sentence 7 is established with sentence 6 through the use of the noun 
"qira "atiha" which is linked to the word "tuqra "u" in sentence 6; this type of connection is 
one of complex repetition. There are two connections between sentences 1 and 8. The first
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involves the use of the nominal phrases "lilqi§§ati al-maradlyati" and "al- * i§abati al-jildiyati 
al- "arjiya"; this type of connection is one of collocation. The second type is also of 
collocation between the words "tasxl§i" and "kasfi". The reason that sentence 8 has two 
connections with sentence 1 could be because sentence 1 has introduced the main topic of the 
text, and sentence 8 draws the conclusion for the text. Thus the writer has to refer to the 
topic sentence (sentence 1) in order to draw any conclusion. The third link in sentence 8 is 
established with sentence 7 through the use of the nominal phrase "al- *indifacati al-jildiyati 
al- "arjiya"; this type of relationship is one of simple lexical repetition.
In this text the most frequent lexical category is L7 (Inclusion as a coordinate, superordinate, 
or subordinate member general/ specific terms). In this respect, I should emphasise that the 
type of relationship between lexical items either within this category or in the other category 
is sometimes questionable. For example, to include the lexical items "qira* atiha" and
"tafslriha" among either collocations or as superordinate to subordinate is not an easy decision. 
Once again this also applies to the lexical items "tasxi§i" and "kasfi" in L9A category. The 
reader however may disagree with the above suggestion.
Whilst the most frequent category within sentences in the text is L7, the most frequent 
category between sentences is LI (simple lexical repetition). I should like to propose that the 
reason for this could be because the text is on skin tests in which the writer has to reintroduce 
or to refer back to the same topic. Likewise, the writer compares various procedures used in 
diagnosing the type of disease affecting the skin.
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There are three major chains running through the above text. The interaction between them 
is represented in the following diagram:
al-jildiyatu 
al-jildiyati 
al- *i§abati 
jiidiyati 
aljildu 
lil * indifacati 
al-jildiyati 
al- * arjiyati 
al- A indifacati 
al-jildiyati
(i)
Diagram (6)
Members of the first chain represent one entity "al-jildiya" the (skin) and its reactions to 
various tests; members in the second chain represent "al- * ixtibarat" (the tests carried out on 
the skin); members in the third chain represent different skin diseases. As members of chain
(ii) represent skin tests, they interact with members of chain (i) because they are executed on 
members of chain (i). Members of chain (ii) are vital to detect any member in chain (iii)(i.e. 
any skin disease). Thus, members of chain (ii) inevitably interact with members of chain (iii) 
because the detection of diseases always involves tests. Members of chain (i) also directly 
interact with members of chain (iii) because members in chain (iii) represent various skin 
diseases that affect members of chain (i) "al-jildiya". In this respect, it must be emphasised 
that the interaction between various chains in the above text is complementary to lexical 
categories’ analysis, because the relationship which it is not possible to detect in the analysis
al- "ixtibaratu
al-* ixtibarati
* ixtibari
* ixtibariha
* ixtibariha
--------- ►
al-* ixtibaratu
(ii)
"akzima "attamas
* assara al-mucanid 
al- "arji al-gidha * iyi 
al- "arji al-gidha  ^iyi
* addawa * iyi 
"attahasusa 
biljarathhni 
al-futuri___________
(iii)
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of lexical relationships is possible to delineate in the interaction of lexical chains. For 
example, in the above text, the noun "al-jadarT" (small-pox) has no direct lexical relations to 
other lexical items in the text, but it is possible to include it as a member of chain (iii) 
because it is a disease similar to other subcutaneous skin diseases (members in chain iii).
In conclusion, the discussion of interaction between various chains in text (1) completes the 
analysis of text (1), and hence we proceed to the analysis of text (2).
Text (2)
tatawur al-mudgati wa al-janln
(1) fi athna al- usbu°i "aththanl min al-havati tatamayazu fi xalaya al-bur'umi 
al-mudgl tabaqatani: tabaaatun camlqatun tusamma al- * adlmu al-batinu wa tabaqatun 
sathlvatun tusamma al- *adfmu "azzahiru, wa fi al- usbuci " aththalithi vazharu
al- * adlmu al-mutawasit. wa min hadhihl al-wurayqat * aththalath vatamawazu °adadun 
min al- *cfda *i wa "annusuii al-xa§a.
(2) al- adlmu azzahiru yu°ti * annasli al-ca§abl walluhuf.
(3) al- * adlmu al-mutawasitu y ift i  * a§§aqla wa * annusuj addamah wa al-cadalati wa 
jihazi al-bawli wa addawaran. (4) al- adlmu al-batinu yuct i  jihaza al-hadmi wa 
gudadahi al-mulhaqati wa jihaza attanafus.
(5) wa fi ma yali "ahammu §ifati mah§uli al-hamli fi "ashuri al-hamli al-muxtalifa: 
fi nihavati "assahri al- "awwali vaataribu hajmu bavdati al- "insani min fiajmi bavdati
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al-hamami wa tuhltu * azzagabatu al-masima" iytu bijihatiha kaffatan, wa yablugu tulu 
al-mudgati santimitran wahidan taqrlban, wa tazharu halaqatun bisururin daxmin wa 
yabdu bijanibiha al-huway§ilu assiriyu wa huwa axidhun bidumur.
(6) wa yablugu fiajmu al-baydati fi nihavati * assahri * aththani haima baydati "addajaji 
wa tabda"u "azzagabatu al-masimya iyati bil *istihalati wa zzawali "ilia fi al- 
mantiqati allatl satata" allafu fiha al-masima, wa yazharu al-sa "ilu "assalawiyi fi 
al-iawfi "assalawivi. "amma al-mudgatu fa yablugu tuluha 2.5-3 cm wa tazinu 11 g 
taqrlban wa takunu muncatiftan bisidatin cla nafsiha, wa tu§bitiu al-mudgatu ianinan fi
*axiri "assahri "aththani.
(7) wa yablugu tulu al-janmi fi nihayati "assahri"aththalithi 10 cm wa yazinu zuha"a 
55 g, wa tatakawwanu al-masimatu fi hadha "assahri wa yadmuru al-huway§ilu
" assirriyu wa al-wasiaa. (8) ta "xudhu al-" atrafu saklan qarlban min " anniha" ivi wa 
tatakawwanu al- "cda "u " attanasuliyyatu al-xarijyayatu wa tazharu nuqatu taczzumin fi 
"atturquwati wa iismi cazmi al-faxadhi wa jismi al-caddi wa " assaq.
(9) fi nihayati "assahri "arrabifi yablugu tulu al-janini 16-20 cm wa waznuhu 270 g wa 
tazharu al- "awbaru wa ya "xudhu al- "unbubu al-hadmiyu saklan qarlban min saklihi 
"anniha"Ivi wa tabda"u al-kabidu bicamaliha al-wadlfiy.
(10) fi nihayati "assahri al-xamisi yablugu tulu al-ianlni 25-30 cm wa waznuhu 650 g wa 
tadharu al- "ascaru fi ra "sihi wa tanmmu harakatu al-janini al-facilati cla taqaddumi 
numwwi al-jihaz al-ca§abiyi wa al-cadalati wa al-mafa§il.
(11) fi nihayati "assahri "assadisi yablugu tulu al-ianlni 30-35 cm wa waznuhu 1000 g, wa
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yasturuhu "attila "u " addihniyu wa tabda" u attabaqatu assafrmivatu tahta al-iildi 
bittakawwuni, wa al- ajinatu "allatl tuladu fi hadha "assahri tatanafasu wa tufiariku 
" atrafiha wa lakinnaha la tafisu tawilan duna cinayatin tibbiyyatin xa§atin wa daqfqa.
(12) fi nihayati "assahri "assabici yablugu tulu al-ianlni 35-40 cm wa waznuhu 1750 g, wa 
yakunu al-janlnu qabilan lilhayati idha rufiyat fi al-finayati bihi surutun xassa.
(13) wa fi nihayati "assahri "aththamini yablugu tulu al-jamni 40-45 cm wa waznuhu
2500 g wa tanba§itu taja°udati al-jildi binumuwwi " attabaqati " assah miyati wa tasautu 
al- "awbar. (14) "amma fi tamami al-hamli fa yablugu tulu al-iamni 50 cm wa 
waznuhu 3500g. (my emphasis throughout)
tatawur al-mudgati wa al-janln
(1) fi "athna"i al-"usbuci "aththani min al-hayati tatamayazu fi xalaya 
At during the week second from the life distinguish in cells
al-burhimi al-mudgi tabaqatani, tabaqatun: °amlqatun tusamma al- " adlmu 
the bud the embryo two layers, one layer deep called the derm
al-batinu wa tabaqatun §athiyatun tusamma al-" adlmu " azzahiru, wa fi 
the endo and layer surface called the derm ecto and at
al- "usbufi "aththalithi yazharu al- "adlmu al-mutawa§it, wa min hadhihi 
the week the second appears the derm the meso and from these
al-wurayqat "aththalath yatamayyazu cadadun min al- "acda "i wa "annusuji 
leaves the three distinguish number from the organs and the tissues
al-xa§a. (2) al-"adlmu "azzahiru yu^r "annasy al-ca§abi walluhuf. 
special. the derm ecto gives the tissues the nervous and lymphatic.
(3) al-"adlmu al-mutawasitu yu°ti "a§§aqla wa "annusuj addamah wa 
the derm the meso gives the bones and the tissues the connective and
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al-°adalat wajihazi al-bawli wa * addawaran. 
the muscles and system the urinary and circulatory.
(4) al- * adimu al-batinu yucti jihaza al-hadmi wa gudadahi al-mulnaqati 
the derm the endo give system the digestive and glands the attached
wa jihaza * attanafus. 
and system the respiratory.
The Development of the Embiyo and the Fetus
During the second week of the embryo’s life, the cells of the embryo comprise two layers; 
an inner layer called the endoderm and an outer layer or surface layer called the ectoderm. 
During the third week, the mesoderm appears. From these three layers, a number of organs 
and specialised tissues will develop. The ectoderm produces the nervous and lymphatic 
tissues. The mesoderm produces the bones, the connective tissues, the muscles, the circulatory 
and urinary system. The endoderm produces the digestive system and its glands and the 
respiratory system.
(5) wa fi ma yali "ahammu §ifati mah§uli al-hamli fi
and in what follow important characteristics product the pregnancy in
"ashuri al-hamli al-muxtalifa: 
the months the pregnancy the different
fi nihayati * assahri al- "awwali yaqtaribu hajmu baydati al- "insani min 
at end the month the first approaches size egg the human from
hajmi baydati al-hamami wa tuhitu " azzagabatu al-masima" iytu bijihatiha 
size egg the dove and surrounded the villi the chorionic sides its
kaffatan, wa yablugu tulu al-mudgati santimitran wahidan taqriban, wa 
all and reaches length the embryo centimetre one approximately and
tazharu halaqatun bisururin daxmin wa yabdu bijanibiha al-huway§ilu 
appears circle with umbilical large and appears beside it the vesical
* assiriyu wa huwa axidhun bidumur. 
the umbilical and it gradually atrophy.
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(6) wa yablugu fiajmu al-baydati fi nihayati "assahri "aththani hajma baydati 
and reach size the egg at end the month the second size egg
" addajaji wa tabda" u " azzagabatu al-masimya" iyati b il" istifialati wa
the chicken and starts the villi the chorionic in disappearing and
"zzawali "ilia fi al-mantiqati allatT satata"allafu fiha al-masima, wa 
diminishing except in the area which will form in it the placenta and
yazharu al-sa "ilu "assalawiyu fi al-jawfi "assalawiyi, "amma al-mudgatu 
appears the fluid the coelomic in the cavity coelomic but the embryo
fayablugu tuluha 2.5-3 cm wa tazinu 11 g taqriban wa takunu muncatiftan 
reaches length 2.5-3 cm and weighs 11 g approximately and it is flexed
bisidatin Ta nafsiha, wa tu§bifiu al-mudgatu janlnan fi "axiri "assahri 
very on itself and becomes the embryo fetus at end the month
" aththani. 
the second.
The following are the characteristics of pregnancy during the different months of pregnancy: 
At the end of the first month, the size of the embryo is similar to the size of a dove’s egg. 
It is surrounded by the villus membrane from all sides. The length of the embryo is 
approximately one centimetre. A large circle appears which is the progenitor of the 
umbilicus, and also appears beside it an umbilical vesicle which gradually diminishes. At the 
end of the second month, the size of the embryo is similar to the size of a chicken’s egg; and 
all the chorionic villi disappear and diminish except in the area where the placenta is formed. 
The coelomic fluid appears in the coelomic cavity. The embryo’s length is 2.5-3 cm and 
weighs approximately 11 g. It is flexed in shape. The embryo will become a fetus at the end 
of the second month.
(7) wa yablugu tulu al-janini fi nihayati "assahri "aththalithi 10 cm wa 
and reaches length the fetus at end the month the third 10 cm and
yazinu zuha "a 55 g, wa tatakawwanu al-masimatu fi hadha "assahri 
weighs approximaately 55 g and is formed the placenta in this month
wa yadmuru al-huway§ilu "assirriyu wa al-waslqa.
and atrophes the vesicle umbilical and the allantois.
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(8) ta "xudhu al- "atrafu saklan qarlban min "anniha "lyi wa tatakawwanu 
take the limbs shape closer from the final and is formed
al-"cda"u "attanasuliyyatu al-xarijyayatu wa tazharu nuqatu ta°zzumin fi 
the organs the sexual the external and appear points ossification in
" atturquwati wa jismi cazmi al-faxadhi wa jismi al-caddi wa ssaqi. 
the clavicle and body bone the hip and body the femur and the leg.
At the end of the third month, the length of the fetus is 10 cm and weighs 55 g. During this 
month the placenta is formed and the umbilical vesicle and allantois diminish. The limbs 
appear in their immature form. The external sexual organs are formed, ossification points 
appear in the clavicle, the femur, the humerus and the leg bone.
(9) fi nihayati "assahri "arrabiT yablugu tulu al-janini 16-20 cm wa 
At end the month the fourth reaches length the fetus 16-20 cm and
waznuhu 270 g wa tazharu al- "awbaru wa ya "xudhu al- "unbubu al-hadmiyu 
weight its 270 g and appear the lanugo and takes the pipe the digestive
saklan qarlban min saklihi "anniha"lyi wa tabda "u al-kabidu bicamaliha 
shape closer from shape its the final and start the liver work its
al-wadlfiy. (10) fi nihayati "assahri al-xamisi yablugu tulu al-janini
the functional. At end the month the fifth reaches length the fetus
25-30 cm wa waznuhu 650 g watadharu a l-" ascaru fi ra " sihi wa 
25-30 cm and weight its 650 g and appears the hair in head his and
tanmmu harakatu al-janini al-facilati Ta taqaddumi numwwi
indicate the movements the fetus the active on development growth
al-jihaz al-ca§abiyi wa al-cadalati wa al-mafa§il. 
the system the nervous and the muscles and the joints.
At the end of the fourth month, the length of the fetus is 16-20 cm and weighs 270 g, and the 
lanugo appears. The digestive canal appears in an immature form, and the liver starts 
functioning.
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At the end of the fifth month, the length of the fetus is 25-30 cm and weighs 650 g. The hair 
appears on the head. The active movements of the fetus reflect the development of the 
nervous system, muscles and joints.
(11) fi nihayati "assahri "assadisi yablugu tulu al-janini 30-35 cm wa 
At end the month the sixth reaches length the fetus 30-35 cm and
waznuhu 1000 g, wa yasturuhu *attila"u "addihniyu wa tabda "u attabaqatu 
length its 1000 g and covered with vemix caseo and starts the layer
" assail miyatu tahta al-jildi bittakawwuni, wa al- "ajinatu "allatl tuladu 
subcutaneous fat under the skin forming and the fetuses which bom
fi hadha "assahri tatanafasu wa tuhariku "atrafiha wa lakinnaha la taTsu 
in this the month breath and move limbs their and but they no live
tawilan duna cinayatin tibbiyyatin xa§atin wa daqlqa. 
very long without care medical special and precise.
At the end of the sixth month, the length of the fetus is 30-35 cm and weighs lOOOg. It is 
covered with vemix caseosa and the subcutaneous fat layer starts forming.
Fetuses which are bom in this month are capable of breathing and moving their limbs, but 
they cannot survive very long without specialised medical care.
(12) fi nihayati "assahri "assabici yablugu tulu al-janini 35-40 cm wa 
At end the month the seventh reach length the fetus 35-40 cm and
waznuhu 1750 g, wa yakunu al-janlnu qabilan lilhayati idha ruciyat 
weight its 1750 g and is the fetus applicable to life if looked after
fi al-cinayati bihi surutun xa§§a. 
in carefully in it conditions special.
(13) wa fi nihayati "assahri "aththamini yablugu tulu al-janini 40-45 cm 
And at end the month the eighth reach length the fetus 40-45 cm
wa waznuhu 2500 g wa tanba§itu tajacudati al-jildi binumuwwi 
and weight its 2500 g and flatten wrinkles the skin by growing
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* attabaqati * assail miyati wa ta§qutu a l-* awbar. 
the layer the fat and fall the lanugo.
(14) amma fi tamami al-hamli fa yablugu tulu al-janini 50 cm wa waznuhu 
As in complete pregnancy for reach length the fetus 50 cm and weight its
3500g.
3500g.
At the end of the seventh month, the length of the fetus is 35-40 cm and it weighs 1750 g. 
Once again, the fetus can survive if cared for under specialised conditions.
At the end of the eighth month, the length of the fetus is 40-45 cm and it weighs 2500 g. 
The skin wrinkles begin to disappear due to growth of the subcutaneous layer and the lanugo 
disappears.
At full term the length of the fetus is 50 cm and it weighs 3250 g.
The Development of the Embryo and the Fetus
During the second week of the embryo’s life, the cells of the embryo comprise two layers; 
an inner layer called the endoderm and an outer layer or surface layer called the ectoderm. 
During the third week, the mesoderm appears. From these three layers, a number of organs 
and specialised tissues will develop. The ectoderm produces the nervous and lymphatic 
tissues. The mesoderm produces the bones, the connective tissues, the muscles, the circulatory 
and urinary system. The endoderm produces the digestive system and its glands and the 
respiratory system.
The following are the characteristics of pregnancy during the different months of pregnancy: 
At the end of the first month, the size of the embryo is similar to the size of a dove’s egg. 
It is surrounded by the villus membrane from all sides. The length of the embryo is 
approximately one centimetre. A large circle appears which is the progenitor of the 
umbilicus, and also appears beside it an umbilical vesicle which gradually diminishes. At the 
end of the second month, the size of the embryo is similar to the size of a chicken’s egg; and 
all the chorionic villi disappear and diminish except in the area where the placenta is formed.
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The coelomic fluid appears in the coelomic cavity. The embryo’s length is 2.5-3 cm and it 
weighs approximately 11 g. It is flexed in shape. The embryo will become a fetus at the end 
of the second month.
At the end of the third month, the length of the fetus is 10 cm and it weighs 55 g. During 
this month the placenta is formed and the umbilical vesicle and allantois diminish. The limbs 
appear in their immature form. The external sexual organs are formed, ossification points 
appear in the clavicle, the femur, the humerus and the leg bone.
At the end of the fourth month, the length of the fetus is 16-20 cm and it weighs 270 g, and 
the lanugo appears. The digestive canal appears in an immature form, and the liver starts 
functioning.
At the end of the fifth month, the length of the fetus is 25-30 cm and it weighs 650 g. The 
hair appears on the head. The active movements of the fetus reflect the development of the 
nervous system, muscles and joints.
At the end of the sixth month, the length of the fetus is 30-35 cm and it weighs 1000 g. It 
is covered with vemix caseosa and the subcutaneous fat layer starts forming.
Fetuses which are bom in this month are capable of breathing and moving their limbs, but 
they cannot survive very long without specialised medical care.
At the end of the seventh month, the length of the fetus is 35-40 cm and it weighs 1750 g. 
Once again, the fetus can survive if cared for under specialised conditions.
At the end of the eighth month, the length of the fetus is 40-45 cm and it weighs 2500 g. 
The skin wrinkles begin to disappear due to growth of the subcutaneous layer and the lanugo 
disappears.
At full term the length of the fetus is 50 cm and it weighs 3250 g.
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L e x i c a l  P a t t e r n s  i n  T e x t  ( 2 )  T a b l e  ( 1 5 )
Sentence Lexical item Presupposed item and Lexical
No. sentence No. category
1 al-burcumi al-mudgi al-mudgati (title) L5 (T2)
tabaqatun abaqatani (1) LI (Tl)
§athiyatun camiqatun (1) L8 (Tl)
tabaqatun tabaqatun (1) LI (Tl)
tusamma tusamma (1) LI (Tl)
al-*adlmu *azzahiru al-*adlmu al-batinu (1) L8 (Tl)
al-*usbuci al-*usbuci (1) LI (Tl)
2 al-*adlmu al-mutawa§it al-*adimu *azzahiru (1)
L7
LI
(Tl)
(T2)
al-*adlmu *azzahiru al-*adlmu *azzahiru (1) LI (T2)
3 *annasij annusuj i (1) LI (T2)
al-*adlmu al-mutawasitu al- adimu al-mutawasitu
(1)
(T2)
(Tl)
(Tl)
(Tl)
(T2)
(T2)
* annusuj addamah 
al-cadalati
al-naslj al-ca§abi 
*annusuj addamah
(1)
(3)
L7
L7
4 jihazi al-bawli al-cadalati (3) L7L7
LIwa addawaran
jihazi al-bawli (3)
al-*adimu al-batinu al-*adimu al-batinu (1) L7
5 jihaza al-hadmi 
jihaza *attanafus 
al-hamli
jihazi al-bawli 
jihaza al-hadmi 
al-hamli
(3)
(3)
(5)
L7
LI
L9A
(T2)
(Tl)
(T2)
ashuri al-^usbu0! (1) LI (Tl)
*assahri ashuri (5) LI (Tl)hajmu baydati (5) L2 (Tl)hajmi baydati yaqtaribu (5) L4 (Tl)
6 taqrlban tazharu (5) L7 (T2)yabdu halaqatun bisururin (5) LI (T2)
al-huway?ilu *assiriyu hajmu baydati (5) LI (T2)
hajmu al-baydati nihayati *assahri (5)
nihayati *assahri hajmi baydati al-hamami
(T2)haj ma baydat i *addaj aj i (5) L7
*azzagabatu
*azzagabatu
al- masimya * iyati
al-masima iytu 
bil *istihalati
(5)
(6)
LI
L4
(T2)
(Tl)
zzawali al-sa *ilu *assalawiyu (6) L7 (Tl)
al-jawfi *assalawiyu al-mudgati (5) LI (Tl)
al-mudgatu tulu (5) L2 (T2)
7 tuluha taqriban (5) LI (T2)
taqriban al-mudgatu (5) LI (T2)
al-mudgatu nihayati assahri (6) L4 (Tl)
*axiri *assahri tuluha (6) L2 (T2)
tulu j aninan (6) LI (T2)
al-janini nihayati assahri (6) LI (T2)
nihayati assahri 
zuha a
taqriban 
satata allafu
(6)
(6)
L4
L4
LI
(T2)
(T2)
(T2)tatakawwanu *assahri (6)
*assahri al-huway?ilu *assiriyu
al-huway§ilu *assirriyu (5) LI (T2)
al-wasiqa al-masimatu (6) LI (T2)
2 2 4
L e x i c a l  P a t t e r n s  i n  T e x t  ( 2 )  T a b l e  ( 1 6 )
Sentence Lexical item Presupposed item and Lexical
No. sentence No. category
8 qariban taqriban (6) L5 (T2)
jismi cazmi .al-faxadhi "atturquwati (8) L7 (Tl)
jismi al-caddi jismi cazmi al-faxadhi(8) L7 (Tl)
assaqi jismi al-caddi (8) 1x1 (Tl)
9 nihayati assahri nihayati *assahri (7) LI (T2)
(T2)
(T2)
(T2)
(Tl)
£ulu al-janini tulu al-janini (7) LI
waznuhu yazinu (7) LI
qariban qariban (8) LI
saklihi saklan (9) L2
10
al-kabidu 
anniha * iyi
al-*unbubu al-hadmiyu (9) 
*anniha * iyi (8)
L7
L2
LI
(Tl)
(Tl)
(T2)
nihayati *assahri nihayati *assahri (9) LI (T2)
tulu al-janini tulu al-janini (9) LI (T2)
waznuhu waznuhu (9) L5 (T2)
al- ascaru al-*awbaru (9) LI (Tl)
al-janini al-janini (10) L7 (Tl)
al-cadalati al-jihaz al-ca?abiyi (10) 1x1 (T2)
11 al-mafa?il al-cadalati (10) LI (T2)
nihayati *assahri nihayati *assahri (10) LI (T2)
tulu al-janini tulu al-janini (10) LI (T2)
waznuhu waznuhu (10) L2 (T2)
bittakawwuni tatakawwanu (8) LI (Tl)
al-*ajinatu al-janini (11) LI (Tl) (T2) 
(Tl)*assahri *assahri (11)
L2
L5
12 *atrafiha al-*atrafu (8) LI (T2)
daqiqa xa^atin (11) LI (T2)
nihayati *assahri nihayati *assahri (11) LI (T2)
tulu al-janini tulu al-janini (11) LI (Tl)
waznuhu waznuhu (11) L5 (T2)
al-janinu al-janini (12) LI (T2)
qabilan lilhayati tacisu (11) LI (T2)
13 al-cinayati cinayatin (11) LI (T2)
xa??a xa?atin (11) LI (T2)
nihayati assahri nihayati *assahri (12) LI (T2)
tulu al-janini tulu al-janini (12) LI (T2)
waznuhu waznuhu (12)
al-jildi al-jildi (11)
*attabaqati *assahmiyati att^baqatu *assahmiyatu
LI (T2)(11)14 ta?qutu 
al-*awbar
tazharu 
al-*awbaru
(9)
(9)
L8
LI
LI
LI
LI
(T2)
(T2)
(T2)
(T2)
(T2)
al-hamli al-hamli (5)
tulu al-janini tulu al-janini (13)
waznuhu waznuhu (13)
2 2 5
Number o f occurrences o f each Lexical category in Text (2)
Lexical
category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
50 7 — — 5 5 — 16 3 1 —
Number of Type (1) occurrences of each Lexical category in Text (2)
Lexical
category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
12 3 — — 3 1 — 10 2 — —
Number of Type (2) occurrences of each Lexical category in Text (2)
Lexical
category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
38 4 — — 2 4 — 6 1 1 —
The title of the above text (text 2) (tatawur al-mudgati wa al-janm) indicates clearly how it 
is going to develop. Because the noun "al-mudgati" came before the noun "al-janm" in the 
title, the writer intends to discuss it first.
The most striking feature of the text is the use of adverbial phrases of time to point either to 
the development of the length or size of "al-mudgati" (the embryo) and "al-janm" (the fetus). 
This feature embraces the following: "fi " athna" i a l-" usbu°i" athanl min al-fiayati", "fi al-
"usbuci "aththalithi...", "fi nihayati "assahri al- "awwali", "fi nihayati "assahri "ththani", "fi
nihayati "assahri"aththalithi", "fi nihayati "assahri "arrabi°i", "fi nihayati "assahri al-xamisi",
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"fi nihayati "assahri "assadisi", "fi hadha"assahri", "fi nihayati "assahri "assabici"5 "fi 
nihayati "assahri"aththamini".
Another striking feature in the above text is the use of parallelism. The first pattern of 
parallel structures embraces sentences 2, 3 and 4; it can best be represented in the following 
figure:
a l-" adlmu "azzahiru yu°tl "annasy al-ca§abl walluhuf
al- "adimu al-mutawasitu yu°ti "a§§aqla w a"annusuj addamah... wa jihazi 
al-bawli
al- "adimu al-batinu yucti jihaza al-hadmi wa gudadahu al-mulhaqatu wa jihaza 
" attanafus
Figure (6)
Another pattern of parallel structures comprises clauses in sentences 5 and 
6, they are represented in the following figure:
fi nihayati "assahri al- "awwali ... hajmi baydati al-hamami
iL iL
r r^ r
fi nihayati "assahri "ththani ... hajma baydati "addajaji
Figure (7)
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A third pattern of parallel strucutres exists between sentences 8 and 9. This structure is 
represented in the following figure:
ta "xudhu al- "atrafu saklan qarlban min "anniha "i
_ , _ _
▼ ▼ ▼
ya "xudhu al- "unbubu al-hadmiyu saklan qariban min "anniha "i
Figure (8)
A fourth pattern of parallel structures consists of various clauses in sentences 9, 10, 11, 12 
and 13. This structure can best be represented in the following figure:
fi nihayati "assahri "arrabici yablugu tulu al-janini
Ai l k
f w ¥
fi nihayati "assahri al-xamisi yablugu tulu al-janini
k k k
r r^  >f
fi nihayati "assahri "assadisi yablugu tulu al-janini
k k ik
r r ir
fi nihayati assahri "assabici yablugu tulu al-janini
i k a k Ak
r J r i r
fi nihayati assahri "aththamini yablugu tulu al-janini
Figure (9)
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Another feature of text (2) is the regularity in the use of verbs. This comprises the following: 
"tatamayazu", "tusamma", "yucti", "yaqtaribu", "yablugu", "yabdu", "yazharu", "tazharu", 
"ta * xudhu","ya "xudhu", "tadharu" and "tanmmu".
Another instance of regularity embraces the use of lexical items which are either synonyms 
or near-synonyms such as: "bil "istifialati" and" "zzawali"; "taqriban" and "zuha "a"; "yabdu" 
and "yazharu"; and "xa§atin" and "daqlqa".
Regularity is also present in the use of verbal nouns. This consists of the following: "al- 
fiamli", "tulu", "waznuhu", "bittakawwuni", "taqriban", and "binumuwwi".
Based on the evidence of the analysis of lexical categories in text (2), the highest number of 
occurrences is of LI (simple lexical repetition). This is not surprising given the nature of the 
text itself. This text is on "tatawur al-mudgati wa al-janm" (the development of the embryo 
and the fetus). The writer has organised it mainly on the use of adverbial phrases of time to 
depict various phases in the life of the fetus. This, in fact, entails the repetition of the same 
lexical items to describe each phase of development. Also, it involves repetition of the same 
topic "al-mudgati" or "al-janin". The writer has no alternative but to repeat the theme in order 
not to confuse the reader. However, the number of occurrences of LI category in text (2) is 
within Type (2), i.e., lexical relationships between sentences. This confirms our previous 
assertion on the vital role of lexical connections between sentences which contribute to the 
global coherence of the text (i.e., organisation of the text as a whole unit). The second 
highest number of occurrences of lexical categories in text (2) is in L7 (inclusion as a 
coordinate, superordinate, or subordinate members (general/specific terms)). Once again the 
writer is guided by the nature of the text itself. The writer is obliged to describe various parts
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o f the fetus as it develops with the passage of time.
There are six chains in text (2), and they can best be represented in the following diagram:
fi nihayati 
fi nihayati * 
fi nihayati * 
fi nihayati * 
fi nihayati * 
fi nihayati *
▼
waznuhu
waznuhu
waznuhu
waznuhu
waznuhu
waznuhu
waznuhu
(((iv)
Based on the above diagram, members of chain (i) represent different months in the life of 
the fetus. Members of chain (ii) reflect the length of the fetus based on members of chain
(i), i.e., at the end of various months. Members of chain (iii) delineate figures which reflect 
the length of the fetus in centimetre (cm) based on (members of chain (i)). Consequently, 
chain (iii) comes as complementary to chain (ii). While chain (ii) describes the length of the 
fetus in words, chain (iii) describes it in figures. Members of chain (iv), on the other hand, 
depict the weight of the fetus. Once again, the weight of the fetus described in chain (iv) is
(0
ssahri aththalithi 
ssahri *arrabici 
ssahri al-xamisi 
ssahri * assadisi 
ssahri* assabici 
ssahri * aththamini
(ii) (iii)
tulu
tulu
tulu
tulu
tulu
<---------- ►[.
10 cm
16-20 cm
25-30 cm
30-35 cm
35-40 cm
40-45 cm
2500 g
(v)
Diagram (7)
al-janini
al-janini
al-janini
al-janini
al-janini
al-janini
al-janini
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based on members of chain (i). Whereas members of chain (iv) reflect the weight of the fetus 
in words, members of chain (v) reflect it in figures, i.e., in gram (g) based on members of 
chain (i) as well. Thus, chain (v) is complementary to chain (iv). The last chain in the above 
diagram is chain (vi). It is the major chain in the text since all chains contribute to its 
development. Hence the five chains in the text either interact directly or indirectly with chain 
(vi). For example, chains (ii) and (iii) reflect one aspect of the fetus, chains (iv) and (v) 
depict another. In conclusion, it must be emphasised that without the description of various 
chains in text (2), it is not possible to reflect the figures (i.e., in cm or in g) in the analysis 
of lexical categories.
With the discussion of various chains in text (2), and the interaction between them, we arrive 
at the conclusion for this text. We can then proceed to the analysis of the last text in this 
chapter.
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Text (3)
' azzutl ar al-°a§awi (Bacillary Dysentery)
(1) maradun antanivun yamatazu tasrmiyan biltihabi al- * amca * i al-galizati wa 
yusabibuhu cu§ayyatun min naw°i Schigella wa tadxulu ila al-jismi bittanqi al- 
maTdi al-macawi biwasitati attacami wa al-ma i aw al- * asabici al-mulawwatha.
(2) wa tantarifiu al-jarathlmu bi°adadin wafirin *athna*a addawri al-fiadi 
lilmaradi maca al-burazi * assail.
(3) wa qad yadumu dhalika * athna * a dawri * annaqahati wa hatta bacda §ifa i al- 
mandi tamaman wa qad yazharu azzun aru bisaklin waba iyin fiaythu yatajamacu 
* annasu wa tancadimu assuruti "a§§itiiyyati wa * annazafa.
(4) wa tusacidu surutu attaqsi al-hari fi al-biladi a l-* istiwa" iyati Ta * intisari al- 
maradi biwasitati * adhdhubab.
al-§afa iatu assaririya
(5) alamun batniyatun sadldatun, taraffuTi harurivun. zafiirun, wa yazharu al- * ishalu 
xilala bid°i sa°atin min bid i al-maradi. wa yakunu al-burazu sa * ilan badi a al-
amri ilia "annahu yu§bihu ma iyan bisurcatin, wa yatarafagu bimawadda 
muxatiyatin wa qavfiivatin. wa fi bacdi al- *ahayani yakunu mudama.
(6) wa qad yastadu al- 'ishalu wa yatakraru liyatiwiya faqat mawddda muxativa 
damawiya tusamma fbilqasc azzuharl).
(7) wa tasu "u al-halatu al-cammatu "idha m a* istamarra al- ishalu, wa 
lilmaradi halatun xafifatun wa sadfda.
(8) yatimmu attasxl§u bifah§i al-burazi. wa tanzlri al-mustaqlmi alladhi yuwaddihu 
wujuda wadhmatin wa * iltihabin fi al-mustaaimi maca taqaruhatin wasicatin
mutaqati°atin "innama sathiya. (my emphasis throughout).
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azzuhar al-°a§awi (Bacillary Dysentery)
(1) maradun antaniyun yamatazu tasrihiyan biltihabi 
disease infectious distinguished pathologically by inflammation
al-"amca"i al-galizati wa yusabibuhu cu?ayyatun min nawi. Schigella wa 
the intestine the large and caused by bacilli from type Schigella and
tadxulu ila al-jismi bittanqi al-macidi al-ma°awi biwasitati
enter into the body by route the stomach the intestine by means
"atta°ami wa al-ma "i aw a l-" a§abi°i al-mulawwatha. 
the food and the water or the fingers the contaminated.
(2) wa tantarihu al-jarathlmu bi°adadin wafirin " athna" a " addawri al-hadi 
and excrete the germs in number great during the phase the severe
lilmaradi ma°a al-burazi "assail, 
for disease with the faeces the watery.
(3) wa qad yadumu dhalika "athna "a dawri "annaqahati wa fiatta bacda
and may last this during phase convalescence and even after
§ifa"i al-maridi tamaman wa qad yazharu " azzuh aru bisaklin waba" iyin 
recovery the patient completely and may appear bacillary in form epidemic
fraythu yatajamacu "annasu wa tan°adimu "assuruti "a§§ihiyyati 
where gather the people and absent the conditions the sanitary
wa "annazafa. 
and cleanliness.
(4) wa tusacidu surutu "attaqsi al-hari fi al-biladi a l-"istiwa"iyati 
and assist conditions the climate the hot in the countries the tropical
cla "intisari al-maradi biwasitati "adhdhubab. 
on spread the disease by means the flies.
Bacillary Dysentery
This is an infectious disease and can be described pathologically as an
inflammation in the large intestine. It is caused by bacilli of the Shigella group. It enters the
body through the gastro-intestinal tract via food, water or contaminated fingers. The number
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of germs is increased with the excretion of watery faeces during the acute phase of illness. 
This continues during and after convalescence.
Bacillary dysentery may appear in an epidemic form in crowded population where there is 
lack of cleanliness and poor sanitation. The hot climatic conditions in tropical areas aid the 
spread of the disease through flies.
al-§afafiatu " assaririya
the sheet the clinical
(5) alamun batniyatun sadidatun, taraffu°u naruriyun, zaxilrun, wa yazharu
pains abdominal severe high temperature tenesmus and appear
al- * ishalu xilala bid°i sacatin min bid "i al-maradi, wa yakunu al-burazu 
the diarrhoea during few hours from start the disease and is the faeces
sa "ilan badi "a al- "amri ilia "annahu yu§bihu ma "iyan bisurcatin, wa 
liquid beginning the case but it becomes watery quickly and
yatarafagu bimawadda muxatiyatin wa qayhiyatin, wa fi bacdi al- "atiayani 
accompanied by material purulent exudate and mucus and in sometimes
yakunu mudama. 
is with blood.
(6) wa qad yastadu al-"ishalu wa yatakraru liyafiwiya faqat mawadda 
and may get severe the diarrhoea and repeat to contain only materials
muxatiya damawiya tusamma (bilqas0 azzimarl). 
mucus bloody called (dysentery expectoration).
Clinical Features
Severe abdominal pain, high fever, tenesmus, and diarrhoea often occur several hours after 
infection with the disease. In the initial stages, the stool is loose and quickly becomes watery. 
It is accompanied by purulent exudate, mucus and sometimes blood. The diarrhoea becomes 
more severe and contains only mucus stained with blood. This is called (dysentery 
expectoration).
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(7) wa tasu * u al-halatu al-°ammatu "idha m a* istamaira a l-* ishalu, wa 
and worsen the state the general if that continue the diarrhoea and
lilmaradi halatun xafifatun wa sadlda. 
for the disease states mild and severe.
(8) yatimmu "attasxi§u bifati §i al-burazi, wa tanzlri al-mustaqimi 
accomplish the diagnosis by examine the faeces and proctoscopy the colon
alladhi yuwaddihu wujuda wadhmatin wa * iltihabin fi al-mustaqimi maca 
which clarifies existence oedema and inflammation in the colon with
taqaruMtin wasicatin mutaqaticatin "innama sattiiya. 
ulcerous large separated but superficial.
The patient’s general state worsens if diarrhoea persists. However, the illness has severe and 
mild forms. It is diagnosed through the culture of faeces. The proctoscopy normally 
confirms oedema, inflammation and large ulcerous patches on the surface of the colon.
Bacillary Dysentery
This is an infectious disease and can be described pathologically as an 
inflammation in the large intestine. It is caused by bacilli of the Shigella group. It enters the 
body through the gastro-intestinal tract via food, water or contaminated fingers. The number 
of germs is increased with the excretion of watery faeces during the acute phase of illness. 
This continues during and after convalescence.
Bacillary dysentery may appear in an epidemic form in crowded population where there is 
lack of cleanliness and poor sanitation. The hot climatic conditions in tropical areas aid the 
spread of the disease through flies.
Clinical Features
Severe abdominal pain, high fever, tenesmus, and diarrhoea often occur several hours after 
infection with the disease. In the initial stages, the stool is loose and quickly becomes watery. 
It is accompanied by purulent exudate, mucus and sometimes blood. The diarrhoea becomes
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more severe and contains only mucus stained with blood. This is called (dysentery 
expectoration).
The patient’s general state worsens if diarrhoea persists. However, the illness has severe and 
mild forms. It is diagnosed through the culture of faeces. The proctoscopy normally 
confirms oedema, inflammation and large ulcerous patches on the surface of the colon.
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Lexical Patterns in Text (3) Table (17)
Sentence Lexical item Presupposed item and Lexical
No. sentence No. category
1 maradun *azzuhar al-casawi
cu§ayyatun 
nawci Schigella 
al-macidi al-macawi
(title)
al-casawi (title) 
cusayyatun (1)
L7
L2
L7
(T2)
(T2)
(Tl)
al-ma *i
al-*amca*i al-gallzati
(!) L7L7
(Tl)
(Tl)
al-*a§abici al-mulawwatha atta a m i L7 (Tl)
2 al-j arathlmu al-ma i (1)
al-*asabici
lilmaradi al-mulawwatha (1) L7 (T2)
3 "athna"a dawri maradun (1) LI (T2)
Sifa*i al-maridi * athna * a * addawr i (2) LI (T2)
*azzuharu annaqahati (3) L5LI
L5
(Tl)
(T2)
(T2)waba iyin azzuhar (title)
yataj ama°u * annasu antamyun *  v  v  , (1)
tancadimu assuruti
annazafa *as?ihiyati (3) L5 (Tl)
4 assuruti assiliiyYati
L5 (Tl)surutu* at ta<3si al-hari (3)
al-maradi
assuruti as?ihiyyati
(3) L7 (T2)
biwasitati lilmaradi (2) LILI
(T2)
(T2)
c * adhdhubab biwasitati (1)D surufu atta<3si al-hari L7 (Tl)
(Tl)taraffucu haruriyu (4) L7zahIrun alamun batniyatun (5) LI
\  X  /
(T2)
al-burazu *zzuharu (3) LI (T2)
sa *ilan al-burazi (3) L2 (Tl)
badi *a al-*amri assail (5) L4 (Tl)
ma * iyan bid i al-maradi (5) L5 (Tl)
6 qayhiyatin sa ilan
bimawadin muxatiya
(5)
(5)
1x1 (Tl)
al-*ishalu
LI
LI
(T2)
(Tl)
mawadda muxatiya al-*ishalu (5)
7 damawiya
bimawadda muxatiya (5)
bilqasc azzuharl mudama (5) L2 (T2)
al- ishalu *zzuharu (3) L7 (T2)
8 lilmaradi al-*ishalu (6) LI (T2)
halatun lilmaradi (2) LI (T2)
xafifatun al-halatu (7) LI (Tl)
fah§i al-burazi sadlda (7) L8 (Tl)
tanzlri al-mustaqimi *attasxisu (8) L7 (Tl)
*iltihabin fahsi al-burazi (8) L7 (Tl)
al-mustaqimi wadhmatin (8) 1x1 (Tl)
sath iya al-mustaqimi (8) LI (Tl)
mutaqati°atin (8) L7 (Tl)
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Number o f occurrences o f each Lexical category in Text (3)
Lexical
category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
13 3 — — 1 5 — 15 — — —
Number of Type (1) occurrences of each Lexical category in Text (3)
Lexical
category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
3 1 — — 1 4 — i i — — —
Number of Type (2) occurrences of each Lexical category in Text (3)
Lexical
category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
occurrences
10 2 — — — 1 — 4 — — —
This is the last text to be analysed in this chapter. It is about" azzuhar al-ca§awi" (Bacillary
Dysentery). A disease which is highly infectious and which can develop into an epidemic 
form in areas where people gather and where there is lack of sanitation (i.e. poor sanitary 
conditions). This text is organised in two parts. The first part addresses the main causes of 
the disease and how to prevent it from spreading. The second part describes the clinical 
features of the disease.
According to the result of the analysis of lexical categories, the highest number of occurrences 
is in the L7 category. At this point, it might be advisable to go through the analysis of L7 
with the reader. There are 15 instances of L7 category in text (3). Of these, 11 are within
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sentences Type (1), whereas 4 are between sentences Type (2). Let us begin with the 
discussion of Type (1) connections. In the first sentence, there are four links. The first one 
is between the noun ,,cu§ayyatun" and the nominal phrase "naw°i Schigella"; this type of 
relationship is one between the use of the general term and the use of the specific. The 
second is between the nominal phrases "al-macidi al-macawi" and "al- * amca * i al-gallzati"; this 
type of connection is one between the superordinate and the subordinate. The last two 
connections in sentence 1 are of coordination. The first one is between the nouns "al-ma *i"
and "" attacami", the second one is between the nominal phrase "al- "a§abici al-mulawwatha" 
and the noun "al-ma * i". Sentence 4 has one connection between the noun " * adhdhubab" and 
the nominal phrase "surutu "attaqsi al-hari"; this type of relationship is one of coordination. 
Sentence 5 has two links, the first one is between the nominal phrases "taraffiihi haruriyun" 
and "alamun batniyatun"; this type of relationship is one of coordination. The second one is 
also of coordination between the noun "qayhiyatin" and the nominal phrase "bimawadda 
muxatiyatin". The last four connections from this type of L7 category are in sentence 8. The 
first one is between the noun " "attasxi§" and the nominal phrase "fah§i al-burazi"; this type
of relationship is one of the general to the specific. The last three links in sentence 8 are of 
coordination. The first one is between the nominal phrases "fah§i al-burazi" and "tanziru al- 
mustaqimi", the second is between the nouns "" iltihabin" and "wadhmatin", and the third is 
between the lexical items "satfiiya" and "mutaqatica".
Now we turn to the discussion of Type 2 of L7 category. There are 4 occurrences of this 
type in text 3. The first of which is established between sentence 1 and the title of the text 
through the use of the noun "maradun" and the nominal phrase"" azzuhar al-ca§awi"; this type
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of relationship is one of the general to the specific. The second link is between sentences 1 
and 2 in the use of the noun "al-jarathlm" and the nominal phrase "al- *a§abic 
al-mulawwatha"; this type of relationship is one of coordination. The third link is between 
the sentences 3 and 4 through the use of the nominal phrases "surutu * attaqsi al-tiari" and
" ^assuruti *a§§ifiiyyati"; this type of relationship is one of coordination. The fourth 
connection is established between sentences 3 and 6 through the use of the noun " "zzuhar" 
and the nominal phrase "bilqas0 * azzufi an"; this type of relationship is between the general and 
the specific.
Whereas the highest number of occurrences within sentences in text (3) is L7 category, the 
highest number of occurrences between sentences is LI (simple lexical repetition). This 
indicates clearly how the writer has used simple lexical repetition to organise the text as a 
whole unit while using L7 category to organise sentences in the text.
One feature of text (3) is also the use of partial parallelism. One instance embraces the 
following:
wa qad yazharu "zzufiaru wa tancadimu
▲ ▲ ▲
▼ ▼ ▼
wa qad yastadu al- * ishalu wa yatakraru
Figure (10)
Another occurrence of parallelism in text (3) involves the following:
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wa tancadimu *assuru£i *a§?ifihiyyati wa *annazafa
wa yatarafagu________bimawadin muxa^iyatin_______ wa qayhiyatin
Figure (11)
The following diagram represents the major lexical chains in the text
(i)
azzuhar al-ca§awi 
maradun 
cu?ayyatun 
lilmaradi 
al-maradi 
al-maradi 
bilqas® azzuharI 
lilmaradi
(ii)
yusabibuhu
tadxulu
yadumu
yazharu
yataj amacu
tancadimu
tusacidu
yazharu
yakunu
yu§bihu
yatarafagu
yastadu
yatakraru
(iii)
a t t a cami 
al-ma i
al- a§abic al-mulawwatha 
yataj ama®u annasu 
tancadimu * assuru^i
*a??ihiyati 
annazafa 
surutu a^taqsi al-hari 
'adhdhubab
(iv) ▼
bi iltihabi 
al- amca i al-gallzati 
al-burazi assail 
tarafu®u haruriyu 
alamun ba^niyatun 
al-*ishalu 
al-burazu sa ilan 
ma iyan
bimawadin muxa^iyatin
qayhiyatin
mawadan muxa^iyatan
damawiyatan
al-*ishalu
al-burazi
*iltihabin al-mustaqlmi 
taqaruhatin
Diagram (8)
According to the above diagram, members of chain (i) represent one entity, i.e., the disease 
( "azzuhar al-ca§awi). This chain starts with the title of the text and goes through the whole
text. Chain (ii) is a verbal chain and acts as a conjoining bridge to join chain (i) with the rest 
of the chains in the text. Members of chain (iii) represent various causes of the disease 
" "azzuhar al-ca§awi" and hence they interact with members of chain (i). Members of chain
(iv) represent the symptoms of the disease, and thus interact with members of chain (i).
To sum up, in text 1, the highest number of occurrences of lexical relations is in L7. While 
the highest number of ocurrences in text 1 within sentences Type (1) is in L7, the highest 
number of ocurrences between sentences is in LI. For text 2, the highest number of 
occurrences is also in LI. what is more the highest number of occurrences in both Type (1) 
and Type (2) in this text is in LI (simple lexical repetition). In text 3, the highest number 
of ocurrences of lexical relations is in the category of L7. Even though in this text the 
highest number of ocurrences of Type (1) is in L7, the highest number of Type (2) is in the 
category of LI. With this we come to the end of this chapter and proceed to a different 
aspect of textual cohesion, namely logical conjunctions.
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Chapter V
Patterns of Logical Conjunctions and Their Functions: English 
5.0 Introduction
In this chapter an attempt will be made to explain the reasoning behind the categories selected 
and their realisations. A detailed breakdown of the categories is then presented. Thereafter 
the model is tested on three texts. It was stated earlier that the primary objective of this study 
is to identify on a reasonable basis the formal properties (i.e. patterns of cohesive structures) 
used by writers of medical textbooks to connect their ideas and to organise their texts. We 
believe that textual analysis, in order to be effective, has to proceed from two different but 
related perspectives. The first of these is the analysis of lexical relationships in a text (which 
has been fully investigated in chapters (III) and (IV)). The second is the analysis of logical 
conjunctions which will be explored in the next two chapters.
The category of cohesion which is generally dealt with most extensively in grammar and 
composition books is conjunction, sometimes referred to as transitional devices. Unlike other 
cohesive devices which require a specifiable element in a situational context or a text for their 
interpretation, a conjunctive device has its intrinsic meaning (or, in some cases meanings). 
As a result, "Conjunctive elements", as Halliday and Hasan (ibid:226) observe "are cohesive 
not in themselves but indirectly, by virtue of their specific meanings; they are not primarily 
devices for reaching out into the preceding (or following) text, but they express certain 
meanings which presuppose the presence of other components in the discourse". For example, 
an item such as therefore or as a result indicates that there is (or at least should be) a 
preceding segment text presenting a cause or a reason, and a following segment text
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presenting a result.
Conjunctive devices can be grouped in two possible ways: according to their grammatical 
function or according to their meaning and the sort of relationship they indicate. Arapoff 
(1968) indicates the importance of the second possibility by noting that with the same pair of 
clauses, changing the conjunction can change the interpretation of the sentence; this, Arapoff 
maintains can be seen in the following pair of sentences:
1. It rained, THEREFORE, the yard got flooded.
2. It rained, AT LEAST, the yard got flooded.
The connecting device in the first sentence indicates that the sentence is to be given a cause- 
effect interpretation, while the device in the second requires an interpretation based on 
deduction from evidence (ibid:252). This semantic difference, the basis for subgrouping used 
by Halliday and Hasan, is often the focus in grammar and composition texts (an idea already 
alluded to); all conjunctive devices (or, more often, those in a single particular grammatical 
category) indicating contrast are grouped together, as are those indicating qualification or 
result, and so on.
Adverbial conjunctions, whether one word item (however, next, conversely, etc.) or not, are 
sentence modifying elements - or more precisely, F-unit modifying - elements that relate the 
unit they occur with to the larger sequence of a discourse (for more information on F-unit see 
Hunt, 1965). The sequence relationship may be one of logical connection (an idea which is 
adopted in this study): cause, contrast, example, result, qualification, etc. It may, on the other 
hand, involve sequencing of segments of text - for example as part of an itemized list (second, 
finally, etc.) or as digression (incidently, etc.). Adverbial conjunctions (therefore, thus,
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however, moreover, m other words, etc.) generally appear in sentence-initial position; in 
addition, almost all can appear later in a main clause (e.g., It seems, therefore, that some 
change is needed), and many may also occur at the end of a sentence (e.g., Adnan did his 
homework, however, because his mother begged him to). In sentence-initial position, they 
may be separated from the main clause by a proposed subordinate clause or clause equivalent, 
as in: However, because his mother begged him to, Adnan did his homework. In such cases, 
the conjunction can still be thought of as a part of the main clause, since that is the structure 
which is related to a preceding segment of text by the conjunction.
Finally temporal sequencing of information may also be indicated by adverbials (e.g., then, 
after that, etc.). This last relationship may also be signalled by temporal clauses.
A clear distinction must be made between adverbial sequence signals and other sentence- 
modifying adverbials that do not function cohesively. The latter set, words such as 
fortunately, frankly, or obviously, serve to comment on the general state of the content of an 
assertion, on its relative truth value, on its effect. Phrasal structures are similar (e.g., in my 
opinion, generally speaking, without doubt, etc.). These items do not presuppose any 
preceding segment of discourse and could occur in the initial position in a discourse, they 
serve metatextual relationships.
While lexical cohesion embraces the open system of vocabulary (cf. chapter (III) and (IV)),
i.e., the diverse semantic relationships that may obtain between content words, conjunctive
*
cohesion involves logical relationships between and among sentences; it is a combination of 
the two: "mainly grammatical, but with a lexical component"(Halliday and Hasan, ibid:6).
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Halliday and Hasan, consistent with their systematic treatment of cohesion in the grammatical 
and lexical categories, look for specific realisations of conjunctions, as does the present 
researcher. The difficulty is that the types of relations addressed here are not always realised 
explicitly in a text, but may be implied and understood by the sophisticated reader in much 
the same way when they are absent as when they are present.
Conjunction stands on its own as a category, and covers the use of adjunct-like elements by 
writers or speakers to mark the semantic relationships they perceive as holding between the 
sentences they produce. Thus, items such as however, alternatively, and on the other hand 
may all serve to mark perceived semantic relations. While they undoubtedly contribute to the 
semantic organisation of text, they are in our view better treated as a part of a larger system 
of semantic relations between clauses.
Conjunctive cohesion is a different kind of relation from either grammatical or lexical 
cohesion. It is not simply an anaphoric relation among lexico-grammatical elements in a text: 
it is a lexico-semantic relationship among propositions (van Dijk 1977a, 1977b). A 
proposition is taken here to mean not only the assertions and logical propositions that make 
up the predications in sentences, but abstract discourse structure underlying the surface 
sentences which create the topical or informational units in a text. Conjunctive cohesion is 
predominately a textual function (in contrast to both grammatical and lexical cohesion) 
because its realisations tie information sequences together rather than specific lexico- 
grammatical elements.
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5.1 Various Studies of logical Conjunctions in Texts
Logical conjunctions have been described by van Dijk (1979) as well as by Stubbs (1983) as 
pragmatic connectors in texts; but both have employed the term rather vaguely. Van Dijk 
draws a distinction between semantic and pragmatic uses of and, but, or. He points out that 
pragmatic conjunctions express a relation between speech acts, whereas semantic conjunctions 
express relations between denoted facts. Moreover, Stubbs (ibid:77) under the heading
pragmatic connectors has discussed logical operators (p & q) ►r and natural "language
connectors" such as because, but, since, asserting that "the behaviour of natural language 
connectors ... cannot be explained in either logical or purely syntactic terms, and they can be 
shown to have pragmatic functions". He also adds that "Natural language connectors may 
connect syntactic units such as words, groups or clauses, but they may also relate speech 
acts"(ibid).
The importance of conjunctive relationships to cohesion has been addressed by those working
in the field of writing. For instance, Milic (1969) makes the general case for practising
writers and those analysing writing:
The analyst of style (the rhetorician) is interested in the manner 
in which the sentences are combined with each other, in their 
logical structure. The logic is not the same as formal logic ...
The logic here referred to is merely the nature of the 
relationship between one sentence or proposition) and the 
next.(ibid:21)
Milic further points to the effect of what he calls transition words (i.e. connectives) in 
producing coherence. For example, Milic proposes a system of eight relationships between 
sentences. These are: additive, initial, adversative, alternative, explanatory, illustrative, and 
causal.
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Winterowd (1970), in his article, "The Grammar of Coherence", posits seven relationships. 
These are: coordination, subordination, causative, conclusive, alternative, inclusive, and 
sequential. No doubt these seven categories exist, as Winterowd’s examples and our common 
sense indicate, yet there are several problems, and Winterowd’s analysis carries us only so far. 
For one thing, his list of relationships is not exhaustive.
The fundamental difficulty with Winterowd’s system is that where the sentence relationships 
are implicit, which he recognises as possible, they can only be implied by the lexical content 
of the sentences. Transitional words do not in themselves create relationships; often they 
simply mark the relationships already unambiguously present among the lexical items.
While the logical relationships among sentences described by Wintrowd and others certainly 
do exist, they must be seen as secondary to a more basic set of relations, for example, the 
sharing of a single antecedent in lexical relations. To illustrate this point contrast the 
following:
(5.1) A. Thieves lower the attractiveness of a neighbourhood and bring police cars. Mazen 
and Bassam steal apples. These thieves live next door.
B. Mazen and Bassam steal apples. These thieves live next door. Thieves lower the 
attractiveness of a neighbourhood and bring police cars.
The second version is more cohesive than the first because of the way in which its recurrences 
are ordered.
Nattinger and DeCarrico (1992) distinguish between two types of conjunctions. They claim 
that:
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Although some are single-word conjunctions like and but. 
others are lexical phrase discourse devices such as however, 
and then, and so. on the other hand, and moreover. These 
micro-organizers are not to be confused with local macro­
organizers, which function as signals of high-level information 
such as exemplification, evaluation, qualification, and the like, 
information that serves as supporting examples, explanation, 
clarification, etc. for the main topics in the discourse (ibid: 104- 
5; my emphasis).
McClure and Geva (1983:411) point out that "Conjunctions act as clues drawing attention to 
... the logical relationships between propositions". They also add that "in the written mode, 
conjunctions may be the only clue to the author’s perception of the relationship between 
propositions"(ibid). Commenting on the use of two conjunctions but and although, McClure 
and Geva claim that "the choice between them might relate to focus, but being used to 
introduce foreground information and althoush to introduce background information"(op 
cit:412; my emphasis). Smith and Frawley (1983) in a study of subordinating and 
coordinating conjunctions found that the most frequent subordinating conjunctions in the four 
genres investigated - fiction, journalism, religion and science - are that and as, which could 
suggest that in fac t"as" as a linking signal is a characteristic feature of written discourse in 
general and not of narrative discourse only. Hoey (1983) who analysed written discourse, has 
drawn attention to linkage between parts of discourse (paragraphs) by means of the 
conjunctive so.
Christensen (1967), in his seminal approach to paragraph analysis, defines the paragraph as 
"a sequence of structurally related sentences, [that is,] a group of sentences related to one 
another by coordination and subordination"(p.57). By "coordination" and "subordination", 
Christensen does not refer to the grammatical processes that join clauses within a sentence 
(i.e., between a capital letter and a mark of terminal punctuation). Christensen further
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suggests that defining a paragraph in terms of coordinate, subordinate or mixed sequence "is 
useful as a description of the internal structure of any given paragraph" (ibid:79).
5.1.1 Halliday and Hasan’s Model of Conjunctive Cohesion
Halliday and Hasan’s (ibid) extensive treatment of conjunctive cohesion formed the basis of 
the systematic approach used here. Their paradigm was employed directly in certain areas and 
when it was not, served as a bench mark of reference, to be rejected or adjusted on a reasoned 
basis in order to account for new data or to fit the dual pedagogical and theoretical purposes 
of this study. According to Halliday and Hasan, the general ability to distinguish a text from 
a collection of unrelated sentences "suggest [s] that there are objective factors involved - there 
must be certain features which are characteristics of texts and not otherwise"(p.l). The set 
of features grouped together as "cohesive devices" serves as a major factor in determining 
whether or not a particular group of written sentences constitutes a unified text.
Nevertheless, Halliday and Hasan limit their study only to intersentential cohesion for the 
following reason: "In the description of a text, it is the intersentence cohesion that is 
significant, because that represents the variable aspect of cohesion, distinguishing one text 
from another"(ibid:9). They do, however, discuss certain "structural [i.e., sentence-internal] 
analogues of the conjunctive devices"(ibid:321), specifically certain subordinate conjunctions 
which many writers consider as cohesive devices as well as semantically equivalent structures 
which go into the formation of non-finite verb phrases. These relations occur within the 
boundaries of the typographic sentence.
Halliday and Hasan use their conjunctive category to specify any sort of grammatical
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coordination of the meaning relations in adjacent sentences. Hence the conjunctive relation 
is a very important resource in communicating new information because it is "a specification 
of the way in which what is to follow is systematically connected to what has gone 
before"(ibid:227). Moreover, Halliday and Hasan, describing the role of conjunctions in a 
text, observe that conjunctive relations "represent the generalised types of connection that we 
recognise as holding between sentences"(ibid:238). They identify four sets of generalised 
semantic relations: additive, adversative, causal and temporal, each with its subcategories. It 
is not, however, the conjunctive item per se that creates the relation. Halliday and Hasan 
uphold the idea that "what these connections are depends in the last resort on the meanings 
that sentences express"(ibid). Although different classifications are possible, the assumption 
is that there is a definable set of conjunctive relations.
The role of conjunctions in a text was also addressed by Hoey (1991b) who observes that:
the presence of a conjunct may spell out (one of) the 
relationships a sentence may have with its immediate 
neighbours, but it cannot contribute to our understanding of the 
relationships that the sentence may have with the other 
sentences in the text (pp. 100-101)
Hoey’s statement is a case in point as the conjunction is not the sole relationship between 
sentences; in addition, there are other relations between sentences in text such as lexical 
relations.
5.1.2 Gutwinski’s Model of Cohesion
Gutwinski (1976) proposes a linguistic framework for the study of cohesion in literary texts 
based on the stratificational theory of linguistics as described by Lamb (1966). Stratificational
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theory, Gutwinski claims, is adopted as the theoretical framework because of the capability 
of recognising and developing strata, one of which is semology while the others are 
phonology and grammar. Although cohesion as a linguistic phenomenon belongs to the 
grammatic stratum, a truly comprehensive description can only be made by stating it in terms 
of the units of, and the relations obtaining on, the semologic stratum.
Cohesion as a term is employed for the relations that exist among sentences and clauses in 
a text. These relations, which in Gutwinski’s view occur on the grammatic stratum, are 
signalled by certain grammatical and lexical features reflecting discourse structure on a higher, 
semologic stratum. These features account for the textual connectivity of sentences and 
clauses: "They do not by themselves constitute cohesion but they mark which clauses and 
sentences are related and in what manner"(p.26), a point of view already expressed by 
Halliday and Hasan (see section 5.1.1). A good understanding of cohesive relations in a text, 
Gutwinski believes, will help us in reconstructing the text’s discourse structure. Since 
cohesion is established as a manifestation of discourse structure, it follows that a text, which 
is envisaged as a continuous discourse having structure, will display cohesion. Gutwinski 
asserts further that "This cohesion will presumably differ in kind and degree depending on 
how the discourse has been structured on the semologic stratum and what options have been 
chosen while realizing the semologic structure on the grammatic stratum"(ibid:33). 
Accordingly, he concludes, texts may exhibit strong or weak cohesion, but there will be no 
text that does not manifest cohesion.
Before Gutwinski proceeds to the discussion of the typology of cohesive features, he makes 
a note of what he calls "a cohesive factor", that is the order in which sentences follow one
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another in a text. The importance of this factor is represented by the imposition of an 
interpretation of a conglomeration of sentences by virtue of their appearing in a certain order 
together. If no interpretation is feasible, that sequence of sentences is not a text. "Order” is 
then a cohesive factor, that either by itself or in combination with other factors, indicate 
the kind of cohesive relations that obtain between sentences and clauses. For the purposes 
of analysing cohesive links within a text, Gutwinski (ibid) bases his choice of the clause on 
the theoretical framework of stratificational grammar. According to this theory, the clause 
appears as a realization of one unit of the semologic stratum - namely, the "event 
cluster"(ibid:49). For this reason, Gutwinski isolates clauses of all traditional grammatical 
types: adverbial (those introduced by a conjunction such as because, if, when, after, etc.), 
adjectival (i.e., relative clauses, both restrictive and non-restrictive), and nominal (serving as 
subjects or complements). He further considers a sentence or clause with a compound verb 
phrase (e.g., He came in, sat down, and ate dinner) to contain two or more clauses with "zero- 
anaphora"(ibid:51) - that is, ellipsis - of the subject in any clause after the first.
In his preliminary theoretical discussion, Gutwinski notes that the possibility that the same 
semological structure as that represented by a subordinate clause could also be realised by 
non-finite verbal phrase or even a propositional phrase (p.52); he does not, however, isolate 
such lower level structures in his sample analysis. Appositives, as far as can be determined 
from his examples, are not isolated as separate units unless they are full clauses. This 
decision produces a somewhat incongruous analysis of a sentence with three items serving as 
a compound appositive; in "what he had meant /0/ had been the whole thing -her character, 
/0/ the way she felt, 111 the way she judged" (p. 105), Gutwinski includes her "character" in 
the second clause, whereas he isolates the next two parts of the appositive as two separate
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clauses, despite the fact that the three elements serve parallel grammatical and rhetorical 
functions. However, the question of the rhetorical or discourse functions of any units in 
Gutwinski’s analysis has never been raised; Gutwinski focuses only on the presence of 
cohesive links between the clauses he isolates.
Guitwinski who lists only two categories of conjunctive cohesion employs ten subdivisions 
of specific types of conjunction. He uses grammatical function (i.e., coordination and 
subordination) as the basis for his conjunctive categories, relegating the semantic features or 
functions to sub-categories. The problem with such an approach is that it seems to place 
undue emphasis on the grammatical functions of the conjunctions and minimizes or (seems 
to minimize) the semantico-logical and lexico-grammatical functions, which are the basis of 
the cohesion relationship. In this study, the grammatical coordination and subordination are 
not addressed as categories in the cohesion paradigm itself. They are recognised in part, 
however, in the tracking of all cohesion devices (i.e., intrasentences conjunctions) through the 
assertions of grammatically dependent and independent clauses. Such treatment seems 
consistent with the view that cohesion is a semantic relation (Halliday and Hasan, 1976) 
expressed through the lexico-grammatical system of English
5.1.3 Van Dijk’s Approach to Conjunctive Cohesion
Van Dijk (1977b) has exposed the problem of conjunctive cohesion analysis in his attempt
to explicate the relationship between surface structure conjunctions and underlying logico-
semantic relationships. He observes that:
There is no simple one to one relation between the set of 
natural language connectives in surface structure and the set of 
abstract, "underlying" connectives: different surface connectives
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may have the same "meaning" and different abstract connectives 
may in some (con-) texts be expressed by the same surface 
connective (van Dijk, ibid: 14).
Van Dijk’s point is made obvious by the variety of logical relationships that can be associated 
with the realisations of the coordinating conjunction and. Note the following examples from 
van Dijk (ibid:40):
conjoined Sentences
1. Peter is in the Library and 
(he) is reading a book
in Physics.
2. John is very reactionary and 
(he is) very fond of 
Richard Nixon.
3. Harry came at six and 
Bill came at seven.
4. Laura took a pill and 
She fell asleep.
5. Give me that book and 
I’ll show you the picture.
B
Meaning of Connective or Conjunctive 
(and), there,
(and) in that situation, 
simultaneously , while
(and) next; (and) then
(and) therefore
(and) consequently
In the sentences above, the conjunction and has at least five meanings, and, perhaps, six, if 
one connects locative there and temporal simultaneously as two possible readings of sentence
1. If the meanings of and in the sentences are grouped, four major semantico-logical 
categories can be represented:
(1) spacio-temporal; (2) causal; (3) enumerative; and (4) concessive-causal. Each of these 
categories of meaning represents different logical relationships in the most recent conjunctive 
cohesion paradigm, and yet all are realized by and, which is generally treated as an additive 
property.
Van Dijk (1977c) prefers the term connective over the terms conjunction or conjunctive to
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avoid confusion with the logical conjunctions of philosophy and formal languages, and to 
account more accurately for the fact that a number of these elements in natural language are 
not conjunctions grammatically. They are nevertheless lexical or phrasal elements embodying 
specific connective meanings.
Connective is used however in this study to refer to the lexico-grammatical forms involved 
in conjunctive cohesion except where particular grammatical conjunctions are involved. In 
these cases, the term conjunction is used. Conjunctive cohesion is realised through the 
grammatical elements normally called conjunctions as well as other grammatical forms viz., 
conjunctive or sentential adverbs (e.g., yet), and various nouns, verbs, or phrases which relate 
parts of texts or arguments (e.g., in conclusion, to conclude, it follows that). These elements 
are not cohesive in themselves, as Halliday and Hasan have already suggested, "but they 
express certain meanings which presuppose the presence of other components in the 
discourse" (ibid:226).
5.2 The Model used for Investigating Patterns of Logical 
Conjunctions in English Medical Textbooks
The model used in the present investigation represents the researcher’s personal synthesis and 
judgements with respect to the perceived need for particular subcategories to account fully for 
the data in the sample texts. Consequently, the following categories will be explored in this 
study.
Additive
The nature of the additive relation is captured by the sense of the conjunction and, which
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along with the disjunctive and concessive conjunctions or and i f ... then, express certain 
logical relationships that obtain between propositions and sentences in both natural language 
and formal logic. These relationships "are manifestations of the most basic properties of 
language" (Winterowd 1976:220). In joining clauses and sentences, the basic semantic sense 
of and is one of addition; "The second clause is a ‘pure’ addition to the first, the only 
implications being that the two statements are congruent"(Quirk et al.1972: 562). 
Consideration of the relationship between two elements joined by and is complicated by the 
fact that and is also basic to the intrasentential compounding, i.e., it serves to join words 
within sentences to compound meaning (e.g., university and hospital; ran and jumped; big and 
little). This function is also similar to the function of the logical conjunction "wa" in Arabic. 
In some linguistic analyses this structural joining of words and phrases is termed a coordinate 
relation, and that of clauses and sentences is known as an additive relation; however, it is "the 
additive relation that is considered cohesive"(Halliday and Hasan, ibid:234). They further 
suggest that:
The additive is a generalized semantic relation in the text- 
forming component of the semantic system, that is based on the 
logical notion of and ... When the and relation operates 
conjunctively, between sentences, to give cohesion to a text - or 
rather to create text, by cohering one sentence to another - it is 
restricted to just a pair of sentences.(ibid; my emphasis)
In terms of direction of cohesion, conjunctive and is both anaphoric and cataphoric, pointing 
backward in the text towards a clause or sentence to which something is to be added, and 
pointing forward to identify the added element. The conjunction and has been discussed 
extensively by van Dijk (see section 5.1.3). Based on van Dijk’s suggestions and the above 
discussions of the conjunction and, its cohesive function (i.e., additive) can be summarized 
in the following points:
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The conjunction and:
1. has a sequential function equivalent to then/and then in which the events are sequentially 
related in time;
2. it also has an additive function equivalent to and also;
3. the and positioned at episode boundaries links larger parts of text together;
4. at episode closure it functions as a summative.
The function of and then in which it sequentially orders events is treated here as a 
combination of two categories. The first one is additive realised by and, and the second one 
is enumeration realised by then. There are also other combinations such as "and vet" Mand 
also" etc. which are treated in the same manner. Other organisers commonly used for the 
same purpose (i.e., they logically sequence events) are scene organisers (such as the next 
thing, or simply next) and adverbials (time and place relators, Quirk et al. 1972). The 
category of adverbials also includes attitudinal disjuncts (Quirk et al. 1972): apparently, 
presumably, obviously.
Grimes’ (1975) categorisation of conjunctive elements such as and and but are treated as
coordinators. Under subordinators he includes relativizers (who, which, that, where, and
\
when), complementizers (for, to, and that), and others (because, while, in order to, since, 
except, and until). Halliday and Hasan regard conjunctive elements such as and, but, so, and 
then as coordinators.
Adversative
The coordinating conjunction but is prototypical of the adversative relation. When joining
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clauses and sentences, it represents "a proposition which changes the direction of the 
argument"(Milic 1969:21). It also expresses surprise, something contrary to expectation (but 
not contrary to fact), or the dismissal or concession of a previous argument, often with a 
subsequent change of subject (Halliday and Hasan 1976:254; Quirk et al. 1972:522). In 
addition to but, a number of other conjunctions have been identified as expressing the 
adversative relation. Among them are the following:
yet; though, only, however, nevertheless, despite this, all the same, on the other hand, as 
against that, instead, rather, on the contrary, at least, in any event, however that may be, 
any way, notwithstanding, still, although.
Not all of these elements are interchangeable with but, however. For example, "but differs 
from yet in that but contains the element and as one of its meaning components, whereas yet 
does not; for this reason we regularly find sentences beginning and vet, but never and 
but"(Halliday and Hasan, ibid:250; my emphasis).
Causal/Illative
Causality is a relationship that is expressed through a number of lexical items; i.e., for, since, 
as, because {of), fo r the reason that ,fo r this purpose. In some paradigms it is distinguished 
from the conclusive or illative relation, with the causal relationship identified as one which 
marks the cause for a conclusion, and the illative relationship as the conclusion or result itself 
(Milic, ibid:21). Halliday and Hasan (ibid:226) do make a subcategorical distinction of 
conclusive under the temporal relationship, exemplified by finally, and in conclusion, but this 
seems to be different from that identified by Milic (ibid) as illative. The illative relation (e.g., 
therefore, so, thus) will represent the conclusion, and the causal subcategory will represent
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the cause for the conclusion. Halliday and Hasan’s treatment of finally and in conclusion 
will be addressed here under the category of temporality, which is labelled in this study as 
enumeration.
Enumeration
Enumeration is a temporal relation which reflects two principal dimensions of time: (1) time 
relationship into the external world; and (2) time and order relationships into the text itself. 
This category is used for cohesive devices whose function is to order things in space and time. 
As with other conjunctive categories, the enumeration may reflect a variety of underlying 
relationships:
(i) Simultaneity (e.g. immediately, at the same time);
(ii) reference to a previously mentioned time (e.g. by that time, earlier);
(iii) a sequence in arguments or information (e.g. first, finally);
(iv) relation between what is being said at a particular state in the communication process and 
what has gone before or what is to come (e.g. here, up to now, from now on,heretofore);
(v) resumption of a point after digression (e.g. any way, to resume, to come 
back to the point) (Halliday and Hasan, ibid:262-65; my emphasis).
Temporal relations (1) and (2) occur when markers in the text sequence events in the external 
world (e.g., The Geneva 1 agreement changed the balance of economic power. Earlier, that 
power rested with the oil producing countries.) In this sentence earlier refers to some time 
prior to the adoption of the Geneva 1 agreement; it is cohesive because the referent which 
makes earlier interpretable occurs in the preceding sentence. The third relation involves 
marking temporal or sequential relationships in the text itself (e.g., The first point I would like 
to make is that the committee’s electoral procedure leaves much to be desired. The second 
point is ...). In this sequence first and second are cohesive because they sequence points in
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an argument; the existence of one implies the existence of the other. The fourth relation
requires some elaboration. It involves neither a time sequence in the external world nor a
specific ordering of elements in a text:
Pt] refers to the time dimension that is present in the 
communication process. The communication process is 
certainly a process in real time; but it is at one remove from the 
time dimension of the processes of the external world that form 
the content of communication.(Halliday and Hasan, ibid:265)
This concept of textual time is significant for expository writing. For example, the presence
of such conjunctive markers as here (referring to a specific point in a discussion) recognizes
the presence of the reader and writer in the process of the text, independent of whatever time
reference may be being made. The differences in time reference are clear from the following
examples:
(5.2) A. In 1776, enough of the American colonists were willing to take up arms to make 
revolution inevitable. Earlier such had not been the case (prior to the discussion of 
the economic consequences of the American Revolution).
B. In discussion earlier of the economic consequences of the American 
Revolution relates to what will be said here about the political consequences.
In the first set of sentences, earlier refers to a temporal sequence in the external world; in the 
second, it refers to prior discussion of a topic, and here marks the present moment in the 
communication process. In this study both types of temporal relationships are classified under 
the rubric of enumeration.
Illustrative/Explanatory
The illustrative/explanatory category represents one in which an explanation expands upon a 
previous statement; the illustration or explanation is marked by specific lexical items (e.g.
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for example, that is, that is to say).
A reformulation of a previous argument is sometimes involved, in which a word such as 
rather is used to mark the restatement (Quirk et al. 1972:671). Depending upon the nature 
of the reformulation, rather can also signal an adversative relation. Compare the following 
sentences:
(5.3) A. She said she couldn’t come; rather, she didn’t really want to.
B. The University of Surrey is expanding; rather, it is growing by leaps and bounds. 
Rather in the first sentence seems to express more of an adversative relation, attested to by 
the fact that but can occur as a substitute. Rather in the second sentence has no such 
meaning: it is a reformulation of the assertion made in the first clause.
The Latin designation for exemplification (e.g.) and explanation or reformulation (Le.) are 
markers used primarily in academic writing, i.e., they are more or less register specific. 
Although they may occur in non-academic writing, they are not, for example, typical of 
contemporary literary genres or informal letters.
Alternative
The last category of logical conjunctions in this model is Alternative. Altemativity 
(disjunction) is most simply expressed by or, which introduces "a proposition which may be 
substituted for the previous one"(Milic, ibid:21). Like and and but, nr joins words, phrases, 
clauses, and sentences. There are various possibilities here: Halliday and Hasan (ibid) treat 
nr as a subcategory of the additive relation called alternative; Quirk et al.(ibid) treat it as one 
of two processes: reformulation (a type of opposition) or replacement (a type of substitution). 
Moreover, statements with ostensibly similar functions may be introduced by other lexical
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devices such as rather, alternatively, on the one hand, on the other hand, and (then) 
again. Of these lexical devices, rather may sometimes also be treated under illustrative and 
explanatory relationships as arguably in example 3 above. The function of on the other 
hand, appearing on its own, may sometimes be more appropriately labelled adversative, 
despite an apparent presentation of an alternative:
(5.4) A: you might like to do the washing up for me.
B: on the other hand, I might not.
An extract from the corpus itself is the best illustration of this point:
(5.5) In an otherwise healthy young person seen outside hospital the streptococcus is likely 
to be the cause and full doses of penicillin V are appropriate. On the other hand, in 
the elderly patients who have impaired immunity, a variety of organisms may be 
responsible and a broad-spectrum antibiotic (e.g. flucloxacillin) should be used.
Because a separate Alternative category may sometimes present difficulties as indicated above, 
it is therefore included for the purposes of this study under the Illustrative/Explanatory 
category. Thus the following five major categories will be investigated in this study:
(1) Additive
(2) Adversative
(3) Causal and Illative
(4) Enumeration
(5) Illustrative/Explanatory/Altemative
Before presenting the results of the analysis in the English corpus, it must be emphasised that 
in the analysis of logical conjunctions, the selection of the texts is based on their functions, 
i.e., in all three cases, I have chosen to look at the description of a disease in both languages
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(English and Arabic). The reader should note at this stage that there are four special cases 
in the corpus of the use of "and/or". These are:
(5.6) Full vaginal and/or rectal examination should be performed to establish the extent 
of the problem before starting to treat the visible lesions.
(5.7) In the early cases a high proportion of cases suffered from Kaposi’s sarcoma, a 
malignant proliferation of small vascular and/or lymphatic channels in the skin
(5.8) Gastroduodenal haemorrhage is recognised by haematemesis (vomiting blood) and/or 
melaena (passage of blood in the stools), and usually there are symptoms of 
hypovolaemia).
(5.9) Chronic pancreatitis is defined as a continuing inflammatory disease of the pancreas, 
characterised by irreversible morphological change and typically causing pain and/or 
permanent impairment of function.
As the graphology suggests, and/or is not really a word or words. It has more the force of 
a symbol in formal logic.
In addition, while emphasising that the overriding criteria for assigning a conjunction to a 
particular category is functional, it may be helpful that some typical realisations of these 
categories are presented:
Additive: and, and also, also, and then, in addition, additionally, the next thing, next, 
moreover, furthermore;
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Adversative: but, however, although, yet, though, nevertheless, despite this, only, all the 
same, on the other hand, as against that, instead, rather, on the contrary, in contrast, at least, 
in any event, any way, notwithstanding, still, otherwise',
Causal/Illative: because (of), as, for, therefore, thus, since, for that (this) reason, for this 
purpose, so;
Enumeration: now, up to now, from now on, up to, then, at the same time, by that time, 
earlier, immediately, first, second, last, one, two, initially, finally, in conclusion, here, 
heretofore, thereafter, therefrom, any way, to resume, to come back to the point, meanwhile, 
in the meantime, simultaneously;
Illustrative/Explanatorv/Alternative: for example, e.g., i.e., such as, that is, that is to say, 
rather, or, alternatively, on the one hand, on the other hand, then again, in other words, 
to put differently, likewise, similarly.
5.3 An Analysis of Texts
There now follows a detailed breakdown of the patterns of logical conjunctions as they appear 
in these texts:
(i) Cutaneous Infections and Infestations
(ii) Intercurrent Diseases During Pregnancy
(iii) Diseases of the Stomach and Duodenum
The purpose here is to identify the patterns which occur and to present them in an easily
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accessible way. Comments on the patterns and functions which are identified follow at the 
end of each text.
Logical Conjunctions in Text (1) Table (18)
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and still therefore now such as
and now such as
and however as nowadays
and as in time or
and although within 24 hours
and although because in time other than
and although 7 days
and although as before starting or
and as now
and but as then such as
and as in the past
and otherwise as initially or
and as in the past
and on the as one year e.g.
and other hand eventually
and therefore between these two or
and but therefore the initial stages or
and but the first line or
and for now
and although for 1-2 years for both
and recently
and still as 5-10 years e.g.
and
and at least because the first 3-4 or
and months
and but as such as
and as a 3-4 month such as
and although as 24-48 hours
and as 3 weekly intervals both
and whereas as nowadays conditions
and the first step
and but because 10-14 days e.g.
and but after this period
and as 10-20 minutes either
and despite daily
and due to then or
and instead
and as after 2-3 weeks e.g.
also otherwise as before starting
also twice weekly or
and however thus daily applications
and 3-4 days alternatively
and but therefore 2 weeks
also but 7-10 days such patients
and but because finally
and but two types such as
also therefore type 1 such children
and although type 2
also but for type 2 either
and but as type 1 virus or
also but type 1 virus
and but for then such as
and as thereafter such as
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L o g ic a l C on jun ctions in  Text (1) T able (19) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration I1lustrative 
Exp1anatory/ 
Alternative/
and but as type 1 infection or
also 3-6 days or
and yet for or
and at the time of
also but as presentation such as
and as
and yet as 10-14 days or
and at present
and but because currently such as
and but the first sign
and as two groups either
and however as at the present time
and two diseases or
also but therefore the first
and but 7-10 days once again
and for a 7 day course
and otherwise two main groups rather than
and as the one
and but as the other such as
and then
and however therefore both situations the other
and initially signs
and but as firstly
and but as the two or
and but
and but because in the past few any other
and because years lesion
and however
and for periods of such as
and but months such as
and but
and but then or
and but at present
and but 200 mg daily such as
and but up to 3 weeks
and but the fourth rather than
and but the first sign
and now such as
and however 4-6 weeks
and 6 months or
also but 18-24 months
and but 18-24 months either
and but once overnight
also but after 12 hours or
and now or
and although for 1 week such as
also but
also but eventually rather than
and but in 14 days
and but at night such as
and but the first two
and but the 24 hours or
also
and however after 24 hours such as
and one application
and but two or three or
and still at 24 hours
and the last other than
although for a few days 
at the same time
in such 
cases
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  T ext (1) T able (20) (con tinued)
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
also at present or
in addition however or
and now
and yet for 12-24 hours either
and then or
and in contrast after 7-10 days
and one treatment such as
and but
also one or two other
and the two subjects contacts
and initially
and the three stages such as
and
and four to eight or
and weeks
and
and one to four weeks
and then
and about 4 weeks
and at this stage
and
and 4-8 weeks
and during this period
also at this stage
also then
and
and 3-4 days
and up to 14 days
and
and the first cases
and now
and at present
and
and
and
in addition
and
and
and
and
also
and
Number of occurrences of the logical conjunction category in
Text (1)
Category Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory
Alternative
Number of 
occurrences
153 77 52 123 70
Percentage 32.2 16.2 11 25.8 14.7
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As the tables above show the highest number of occurrences of logical conjunctions in Text 
(1) is in the additive category. The nature of this text directs the writer to the use of this type 
of category of conjunctions. This text is about "Cutaneous Infections and Infestations". The 
writer is constantly bringing in new information in order to address the subject adequately. 
With the aim of achieving maximum cohesion and coherence, the writer is connecting and 
relating his/her ideas in the text through the maximum use of the additive category realised 
mainly by the conjunction "and".
Another striking feature of the above text is that the next highest number of occurrences of 
logical conjunctions is in the category of Enumeration. This is realised in the text by the use 
of temporal adverbs of time such as "the first time", "daily applications", "daily observations", 
"daily", "3-4 days", "10-14 days", "after 2-3 weeks", "the first 3-4 months", "the 35th week", 
"from this time on", "at the same time", "8 hourly", "36 weeks", etc. The next highest 
number of occurrences is in the Adversative category.
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L o g ic a l c o n ju n c tio n s  in  Text (2) T able (21)
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and but so on the time of or
and but so nurses or
and but for
and however in order to 8-hourly such as
and but for eight days
also however for 12-hourly or
and but therefore eight days or
in addition but so in the past
and although because the first e.g.
and but because then
and although for 16 weeks or
and however as
and at least as in 50 percent such as
and but therefore of cases such as
and in any case because
and otherwise because in 34 percent or
and but for of cases
and at least as such as
and but since both kidneys
also although as several days or
and indeed as now or
and but so immediately
further although because the first other
and but thus conditions
and but as 6-hourly
and but so two days or
and however so three days or
and but as three days or
and but therefore or
and but so at the same
and still so time such events
and but because
and although therefore in the past other
and but as many years nephrons
also although so some years
and but so first or
and although in order to the 30th week or
and but as from this time or
and but as on or
and still thus or
and but as on daily or
and but for observations or
and but thus
and although for 38 weeks such means
and but as earlier such
and but for investigatio
and still for the 35th week ns
and but as daily
and but so during or
and but because pregnancy
and but because during and again
also but as pregnancy
and however because the later or
but because
so
stages
during
or
so pregnancy 
8 mg daily 
15 mg daily
other types
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L o g ic a l c o n ju n c tio n s  in  Text (2) Table (22) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and however because three times daily such as
also but as one a day such as
and but so the first six such as
and because weeks at 30 and
and on the as 36 weeks or
and other hand because during pregnancy
also so such as
also but as then
and but therefore 300 mg daily or
and although as daily injection
and but for 0.5 mg six hours such as
also even though as such as
and although because during pregnancy such as
and although as during pregnancy such as
and but because or
and but as two alpha
and but for two beta either
and but thereafter two main types
and but as by the time or
and although for in the first or
and but for in the second or
and however as early pregnancy or
also although therefore or
and but since both parents or
also instead because one parent or
and but since both types
and however for one B chain such as
and but as both B chains
and but for or
and but as during pregnancy
and but since during pregnancy such as
and but for now
and but as 15 mg daily or
also but thus now or
and but as
and but as late pregnancy such as
and however because 16 weeks
and but because now and again
and but because eight weeks
and but as 35 weeks or
and but so the last five or
and whereas because weeks or
and but for after delivery or
and although because as four to six weeks or
and but because 34 weeks such as
and but as then
and although because during the second or
and but stage
and but such as
and still during the third
and but stage or
and although
and but the last other cases
and but trimester
and still now or
and but now or
and but late pregnancy or
and but late pregnancy or
and but the first time such as
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L o g ic a l c o n ju n c tio n s  in  Text (2) T able (23) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/ 
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and but during pregnancy
also but the first or
and but during pregnancy or
and but now or
and although or
and but during pregnancy or
and but early pregnancy or
and but ten hours
and but at night such as
and but two hours
and but in the afternoon or
and but afterwards or
and but at any time or
and however two or three weeks or
and but during pregnancy
and but
and but in early pregnancy
and although in the first stage
and although the second stage
and but in the third stage
and but at this time
also but
and however the first 14 days
and but one or two months
and but two or three months
also although
and but during pregnancy
and but now
and but then
and but at the time
and but six weeks
and one year
and the first 12 weeks
and during pregnancy
and twice daily
and
and during the winter
and months
and
and in the second stage
and afterwards
and
also during pregnancy
and during each day
and during pregnancy
and the 16th week
and during pregnancy
and
and at the end of
also pregnancy
and
and the 2-hour blood
and glucose level
and
also during pregnancy
and during pregnancy
and during pregnancy
and the first
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L o g ic a l c o n ju n c tio n s  in  Text (2) Table (24) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and now
and two or three months
and at any time
and two or three times
and between 36 and 38
also weeks
and
also at 18 weeks
also the 30th week
and two or three children
and in the first month
also in the second month
and in the third month
and the first and second
and months
and
and during the third
and month
and
and then
and one study
and six to 12 days 
two weeks 
one or two weeks 
now
two weeks 
now
three months 
first visit 
the first trimester 
now
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
300 mg weekly 
200 mg daily 
the first trimester 
50 percent of cases 
the second trimester 
at present 
for a time 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
at that time 
during pregnancy 
the first trimester 
both types 
type A 
type B
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L o g ic a l c o n ju n c tio n s  in  Text (2) Table (25) (co n tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
type B
during pregnancy 
during pregnancy 
type B 
type B
during pregnancy 
at that time 
in a few days 
during pregnancy 
at the time of 
conception
during pregnancy 
the first reason 
during pregnancy 
the primary or 
secondary stage 
the 36th week 
during pregnancy 
in 1981 
in 1983 
by now 
and so far 
during birth 
the two types 
during pregnancy 
three or four weeks 
at the time of birth 
soon after birth 
at six and 12 weeks 
daily for ten days 
four times daily 
daily for 15 days 
type 2 
type 1
during birth 
at the time of 
delivery
Number of occurrences of the logical conjunction category in Text (2)
Category Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory
Alternative
Number of 
occurrences
192 141 104 214 86
Percentage 26 19.13 14.11 29 11.7
The most striking feature of the above text is that the highest number of occurrences of
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logical conjunctions is within the category of Enumeration. The title of the text itself 
"Intercurrent Diseases During Pregnancy" is a good indicator of temporal relations. In using 
this category realised mainly by the temporal adverbial expression "during pregnancy" and 
then by cognate expressions such as "late pregnancy", or in describing different stages of 
pregnancy, i.e., "in the last five weeks" "during the second stage", "during the third stage", 
"the 35th week", "the later stages", "the first six weeks", "four to six weeks", and so on, the 
writer organises the text effectively to achieve cohesion and coherence. It seems that this type 
of category is essential to make the different parts of the text hold together.
As one might anticipate, the next highest number of occurrences of logical conjunctions in 
this text is in the additive category.
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L o g ica l C onjun ctions in  Text (3) Table (26)
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and but thus at the same time or
and 10-15% of cases or
and although since up to 20 years
also over months or such as
and still because years such as
also
also but as 3 hours each day or
and but at a time or
also so weeks or months or
also on the a day or so
and other hand thus at a time other
also once or twice a symptoms
and however as year
and such as
and although so 4 to 6 weeks
and although at the same time or
and as 15 to 30 ml of
besides however liquid other
and because one and three complaints
and although hours
and so now in such
and however 200 mg three times patients
and as a day
also but either
in so 400 mg at night or
addition however a single dose
and however as 800 mg at night such as
and however a dose of 150 mg
and so 150 mg at night or
and whereas 300 mg at night or
and because within a week or
and but within 48 hours or
and but as one or two per
also year such as
also conversely therefore
and a 4-week course or
and still as 150 mg at night
and one tablet four both points
and although because times daily
and or
and but so three times a day
and 1 g at bedtime such as
and though for for 4 weeks
also for now or
and even when for finally
and thereafter such as
and but because at the outset
and but because until then nor
also but 100 per minute
and initially
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (3) T able (27) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and although so the first time or
and at the time of
and but because operation such as
also but because such as
and but because here
also but because eventually or
and but the last meal or
and for overnight or
and however for 3 to 4 days
and afterwards either
and but so once a year or
and then or
and however thus after months or or
and years or
and but because one or two hours or
and the first ten years
and however so the first time such as
and so in 20-30% of cases
also but in 5-20% of cases or
and but because thence or
and the first time or
and however so for 6 months
and however the last 40 years such as
and as the 5-year survival
and but 10% of individuals or
and but thus 2 to 3 hours or
and but 1 litre daily or
and but as now or
and the second part or
also despite since for 1 hour or
and now
and but for about 5% of cases for example
also but the onset
and so within 12 to 24 such changes
and unless so hours
and the first time such as
and whereas because 2-12 hours
also the first two days or
and but as in recent years
also a few hours to two such as
and by contrast because days
and or
and in contrast so then
also for days or weeks for example
and however since a fifth of patients
and however in one-third of such as
and because cases
and by contrast the onset or
and so the seventh decade
and but so by the time either
and but because at night or
and but because within six months
also but because now such as
and for one year such as
and yet so a 5-day period or
and lOOg per day or
and but as 5 g per day
also two or three days both these
however because for 3 to 5 days 
here
complications
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L o g ic a l C on jun ctions in  Text (3) T able (28) (co n tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and thence or
also but so two circumstances or
and but up to 12g per day or
and for in the first 3 or
and however years or
and because or
and but then or
and thus the first time or
and unless a period of weeks
and so in the latter case such cases
also although at present
also as 40-60 mg daily such a way
and but 1 or 2 weeks
and so thereafter or
and however so 10-20 mg daily
and however so then the same way
and 4-6 weeks
and but because 2-4 g daily for example
and the latter
and although as the former type other than
and the latter
and but because then or
and but once in place
also but so initially other
also the onset substances
and whereas because the initial signs
and one-third e.g.
and but as in the early stages
and but as 50% of cases for example
and but over a few weeks
and because within 2 to 3 weeks or
and although because one of these
also the other for example
also at least as thereafter
and initially e.g.
and still for the latter
and finally or
and but so between 20 to 40
and years another
and although as example
and still as then
and but because the first attack or
and thereafter or
and otherwise as the earliest or
and as at the onset
and although then such as
and although so for 10 years
and the age of 20 for example
and however because years such as
and
and although as then e.g.
and initially
and otherwise so one or
and two or three times or
and since daily
and
and twice daily
and for 3 to 6 weeks 
then
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (3) T able (29) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and however for 40-60 mg daily other features
also for 3 to 6 weeks such as
and in contrast because of 100-200 mg 6 another
and in contrast hourly feature
also as then or
and but as 1 mg daily or
in 4-6 g daily such as
addition although so for 1 to 2 years' either
also although at a later stage or
and because the onset such patients
in but more than 10 either
addition but as years or
and one for example
and paradoxical because the other or
and iy thereafter or
and as in 20% of cases or
and in contrast then or
also since 50% of malignant or
also but tumours or
also but so then neither
and earlier tumours or
and however since early diagnosis such as
and in the latter such
and but so in about 15 years conditions
and before the age of or
and although because 40 years for example
and or
and but since then or
and onwards or
and whereas for two groups
and 2 to 5 days either
and but so
in about 50% of or
addition however because cases or
and
also in spite of as soon as then such as
in up to 20%
addition but because the other two or
and however from time to time
also therefore such
and but immediately
and so early morning such cases
and whereas
and because the onset or
and though because then or
and at some time such as
and at least thus in the morning such as
and for the first such as
and by contrast because time
and because such patients
and but the age of 40
and but as years or
also but or
and because first or
and in contrast now
and as then e.g.
and but since
and however
and but because
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L o g i c a l  C o n j u n c t i o n s  i n  T e x t  ( 3 )  T a b l e  ( 3 0 )  ( c o n t i n u e d )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and however therefore
and
also although as
and although as
and
also but because
and because
and even when because
also
and but as
also
and however so
and
and in contrast as
in addition as
also but as
and
and however thus
and
and although so
also
and but as
and but
and but because
and because
and although
and as
and whereas
and so
and although
also because
and but
and as
and otherwise as
in addition as
and although
in addition for
and but
and because
and still
and since
also on the
and other hand as
and as
in addition but
and because
and yet as
and
and so
also
and as
and
and so
moreover so
and
and for
and so
and
thus
thus
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L o g ica l C on ju n ction s in  Text (3) T able (31) (con tinued)
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
and because or
and as or
and because or
and as
and because for example
and as
also because such
and as patients
and for
and as such
and because inflammation
and so
and as such as
and as such as
and as
and as or
and so or
and so
also for such as
also so such as
and as such as
and for
and for i.e.
and thus
also thus or
and as or
and or or
and or or
and rather than or
also for example
and such as for example
and such as
and or or
and or or
and or
and other symptoms such as
and or
and such as e.g.
and such as
and or alternative
also for example therapy
and such as
also such as e.g.
and for example
and such as or
and or
and or
and
also such
and problems
and
and
and
and
also
and
and
and
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Number o f  o ccu rr en ce s  o f  th e  l o g ic a l  c o n ju n ctio n  c a te g o r y  in
Text (3)
Category Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory
Alternative
Number of 
occurrences
336 155 186 185 191
Percentage 31.9 14.7 17.6 17.5 18.2
The highest number of occurrences of logical conjunctions in Text (3) is in the additive 
category realised almost completely by the additive conjunction "and". The most striking 
feature of the above text is that the next highest number of occurrences of any logical 
conjunctions is in the category of Illustrative/Explanatory/Alternative, which makes it different 
from the rest of the texts in the corpus. This category is realised mainly by the disjunctive 
conjunction "or" and by lexical items of illustration, e.g., "such as". The frequency of this 
category is perhaps explicable by the nature of the text itself which is entitled "Diseases of 
the Stomach and Duodenum". Here, the writer is naturally led towards using the alternative 
category in interpreting, for example, the symptoms of a disease.
In conclusion, the highest number of occurrences of logical conjunctions in Text (1) is within 
the Additive category. In Text (2) the highest number of occurrences is in the category of 
Enumeration. Text (3) is similar to Text (1) in that the highest number of occurrences is in 
the Additive category. With this we come to the end of chapter (v) and then we can proceed 
to chapter (vi), in which a similar analysis of Arabic texts will be made.
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Chapter VI
Patterns of Logical Conjunctions and Their Functions: Arabic
6.0 Introduction
The previous chapter (v) explores various patterns of logical conjunctions in English medical 
textbooks; it is the purpose of this chapter to investigate different patterns of conjunctions in 
Arabic.
Without doubt, logical conjunctions among other cohesive devices establish cohesion (an idea
already alluded to in the previous chapter) and thus reflect textual organisation. The
relationships which are signalled by conjunctions, as Halliday and Hasan claim, "are not
logical but textual; they represent the generalized types of connections that we recognize as
holding between sentences"(ibid:238). The distinction between textual and logical is not
however as clear cut as Halliday and Hasan have assumed. A similar point of view is upheld
by Gunter (1984:17) who suggests that:
although we are surely talking of logic, there is no logic that 
dictates that a conjunction is logically attached to one of those 
clauses or the other. Rather, it is the conjunction that we 
choose in making such a sentence, together with other pieces of 
signal, which imposes a logic on the pair of clauses.
In general, speakers or writers use cohesion as Halliday and Hasan suggest "to signal texture, 
and the listener or speaker reacts to it in his interpretation of texture"(ibid:295). They further 
suggest that:
it is reasonable for us to make use of cohesion as a criterion for 
the recognition of the boundaries of a text. For most purposes, 
we consider that a new text begins where a sentence shows no 
cohesion with those that have preceded.(ibid)
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As far as logical conjunctions in Arabic are concerned, Arab grammarians refer to them as 
" * adawat rabit" or "huruf catf’, all of which means "particles of connection". Sometimes
conjunctions in Arabic are also treated under the heading of "°atf nasaq"(connection of 
sequence). This type of relationship is equivalent in Arabic to coordination, and it is also 
signalled by particles called "huruf catf1 (particles of connection).
On the other hand, subordinators in Arabic are treated under the heading of conditionals, and 
only a limited number of them have been systematically analysed. The perception of 
conjunctions by Arab grammarians has always been that they are joining devices that connect 
different parts of speech. These grammarians are mainly interested in what is known in 
Arabic as " *i°rab" (i.e. case or mood inflection). The textual function of conjunctions in most
Arabic grammar books is however overlooked. Thus conjunctions were significant to Arab 
grammarians as inflecting devices (i.e. changing mood or case) rather than functional ones. 
Consequently most of the studies of conjunctions in Arabic have emphasised the syntactic 
rather than the semantic or textual function. That is why most of the classifications of 
conjunctions in Arabic have been conducted along syntactic lines.
Nevertheless, recently there has been a shift towards the study of the textual or functional 
aspect of conjunctions in Arabic. A case in point is Cantarino (1976), among others. It 
should be pointed out that probably one disadvantage for this study is the almost exclusive 
dependence on non-Arab commentators for functional analysis. In The Syntax of Modem 
Arabic Prose. Cantarino presents a full account and a detailed analysis and description of the 
syntactic and semantic features of different conjunctions. He bases his study on extracts 
drawn from modem Arabic prose, mainly from novels and short stories written by renowned
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writers from different parts of the Arab world. Because of Cantarino’s exhaustive descriptions 
of the various meanings each conjunction conveys in different contexts, it will serve as the 
bench mark in the present investigation.
6.1 Some Approaches to Conjunctions in Arabic
In the teaching of English writing to Arabic-speaking learners, Yorkey (1977:68) asserts that 
"The use of subordination especially the use of adverbial clause of time, place, result, 
concession, cause, purpose or condition is a matter which requires considerable instruction and 
practice". Yorkey also advocates a method of teaching writing to Arabic-speaking learners 
of English based on a logical presentation of ideas; i.e., assisting the learner in organising 
his/her text around a topic sentence or controlling idea. There is no doubt that Yorkey’s 
suggestions are sound and helpful, but such considerations have already been catered for in 
most of the manuals on writing skills in English.
Furthermore, Yorkey observes that Arabic-speaking students writing in English utilise 
extensively the Arabic additive conjunction "wa" (similar in function to the English "and") 
in order to produce a cohesive and coherent text. Yorkey describes this method of text 
organisation (i.e. joining sentences) as the "wa-wa method of writing".
Regarding the over-use of the conjunction "wa", a similar but more recent suggestion is
echoed by Holes (1983:234) who believes that:
The tendency of many modem Arab writers ... is to pile clause 
upon clause, separating them only by /wa/ or /fa/, /wa/ can 
mark temporal sequence, simultaneous action, semantic contrast 
and semantic equivalence ... /fa/ can be a marker of temporal 
sequence, purpose, result or concession.
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In another statement, Holes claims that "Arabic writers often ... [rely] on their readers’ 
appreciation of text pragmatics to supply an appropriate interpretation to ... all purpose 
connectors"(ibid). Moreover, Holes (op cit:237) asserts that "Arabs feel quite at liberty to use 
a heavily first-person, faintly oratorical style which can sound, in literal translation, 
repetitively didactic and even egocentric". Regarding first language interference especially 
for Arab learners of English, Holes upholds the view that the best way of addressing this 
problem is by "tackling aspects of linguistic interference in connected texts at discrete levels 
[because this is] a more principled approach for the discussion ... with the student... of how 
his text succeeds or fails to conform to the norms of the target language"(ibid:241). Holes 
concludes by suggesting that "unless a student can learn to analyse for himself, and understand 
the reasons why a text is deviant, there is little reason to think he will ever achieve any lasting 
improvement"(ibid).
Williams (1983:125) whose investigation is based on a corpus of texts taken from English and
Arabic newspapers claims that:
English makes use of connectors with distinct meanings and 
with distinct ranges of anaphoric reference (subordinating 
conjunctions referring back to the immediately preceding clause, 
discourse adjuncts referring back to the preceding sentence or 
an even larger unit). Arabic makes no distinction in usage 
between conjunctions and discourse adjuncts, favouring the use 
of conjunctions with their range of anaphoric reference 
determined by the meaning of the text.
In conclusion, it is clear that a great variety of conjunctions exist in Arabic, but their 
description is restricted mainly to syntactical aspects, and so their textual/functional role lacks 
clarification.
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6.2 The M odel used for Investigating Patterns o f  Logical 
Conjunctions in Arabic M edical Textbooks
The model used for exploring conjunctions in Arabic is the same as that used in the English 
corpus. It will be remembered as stated in the previous chapter that we are interested in the 
textual/functional aspect of conjunctions as used either in English or Arabic medical 
textbooks.
First of all before discussing the component of the model itself and its realisation in Arabic, 
it must be pointed out that with regard to the use of the Arabic additive conjunction "wa" 
(and), and the disjunctive conjunction "aw" (or), the same criteria applied in the English 
corpus for the conjunctions "and" and "or" will be used here; that is, in all instances where 
these conjunctions are used to join words or phrases, they will not be counted as cohesive; 
thus, they will not be included in the analytical tables. In this context, Halliday and Hasan’s 
point of view on the conjunction "and" is a case in point. They draw a distinction between 
two types of "and" in English. On the one hand, we have "a coordinate and", and on the 
other, we have "additive and". According to them the "additive and" is restricted to relation 
between sentences and it is the one which has a cohesive function, whereas the "coordinate 
and" has a structural relation or it is "A coordinate item [between two words] such as men 
and women ... [or three] as in men, women and children ... There is no fixed limit either to 
the depth or to the extent of coordinate structure"(ibid:234; my emphasis).
The model used to explore logical conjunctions in Arabic comprises the following:
Additive
"wa" (and) is the prototype of additive conjunctions in Arabic. According to Arab
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grammarians "wa" is the main coordinating conjunction in Arabic, and it is the most widely
used of all conjunctions. The functions of "wa" are so subtle and varied that it is essential
to explore the various uses of this conjunction in different contexts. Beeston (1968:58)
observes that there are "three basic Arabic connectives ... [wa] and [fa] and [thumma]... but
the range of usage of [wa] and [fa] is much wider than that of English ‘and’". Regarding the
use of "wa" and "fa", Wright (1974,3:330) asserts that:
The Arabs, as well as other Semites, often connect single verbs 
and entire sentences with one another merely by means of the 
particles [wa] and [fa] ... They use [wa] ... where we would 
prefer a disjunctive or adversative particle; as [ allahu yaTamu 
wa antum la taTamuna] God knows, but ye do not know. In 
such cases, however, [wa] has in reality only a copulative force; 
the adversative relation lies in the nature of the two clauses 
themselves.
Wright also adds that "[wa] in Arabic, like its equivalent in other Semitic languages, often 
serves to connect two clauses, the second of which describes the state or condition either of 
the subject or one of its complements of the first clauses, or else of a new subject"(ibid:332).
The difference in function between "wa" and "fa" in certain contexts is highlighted by 
Cantarino (1976:79): "the main clause which ... [may] be introduced by the conjunction [wa] 
or [fa] ... the use of either conjunction is not optional, [wa] emphasizes the continuous 
simultaneity of both actions; [fa] the consequence or result of the action of the subordinate". 
One function of "wa" recognised by Cantarino (ibid: 13) is that when "wa" connects "two 
sentences with the same verb, [wa] emphasizes the simultaneous but independent occurrence 
of an action realized by two different subjects". Cantarino (ibid) offers the following as an 
example:
(6.1) [ "in tarakuhu halka wa halaku] If they leave him, he will perish and so
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will they".
Here, the above function of "wa" is clearly cohesive.
Furthermore, Cantarino (1976:11) claims that "wa" in Arabic "is the most generally used 
conjunctive particle. It connects sentences without implying any closer, more logical 
relationship". A similar point of view is upheld by Beeston (1968:58) who observes that 
"[wa] will often be found in contexts where English would use non emphatic ‘but’ or ‘or’". 
A similar point of view is shared by Cantarino who observes that: "The two sentences 
connected by the conjunction [wa] may, and in fact frequently are, in an adversative 
relationship, such as ‘but’, ‘yet’, especially when one of the statements is negative:
(6.2) [ ^asma°u §awtaka al-mutabarrima wa la araka] I can hear your
tormented voice, but I cannot see you;
(6.3) [ka * annaha fi al-madmati wa laysat minha] as if in the city, yet out of
it"(ibid:19).
Commenting on the use of "wa" and "fa" to join words or phrases, Beeston (1968:56) 
observes that "from time to time they serve to mark structural divisions within a sentence, and 
in such cases they must not be translated in English as ‘and’". Beeston (ibid:57) also points 
out that: "In contemporary Arabic it is not uncommon to find two nouns linked by [wa] 
simultaneously annexed to the same entity-term:
(6.4) [kutub wa qi§a§ al-yahud] the books and stories of the Jews"
Another type of "wa" exists in Arabic called by Arab grammarians "waw
al-ma'Iyah" or sometimes called "waw al-mu§ahabah", both of which mean the "waw of
simultaneousness". This type of "wa" is used according to Wright "when the governed verb
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expresses an act subordinate to, but simultaneous with, the act expressed by the previous 
clause; as:
(6.5) [la tanha can xuluqin wa ta "tiya mithlahu] do not restrain (others)
from any habit, whilst you yourself practise one like it"(ibid, 3:32).
"wa" is also used to connect two nouns in such a way that the second is subordinate to, and 
not coordinate with the firs t... as:
(6.6) [masa zaydun wa * attanqa] Zaid went along the road"
(Wright, ibid:83).
Another usage of "wa" identical to the above is when it is used to connect two nouns, in this 
case it is known as "‘[waw"alhiznm]’ the waw of adherence, if the two nouns belong 
necessarily together, as:
(6.7) [kullu say "in wa thamanahu] each thing has its price;
(6.8) [kullu "insanin wa hammahu] every man has his own care"
(Wright:ibid:84).
However, "wa" in the above instances and in similar instances is not regarded here as
cohesive because it is used in a structural sense similar to the structural "and" in English (cf.
Halliday and Hasan on the structural "and"; an idea already referred to above). Unlike the 
English structural "and" however this use of "wa" has no additive function either. Rather, the 
function may be rhetorical. A similar point of view is advocated by Gunter (ibid:2) who 
claims that: "it is nearly impossible to describe the physical, mechanical behavior of
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conjunctions apart from ... the rhetorical effects that arise from the various uses of those 
conjunctions". In this context, it must be pointed out that there is another "wa" in Arabic 
called "waw al-fial" (when, while) which is a circumstantial "wa". As its name implies it 
introduces a circumstantial clause which "has the function of describing a situation which is 
represented as simply an attendant circumstance to the main statement, or an intention present 
at that time"(Beeston, 1968:81). Wright (1974,3:332-3) also observes that "The [wa] which 
introduces... a circumstantial clause... is called by the Arab grammarians [either waw al-fial], 
the waw of the state, condition or circumstance ... [or waw al- *ibtida *i], the waw of 
commencement".
A full description of circumstantial clauses in Arabic, and the uses of "wa" to introduce a
circumstantial clause are presented by Beeston (1970:89-90) who states that:
the circumstantial clause may be purely temporal, or adversative 
... or explanatory. ... But there is an unsophisticated lack of 
overt marks of the logical intention. One structure of this kind 
has a clause form preceded by a functional wa, which must 
have been originally the ordinary coordinating functional ‘and’: 
just as in English we find ‘he has behaved disgracefully to me, 
and he calls himself my friend’, where the implied logical 
relationship is adversative, i.e. ‘and’ is replaceable by ‘although’
... But in medieval and SA [standard Arabic], the circumstantial 
wa has to be felt as having its own clearly defined functional 
value, although still logically ambiguous to the extent of 
admitting temporal (‘while’), adversative (‘although’) and causal 
(‘in as much as’) interpretations
Regarding the use of "wa" to introduce a circumstantial clause Bateson (1967:47) has this 
suggestion:
The position of a circumstantial complement may be filled by 
a clause usually introduced by /wa-/ ‘and’, which here acts as 
a subordinating particle (sometimes accompanied by other
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markers, especially /qad/ for the perfect), translated ‘while’, 
when, although, but, ... which requires the tense of the verbs it 
governs be interpreted in relation to the main clause: /kataba 
maktubun wa huwa malikun/ ‘he wrote a letter while (or 
although) he was a king’.
Another point of view is upheld by Cantarino who considers the "wa" which introduces 
circumstantial clauses as a coordinating conjunction, despite the fact that it always introduces 
circumstantial clauses, i.e., subordinate clauses. Nevertheless, its use in medical textbooks is 
always kept to the minimum because the aim of the writer here is always to achieve 
maximum precision. If the circumstantial "wa" is encountered in the corpus however, 
Beeston’s point of view seems the most acceptable. He states that: "in these cases [wa is not] 
a connective ... and [it] should not be translated ‘and’"(ibid:81). Among other additive 
conjunctions in Arabic are: aydan (also), kadhalika ( as well as), adif ila (added to that),
ila jdnibi (along side with), bil *idafatah ila (in addition to), calawatan °ala 
(in addition to), kama (also), fa  (and).
Regarding the uses of "fa" (so, since, thus), it will be considered an additive conjunction only 
when its function "implies that what precedes it has some sort of priority over what follows 
i t ... [or whenjfo] marks the independent stages in a sequence of events"(Beeston, 1968:56), 
otherwise it will always be considered a causal conjunction which is its primary function. We 
will say more about fa  when we address the Causal/Illative category.
Adversative
The prototypical adversative conjunction in Arabic is "lakin" (but). Both "lakin" and 
"lakinna" (another version of lakin) are said to denote the general meaning of Istidrak
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"rectification" (Wright, 1974:334), and both signal an adversative meaning by "denoting the
stressing of a subsequent statement as opposed to a preceding one"(Cantarino, 1976:235).
Cantarino (ibid:39) also suggests that "Arab grammarians ... do not go into the details of any
differences in their use and meaning". That is why when reading unvocalized texts, Cantarino
(ibid:39-40) asserts that:
it is not always possible to determine which one is meant, and 
while only [lakin] may be used immediately preceding a verb, 
it cannot be stated that the opposite is the rule, that is to say, 
that only [lakinna] should be used preceding a noun.
Beeston (1973:167) asserts that: "[lakin {na)\ does not belong to [the group of coordinating 
particles]; it incorporates the sememe of logical adversativeness, and is not in itself a syntactic 
coordinator". That is why it is possible "to place the simple coordinator wa in front of [lakin 
(na)]; for no two coordinating particles can be used in immediate juxtaposition" (ibid). 
Describing the function of "lakin" and "lakinna", Cantarino asserts that "lakin" presents "a 
statement in adversative coordination to one which is precedent [whereas "lakinna"] stresses 
the function of one part within a sentence in an adversative relationship to another 
sentence"(ibid:40).
Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that the adversative relationship is sometimes obscured 
by the use of the additive particle wa (and) in place of an adversative particle. A case in 
point is a suggestion put forward by Cantarino (ibid:40) who notes that: "adversative 
constructions are very frequently coordinated by the conjunctive particle [wa]\ only the 
adversative meaning of the two propositions will reveal the actual nature of the construction". 
Another significant adversative particle is "bal" (however). The function of "bal" as an 
adversative marker is clearly outlined by Cantarino (ibid:46) who states that bal:
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introduces an element which implies (a) the negation of the 
preceding statement, e.g., "I think, rather, I believe"; (b) after 
a negative statement, an affirmative counterpart, e.g.,"not 
because ... but because"; (c) after an affirmative or negative 
statement, the range of meaning may also be amplified: ‘this, 
even this’.
Here, an example from the corpus is a case in point:
(6.9) wa hunaka "afatun la yumkinu al-cuthuru fiha cala cu§ayyati kuxin bisuhula, wa qad la 
yuctharu fiha cala al-cu§ayyati mutlaqan wa "abaddan, bal yatathabbatu min wujudi 
"athariha b il* ixtibarati * assilliyati allati la tada°u majalan lissakki fi al-ma§dari 
* assilliyi litilka al- "i§abati al-jildiyya. (There are infections in which Koch’s bacilli
cannot be found easily, if at all. However in order to ascertain their adverse effect we 
must resort to tuberculosis tests which leave us in no doubt as to the tubercular source 
of these skin diseases).
Another adversative particle is " *innama"(but, however, whereas). Regarding the use of this 
particle, Wright (ibid:335) claims that "The particle [ Innama] is one of the most important
in the language as [tiarf fia§r], particle o f limitation or restriction". Cantarino, on the other 
hand (ibid:205) suggests the following:
The emphatic statement introduced by [ Innama] is frequently 
understood as being in opposition to a preceding term, situation, 
or another situation ... Arab grammarians usually call [it] a 
"restrictive particle", even though this is not its most common 
meaning; it is actually used to emphasize the statement it 
presents (ibid:205).
The function of " * innama" as an adversative particle is highlighted by
Cantarino (ibid:206) who postulates that "[ "innama] is often used ... with an adversative
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meaning:
(6.10) [kana sayyiduna la yugannl bi§awtihi wa lisanihi wah dahuma
w a* innama yuganni bira * asihi wa bibadanihi " ay dan] The school
teacher did not sing with his voice and tongue only but also with 
his head and body.
(6.11) [falmar * atu laysat mujarrada maxluqin mustaqilin bidhatihi wa * innama 
hiya muwatinatun wa zawjatun wa um] for woman is not a mere 
creature isolated in herself, but citizen, a wife, and a mother"(ibid:206).
Following Cantarino *innama is treated here as an adversative particle; this is attested to by 
the following examples from the corpus:
(6.12) wa qad yuhafizu al-mu§abu cala h alatin cammatin h asana * innama tataraddadu caliyyhi 
a l-* acradu min hinin li "axar.(The patient may maintain a generally satisfactory 
condition; however the symptoms will recur from time to time).
(6.13) wa qad la tatruku hadhihi al- *ilti§aqat ayya tanadhurin saririyin namudhaji aw wadifi,
innama qad tusabbibu "alaman batnlyatin gamida. (These may not leave predictable
clinical patterns or clear traces. However they may indeed cause mysterious abdominal 
pain).
Among other adversative markers in Arabic are: mcfa dhalika (yet), *amma (on the other
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hand, as for), bilragmi min (inspit of, despite), cala al-aksi (on the contrary), wa min 
jihatin * uxra (on the other hand), la siyyama (not to forget), ^ /z al-muqabil (on the other hand),
xilafan "lihadhaAidhalika" (contrary to), min jihatin thanfya (on the other hand), mcf *anna 
(however).
Causal/Illative
The prototype particle which indicates causal relations in Arabic is "li * anna" (because/of).
Another important signal of cause/consequence relations is "fa" (so, for, consequently). Here,
some comments on "fa" are necessary. The function of "fa" as a signal of causal relationship
is highlighted by Cantarino (ibid:23) who states that:
[fa] implies an internal - and logical - relationship between the 
two coordinate sentences ... It may refer back to the preceding 
statement as a necessary premise for the action of the second.
... It may also unite two sentences that have a causal 
relationship pointing toward the effect, or fact, and its 
consequences.
In another statement, Cantarino points out that "[fa] may also be used to introduce an action 
which is intended as the aim of a previous action, or which is the logical result of an action 
designed to achieve such a consequence"(ibid:33).
The conjunction "fa" is regarded by Arab grammarians as a signal of causality between
clauses where the first clause implies a reason and the second a result. Sometimes also "fa"
marks a conclusion. The textual function offa  is highlighted by Cantarino (1976:20-21) who
also points to the difference between fa  and wa\
The main difference between \fa\ and ... [wa\ is that the latter 
only joins equally important sentences, stating their
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simultaneous validity, but without any attempt at internal 
arrangement or logical classification; \fa\ should almost always 
be translated with the connective particle "and" plus any of the 
English adverbs used to express similar progression and 
arrangement in sequence, e.g., "so", "then", "thus".
A similar point of view is upheld by Beeston (1968:56) who suggests that fa  can be a signal 
"of logical sequence of the train of thought ... the mind can proceed from a cause to a 
consideration of its effect, and in this case \fa\ corresponds to English ‘so’". The following 
example from Beeston (ibid) is a case in point:
(6.14) [qad * adlayta bifiujjatin qaticatin lihadha fa Vtaqiduhu].(you have 
adduced a decisive argument for this, so 1 will believe it)".
Alternatively, fa  may signal the reverse of the above, i.e., "the mind can proceed from a 
phenomenon to a consideration of its cause or justificatory generalization, and in this case \fa\ 
corresponds to English ‘for’"(ibid). Again another example from Beeston (ibid) illustrates the 
point:
(6.15) [qad "axta "tu falxata *u "insani]. (youhave erred, forto err is human)".
Wright (1974:290) describes fa  as a. "particle of classification or gradation". He suggests that 
fa  "usually connects two clauses, showing either that the latter is immediately subsequent to 
the former in time, or that it is connected with it by some internal link, such as that of cause 
and effect. It may be rendered and so, and thereupon, and consequently, for"(ibid:291; 
emphasis is in the original). There are several lexical items or particles in Arabic which 
signal either the cause or effect of an action/proposition; or they may simply draw
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conclusions. Among the most important ones are: lihadha (thus), lidha (thus), lidhdlika 
(therefore), dhalika bi* anna (thus), ma dama (so long as), wa dhalika (thus), cala anna
(provided this), bima anna (given that), bisababi (because of), min *ajli (in order to), cala
" ftibari (given that), ka *annama (as though).
Enumeration
This category is mainly expressed in Arabic by temporal adverbs which signal time sequence 
or the logical arrangement of a sequence of actions/events in time. They may also signal 
a sequence of ideas and their relationship in time. One of the temporal conjunctions is 
" *idha" (at the time when). Wright (1974, 3:11) suggests that "The use of [ "idha] as a 
conjunction arises in reality out of its original meaning as a temporal demonstrative ... Like 
[fiina], [waqta], [yawma]". In addition "The temporal clause introduced by [ "idha] is often
almost identical in meaning with a conditional clause introduced by [ * in]"(ibid: 12). Cantarino 
also asserts that:"[ "idha] is used in a very range of meaning ... primarily a temporal adverbial 
particle with a past meaning"(ibid:297).
The function of "thumma" (then) as a signal of temporal relation is highlighted by Cantarino 
(ibid:36) who suggests that "As a consequence of its temporal meaning, [thumma] usually 
implies that the action of the preceding sentence has been completed, thus introducing a new 
event or situation". Cantarino also adds that thumma "may also introduce a logical sequence; 
in this case, it always has an emphatic character"(ibid:37). Another function of "thumma" 
according to Cantarino is to introduce "development in the narrative, it will precede the 
dependent clause when this precedes the main clause"(ibid:38).
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Another signal of temporal relations is "fiina" (at that time). Cantarino observes that "hlna" 
is frequently used "to introduce temporal clauses", and he also notes that hina "after 
preposition ... may introduce temporal clauses preceded by [ "anna]"(ibid:77).
"talama" (as long as) is another particle which signals temporal relations. According to 
Cantarino talama has a meaning "equivalent to a temporal adverb: ‘very long’, ‘how long’. 
... [talama] also introduces a consideration of the repetition of an action during an extended 
period of time: ‘how many times’, ‘how frequently’"(ibid:211-212). Also,"baynama" (while) 
as a signal of temporal relations is described by Cantarino who suggests that "The temporal 
clause introduced by [baynama] may function as appositive of an adverb or adverbial phrase 
which has a temporal meaning"(ibid:233).
The function of "" idh" (at the time) as a signal of temporal relations is well expressed by 
Cantarino (ibid:284) who suggests that:
* idh] is a demonstrative {dverb with a temporal meaning. Its 
function is that of connecting two statements in which the first 
expresses the temporal sphere of the second. In this function,
"idh] does not have a subordinating value; on the contrary it 
precedes the statement that can logically be considered as the 
main one, in which the particle reassumes a temporal 
circumstance that has already been mentioned: "at the moment",
"at the time", "then", etc.
In another statement, Cantarino illustrates that "Since [ "idh], with this function and meaning,
does not imply any subordination of parts, it may be used to introduce the main clause after 
temporal expressions"(ibid:285).
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Another particle which indicates temporal relations is "mimdhu" (since). Cantarino (ibid:78) 
maintains that "[mundhu] and its shortened form [mudh] introduce a temporal modification
to the main clause in the form of a point of departure from which the statement of the main
clause is valid; hence its usual meaning ‘from the time when’, ‘since’".
Another temporal particle is "hatta" (till, until, until that, so that). Wright (ibid:29) observes 
that:
if [hatta] expresses only a simple temporal limit, or the mere 
effect of an act, without any implied design or expectation on
the part of the agent, it is followed by the perfect or the
indicative of the perfect". For example: [saru hatta talacat 
* assams] they journeyed till the sun rose.
The function of "hatta" as a marker of temporal relations is also emphasised by Cantarino 
(ibid:84) who states that "In its temporal meaning, [hatta] frequently presents the verbal action 
as having taken place, e.g., ‘till that happened’, and thus it usually governs the perfect tense:
(6.16) [*intazara hatta *in§arafa *assayxu] He waited until the sheik had 
departed".
Furthermore, Cantarino (ibid:90) points out that "The special meaning of [hatta], ‘until’ 
naturally leads to the insertion of a temporal clause ... its purpose is closer determination of 
the temporal limit presented only generally by [hatta]", and he also observes that "the clause 
governed by [hatta] becomes the main clause of the temporal construction and is structurally 
equivalent to a main clause which follows its subordinate"(ibid:91).
Nevertheless, regarding the use of "hatta" as a signal of temporal relations, Beeston (1968:98)
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asserts that "many subordinating functionals have an ambivalent role, [hatta] is not only a 
clause-subordinator with the values ‘until’, ‘so that’, ... but has also the role of preposition 
‘up to’, and that of a modifier ‘even’ which has no effect on the sentence structure".
Among the most important lexical items which signal enumeration are: * awwalan (first), 
thaniyyan (second), axiran (last), bcfda dhalika (afterwards), huna (here), * al* an (now), 
qabla dhalika (prior to this), f i  annihayati (finally), f i  al-xitami (in conclusion), min qablu 
(before this), f i  al-bidayati (at the beginning), mundhu (since), f i  nafsi al-waqti (at the same 
time),^z dhalika al-hmi (at that time),./? tilka al- * athna * i (during that time), hfnama (when, 
while), lahzata (the moment), waqta (the time of), yawma '  idhin (that time, then), la zala 
(still), * aynama (whenever) ,f i  al-fiadir (at present), tialama (in the moment of, as soon as), 
hTnama (at the time of), fima (while, once).
Illustrative/Explanatorv/Alternative
The conjunction "aw" (or) is the prototype of disjunctive conjunctions whereas "am" (or) is 
the prototype of alternative conjunctions in Arabic.
One of the functions of "aw" described by Beeston (1968:57) is to connect:
two items which are mutually exclusive possibilities, of such a 
nature that they could be marked in English by ‘either ... or 
alternatively ...’: [qad ta£hhu qi§§atuhu aw taziyyaf] ‘his story 
may be true or false’. Modem usage, however, tends to extends 
the use of [aw] to all contexts where English uses ‘or’. And 
just as in English ‘or’ can be reinforced by a preceding ‘either’, 
this can be represented in Arabic by [ *imma]"
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Cantarino (ibid:49) emphasises that "aw" (or) "is the general and most frequently used 
disjunctive conjunction. ... it can only be used in affirmative or interrogative sentences . ... 
[aw] may also connect a sequence of two or more dependent clauses with a disjunctive 
meaning". Another disjunctive signal identified by Cantarino i s " imma" (either). Cantarino
observes that "imrna "as a particle introducing a disjunctive construction is used before both 
parts. The second part is always coordinated with the first by the conjunction [wa] ...
imma] frequently establishes a disjunctive between two noun clauses introduced by [anna] 
or [an]"(ibid:53).
The prototype of Alternative conjunctions is "am" (or). The function of "am" is summed up 
well by Cantarino (ibid:50) who says that am "generally introduces sentences presenting an 
alternative. Contrary to [aw], it frequently implies a condition of exclusion in one of the two 
sentences".
There are other important lexical items which signal altemativity such as: sawa * un (whether), 
badalan min (instead of), ciwadan can (in place of), cala al- *a§ahhi (rather).
The prototype particle which expresses explanation is "ay" (that is). There are other 
significant lexical items which signal an explanation such as: yaq§udu/ycfni (mean). The 
signals which indicate illustration are: mathalan (an example), cala sabili al-mithali (for 
example), limftiya mithalan (for example), wa min al- 'amthilati (an example), mayalT (as
follows), ma ya t i  (as follows), kama yalT (as follows), attaliyya (the following),
al- "atiya (the following).
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6.3 An Analysis of Texts
As in the previous chapter (the English corpus), there now follows a detailed breakdown of 
patterns of logical conjunctions in the Arabic corpus. Thereafter comments are made on each 
text. The texts used are:
(i) al- "amrad al-jildiya * annajima can al-°u§ayyat (Skin Diseases caused by Bacilli).
(ii) al- *afat al-jihaziyya wa al-haml (Systemic Disorders and Pregnancy).
(iii) * amrad al-maciy "addaqlq (Diseases of the Small Intestine).
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L o g ic a l C onjunctions in  T ext (1) T able (32)
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa xilafan fa thumma al-*axar
wa fa bacada safa * ihi
wa lakin fa aw
wa fa xilala aw
fa gayra * anna fa cisrlna yawman
wa gayra * anna fa *imma
wa * fa thumma
wa
wa
gayra anna 
gayra * anna li *anna bayna 3-7 * ayyam
wa * imma
wa * hatta aw
wa amma wadhalika
wa
fa
minhakama gayra anna xilala al-*usbuci minha
wa gayra anna fa al-*awwalwa
lidha
macan
wa
wa
wa
wa
bal thumma
lakin wadhalika al- *usbucayn thumma
* ahammuha
wa * fa bacada 48 sacah hiya
wa cala arragmi minwa sababi 4 g yawmiyyan imma
wa * hadha 1 g yawmiyyan
wa amma fi al-yawmi wa * imma
wa fa limuddati'usbuc wa imma
wa gayra anna
wa lidha bacda ciddati aw
* aydan *amma asablc aw
wa fa
wa gayra anna fa 2 g fi al-yawmi * imma
wa gayra * anna fa
fa
fa
cidat * ashur
wa
wa gayra anna
thumma aw
wa gayra * anna fa xilala yawmin aw wa * imma
wa gayra * anna fa
fa
yawmayni
wa gayra anna aw
wa gayra anna
lidha
thumma aw
wa hatta
wa
wa *amma fa
fima mada "attallyya
wa amma
natljata
xilala bidcati aw
awwawa gayra * anna
ayyam
wa fa * aw
kama *amma al- an
wa "amma li'anna imma
wa bacada azzarci
wa fa wa imma
kama gayra anna 1 g yawmiyyan wa * imma
wa gayra * anna
wa * *imma
wa amma
wa 'amma wa * immawa
wa wa imma
wa
aw
aw
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (1) Table (33) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative 
Explanatory/ 
Alternative/
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
kama
kama
kama
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
* aydan 
wa
wa
wa
fa
wa
wa
wa
fa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
kama
wa
wa
* aydan 
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
xilafan
gayra anna
* amnia 
‘amma
gayra anna 
‘amma
gayra *anna 
gayra anna
lakin
gayra anna 
gayra anna 
gayra anna
wadhalika
fa
fa
fa
li‘anna
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
sababuha
fa
fa
lidha
fa
fa
wadhalika
wadhalika
lidha
fa
fa
fa
lidha
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
lidha
li anna
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
lidha
fa
fa
‘idha
idha
‘idha
bacada zarqi 
al-qublyca 
thalathi zumar
‘azzumratu 
al- awwall
bacada zuhuri 
al-qarhi
‘azzumratu 
‘aththanlyatu
arrbacatu
anwacin
azzumratu 
‘aththalithatu
baynama
hlna
bacda fatratin 
thumma
xilala muddatin
bayna 6-12 sahran 
bacda‘attalqlhi
bacda zuhuri 
al-qarhi 
fima mada
fi‘ayyamina hadhih
thumma 
idha 
idha 
fima mada 
‘idha 
‘idha
bacada ‘iktisafi 
7-10 g yawmiyyan
bayna 3-6 mg 
yawmiyyan
100 mg 3 marat 
yawmiyyan
‘assanatayin 
1 g marratayin 
thalatha marratin
‘imma 
wa imma 
aw 
aw 
aw 
aw 
aw 
aw 
aw
ay
aw
hiya
aw
huna
mathalan
aw
aw
‘imma 
wa imma
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
‘ahammuha
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
hiya
‘ahammuha
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (1) T able (34) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
*aydan 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
kama 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
fa 
wa 
wa 
kama 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
fa 
wa 
kama 
wa 
wa 
wa 
kama 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
kama 
wa 
kama 
wa 
wa
lidha
lidha
fa
fa
li *anna
lidha
fa
fa
al-*usbuc 
1 g yawmiyyan 
qabla "iktisafi
bayna thalathatun aw
* arbacatun
thumma 
thumma 
"axIran 
hlna
* ashurin 
sinlna 
hlna 
"idha
qabla huduthi 
"attaqrruhati
thumma
bacada bidcati "ayyam 
thumma
bacada 3-6 "asablc 
"ahyanan
ba°ada "arrah ati 
bacada al-mucalajati 
"idha
bacada al-wiladati
fawran
"idha
hina dhaka 
bayna bidcati 
"assablca
ciddata sinin
sanatayin
thalathi sanawatin
fima mada
haliyyan
haliyyan
naw°ayni
nawcun thalithun 
bacada "an tu?aba
imma 
wa" imma 
hiya 
aw
"imma
wa" imma
hiya
aw
aw
aw
aw
minha
minha
aw
mathalan
ay
aw
aw
aw
"ahammuha
aw
aw
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L o g ic a l C on jun ctions in  Text (1) T able (35) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
kama thumma
kama
wa ‘idha
wa ‘idha
wa
wa thumma
wa thumma
wa
wa ‘idha
wa ‘idhawa
wa
hlnawa
kama
xilala xamsa sanawatwa
wa
kama thumma
wa thumma
wa
wa hatta
wa ciddata sanawat
wa hatta
wa
wa *assabic wa‘ashur
wa
wa fima madawa
kama
wa hadhihi al- ayyam
wa
kama hatta
wa
100 mg fi al-yawmiwa
wa bacada dhalika
wa 50 mg fi al-yawmi
wa
marratayni fiwa
wa al-‘usbuci
wa
kama bacada thamaniyati
wa *ashurin
wa
wa habah wahida
wa yawmiyyan
wa
wa hatta
wa
wa 3-6 habbat yawmiyyan
wa hatta
wa 400 mg yawmiyyan
kama
wa thumma
wa hatta
wa
wa habbah wahida fi
wa al-yawmi
wa
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (1) Table (36) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa fiatta
wa bacada sanawatin
wa 250-750 mg yawmiyyan
wa
wa marratan fi al-*usbuci
wa
wa 300-600 mg yawmiyyan
wa bacada al-bad i
wa
wa xilala sacatin aw
wa * t
wa
ayyamm
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
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L o g ica l C on ju n ction s in  Text (1) T able (37) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
aydan
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
fa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
aydan
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (1) T able (38) (c o n tinued)
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
Number of occurrences of the logical conjunction category in
Text (1)
Category Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory
Alternative
Number of 
occurrences
359 43 81 133 99
Percentage 50.2 6 11.3 18.6 13.8
The results of the analysis of logical conjunctions in Text (1) indicate that the highest number 
of occurrences is in the Additive category. This is perhaps partially explained by the fact that 
this text is about "al- * amrad al-jildiya * annajima can al-^ayyat (Skin Diseases caused by 
Bacilli)", and the writer is constrained by the nature of the subject matter whereby the writer 
is involved in the description of a great variety of diseases and their symptoms. In this text, 
the author is largely engaged in substantiating the ideas being presented. Despite these 
explanations, one cannot fail to note the dominance of the Additive category. The next 
highest number of occurrences is in the category of Enumeration. The Adversative category 
in the above text is of marginal importance. With this we complete the analysis of Text (1) 
and proceed to the analysis of Text (2).
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L o g ica l C on ju n ction s in  Text (2) Table (39)
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa *amma fa 500 ml fi al-'uxra
wa addaqlqati
kama cala * arragmi lidhalika aw
wa min fa
fa
*athna*a al-hamli
wa al- *usbucayin hiya
wa lakin
wa fa
fa 600 ml fi
* ahammuha
wa
wa
lakinna *addaqlqati
aw
wa bal wadhalika
wa *athna*a al-hamli kila
wa
wa
bilmuqabil bisababi baynama * annawciyn
wa wadhalika idha
wa amma
fa
idha
attaliyya
wa hummawa cala arragmi fa xilala al-hamli
wa
kama
min
cala * arragmi
fa
fa
xilala al-hamli hadha yacnl
wa min fa cindama * #
wa fa cindama attaliyya
wa lakin fa cindama fi mithliwa fa
wa *amma
lidhalika
110 likul daqlqa hadhihi
wa bittali hiyawa bal bittali
kama bal fa hiya
wa fa bacda *atp£awri aw
aw
aydan
wa
lakin
lidha *aththalithi
kama *amma aw
wa fa idha
wa lakin fa idha bi *ihda
wa lakin lidhalika
bittali * attarlqatayn
wa lakin
wa lakin fa
"athna "a al-hamli kal ati
wa lakin mundhu
fa lakin fa *a$$inf al- awwal mithal
wa
wa
wa
lakin
lakin
lakin
lidhalika *a§§inf * aththani 
‘a§?inf *aththalith*• s* %
hiya
wa
kama
wa
*amma
fa
lidhalika
a^inf arrabic 
hatta
*attaliyya
wa
kama
bal fa
"athna"a al-hamli aw*attaliyya
fa
kama amma
fa
fa fi al-*usbuci 28 bittali
*attaliyya
wa bal
amma
fa aw
wa fa
fa qabla bithalathati
aw
wa
wa "amma fa
*asablc ma yali
wa
wa bal
fa
‘athna* al-hamli *attaliyya
wa lidha *idha
kama lakin
fa
xamsatu mabadi * sawa *un
wa lakin bittali
wa lakin fa *idha aw
lakin thaniyyan
lakin
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  T ext (2) T able (40) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative 
Explanatory/ 
Alternative/
wa
wa
fa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
* aydan 
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
kama
wa
wa
* aydan 
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa.
kama
wa
fa
fa
fa
fa
lidhalika
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
lidha
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
li‘anna 
lidha 
lidhalika 
fa
lidha
fa
lidha
li‘anna 
li‘anna 
fa
lidha
fa
fa
lidhalika
fa
fa
lidhalika
bacada al-‘usbuc 
‘aththani casar
500 mg kul sit 
sacat
‘idha
‘a??infiyn 
‘aththalith 
wa ‘arrabic
‘idha
‘idha
110 likul daqlqa 
24 likul daqlqa
‘idha
‘idha
‘idha
‘idha
‘idha
xilala 20 daqiqa
bacda tamami 
al-‘ittisaci
bacda ‘itmami 
al-wilada
hatta
‘a§§infan 
al-‘awwal 
wa ‘aththani
‘a§§inf
‘aththalith
‘a§?inf‘arrabic 
‘idha
70% min al-halat 
hlna‘idhin 
35 caman 
43% cinda al- 
maqlubat
16% cinda baqi 
al-hawamil
liciddat sanawat 
‘idha
‘attaliyya
aw
mithal
aw
aw
minha
aw
aw
wa hadha yacnl
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L o g ic a l C onjunctions in  Text (2) Table (41) (co n tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
aydan
kama
wa
wa
fa
wa
wa
wa
fa
wadhalika
fa
fa
lidhalika
fa
fa
li anna
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
lidha
220 mg xilala 
al-hamli
tiscat "ashur 
"athna a al-hamli 
1010 mg
hatta
xilala al-hamli 
athna al-hamli 
"athna" al-hamli
fi nihayati al-hamli 
fi bidayati al-hamli 
fi al- "usbuci (12) 
fi bidayati al-hamli 
fi bidayati al-hamli
3 marrat yawmiyyan 
1 g/100 ml sahriyan 
"idha
bacda al-*usbuc
* aththalathln
xilala al-"ashuri
* aththalathati 
al- "ula
fi nihayati 
al-"ashuri 
*aththalathati 
al- ula
marratan kul yawmin 
xilala ciddati 
sacatin 
idha
limuddat 30 daqlqa 
"idha
fi al-waqti al-hadiri 
hatta
al-"usbuc al-xamis 
wa aththalathln
bacda hadha * attarlxi
marhalatayn aw 
thalatha
"idha
"idha
"idha
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (2) T able (42) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative 
Explanatory/ 
Altemat i ve /
wa 5 mg 3 marrat
wa yawmiyyan
wa bacda qalllin
wa "irtifaciha
wa
wa 15-20 mg yawmiyyan
kama *athna "a al-hamli
wa qabla al-wilada
wa
wa
wa
"athna"a al-hamli
"idha
wa thalathat "ashur
wa
wa bacda "intiha * i
wa ashur al-hamli
wa
wa
wa
"aththalathati
al-"ula
wa
kama idha
wa xilala al-hamli
wa bacda al-wilada
wa qabla al-wilada
wa "athna * a al-h amii
wa
wa marhalatan
wa naw'an
kama xilala al-hamli
wa qabla al-hamli
wa qabla murajactihinna
wa al-cIyada
wa
wa xilala al-hamli
wa idha
wa
wa min bidayati
wa al-hamli
wa
wa hatta
wa
wa $abahan wa masa an
wa "idha
wa fi "a??abahi
wa fi al-masa"i
wa fi al-"usbuc 36
wa
wa
wa
"idha
al-"usbuc 37
wa bacda al- "usbuc 36
kama
wa xilala 12 saca
wa "idha
wa
wa limuddat 12-24 saca
wa
wa ba°da al-wilada 
limuddat 48 saca 
hatta 
"awwalan 
"idh
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (2) Table (43) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa ba°da 3 sacat
wa haliyyan
wa *idha
wa xilala *assacat
wa al-48
wa
wa thaniyan
wa thalithan
wa rabican
wa xamisan
* aydan
wa "athna 'a al-hamli
bilidafati
*■ * athna * a al-hamii
ila "athna*a al-hamliwa
wa "athna "a al-hamli
wa
wa fi al-"asabici
wa "aththalathati aw
wa al- "arbacati
wa al- ax Irawa
aydan "idhawa
kama "athna * a al-hamli
wa *athna*a al-hamli
wa limuddat 6 "ashur
wa
wa "athna"a al-hamli
wa "athna"a al-hamliwa
wa yawmiyyanwa
kama fi al-yawmi
wa * arrabici *  *
wa li arbacat ayyam
wa limuddat yawmayn
wa "idha
kama "athna"a al-hamli
wa
wa
wa
, * idha
* idha
wa
wa limuddat "usbuc
wa "athna "a al-hamli
wa "athna "a al-hamli
wa
kama fi"ashuri al-hamli
wa
wa al- ula
fi"ashuri al-hamli 
al-"axlrati 
"idha
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (2) Table (44) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
E3q>lanatory/
Alternative/
xilala al-hamli 
athna"a al-hamli 
* idha
*athna * a al-hamli 
"idha 
idha
limuddat casrat "ayyam 
limddat 24 sa'a 
qabla wadci al-qath^ar 
xilala al-hamli 
bacda al-wilada 
xilala al-hamli 
bacda ?awmi al-layli
fi "assahri "arrabici 
xilala al-hamli 
bittali 
" idha 
"idha 
idha 
halama
"athna "a al-hamli 
*awwalan 
thaniyan 
thalithan 
"athna"a al-hamli 
xilala al-hamli 
athna al-hamli
bacda " ayyamin min 
al-wilada
"athna "a al-hamli 
qabla zuhuri al- 
yarqan
Number of occurrences of the logical conjunction category in
Text (2)
Category Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory
Alternative
Number of 
occurrences
273 36 93 198 39
Percentage 42.7 5.6 14.5 31 6.1
The highest number of occurrences of logical conjunctions in Text (2) is in the Additive
category. The most striking feature of this text is the relatively high number of occurrences 
from the category of Enumeration. As Crowhurst (1987:197-8) concludes:
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the significant mode difference for temporal conjunctives was 
caused by higher frequency of use in narration than in 
argument. Temporal conjunctives in narration are usually time 
words and phrases: then, soon, later, next day. ... Temporal 
conjunctives appropriate to argument... tend to be markers of 
the development of the argument.
The high frequency in the category of Enumeration is probably due to the nature of the 
subject mattter. This text is about "al- "afat al-jihaziyya wa al-fiaml (Systemic Disorders and
Pregnancy)", the writer is drawn towards using temporal adverbs such as " * athna * al-hamli",
"fi "assahri "arrabic", "bacda "ayyamin min al-wilada", "fi al-*asabfi"aththalathati aw al-
"arbacati al- "axirah", "minbidayati al-hamli", "fi al-yawmi "arrabfi", "li"arba°ati "ayyam",
"limuddat yawmin", etc. It may be remembered that temporal adverbs were classified in this 
study as part of the category of Enumeration. As with Text (1), the highest number of 
occurrences in this text is in the Additive category, and the lowest is in the Adversative. This 
concludes the analysis of this text.
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (3) T able (45)
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa cala * arragmi "asbabuha thumma min "amthilatiha
wa min
wa lidha 100 g yawmiyyan minha
wa
wa
"amma
fa fima bacd mithla hadhihi
wa * innama
wadhalika
ciddat "ayyam al-"i?abah
wa
wa * "idha minha
wa amma fa
wa fi al-"usbuc fi mithli
wa
wa
cala arragmi 
min
lidha al- awwal hadhihi al-halat
wa
wa "amma
fa
fa 2500 harlrah fi
"i^abat "uxra
wa al-yawmi aw
bi"ihda hatayni
wa
wa
wa
cala "arragmi 
min
lidha
fa
"idha
wa min fa xilala al-"usbuc awwa nahlyatin
lidha
al-"awwal awwa __
wa uxra awciddat "ashur
wa
wa *innama
li"anna
xilala hadhihi
yu°udu " ila
wa
wa cala caksi
fa al-mudda aw
wa
wa "amma
wadhalika "ahyanan
aw
aw
wa
wa
wa
"innama
li"anna 
li"anna
bacda haqni 
mawadda ma?llyya
aw
aw
aw
wa
wa
"amma lidha 60 bilmi"ah min
aw
aw
wa * al-halat aw
wa innama bisababi aw
wa hatta aw
wa cala "arragmi fa bacda " a££a-°am aw
wa min fa
wa
lakin
fa
fa "a§§afhat
minha
wa
wa fa
"aththalath aw
wa
wa
cala kuli
thumma
aw
hal lidha
wa hiya
wa lakin fa fi al-bidd i
wa fa mithal
wa amma fa hatta
wa amma fa thumma aw
wa amma wadhalika "idha aw
wa _ aw
wa amma fa 50 bilmi"ah min hakadha
wa ragma fa al-halat aw
wa fa
wa amma fa bacda "attadaxuli bil"a§ahhi
wa
ragma bisababi al-jirahl
30-50 bilmi"ah 
min al-halat
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (3) Table (46) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
fa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
*amma
amma
*innama
cala * arragmi 
min 
amma 
'amma
*innama
natijata
fa
bisababi
fa
fa
natijata
fa
fa
lidha
lidha
fa
fa
natijata
hallyyan 
yacqub dhalika 
hlna
min hlnin li*axr
al- *an 
al-*an
casra marrat fi 
al-yawmi
500-1000 g 
yawmiyyan
marrah aw 
marratayni fi 
al-yawmi
marrah wahidih 
fi al-yawmi
*athna*a annhari
xilala 24 saca
hatta
bittall
50 bilmi*ah min 
al-halat
xilala ciddat 
*ayyam
thalatha cana?ir 
yawmiyyan 15 mg 
hatta
5 mg yawmiyyan
gram yawmiyyan
30 mikru gram 
yawmiyyan
limuddati *usbuc 
thumma
100 mikru gram 
kul sahr
aw
ay
aw
aw
mithla hadhihi 
al-
*atlyati
aw
mithla
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
fi hadha al-hal 
aw
min * ahammiha
aw
aw
aw
aw
aw
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L o g ica l C on jun ctions in  Text (3) T able (47) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
idha
xilala bidci sacat 
*axiran
sin al-cisrln wa 
al-xamsln
* idha 
baynama
muddat sahriyn 
6-12 sahran
* idha
40 bilmi *ah min 
al-halat
ciddat *ashur 
gram yawmiyyan
thumma
*idha
90 bilmi*ah min 
al-madah
5-10 bilmi*ah min 
al-marda
bacda fathi al-bat;tni 
bacda dirasati 
bacda bidd*i 
13 sahran
hatta al-casar sanawat
idha
*idha
* idha
* idha
thalathata
* asbab
marrah fi 
al-*usbuci
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L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  T ext (3) Table (48) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa cisrina marrah fi
wa al-yawmi
wa
wa * idha
wa
wa xilala 24 saca
wa
wa bacda tapblqi himya
wa
wa bacda zuhuri
wa
wa thumma
wa
wa saca "ila *arbac sacat
wa
wa
wa
bacda "at£cImi
wa * idhawa
wa " idha
wa
wa hlna
wa
wa caqba halatin
wa iltihablya
wa
wa hatta
wa
wa "idha
wa
wa min* acradihi
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
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L o g ic a l C on jun ctions in  Text (3) T able (49) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
bil*idafati 
*ila 
wa 
kama 
kama 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa
bil*idafati 
ila 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa
bil *idafati 
ila 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa
bil*idafati *
ila
wa
L o g ic a l C on ju n ction s in  Text (3) T able (50) (con tin u ed )
Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
bil*idafati 
*ila 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa
bil*idafati 
*ila 
wa
bil *idafati 
ila 
kama 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa 
wa
Logical Conjunctions in Text (3) Table (51) (continued)
Illustrative
Explanatory/
Alternative/
Causal/
Illative
EnumerationAdversativeAdditive
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
kama
kama
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
wa
Number o f  o c cu rr en ce s  o f  th e  l o g ic a l  c o n ju n c tio n  c a te g o r y  in
T ext (3)
Category Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory
Alternative
Number of 
occurrences
392 32 50 92 60
Percentage 62.6 5.1 8 14.7 9.6
The most striking feature in Text (3) is the extreme dominance of the Additive category 
realised mainly by "wa". Although there may be some partial explanation of this high number 
of occurrences owing to the nature of the text which is about " "amrad al-maciy * addaqlq
(Diseases of the Small Intestine)", one is struck here by the very high number of occurrences 
in the Additive category. One possible explanation is the great variety of disease involved 
which may well lead the writer to frequent use of conjunctions in the Additive category. 
Again, as in texts (1) and (2), the lowest number of occurrences is to be found in the 
Adversative category. With this we come to the conclusion of the analysis of logical 
conjunctions in this penultimate chapter and proceed to the final chapter which will include 
"Findings and Conclusions".
Chapter VII 
Findings and Conclusions
In this chapter, I present the main findings of the thesis and in section 7.11 consider the 
implications of these findings.
7.1 The Function of Lexical Patterns in Medical Textbooks
The results of the analysis in this study would seem to add to the data supporting the notion 
of text as a multidimensional unit in which cohesion devices function differently within a 
system to create something that is perceived as a whole.
The pervasiveness of patterns of lexical relationship (manifested through lexical categories and 
lexical chains) throughout the texts examined in this study, would seem to indicate that lexical 
cohesion as a feature of expository texts should receive far more pedagogical attention than 
has previously been the case. As a feature of text, lexical cohesion should receive its just due, 
at least insofar as instruction on expository writing is concerned.
All the texts exhibit a connection with the title of the text at the beginning, either in the first 
sentence or in the second through some sort of lexical relationship. This observation is not 
so trivial as it might seem. The titles of literary texts, for example, are frequently 
metaphorical and not directly reflected in the first section of the text that follows. This 
observation is attested to by certain lexical chains that carry on the topic from the title 
throughout the text. Such chains have for their starting point or first referent the titles of the 
texts themselves. The lexical chains which carry the topic and sub-topical development 
identified in the medical texts (Arabic and English) are large contributors to the total of
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cohesion devices. Although each of the data (Arabic and English) differs in specific 
patterning, all share the characteristic of having a few chains which introduce the topic at the 
beginning of the text and carry it through. All of this indicates the significant role of lexical 
chains in carrying topical information through a text. However, the specific patterns exhibited 
in the texts indicate a variety of organisational possibilities. This observation seems to be 
another way of looking at sentence variety in writing and, perhaps, of looking at the 
information structure of the sentence.
Lexical cohesion analyses have explicitly shown how cohesion devices relate units of meaning 
or information in a text. Such findings would constitute support for the claim that cohesion 
is a semantic relation and that the assertion is the basic organisational unit of sentences and 
paragraphs.
Furthermore, the corpus (medical textbooks in Arabic and English) confirms the claim made 
by Halliday and Hasan (1976) that cohesion is a semantic relation among the lexico- 
grammatical elements which, by operating across the sentence boundary, create a text.
Analysis such as I have been describing can help the writer decide (in revising) whether each 
sentence does what he/she decided it should do. Also, analysis of the functions, or roles of 
successive sentences advances the writer’s - and the reader’s - understanding of how a 
paragraph works.
Cohesion is not an exclusively semantic phenomenon: sometimes, it is a combination of 
syntax and semantics. This is clearly demonstrated in the use of parallelism where the use
of recurrent structure contributes to the overall unity of the text. Also, the degree to which 
sentences and constituents are incorporated into the recurrence chain structure constitute an 
integral part of the paragraph’s cohesion and its structural pattern.
What emerges from the previous analysis and descriptions is the simple idea that linking 
sentences together generates coherence and that to attain that linkage, writers need to repeat 
words to establish equivalence chains of meaning. If there is no dominant idea, if there are 
no key phrases to repeat, then unity and coherence are missing.
One level of lexical cohesion is the recurrence of the same lexical item. The simplest form 
of this recurrence is the repetition of the same term in which a strict identity relationships is 
maintained. Recurrences establish patterns of unity where two or more items - what I refer 
to as a recurrence chain - enable a text to develop its basic topic by a series of substitutions 
in which there may be an interplay between lexical repetition, synonymy, and any other 
lexical category.
The mere repetition of a single term signals semantic thematisation. The term is then 
syntactically thematised by appearing constantly in the subject position or the dominant noun 
phrase slot, and when these two thematisation methods concur, the repeated term evolves into 
the discourse topic.
It is the initial sentence of the paragraph that contains the most general class instantiations of 
the recurrence chains, which also leads it to be interpreted as the paragraph topic sentence. 
The over-reaching conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that the topic sentence is
merely one means by which information is conjoined and combined. It does provide the 
reader with a contextual frame that allows for integration of subsequent information, but so 
too does a base sentence sequence. The fundamental appeal of topic sentences lies in their 
structural tidiness; that is, paragraphs with topic sentences are characterised by more 
controlled, tighter recurrence chains which are catered for under the topic sentence.
In describing these cohesion patterns, this investigation identified paragraph structures based 
mainly on semantic relationships which produce cohesion, and hence adding evidence that 
paragraphs are indeed structured, and not merely eclectic or idiosyncratic discourse 
phenomena.
If we had followed Christensen’s (ibid) analysis, i.e., subordination and coordination in a 
paragraph, we would not be able to reveal the intricate relationships uncovered by lexical 
chain connections such as a single chain, double chain, and a multiple chain terms. The 
importance of this type of investigation is that it does not presuppose one single set of 
relationships and does not ignore or mask complex relationships. The preceding analysis 
proves that sentences derive their semantic configurations from the context in which they 
appear.
The analysis is also sensitive to one of the most basic tenets of discourse, that grammatically 
correct individual sentences may not be grammatically correct in a particular context, and, as 
a corollary to that fact, that sentences derive their semantic and syntactic configurations from 
the context in which they appear. In this respect the analysis begins to account for some of 
the most interesting facets of discourse: that the whole is always an interface between worlds
of knowledge, and that successful texts take that into account.
Furthermore, the analysis presents a spectrum of continuous and cumulative structures, from 
simple to complex, that enables the teacher to present text structure in a logically graduated 
fashion, as in the teaching of some sciences. In the traditional teaching of text structure, the 
only progression is the basically rhetorical progression, i.e., from description to narration to 
analysis to argumentation. However a theme must achieve cohesion whether it is descriptive 
or argumentative, etc. The patterns analysed here impart technique to the user that precede, 
logically and pedagogically, the specialised skills necessary to produce the rhetorical modes 
of discourse.
The series in a discourse which are united by a common term seem to be the common feature 
in paragraphs. A case in point is the text on the "fetus" (Arabic and English), where the 
author conjoins parts of the discourse to create complex paragraphs. Moreover, in an analysis 
of patterns of sentence connections in the discourse as a whole, one may observe that the 
trend from local connections to remote connections becomes even clearer. Each sentence 
builds on information from the previous one, and thus the ordered arrangement of sentences 
is crucial.
7.2 Results of the Analysis of Lexical Categories in the Corpus
In the following tables, a summary of the results of various lexical categories is presented:
Number of occurrences of each lexical category in the
English corpus
Lexical
Category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
Occurrences
104 13 2 3 22 10 31 45 17 18 1
Percentage 39 5 0.8 1.1 8 4 12 17 6 7 0.4
Number of Type (1) occurrences of each lexical category in the 
______________________English corpus_______________________
Lexical
Category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
Occurrences
9 1 -- 4 1 5 18 5 6 --
Percentage 3.4 0.4 -- 1.5 0.4 2 7 2 2.2 --
Number of Type (2) occurrences of each lexical category in the 
_______________  English corpus________________________
Lexical
Category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
Occurrences
95 12 2 3 18 9 26 27 12 12 1
Percentage 36 4.5 0.8 1.1 7 3.4 10
10.2
4.5 4.5 0.4
Number of occurrences of each lexical category in the 
_________________Arabic_corpus____________________
Lexical
Category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
Occurrences
72 14 4 1 7 11 1 42 3 3
Percentage 46 9 2.5 0.6 4.4 7 0.6 26.6 1.8 1.8
Number of Type (1) occurrences of each lexical category in the 
 Arabic corpus________________________
Lexical
Category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
Occurrences
19 5 -- 5 6 1 31 2 -- --
Percentage 12 3.2 -- 3.2 3.8 0.6 19.6 1.2 -- --
Number of Type (2) occurrences of each lexical category in the
________ Arabic corpus___
Lexical
Category
LI L2 L3A L3B L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9A L9B
Number of 
Occurrences
53 9 4 1 2 5 -- 11 1 3 --
Percentage 34 5.7 2.5 0.6 1.2 3.2 -- 6.9 0.6 1.8 --
The results of the analysis reflected in the above tables clearly demonstrate that simple lexical 
repetition accounts for 39% of the lexical ties across all categories in the English corpus and 
for 46% of the Arabic corpus. A Chi square test was carried out and a significant association 
was found between language and the frequency of occurrences of simple lexical repetition in 
medical textbooks in the two languages (Chi= 39.57: P=.00002). The null hypothesis of no 
differences in frequency of occurrences of simple lexical repetition in English and Arabic 
medical textbooks is thus rejected. However, simple lexical repetition Type (1) accounts for 
8.65% of the total occurrences of this category in the English corpus and for 26.40.% in the 
Arabic corpus. Simple lexical repetition Type (2) accounts for 91.35% of the occurrences of 
this category in the English corpus and for 73.60% in the Arabic corpus. Because simple 
lexical repetition Type (2), it will be remembered, reflects the lexical connections between 
sentences, and because it is very high in the English corpus and Type (1) is of marginal 
significance, whereas in the Arabic corpus both Type (1) and (2) are important, it is apparent 
that the focus in the English corpus is clearly on LI Type (2) while in the Arabic corpus the 
focus is on both. A speculative conclusion might be that the basic unit of discourse in 
English is the paragraph while in Arabic it is the sentence. This conclusion is also confirmed 
by the next highest number of occurrences of any category in the data. For English and 
Arabic, the next highest number of occurrences is within the category of L7. Whereas in the 
English corpus it is L7 Type (2), in the Arabic it is L7 Type (1). In the English corpus L7
Type (1) accounts for 40% of the total L7 occurrences and Type (2) for 60%. In the Arabic 
corpus L7 Type (1) accounts for 74% and Type (2) for 26% of all L7 occurrences. A Chi- 
test shows that the difference in the frequency of occurrences of Type (1) and Type (2) in the 
English and Arabic medical textbooks is also statistically significant (Chi= 10.09: P=.0015). 
The null hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the frequency of simple 
lexical repetition and the next highest single lexical category in English and Arabic medical 
textbooks is thus rejected.
Another striking difference between lexical patterns in English and Arabic is in the next 
highest number of occurrences after category L7. In the English corpus, the highest number 
of occurrences of Type (1) is in the L9A category, and the highest of Type (2) is in the L6 
category. In the Arabic corpus, the highest number of occurrences of Type (1) is in the L5 
category, and the highest of Type (2) is in the L2 category. Numerically, lexical repetition 
constitutes the most productive single lexical category in the corpus. The negative value 
traditionally assigned to word repetition should be called into question especially in medical 
textbooks, for example.
These findings seem to demonstrate the importance of simple lexical repetition as a cohesive 
agent in the texts examined in this study and as a possible characteristic of the register of 
medical textbook discourse. Simple lexical repetition which accounts for a majority of lexical 
ties in the corpus should not be taken as a license for indiscriminate lexical repetition within 
expository texts. Further research is needed in this regard before shibboleths against lexical 
repetition in expository texts are abandoned entirely. It would seem prudent to call them into 
question.
If, as Kinneavy (1971) claims, scientific discourse is characterised by extensive word 
repetition, and if, as claimed in this study, medical textbook discourse also involves extensive 
simple lexical repetition, then pedagogical practice needs to change in order to reflect more 
accurately the convention of this particular register.
Furthermore, the findings of this study support the findings of other studies. For example, 
Crowhurgf(1987) in his study of lexical relations in students’ compositions claims that "the 
use of lexical repetition was high in argument for both Grade 6 and Grade 12"(ibid:195). 
Crowhurs offers this explanation: "High use of lexical repetition in argument by sixth graders 
reflected ... the immature repetitiveness of their choice, whereas for twelfth graders [lexical 
repetition] reflected ... a greater tendency to elaborate and summarize their argument"(p.l99). 
Crowhuist further suggests that of the three types of lexical cohesion, synonyms and 
collocations were higher in narration, whereas lexical repetition was higher in argument. 
Skuja (1984; cited by Hoey, ibid:242) compared the organisational features of argumentative 
compositions produced by experienced native speakers of English with compositions produced 
by advanced Singaporean students and found that "the native speakers characteristically used 
repetition devices to connect over a considerable distance in a text, whereas the Singaporean 
students ... tended to repeat at shorter distances, typically within the paragraph boundaries". 
In their study of coherence and connectedness in discourse, Matsuhashi and Quinn (1984) 
conclude the study suggesting that "The most frequent ties in many texts are lexical relations 
established through the repetition or collocation (co-occurrence of semantically associated 
words) of words in a text"(p.309). Fitzgerald and Spiegel (1986) conclude their investigation 
with the following suggestion: "In both the present work and in the Tierney and Mosenthal 
(1983) study, the most frequently used ties were lexical ... and [the] least frequent were
conjunction"(p.276). They also add that "in cases where significant relationships between 
cohesion and coherence existed, conjunction ties appeared to be more powerfully (negatively) 
related to coherence than ... lexical ties"(ibid).
Referring to lexical repetition in texts, Hoey (1991b:244) observes that "new information 
always accompanies repetition in mature writing. ... [and] repetition usually provides the 
grounding for new information". He also suggests that "unless we can recognize related 
lexical items, whether these be morphologically related items or paraphrases, we cannot hope 
to read a second language the way we read instinctively our first"(ibid:243-4). In another 
study, Hoey (1991a:220) claims that "a textual study is in a real sense a lexical study".
Witte and Faigley (1981) claim that the high-rated essays in their study had more lexical 
collocations than the low-rated ones. They also claim that lexical rather than grammatical 
cohesion was the predominant means of connecting sentences in both high - and low-quality 
papers. McCulley (1985) also finds significant correlations between coherence scores and 
three categories of lexical cohesion (synonyms, hyponyms, and collocations). Moreover, 
McCulley finds a small but significant correlation between lexical repetition and writing 
quality.
Lexical repetition as a cohesive device is usually kept within limits since unduly frequent 
recurrence of items tends to lower informativity. However, recurrence is prominently used 
to (1) assert or affirm one’s point of view, (2) convey surprise at occurrences that seem to 
conflict with one’s point of view, (3) express repudiation (cf. Halliday and Hasan, 1976), i.e., 
rejecting some material stated (or implied) in the previous discourse, (4) express the need to
overcome irrelevant interruption and get on with a statement (cf. de Beaugrande and Dressier, 
1981:155), (5) to express instances of iconicity, an outward resemblance between surface 
expressions and their content particularly in poetic texts.
Gutwinski (1976) in his type-token analysis of cohesion in selected works from Henry James
and Ernest Hemingway, compares the patterns of grammatical, lexical, and conjunctive
devices between these authors; in the category of grammatical cohesion, he found that
conjunctive devices account for a relatively small proportion of the total ties found in the
works of each author: in James, 2% and Hemingway 7%. Lexical devices accounted for
approximately 7% of the total ties in James and 46% in Hemingway. Gutwinski (ibid: 131)
claims that: "whereas James depends mainly on gammatical anaphora for the cohesion of
adjacent sentences, Hemingway uses both kinds [grammatical and lexical] of cohesion in
about the same proportion". He interprets the differences in frequency of occurrence between
the two categories as follows:
there is an interdependence between the number of the two 
kinds of cohesive items employed in a text. The writer’s 
freedom may lie not so much in how large the total number of 
cohesive elements he has to use in a text will be as in the 
choice among the various kinds of cohesion that he can employ.
... The patterning of cohesive choices within each of the two 
kinds of cohesion seems also to be more open to the writer’s 
option (ibid: 142).
While Gutwinski’s findings indicate a general trend towards an inverse relationship between 
the frequency of occurrence of lexical and grammatical devices, his interpretation is that the 
variation is primarily a matter of style. Moreover, Gutwinski’s findings are instructive since 
he found such disparate results between the literary texts of different authors; he predictably 
attributed the differences to stylistic variation.
It is however van Dijk (1983:29) who observes that:
Although lexical choice is a typical phenomenon at the ... level 
of sentence, it is also relevant for discourse analysis because a 
whole discourse will typically exhibit some kind of stylistic 
coherence ... lexical choice will be made from the same register 
and ... will be subject to the same evaluative dimension (my 
underlining).
Written texts are not only linear sequences of ideas; they are linear sequences of orthographic 
words and sentences. The written text is at one and the same time an abstract construct (van 
Dijk, 1977) and a concrete physical entity, possessing linearity, physical containment on a 
page, and physical presence as a surface plane. As Winterowd (1971) suggests: if one 
perceives form in a discourse, one also perceives coherence, for form in a discourse consists 
of internal consistent relationships in any stretch of discourse. On the other hand, cohesion 
consists of unity, which in turns consists of both: (a) the recurrence of a dominating item
present in or inferred from all sentences in a paragraph, and (b) a pattern of totality
manifested by that item recurrence. Coherence, the orderly arrangement of recurrences, is an 
aspect of unity and functions to make more explicit the already present and implied relations 
among recurrences. If an analysis of cohesion reveals the relationships among discourse parts, 
then it may also be expected to reveal the structure of paragraphs. Cohesion, as Halliday and 
Hasan observe, helps explain "how sentences, which are structurally independent of one 
another, may be linked together through particular features"(ibid:10). Cohesion also elevates 
a random collection of sentences to the status of a text; and in the process imparts meaning, 
insight and purpose to those sentences. Indeed, cohesion provides the textual means for 
initiating comprehension or sense. It also represents the first and most basic condition of any 
text for it differentiates a meaningful sequence of sentences from a mere agglomerate.
Text according to Halliday and Hasan (1976) refers to "any passage spoken or written, of 
whatever length, that does form a unified whole" (ibid:l). Texts are also distinguished from 
non-texts by the property of texture, "the fact that the lexico-grammatical units representing 
a text hang together - that there exist linguistic cohesion within the passage"(Hasan, 
1978:228). This linguistic cohesion may be achieved through various processes: viz, reference 
and substitution, conjunction, syntactic parallelism, topic comment chains, lexical repetition, 
etc.
Cohesion consists of unity, as manifested by a recurrence chain, and coherence, as manifested 
by the semantic and syntactic relations among links in the chain. Unity and coherence are 
manifested in a variety of ways: sentence construction; transition words; number of 
recurrences, location of recurrences, kinds of recurrences, and order of recurrences. It must 
be noted that in cohesion, the interaction between recurring lexical items and syntax is not an 
interaction between equals. Where a recurrent chain exists there is cohesion, without a chain, 
there is no cohesion. Functionally, these devices do two things: they maintain an unbroken 
chain of recurrences and thereby establish some degree of cohesion through unity; they also 
subordinate information already known or recoverable by reducing the autonomy of sentences 
containing these devices and forcing the reader back to the antecedents in the preceding 
sentences.
Despite the fact that texts and sentences clearly share certain properties, a text is not 
considered to be merely a unit larger than the sentence. The text is different in kind from the 
individual sentence or sequences of unrelated sentences (Halliday and Hasan, 1976; van Dijk 
1977, among others). Sentences and their implications are not comprehended in isolation, but
as parts of a whole which is formed in part by sentences comprehended by the reader. The 
reader supplies inferences to determine the meaning of each individual sentence, and then 
links that sentence with information he/she already knows. This linkage produces a unifying 
context or situation into which further pieces of information may then be fitted and 
understood.
No text supplies all the information necessary for its understanding, authors consistently leave 
out information that they feel can be inferred by the reader, so that comprehension and 
cohesion depend not only on linguistic cues underlying the message but also on general 
knowledge.
Nevertheless, the model which has been devised to describe patterns of lexical relationships 
is sometimes limiting. Thus the texts analysed manifest other features such as the use of 
parallelism or the use of adverbial phrases of time (i.e., rhetorical features essential for the 
organisation and development of a text as a whole). The decision was taken not to ignore 
such constructions.
In conclusion, it must be pointed out that lexical couplets in Arabic literary texts (which Koch 
1981, 1983a and 1983b described) are almost absent in Arabic medical textbooks. There is 
a possibility that the style of these text books may be influenced by Western style of writing 
especially English.
7.3 The Function of Lexical Chains in Medical Textbooks
Lexical chains are likely to consist of multiple units extending over spans of text under less 
rigid constraints for the purpose of sentential contiguity. Although pronoun chains may equal 
(or exceed) some lexical chains in length, the patterning is somewhat different. Lexical chains 
are generally more flexible than grammatical chains in terms of the amount of text they can 
tie together, the one exception being the demonstrative ’'this", which can refer to and tie 
together an entire text. It was noticed in the analysis of lexical chains that the first chain 
always starts with the title of the text and embraces lexical items (mainly nominal phrases) 
which are consistently occupying the sentence focus position. In addition, lexical chains 
schematised in different figures in the analysis (see chapters (III) and (IV)) reveal that the 
sentences which occur towards the end of the text are connected directly to the topic sentence 
and not to each other. Thus, the exact order of the supporting sentences in such cases would, 
sometimes, seems not to be crucial. The positions of sentences could be interchanged since 
they do not build one upon the other, and their meaning would remain intact.
Y -ng (ibid) looks at cohesive chains and finds support for the association between the 
cohesive harmony and coherence through the more subtle notion of chain interaction: the 
number of cohesive chains does not appear to be related to writing quality, but linkage and 
management of chains does. The significant role of lexical chains in cohesion is also 
observed by Haswell who claims that "chains formed of repeated words, synonyms, and 
collocations often extend throughout the length of the essay"(ibid:430). Moreover, Neuner 
(ibid) found that good essays are more dense with lengthy lexical chains of ties.
Whether a given lexical chain consists of a noun-pronoun sequence or a noun-repeated-noun 
sequence (as in the present investigation) would seem to be determined not by author choice
but also, for example, by the ways in which information units are marked in English. Focus 
is addressed in writing through information structure, with the focus of the sentence being "the 
word or words either referring to the particular piece of information being requested or else 
conveying new information"(Simpson, 1979:33).
The potential relationships between lexical items can be seen most usefully as a set of 
relations. The chain itself will instantiate a pattern of relationships such as part/whole or 
member/class or superordinate/subordinate and so forth. In this study, lexical cohesion has 
been perceived as the presence of a dominant term, either directly or inferentially, in each 
sentence of a paragraph; in other words, the presence of a single-term chain, a double-term 
chain, and a mixed chain. The network of the whole text, is made up of dominant terms 
(or nodes) which are introduced, explicated, and connected with other terms (or nodes) 
through the relationship established by the syntactic and semantic dominance. The particular 
selection of these terms and relationships is governed by the communicative function of the 
text as a whole. Communicative function determines the complexity of the text to be 
developed, whether by a single; or a double chain, or a combination of recurrence chains, and 
also by the amount of world knowledge that is assumed to be shared by the author and reader.
7.4 Results of the Analysis of Logical Conjunctions in the Corpus
One aspect of the emerging pattern is the role logical conjunctions play in the semantic 
network underlying sentence production. These establish the following logical relations 
among sentences: conjunctive, disjunctive, causal, contrastive, concessive, etc. They also 
establish relationships between major meaningful parts of a sentence, and thus they contribute 
to the global coherence of a text. The role of conjunctions is highlighted by Gunter (ibid: 16)
who suggests that: "with the help of conjunctions in ... [a] text, the reader/ hearer may 
probably build those bridges of relevance which knit the whole text together into a coherent 
whole". Conjunctions, as Gunter (ibid:21) asserts are: "signals that cause the reader/hearer 
to join the present utterance in some particular way to a foregoing piece of language". Gunter 
believes that it is possible to perceive conjunctions as signals. He states that "signals create 
meaning ...[and that] the chief job of linguistics is to comprehend and to state carefully how 
signals behave in a language" (ibid:27). Matsuhashi and Quinn (ibid:309) describing the vital 
role of conjunctions in a text, advocate the idea that "Conjunctive ties connect meaning 
relations in consecutive sentences by establishing a variety of logical and contextual 
relationships".
The following are the results of the analysis of logical conjunctions in both the English and 
Arabic corpora:
Number of occurrences of the logical conjunctions in the 
_______________________ English Corpus_________________________
Category Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory
Alternative
Number of 
occurrences
681 373 342 522 347
Percentage 30 16.47 15.1 23 15.32
Number of occurrences of the logical conjunctions in the 
_____________________ Arabic Corpus_____________________
Category Additive Adversative Causal/
Illative
Enumeration Illustrative
Explanatory
Alternative
Number of 
occurrences
1024 111 224 423 198
Percentage 51.71 5.6 11.31 21.36 10
The highest number of occurrences of logical conjunctions in the English corpus is in the 
Additive category. The next highest number is in the category of Enumeration. Similarly,
in the Arabic corpus the highest number of occurrences is in the Additive and the next highest 
is in Enumeration. In the English corpus however all categories play significant roles in the 
development of the texts, and they contribute to the cohesion of the texts. In the Arabic 
corpus, on the other hand, only two of the five categories (Additive and Enumeration) are 
important, whereas the other three are marginal, i.e., their role in the coherence and cohesion 
of the texts is insignificant. Although in both languages the highest number of occurrences 
is in the Additive category, in English there is a more even spread among the categories than 
in Arabic where the Additive overshadows all the others. A Chi-test shows that the difference 
between the number of occurrences of the logical conjunctions category (Additive) in the 
English and Arabic medical textbooks analysed is statistically significant (Chi= 206.0: 
P=.ooo). The null hypothesis of no difference in the frequency of occurrences of the logical 
conjunctions category (Additive) in the English and Arabic medical textbook analysed is thus 
rejected. Also, a Chi-test shows that the difference between the number of occurrences of the 
logical conjunctions category (Adversative) in the English and Arabic medical textbooks 
analysed is statistically significant (Chi= 123.4: P=.ooo). The null hypothesis of no difference 
in frequency of occurrences of the logical conjunctions category (Adversative) in the English 
and Arabic medical textbook analysed is thus rejected. Finally, a Chi-test shows that the 
difference between the number of occurrences of the logical conjunctions category 
(Causal/Illative) in the English and Arabic medical textbooks analysed is statistically 
significant (Chi= 13.1: P=.ooo). The null hypothesis of no difference in frequency of 
occurrences of the logical conjunctions category (Causal/Illative) in the English and Arabic 
medical textbook analysed is thus rejected.
The other finding which emerges from the analysis of logical conjunctions in the Arabic
corpus is the very low frequency of the Adversative category. Moreover, the use of the 
Additive conjunction "wa" in Arabic dominates in all texts in the Arabic corpus despite the 
fact that it is sometimes used in combination with other conjunctions from different 
categories. Al-Jubouri (1978:170) observes that "Arabic is more prone to using additivity in 
a contrastive environment than English does. Another evidence is the frequent use of cwa’ 
to combine statements that are in contrastive opposition". Some years ago Hunt (1965:11) 
observed that "the overuse of and [in this case "wa" in Arabic] between main clauses is a 
stylistic offense, not a grammatical offense". In this context, Beeston (1973:170) describing 
pre-modem Arabic prose style claims that: "it is virtually impossible to begin a fresh sentence 
without a coordinating particle". He also adds that "Pre-modem writing in Arabic is 
characterised by particle linkage especially the narrative mode". Beeston further suggests that 
"marking the beginning of each new sentence by [a particle] linkage is so dominant that even 
paragraphs commonly begin so, a habit alien to European style"(ibid:171).
Regarding the use of causal conjunctions, Al-Jubouri (ibid: 159) concludes that: "there is a
strong tendency for English connectives to signal a clearly conceived relation of causality.
In contrast, Arabic connectives are more likely to signal indeterminate and remotely related
causality". He also adds that:
part of the indeterminateness of causality in Arabic is related to 
the frequent use of the connectives "wa" and "fa" to signal a 
causal relationship. These two connectives conflate an additive 
with causality, producing a complex amalgam of shades of 
meaning that subdues the expression of causality, (ibid: 160)
With reference to the category of Enumeration, two comments can be made. Despite the fact 
that there are several problems in determining on a sophisticated level the type of logical 
conjunctions to include or exclude in this category, it plays a significant role in the
development and organisation of texts in both languages. Logical conjunctions from this 
category separate text segments into relatively discrete items that are distinctly comparable 
among themselves.
Referring to the Adversative category, in the English corpus logical conjunctions from this 
category span larger text segments and thus help text creation more effectively, whereas 
conjunctions from this category in the Arabic corpus are used to indicate adversativeness 
mainly between clauses in sentences.
Logical conjunctions have the role of signposts in a text, i.e., they identify and limit the 
sequence, and present an organisation plan for the text by explicitly unfolding its details. It 
must be pointed out that signposts have to be differentiated from topical development. 
Whereas the latter makes an assertion about the topic or subject, the former manifests the 
organisational framework of the discussion of the topic. It was noticed that there are 
signposts in the majority of the texts examined (especially in the English corpus) which 
indicate quite clearly how the text is organised and how it is going to develop. A case in 
point is text (ii) chapter (iii), where the first paragraph acts as an organising one because it 
spells out explicitly its relation with subsequent paragraphs and the type of relations the reader 
should anticipate.
On the other hand, in the Arabic corpus, paragraph organisation is not as clear as in the 
English, i.e., paragraph boundaries are not marked and sometimes are blurred. Indeed, in 
Arabic the concept of paragraph is not well-defined. Some texts may recognise the category 
by beginning particular sentence with a new line. Others may consistently forbear to do so,
while yet other texts may be internally inconsistent in their usage.
Logical conjunctions are cohesive markers that overtly signal the relationships between text 
constituents. In the absence of explicit markers between text elements, the reader might be 
able to perceive the existence of semantic relations in a text, but the task will be quite 
difficult. Brown and Yule emphasise that readers will normally assume that a sequence of 
sentences will constitute a text even in the absence of explicit cohesive signals. They further 
suggest that "formal markers of cohesion" are not essential for readers to perceive a text as 
a text but it is the "underlying semantic relation"(ibid: 198) which is important. Undoubtedly, 
Brown and Yule are quite right in stressing the importance of semantic information. 
However, one cannot deny the importance of logical conjunctions as cohesive markers in the 
organisation of texts until there is empirical evidence to suggest the contrary. A similar 
proposition is advocated by McClure and Geva (1983:411) who suggest that: "in the written 
[discourse], conjunctions may be the only clue to the author’s perception of the relationship 
between propositions".
The results of the analysis of logical conjunctions in this study provide medical textbook 
writers with a body of information and some general as well as specific guidelines which can 
be of real value in the preparation of instructional material. They are also helpful to teachers 
in the development of classroom techniques, for example, in preparing students of medicine 
learning how to organise and write a medical report.
Future research may focus on the signalling of sub-topics, and on the extent to which textual 
conjunctions are used in the realisation of this function. Further study is needed in this area
to determine under what conditions Illustrative/ Explanatory markers are used. This study 
points to the need for a comprehensive investigation of coordination and subordination in 
Arabic.
7.5 The Aim of Medical Textbook Discourse
The dominant aim of this discourse is informative. The informative aim is revealed in the 
presentation of verifiable facts without detailed proof of them. The moderately formal, neutral 
tone, and objectivity as well as predominantly denotative medical language are appropriate 
for the informative end. The organisation of the texts is determined by aim, mode, and 
convention. Because they reflect responses to recurring situations, generic conventions 
generally determine the large-scale organisation and the content of individual sections. The 
general organisation patterns are largely pre-determined by contextual requirements. Within 
the broad organisational framework, the aim is the primary organisational principle 
determining the arrangement of major structures in the texts. At the same time, aim and/or 
mode order the structures.
Another assumption held by this researcher is that the subject matter should be the main 
concern of the writer. To put it differently, writing about medicine may be regarded as purely 
intrinsic activity. Thus the whole concern of the writer is to report objectively the 
information derived from the activities of medical science, devoid of subjective statements 
expressing value judgements and personal reactions; for example, despair, exaltation, and so 
forth; although, some authorial intrusions seem inevitable in most discourses, even if the 
writing were intended to be objective.
However, the use of extrinsic elements is insignificant in comparison with the strategies 
employed to present evidence, to describe clinical features, to describe patterns of disease, and 
observations, to delineate various symptoms, and to describe different methods of treatment.
7.6 The Role of Contextual Situation and Culture
The situational and cultural contexts surrounding the texts are crucial to their production and 
interpretation. At the broadest level, the texts indicate to their writers and readers what 
communicative purposes are possible within the medical discourse community: to discover the 
nature of the patient’s illness; to explain clinical anomalies; to demonstrate correlation 
between the treatment methods and disease patterns. Undoubtedly, context, culturally and 
situationally, exerts its influence on all aspects of the discourse - its aim, its organisational 
patterns, and its style. Because this study supports a research methodology that takes a textual 
perspective on writing, it also indirectly supports the critical importance of context in 
discourse analysis. Discourse analysts, including the present researcher, rely heavily on the 
use of specialist informants to explicate the language of a discipline, including its underlying 
values and assumptions (see section 1.8).
The present researcher, as previously mentioned, relied on the expertise of various subject 
specialist informants in medical science to achieve greater understanding of the texts and the 
contexts surrounding them. For example, one of these medical specialist informants explained 
various controversies regarding medical evidence, clarified medical definitions and idiomatic 
expressions, and elucidated facets of medical reasoning. Such informants included the author 
of one of the texts (medical textbook (iii): Arabic).
Even at the most basic level of interpretation - the semantic content of individual words - the 
discipline was unfamiliar to the researcher, who, relying on medical dictionaries and subject 
specialist informants, was obliged to learn the meaning of new terminology before he could 
understand, let alone analyse, the sample texts. In addition, the very length of the analyses 
themselves attests to the semantic complexity of the corpus.
Some researchers, such as Myers (1985b), who analysed numerous drafts of biologists’ 
proposals and extensively interviewed the authors, have adopted the perspective that 
knowledge is "socially constructed". This ultimately suggests that only by becoming part of 
the discourse community by becoming immersed into its language activity, can analysts ever 
truly understand its discourse. The major lesson for researchers, Meyers (ibid) asserts, is that 
they must get into the field and enter the flow of language and work.
7.7 The Role of Style in Medical textbooks
Stylistically, the discourse is characterised by a unique blend of persuasive exploration. The 
stylistic characteristics of the sample texts are influenced by their contexts and aims. Context, 
for example, necessitates texts that are highly conventionalised in form, requires the use of 
"medicalese" and regulates the extent to which it is present. In general, however, the style 
of each text appears to be chiefly a function of its aim. The dominant style of the texts is 
referential, that is, largely objective and impersonal, reflecting a primary focus on the subject 
matter rather than on the writer or reader. The impersonality of the writer and the focus upon 
the subject matter are reflected in the number of pronominal and passive constructions. Also, 
nominalisation, i.e., especially of verbs, for example, "restoration o f’, "concentration of', 
"measurement o f1, "examination of', "evaluation of', tends to create a style which is perceived
as less personal.
The modal influence of classification, evaluation, description and narration is revealed in the 
mixture of concrete and abstract terms and of static and dynamic verbs, and in the use of 
adjectives and various temporal references. "Static" verbs, such as "have", "be", "appear", 
"seem", "reveal", etc., constitute a good proportion of "dynamic" verbs such as "examined", 
"asked"., etc. Other stylistic features such as capitalised headings are used to compress, 
emphasise, or arrange information in the texts.
7.8 Semantic Features of Medical Textbooks
Semantically, the texts are characterised by the use of specialised terms, revealing the 
influence of early Greek medical and classical Latin, as well as by the use of common words 
with different shades of meaning (e.g."tendemess"). Moreover, the specialised terms drawn 
from Greek and Latin marked the subject matter of the text as medical. The use of a single 
lexical item, where, in a non-technical context, two or three words would be used, reflects the 
impulse to simplify. Style may be sacrificed in favour of concise completeness. Referring 
terms are literal; in general, kinds of reality referred to are highly concrete, objective, and 
denotative.
Both classification and evaluation of subject matter necessitate the use of abstract terms while 
the latter mode lends itself to the use of the subjective, and perhaps somewhat emotive 
language as well. The use of evaluative concepts is reflected in expressions such as "good 
control", "good evidence", "hepatic insufficiency", "renal failure", "the presence of pancreatic 
insufficiency", "the lower ribs posteriorly", "sufficient calories", "normal renal function",
"adequate glomerular perfusion", etc.
Another semantic feature is the use of comparatives such as "higher", "more", "better", 
"compared to"; or terms that suggest comparison, e.g., "improved", "remarkable", "fair", 
"normal", "much", "well". Also, there is extensive use of comparative structures, e.g., "more 
effective", "more frequent", "more complex", "deeper than". In addition, the use of 
prescriptive terms such as "not appropriate", "appropriately", "his activity is restricted", 
"without added ...", and so forth abound in this type of discourse.
7.9 Syntactic Features of Medical Textbooks
Syntactically, medical textbooks are characterised by simple, declarative sentences, large 
numbers of prepositional phrases, polysyllabic words, few personal pronouns, numerical 
quantifications, and bracketed constructions, such as, synonyms or explanations. Sentences 
have often been constructed in predictable patterns such as grammatical subject linked to 
descriptive predicate, are primarily declarative statements in the indicative mood. Emphasis 
on the object, rather than the subject, also necessitates some use of personification, e.g., 
"rectal examination and sigmoidoscopy will detect...", "carcinoma of the lower rectum will 
almost always cause ... ", "this drug inhibited ...", "the benefit of therapy persists".
7.10 Suggestions and Recommendations for Future Research
Sufficient pronounced characteristics among the samples are revealed through the analyses to 
describe the genre "medical textbook discourse" in formal terms. The pronounced differences
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and similarities between the two languages (English and Arabic) as manifested in medical 
textbooks would seem to justify teaching the formal structural characteristics to student 
writers as important structures which should be included in the type of medical textbook 
discourse.
Because one of the main purposes of this study is to indicate ways of teaching the student to 
write medical texts and to provide him/her with aids for reading medical textbook discourse, 
here the emphasis is placed on the improvement of the teaching of reading and writing 
medical texts. The student writer should be made aware of the problems of readability, 
particularly if he is working with information of considerable complexity, as medical textbook 
discourse often is. The student writer should be taught some means of checking the 
readability of medical textbooks. Difficult ideas and complex knowledge require more 
complex, and hence more difficult to read, prose.
The patterns revealed in the present study provide students with specific means for checking 
the cohesion of their work before submitting it. They provide formal guidance to teachers 
and students as well as rendering the task less difficult. A pedagogical implication of this 
study is that its methodology helps teachers to understand a highly specialised discipline. 
However, teachers will also need appropriate contextual information in order to interpret texts. 
As a means of providing such information, the use of collaborative subject specialist 
informants is particularly important. Because medical writing is an area which has been 
largely unexplored by researchers, future research could take many possible directions 
according to the theoretical view or combination of views, adopted by the researcher. Also, 
because little is known about how doctors write and much has been said about the poor
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quality of their writing, studies of individual writers and groups of writers would be helpful. 
Such research might include ethnographic studies and longitudinal studies of medical students 
learning the language in their curriculum, and analysis of the writing process of different 
groups of doctors in different writing situations, for example, when writing medical reports.
A comparison between ancient Arabic medical writing with contemporary style could be 
investigated. Analysis of doctor-patient communication (in Arabic) and its relation to the 
writing up of cases could also be explored.
Further study is needed to identify the lexical types that are most frequently repeated in the 
writing of medical journals and other related genres to determine under what conditions 
lexical repetition is necessary, or permissible.
The importance of cohesion analysis is that it describes a broader constellation of linguistic 
clues to semantic and structural relations in a text than does the traditional sentence-bound 
syntactic analysis. Cohesion analysis points to distinguishing textual patterns. As Doyle 
(1982) suggests, it is more useful to investigate a text when it is embedded in a real-world 
context, which provides an appropriate environment for particular cohesive strategies. This 
real-world context would reveal cohesive patterns which are textually more explicit.
Hoey (1991b) correctly emphasises the role of lexical cohesion in any teaching programme. 
He suggests that "learners need to have a grasp of lexical relations if they are to be able to 
recognize information as relevant to their needs. This means that lexis must take a central 
place in our language syllabuses"(ibid:240).
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Finally, let me focus in the following sections on the contrast between English and Arabic as 
it is reflected in the figures.
7.11 Concluding Remarks
7.11.1 The Contrast between Lexical Cohesion in English and Arabic
It must be pointed out that the model used to explore differences between English and Arabic 
medical textbooks also has its limitations. Although the model devised in this study to 
explore patterns of lexical relationships is more revealing than the one designed to investigate 
logical conjunctions, still it was only tested by other scholars and researchers invariably on 
different varieties of the English language. However, the viability of the model is proved in 
exploring the intricate differences which exist between English and Arabic medical textbooks. 
This is revealed in the higher number of occurrences of Type (1) in the Arabic coipus while 
for the English it is Type (2). Whereas Type (1) reflects the connections within sentences, 
Type (2) reflects lexical connections between sentences. Thus the focus of the authors of the 
Arabic textbooks is mainly on the sentence as their basic unit of organisation while the focus 
of the English writers is clearly on the paragraph as their basic unit of organisation.
7.11.2 The Contrast between English and Arabic Logical Conjunctions
One of the things that this study clearly implies is that the categories of logical conjunctions 
set up in this study have their limitations. The five categories devised and explored by other 
scholars have almost invariably been tested on the English language. Indeed, the grammatical 
tradition of the 20th century worldwide remains overwhelmingly English language biased in 
orientation. This in itself may explain the very clear difference in the figures between English
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and Arabic. The range of representation in English is between 5% and 51% with the key 
difference being that 51% of the Arabic tokens are additive while this is the case for less than 
a third for the English tokens.
The surface argument, that Arabic is more tolerant towards Additive, is perhaps superficial. 
An alternative and more interesting explanation is to say that a taxonomy with a five way 
distinction which has more than half of its representative belonging to a single category, is 
weak.
Let me exaggerate to make the point. A taxonomy of the animal kingdom which divided 
animals into two categories, "dogs" (1%) and "not dogs" (99%) is evidently not helpful. It 
may be that the classification adduced here following English language grammarians is to 
some extent dubious in the same way when applied to Arabic. This suggests that there is a 
great deal of valuable research which could be undertaken in future to establish ab initio 
categories which are appropriate for the study of Arabic. At a more pragmatic level it is 
probable that Arabic learners of English accustomed as they are to choices of logical 
conjunctions which will prefer quasi-additive will be perceived by English speakers as making 
poor logical distinctions. Arabic learners of English, in other words, must learn to perceive 
the world through the English language taxonomy. In other words, what is involved here is 
more than saying to the learner "do not use and so often"
The number of occurrences of Adversative conjunctions in English is higher than in Arabic 
medical textbooks. A possible speculation is that in English there is a more adversial 
principle of construction in which competing possibilities are balanced while Arabic prefers
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a more cooperative structure in which different principles are stressed. If this is so, even in 
a field as non-forensic as textbook writing, it might suggest that an Arabic learner of English 
in particular would have difficulty in interpreting the way that text is put together. Equally 
it would suggest that an English learner of Arabic would find Arabic texts insufficiently 
differentiated in their logical relationships. Although difficult to operationalise, it would be 
interesting to discover whether this was so.
Finally, the number of occurrences of Causal/Illative conjunctions is much higher in English 
than in Arabic. Another speculation would be that English language favours the explicit 
display of Causal/Illative relationships whereas Arabic depends to some extent on the 
cooperative principle of the reader to infer those relationships of causality. This may 
sometimes lead to conflicting inferences or may conflate one type of relationship with another.
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